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Advanced Technology
Op Amps
from aProven Source.
In the Space-Age Arena of Linear Technology, Raytheon Stands Out with
High Speed, Low Noise, High Performance, and Programmable Op Amps.

The Op Amp marketplace is a
very competitive arena. To
meet the challenge of
supplying devices to your
high performance requirements, Raytheon stands out
as your champion.

Guaranteed Specifications
We'll give you guaranteed
maximum specifications,
high performance, low noise,
high speed and programability.

Proven Source
You no longer have to shop
around to fill your various Op
Amp needs. Raytheon has
the most complete line of
high performance and
standard devices available.
Your most demanding
requirements, as well as
your standard device needs
can be satisfied with only
one phone call.

Quads. Duals and Singles
Our Op Amp mix is made up
of 50 0/0 quads, 20% duals and
30 0/0 singles. Some of the
more popular device types
are shown below.
Get out of the Op Amp arena
of multiple sources. Call
Raytheon and we'll send
you our Op Amp Buyer's
Guide.

High-Reliability
All Raytheon Op Amps are
available with full MIL-STD883 processing as well as
some available with 38510
qualification.

Raytheon Company
Semiconductor Division
350 Ellis Street
Mountain View, CA 94042
14151 968-9211

Popular Device Types
Quads

Duals

RC4136
RC4156*
RC4157
HA-4741

RC5532/ A
RC4739
RC4558
RC4559 —

Singles
RC725
RC3078
RC5534/A
OP-07 Series

•High Performance HA-4741
"High Performance RC4558

RAYTHEON
Semiconductor Division
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Programmable
LM346
RC4149
RC4149-2
RC4149-3

SEMICONDUCTOR
TEK S-3275 TEST
SYSTEM

We handle
difficult personalities.

When it comes to characterization, many LSI/VLSI devices can be
difficult little creatures. Normal evaluation procedures just won't work.
Like hybrids that present many
simultaneous digital and analog operations. Or chips that require both algorithmic and random pattern testing. Plus
the ability to change from one to the
other on the fly
There's only one test system that
thrives on truly difficult personalities.
The Tektronix S-3275. The more complex the device, the more you appreciate what the S-3275 can do.
Why? Because only the S-3275
combines all the right features into a
single, powerful package. One that
gives you the flexibility demanded by a
growing versatility in device design and
function.

EtaIlle ,"1
A system that opt ,mizes design
engineering productivity.
With 128 channels at 20 MHz, the
S-3275's state-of-the-art pattern processor combines the functions of pattern processing and algorithmic pattern
generation. The clock system provides
125 pS resolution on each of 16 phases.
Plus the S-3275 has awaveform digitizer ta provide FFT and THD analysis.

With the S-3275, you get more
than just sophisticated hardware. You
get TEKTESTIIIT'A, an operating system
that allows up to four concurrent tasks.
So when you've got some difficult
LSI/VLSI devices to handle, ask us. We
know what to do with those kind of
personalities.
For more information about the
S-3275, contact your Tek Sales
Engineer.
U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Central & South
America, Japan
Tektronix. Inc
PO. Bak 4828
%Marta, OR 97208
Phone: 800/547-6711
Oregon only 800/452-6773
Europe, Africa,
Telex: 910-467-8708
Middle East
Cable: TEKTRONIX
Tektronix International, Inc.
Canada
European Marketing Centre
Tektronx Canada Inc.
Postbox 827
PO. Box 6500
1180 AV Amstelveen
Barrie, Ontarb L4M 4V3
The Netherlands
Phone: 705/737-2700
Telex: 18312

Te..ictronix
-

COMMIT TEO TO EXCELLENCE

Copyright © 1981 Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved.
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fixed
attenuators
the world's lowest priced attenuators 3,6,10 or 20dB
from DC to 1500 MHz...hermetically sealed

The AT Series from Mini-Circuits

$

Check these features:

shown with
cover removed

High stability; thick film construction
in ahermetically sealed case
11 Rugged construction: Meets
requirements of MIL STD 202
1/Miniature Size: 0.4" by 0.8" by 0.2" high
.g Flat frequency response: Typically ±
-0.3 dB
Excellent VSWR: typically less than 1.2:1
I/ Low cost: $1.95 (1,000 quantity),
$3.95 (10-49)
1/ Delivery: From stock
DESIGNERS KIT AVAILABLE, KAT-1
4 attenuators of each type
AT-3, AT-6, AT-10, AT-20 only $39.95

Model

AT-3
AT-6
AT-10
AT-20

Attenuation.
dB Nominal
Value

3
6
10
20

Attenuation
Tolerance
from Nominal

±0.2dB
20.3dB
±0.3dB
±0.3d8

I
..

Frequency
Range
MHz

DC-1500
DC-1500
DC-1500
DC-1500

.,i

Attenuation Change
From Nominal Over
Frequency Range. MHz
DC-1000

1000-1500

0.6dB
0.6dB
0.6dB
0.6dB

1.0dB
0.8dB
0.8dB
0.8dB

VSWR
Max.

Power
Max.

DC- 10001000 1500
1.3:1
1.3:1
1.3:1
1.3:1

1.5:1
1.5:1
1.5:1
1.5:1

1W
1W
1W
1W

Mini.Circuits

A Division of Scientific Components Corporation
World's largest manufacturer of Double Balanced Mixers
2625 East 14th Street, Brooklyn, New York 11235 (212)769-0200
Domestic and International Telex 125460
International Telex 620156
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1000 Quantity
$3.95 (10-49)
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C-MOS inspires chips for computer, consumer, communication applications, 103
Twin tubs, domino logic, CAD speed up 32-bit processor, 106
Sapphire substrate boosts microprocessor density, 112
Custom microprocessor powers office work station, 116
Cool-running 16-K RAM rivals n-channel MOS performance, 120
PROM needs far less power than bipolar counterparts, 124
High-performance process fits speech system on a chip, 127
Linearity, low power suit monolithic codec plus filter, 130
Cross-point array IC handles 256 voice and data channels, 133
Charge balancing is key to 10-bit a-d converter chip, 136
Ignition controller braves harsh auto environment, 139
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broadens dramatically, 37
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Complementary-mOS technology has grown in sophistication to rival
n-channel mos, adding speed and design flexibility to its vaunted low power
consumption. As a result, it is being used for very large-scale integrated
circuits in a wide variety of applications. The articles in this special issue
look at both the technology and the applications.
The cover illustration is by Myers & Noftsinger.
• 106. Lightly doped pand n wells—twin tubs—and circuits consecutively
activated by a single set of inputs—domino circuitry — provide a speedy
single-chip microprocessor for telecommunications.
• 112. Using c-mos on sapphire for its density, a 16-bit microprocessor
features an off-chip control store for applications flexibility and a 32bit-wide multiplexed bus for operations in parallel.
• 116. For fast operation at lower cost, acombined small-business computer
and work station incorporates acool-running custom processor and companion input/output controller chips, which capitalize on the benefits of VLSI
densities. Standard c-mos memories and other parts also are used.
• 120. The different device types that are available in c-mos, plus other
circuit-squeezing techniques like self-aligning field implants and edgecoincident contacts, boost density as well as speed in a 2-x-by-8-bit static
random-access memory.
• 124. Shrinking both cell and fuse geometries improves bit densities as the
only family of c-mos programmable read-only memories reaches the 16-x
stage with two new offerings.
• 127. For battery-powered applications like calculators and watches, a
single-chip speech synthesizer is essential, and a 3-micrometer c-mos process provides the required density and low power.
• 130. Adding functions, a second-generation codec-plus-filter IC features
advances like an external capacitor to establish offset conditions and the
separation of the encoding and decoding conversion circuitry.
• 133. A single ic provides a digital 256-by-256-channel telecommunications switching matrix that handles both voice and data signals, superseding
three boards holding 100 TTL components.
• 136. Charge summing in a10-bit monolithic analog-to-digital converter is
performed by a novel multiple-input voltage comparator, simplifying the
traditional ladder-network circuitry.
• 139. A two-chip engine-control system designed to set spark advance can
operate in the harsh under-the-hood environment, thanks to its custom
c-mos controller.
In the next issue ...
The annual Technology Update ...Electronics' 1981 achievement award.
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pick
a
mixer

SRA-1

SBL-1X

410"

SBL-1
•r,

TFM-2

standard level (+ 7dBm LO)
from 500 KHz to 1GHz... hi-rel and industrial
miniature, flatpack, and low profile from 3
$

Choose from the most demanded mixers
in the world. Rugged construction and tough
inspection standards insure compliance to
MIL-M-28837/1A.
Check these features...
SRA-1 the world standard, covers 500 KHz to 500 MHz,
11-REL, 3year guarantee, HTRB tested,
meets M1L-M-28837/1A-03S. $11.95 (149).
TFM-2 world's tiniest Hi-REL units, 1to 1000 MHz,
only 4pins for plug-in or flatpack mounting,
meets MIL-M-28837/1A, $11.95 (6-49).
SBL-1 world's lowest cost industrial mixers,only $3.95 (10-49),
1to 500 MHz, all metal enclosure.
SBL-1X industrial grade, low cost, $4.95 (10-49) 10 to
1000 MHz, rugged all metal enclosure.
ASK-1 world's smallest double-balanced mixers, 1-600 MHz,
flat-pack mounting, plastic case, $5.95 (10-49).

MODEL

"

SRA-1

TFM-2

SBL-1

SBL-1X

ASK-1

.5-500
DC-500

1-1000
DC-1000

1-500
DC-500

10-1000
5-500

1-600
DC-600

CONVERSION LOSS. dB
one octave bandedge
6.5
total range
8.5

6.0
7.0

7.5
8.5

7.5
9.0

7.0
8.5

ISOLATION. dB, L TO R
lower bandedge
50
mid range
40
upper bandedge
30

50
40
30

45
35
25

45
30
20

50
35
20

FREQUENCY, MHz
LO, RF
IF

For complete specifications and performance curves refer to the 1980-1981
Microwaves Product Data Directory, the Goldbook or EEM.

finding new ways...
setting higher standards

1=IMini-Circuits

ADivision of Scientific Components Corporation
Worlds largest manufacturer of Double Balanced Mixers
2625 East 14th Street, Brooklyn, New York 11235 (212)769-0200
Domestic and International Telex 125460 International Telex 620156
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500
atts
o H.F.
Po er
ENI A-500
broadband
power amplifier
delivers 500 W
0.3 to 35 MHz

Here is the biggest, toughest,
ruggedest, solid state Class A linear
amplifier we make It's designed
to stand up in hostile environments,
yet it's easy to field service
because all major subassemblies
are "plug in" replaceable
Designed for use in HF transmitters,
RF/EMI applications, linear
accelerators, and gas plasma
equipment, the ENI Model A-500
broadband power amplifier is
capable of delivering more than 500
watts of output over the frequency
range of 0.3 to 35 MHz
And like all ENI power amplifiers,
the A-500 features unconditional
stability instantaneous failsafe
provisions, and absolute protection
from overloads
For more information, ademonstration, ora full line catalog, please
contact us at ENI, 3000 Winton
Road South, Rochester, NY14623
Call 716/473-6900 or
telex 97-8283 ENI ROC

ENI
IllielThe advanced
;
edel '
:
l 'design line of
_power amplifiers
6
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Publisher's letter
For the entire technical feature section of an issue to be devoted to a
single subject, that subject has got to
be an important one. Indeed, our
message this issue is that complementary-mOS technology, and the
role it will play in many industry
segments, has become exceedingly
important. In fact, c-mos is slated to
become the dominant technology in
the latter part of the decade.
"When you think about it, the
issue really isn't devoted to one subject because the 10 articles cut
across many segments of the industry," explains Ray Capece, technical
managing editor. "What we're trying to show is that the advantages of
the c-mos process—wide supply and
temperature range of operation,
good noise immunity, and of course,
low power consumption— will benefit any equipment it goes into."
The idea for the special issue
sprung forth from solid-state editor
John Posa last spring. Says John,
"In discussing c-mos with fellow
department editors, we found that
the process was infiltrating all their
areas. It was then that we got
together to plan this series of
articles." So the staff set out this
summer to gather stories that would
present asnapshot of C-mOS's status.
John, who provided an introduction
to the series of articles that begins on
page 103, solicited some state-ofthe-art 16-K memory articles: a fast
static random-access memory from a
new start-up company called Integrated Device Technology and afusible-link programmable read-only
memory from Harris. Microsystems
and software editor Colin Johnson
garnered some equally exciting cmos processor stories—Bell Labora-

tories' 32-bit machine, and a highperformance 16-bit processor from
Toshiba built with silicon-on-sapphire technology.
Telecommunications is a natural
for c-mos, and communications and
microwave editor Harvey Hindin
scored some real coups: from Mostek, one of the first chips to integrate
both the codec and its filter, and a
switching chip from Mitel that handles a remarkable array of 256 by
256 channels. "The telecommunications area will unquestionably be the
first—and probably the largest —
segment to use the c-mos process
exclusively," asserts Harvey.
The remainder of the articles are
in diverse areas equally suited to
c-mos's characteristics. A singlechip speech synthesizer from Hitachi
takes advantage of low power for
battery-powered talking equipment;
an analog-to-digital converter adds
to the foundation of components for
low-power data acquisition, which
can greatly benefit from c-mos's
analog as well as digital circuit flexibility; an automobile-engine controller needs c-mos to weather its harsh
under-the-hood environment; and finally, a computer work station for
the office chooses c-mos for the bulk
of its chips to beat the heat and keep
power-supply requirements down.
Let it be said: c-mos is the new
workhorse of the '80s.

Wanted: a consumer/industrial editor
Electronics has open a challenging editorial position for an electronics
engineer with a bent for journalism. Right now, we're looking for someone
who can write and edit articles on the latest trends in the areas of consumer
and industrial electronics, which include video, audio, speech synthesis, and
personal computing in the former and robotics and energy management in
the latter. A bachelor's degree and experience in design are desirable. We
offer excellent salary and benefits. Write aletter telling us about yourself to
the Managing Editor (Technical) at Electronics, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10020.
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CMOS picks up speed.
The RCA 1802, fastestselling CMOS microprocessor in history, is now
30 percent faster.
In 1980 alone, we shipped more
than amillion 1802 CMOS Microprocessors. But we think our new 1802A
will be even more popular.
Here's why: •
The 1802A is faster. 3.2 MHz @ 5V,
compared to 2.5 MHz for the 1802.
And it costs only $3.98."

It's volume-proven for reliability, so
there's minimal user risk.
And it's available for immediate
delivery in volume.
This new CMOS microprocessor
is ideal for applications where portable operation, noise immunity, or wide
temperature range operation (-40°C
to +85°C) is important.
And it's supported by one of the
most comprehensive lines of CMOS
support devices in the industry,
including I/0s, RAMs and ROMs.
High-level programming languages

*Optional U.S. distributor resale, 1000+ price.

include BASIC 1, 2and 3, Micro
Concurrent PASCAL, PLM-1800 and
a Macro Assembler. Plus, afull
line of Microboards and development systems.
For you, this means ease of system
development and flexibility.
So, if you're looking for aproven,
reliable, high-speed, low-cost CMOS
microprocessor, look no further. The
1802A is here.
For more information, contact any
RCA Solid State sales office or
appointed distributor.

RCA Solid State headquarters: Somerville, NJ. Brussels Sao Paulo Hong Kong.
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Plastic Film
Capacitors
Lead Spacing 5mm

•Space saving design up to 1pF
•High capacitance/temperature
stability. Suitable for automatic
insertion; available on tape
for volume usage

WIMA MKS 2 Metallized
polyester type providing extremely
small dimensions at maximum
capacitance/volume efficiency.
Ranges also include WIMA FKS 2/
WIMA FKC 2/WIMA FKP 2: polyester/
polyearbonate/polypropylene with
metal foil electrodes.
WIMA PCM 5 mm
Capacitors:
Tomorrow's technology!
WILHELM WESTERMANN
Spezialvertrieb elektronischer Bauelemente
P.O. Box 2345 •D-6800 Mannheim 1
Fed. Republic of Germany
U.S. Sales Offices:
THE INTERNATIONAL GROUP INC.
North Dearman Street •P.O. Box 23
Irvington •New York 10533 •(914) 591-8822
TAW ELECTRONICS CO.
4215 W. Burbank Blvd., Burbank
California 91505 •(213) 846-3911
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Readers' comments
Disputed delay
To the Editor: Intel's redundancy
article in the July 28 issue of Electronics ["Equipping a line of memories with spare cells," p. 127] contained a glaring discrepancy that
should be brought to the readers'
attention. On page 128 of the article,
authors Robert Abbott, Kim Kokkonen, Roger Kung, and Ronald
Smith state: "Row redundancy does
add a3- to 5-nanosecond stage delay
as the decision to use an original or a
replacement row is made."
What is not discussed, however, is
the effect this has on chip access
time. Careful examination of Fig. 2a
shows not one, but three stage
delays. This clearly adds 9to 15 ns.
to the access time of the part and
consequently affects the performance of the device.
Brad Hartman
Inmos Corp.
Colorado Springs, Colo.
•Author Kim Kokkonen replies: Mr.
Hartman does not seem to clearly
understand the effects of high-performance H-MOS ti transistors on the 2167
redundancy design. The gate delay for
H-MOS H driving afan-out of three is
only 0.6 ns. Even for a larger output
load, the gate delays are limited to 1ns
with proper driver design.
The normal-element-disable circuitry in question has been carefully optimized with proper trigger points and
native zero-threshold devices to minimize the propagation delay. Simulations, tester characterization, and system level measurements all confirm
that the access time delay induced by
row redundancy is 3to 5ns, as stated
earlier. The luimos technology, with
less aggressive scaling and no zerothreshold devices, may not have been
able to achieve this result.
We admit that the hums column
redundancy approach will have 3 to 5
ns less impact on access time than
Intel's. However, we believe we have
taken a more global approach to
redundancy optimization by considering reliability in the equation, as well
as die yield and speed.
Our pioneering use of contamination
guard rings around fuses and the margin testing of blown fuses has shown

LASER
mARK
Clearly the Best Mark
in the World
No more critical parts

geometry, type pressure
problems, smearing or costly
downtime. The "inkless"
LaserMark° provides high
speed pulsed permanent
coding with no moving parts,
no wear, more reliability.
Code changes take only
seconds with asimple
template. Easy installation
and compatibility with most
equipment saves you money.
For marked samples,
performance data and
specifications, call
(613) 592-1460, Telex 053-4503,
or write to: Lumonics Inc.,
105 Schneider Road,
Kanata (Ottawa), Ontario,
Canada K2K 1Y3.
' LaserMark is a registered
trademark of Lumonics Inc

Actual mark
magnified
approx. 6.25x

LaserMark®,
the Mark of the 80's
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Safe Deposit Box.
/4=ilmem
Winchester Disk
High reliability, sealed
storage media
(2 platters, 4surfaces)

6.38 Mbyte unformatted capacity

DC-brushless spindle
motor (3600 RPM)
4read/write heads

Main-drive electronics

Stepper band
actuator assembly

20 micro-inch air filter

Motor control electronics

TI's 51
/
4-inch Winchester Disk's
sealed storage media can offer information processing and data storage
security with high reliability. With its
compact, lightweight design and low
power requirements, this low-cost,
versatile storage disk can be easily
integrated into applications, including microprocessor-based small business systems.
TI's 51
/ -inch Winchester Disk
4
combines industry-proven Winches-

ter technology with the high-quality
performance and reliability necessary for most information storage
requirements.
TI is dedicated to producing
quality, innovative products like the
51
/-inch Winchester Disk. And TI's
4
hundreds of thousands of terminal
and peripheral products shipped
worldwide are backed by the technology and reliability that come from 50
years of experience.

For more information on the 51
4 /
inch Winchester Disk, contact the TI
sales office nearest you, or write
Texas Instruments Incorporated,
P.O. Box 202145, Dallas, Texas 75220,
or phone (713) 373-1050.
o

TI invented the integrated \u
p
circuit, the microprocessor
and the microcomputer.

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
IN
In Canada, write Texas Instruments Incorporated, 41 Shelley Rd., Richmond Hill, Ontario L4C 5G4, or phone (416) 884-9181. In Europe, write Texas Instruments,
M/S 74, B.P. 5, Villeneuve-Loubet, 06270, France, or phone (93) 20 01 01. In Asia Pacific, write Texas Instruments Asia Ltd., 990 Bendeemer Rd., Singapore 1233.
Telex RS 21399, or phone 2581122.
*Trademark of Texas Instruments Copyright © 1981, Texas Instruments Incorporated.
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The Internatic•rial
Standard c)f Quality
g, t iaranteestJice
electrical AQI_,s

all parameters over
the operating temperature napge: 0.1(3
/0

on MOS RAMs •Sz.
ROMs; 0.2% on
Bipolar Logic

frIterface; 0.3% on
Linear, LSI Logic

•Sz other fie e ()lies.

If there's one thing
this world doesn't need
it's another rotten
WE'RE ALREADY
RAM. Another rejected
DOING OUR PARTS.
ROM. One more
From now on, insist
paralyzed EPROM.
that all your MOS memThis is your chance
to do something about it. ories meet or exceed
INT. STD .123, The

International Standard
of Quality. We do.
Fact is, nobody's
MOS RAMS and ROMS
come with aguaranteed
AQL better than 0.1%.
Not here. Not in Japan.

Advanced Micro Devices •Austria: Kontron Des. m O H A-2345 Brunn am Gebirge Tel (02236) 8 66 31 Telex. 79337 Belgium: AMD Overseas Corporation. B-1150 Bruxelles Tél:
(02) 771 99 93. Télex 61028 •MCA Tronix S.P.R.L.. B-4200 Ougree.Tél: (Q41) 3e 27 80 Télex: 42052 Denmark: Advanced Electronic of Denmark Ape. OK-2000 Copenhagen F. Tel:
(01) 19 44 33. Telex: 22 431 Finland: Komdel OY. SF-02271 Espoo 27 Tel (0) 885 011. Telex 12 1926 France: AMD. SA ,F-94588 Rungis Cedex. Tél: (01) 686.91 86. Télex: 202053
Germany: AMD GmbH. D-8000 München 80 Tel: (089) 40 19 76 Telex: 523883 •AMD G mbH. 0-7024 Filderstadt 3. Tel (07158) 3060 Telex: 721211. Italy: AMD, S.r1.,1-20090
M12-Segrate (MI). Tel (02) 215 4913-4-5. Telex: 315286 Israel: Tatviton Electronics Ltd .
Tel-Aviv Tel (03) 444572. Telex: 03-3400 Japan: AMID. K K .
Tokyo 168 Tel: (03) 329-2751
Telex 2324064 •AMID, K K .Osaka 564 Tel: (06) 386-9161 Netherlands: Arcobel By. NL-5342 PX Oss Tel (04120) 30335 Telex: 37489 Norway: AS Kjell Bakke, N-2011 StrOmrnen
Tel: (02) 71 53 50 Telex: 19407. South Africa: South Continental Devices (Pty) Ltd 2123 Pinegowne Tel (011) 789-2400_ Telex: 4-24849. Spain: Sagitr6n SA .Madrid-1 .Tel:
(01) 275-4824. Telex: 43819 Sweden: AMD AB, S-172 07 Sundbyberg Tel: (013: 98 12 35 Telex 11602 •Svensk Teleindustn AB, S-162 05 Vállingby. Tel: (08) 89 04 35. Telex: 13033
Switzerland: Kurt Hid AG. CH-8050 Zünch. Tel: (01) 302 21 21. Telex: 53461 United Kingdom: AMD (U.K.) Ltd. Woking, Surrey GU21 1JT. Tel: (04862) 22121. Telex: 859103.

HELP STAMP OUT
BAD MEMOMES.
Not anywhere.
And that's only one
of the reasons we're
among the industry's
largest military and
commercial memory
suppliers. Here are a
few others:

We put all our memories through the worst
case test patterns we
can come up with. We
give every part MIL
STD •883 for free. And
we've got the latest test
equipment, the most
complete line, the most

advanced products in
the business.
Next time you buy
MOS memories, don't
take bad for an answer.
Insist on INT•STD•123
from AMD.

Advanced Micro Devices CI
For more information, call an AMD sales office or representative, or write the word "memories" on your letterhead and
mail it to Advanced Micro Devices, Mail Operation, P.O. Box 4, Westbury-on-Trym. Bristol BS9 3DS, United Kingdom.

Speech
Synthesis

adds personality to your products

0

No lights,
buzzers
or numbers
have ever
replaced
the human
voice.
Telesensory Systems makes speech
simple by offering achoice of three
voice response boards. Simple to
interface, simple to use.

Consider speech for automated
test equipment, process control,
instrumentation,elevators and business
machines. Speech modules are available
from Telesensory for as little as $125
in single quantities.

• SPEECH 1000 — Natural sounding, life-like speech with linear
predictive coding.
• Series III — Low-cost versatility with waveform encoding (invented
by Forrest Mozer).
• Series 11— Most economical synthesizer board with vocabulary.

Whether you're prototyping or in production, turn to Telesensory
for board level products supported by our own low-cost vocabulary
generation services. Call (415) 856-0225 for aspeech demonstration.

idesensorySpeechSystems
3408 Hillview Avenue, P.O. Box 10099, Palo Alto, CA 94304, (415) 856-TALK
Circle 12 on reader service card

Readers' comments
improvement in 2167 reliability over a
design without these features. We also
feel that column redundancy for fast
static random-access memories is potentially unreliable unless the faulty
columns are fully disconnected from
the internal data bus to ensure that
column shorts to ground and similar
failures will not affect functional cells.
Finally, Intel's use of a highercapacitance double-polysilicon cell in
combination with apolyimide die coat
is likely to show significantly lower
soft-error rates than devices without
these features.
Best estimate
To the Editor: Iwould like to apply a
bit of fine tuning to the opinions
attributed to me ("64-K RAM battle
is murky," Sept. 8, p. 89) regarding
the 64-K random-access memory
market. The fault in communication
is mine— Iwas attempting only to
point out that various industry estimates for 1981 sales range from a
few to the quoted 11 million units.
As suggested earlier in my own
newsletter, I have qualitatively assessed present 64-K production as
lower than Japanese news sources
would lead us to believe. The difficulties in estimation are caused by
the fact that many of the units manufactured in 1981 are going into
Japanese computers without reaching the open market.
Finally, my correctly quoted comment on the lack of precise figures
was in no way intended to denigrate
Dataquest's estimate. Dataquest is
well respected in the industry as a
reliable source of memory shipment
information and is respected by
myself as aworthy competitor.
Mel H. Eklund
Integrated Circuit
Engineering Corp.
Scottsdale, Ariz.
Correction

CUSTOMIZED CABINETRY AT PRODUCTION LINE PRICES
TEN-TEC's OEM cabinet line gives you affordable customizing freedom. 51 different sizes.
Two construction styles: all-aluminum or aluminum and molded Cycolac. Two color styles:
beige with walnut-grain end panels or gray with black pebble-grain (or choose your own).
Custom chassis punching. Custom silk-screening. Your cabinets arrive ready for your
product. For less than you think. Ask for aquotation.
Write or call:

TEN-TEC, INC.
12

1-800-251-9350
Hiway 411 E., Sevierville, TN 37862
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In "3-d graphics dazzles display conference" (Aug. 25, p. 46), it was stated
that the Motorola MC68000 microprocessor was used in Lexidata Corp.'s
System 3400 XV7. The I6-bit chip is
used in the firm's Graphics System
8000 display terminal.
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If you can't tolerate long lead time...
HAVE WE GOT AN IC FOR YOU!

Specify Cherry's Genesis semi-custom circuits and
cut your usual development time by 2/3...your cost
by 2/3, too. Genesis Linear and PL arrays are diffused and manufactured in our own facility...in inventory and awaiting interconnection to your circuit
requirements.
Genesis programs are primarily intended for production requirements of 25,000 to 100,000 ICs per
year. However, Cherry can fully support your higher
volume needs.
You save even more because we guarantee your investment with aunique Cherry program that applies
amajor part of the Genesis engineering and tooling
charges against a full custom mask set. You can
begin your program with a Genesis IC and convert
to full custom later when your quantity needs increase. Send today for all the facts.

CUE nr2. y

I!"
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CHERRY GENESISTm SEMI-CUSTOM CIRCUITS
Genesis Linear Chips
CS2000E

70 x70 mils

187 components

18 bonding pads

CS2500G

80 x83 mils

305 components

18 bonding pads

CS3000F

91 x110 mils

437 components

24 bonding pads

Genesis I
2L Gate Arrays
CS1200

192 gates

24 I/O ports

30 bonding pads

CS1300

288 gates

28 I/O ports

30 bonding pads

CS1400
(Analog/Digital)

40 bonding pads
256 gates
18 I/O ports
Up to 40t1 linear components

_

Note: CS1200, 1300 and 1400 are alternate source equivalents to
Exar XR200, XR300 and XR400.

MIMIC 11T

CHERRY SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION • 2000 South County Trail, East Greenwich, RI 02818 /(401) 885-3600
Awholly owned subsidiary of Cherry Electrical Products Corp., Waukegan, Il. U.S.A., 312 689 7700 •Worldwide affiliates and phone nurnbers: Cherry Mikroschalter GmbH, Auerbach, Germany, 09 643 181 •Cherry
Electrical Products Ltd ,Harpenden (Hens) England. 1058271 83100 •Chem Brasil Industria EComercio Ltda.. Sao Paulo 55 (011) 248-4343 •Hirose Cherry Precision Co., Ltd.. Kawasaki, Japan, 044 933 3511
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People
mation into robotics was a logical
step, which Goshorn had considered
briefly while still there, he says.
with International Robomation
The new robotics entrepreneur
Lawrence Goshorn sees himself as feels he can undercut both the Japaone of the pioneers of the minicom- nese and American competitors with
puter industry, having helped bring his prices and approach. The Japaboard-based systems to the forefront nese use dumb robots to control
with General Automation Inc., a smart machines, he says. (For an
firm he founded 14 years ago. Now overview of Japanese robotic activiGoshorn is again pioneering, this time by
forming International
Robomation/Intelligence in Carlsbad,
Calif., and announcing an industrial robot
that will sell for less
than $10,000.
"Picture 1961. Robotics is where minis
were in that timeframe," says Goshorn,
who sees high prices
and alack of competi- Robot entrepreneur. Larry Goshorn concentrates on lowtion as the only re- priced pneumatic robots and artificial intelligence.
maining obstacles to
widespread use of robots in factories. ty, see p. 87.) But mi's robot utilizes
To clear these hurdles, Goshorn has five Motorola 68000 microprocespriced his pneumatic-powered robot sors, so it provides the intelligence to
to undercut the $40,000-or-higher control a dumb machine at a much
price tag usual for U. S.-made robots lower cost for both the robot and the
powered by hydraulics or electric machinery needed for the task, he
notes with satisfaction.
motors.
Although IRI is currently deThe 48-year-old engineer calls
such high-priced robots a case of signing its first production model
overkill because they offer tolerances and preparing a public offering, the
11-month-old firm also is already
of 0.004 or 0.005 inch and capacities
heavily involved in artificial intellifar beyond what's needed for many
applications. His new company's gence research. Introduction of artirobot can heft 50 pounds, about ficial intelligence products are now
what an average worker will handle, set by Goshorn for the 1982 Nationand is accurate to 0.040 in. "This is al Computer Conference. "In the
a narrow approach. We're tuned to mid-1980s, we'll be leaders in AI. By
the end of the 1980s it will be boombecome the DEC of the robotics
ing, and in the 1990s you'll see comindustry," he notes.
mercial products," he predicts.
Comparisons from his minicomputer roots crop up frequently in
Goshorn's conversation. He built
General Automation into a $150
Sevin and Rosen to invest
million company before being unseated by the board of directors for a in application start-ups
variety of reasons, including losses.
He says he is now glad to be out of Semiconductors should surely be the
the "established" minicomputer in- focus when an astute, highly redustry and to be in "commando spected securities analyst specializcountry," as he calls the emerging ing in the semiconductor industry
robotics industry. The move from joins up with the co-founder and
factory automation at General Auto- longtime chief executive officer of a

Goshorn pushes low price

New 68 Lead
OEM/Production
Chip Carrier
Socket
Durable, low cost Textool production
socket accepts JEDEC leadless "Type A"
chip carrier package!
Textool's new 68 lead OEM/production
chip carrier socket offers the durability
of atest socket while maintaining the
low cost and small size essential to a
socket for high volume production
applications.
11 meets all the required
parameters ...
• .100 x.100" PC pin pattern
• Device to socket and socket to PC
board orientation polarized for a
cne-way fit
• .342" profile allows for mounting on
.500" centers
• L.L. approved socket body material
• Externally probeable
• Hole in body facilitates board
cleaning
... and, also offers sturdy .015x.020"
rectangular leads that aren't easily
bent or distorted, yet which will drop
through the holes of your PC boards.

Thi‘
s
‘'rextool socket can be tailored
to your specific application with a
choice of three distinct lid
configurations ..
• Solid .050" thick aluminum lid for
heatsink requirements not
demanding substantial cooling
• L-shaped lid for mounting the
heatsink of your choice on the
package
•A lid with an external heatsink
mounted on the lid as an integral
part of the socket
Detailed technical Information Is
available on request.
•

Textool Products Department
Electronic Products Division/3M
1410 W Pioneer Dr, Irving, TX 75061
214/259-2676

14
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ISI 11/2® 1.9111/23®

rnmPONENT PRODUCTS
1

WHY IS FIRST COMPUTER YOUR BEST
SOURCE FOR DEC'S LS11.11/2
and LSI-11/23 MICROCOMPUTER
PRODUCTS?
FIRST COMPUTER IS THE WORLD'S
LARGEST SPECIALIZED DISTRIBUTOR
FOR LSI-11 and LSI-23
MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS.
No—We don't sell capacitors or
resistors! We only sell products
manufactured by Digital Equipment
Corporation and other leading
manufacturers which enhance the
LSI-11/2 and LSI-11/23
Microcomputer Products.
FIRST COMPUTER SAVES YOU
VALUABLE DOLLARS!
Because of our volume purchasing
power we can acquire the products
at the lowest possible cost. These
savings enable us to offer the best
price available anywhere. Before
you buy, investigate our price and
save dollars.

FIRST COMPUTER SAVES YOU
VALUABLE TIME!
Because of our large inventory we
can provide you with off-the-shelf
delivery on the complete line of
Digital Equipment Corporation's
factory fresh Microcomputer
Products. We are just a phone call
away, or if you prefer you can TWX
us your order. With pre-approved
credit we can ship anywhere in
the United States or Canada within
24 hours.
FREE TECHNICAL AND
APPLICATION ASSISTANCE.
Because we specialize in LSI-11/2 and
LSI-11/23s we can provide you with
technical assistance to help you
determine the products which best
meet your application requirements.
We utilize these products every day
in our Commercial, Laboratory, Array
Processor, and Image Processing
Systems. Our application experience
can help you avoid costly mistakes.

®Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
Trademark First Computer Corporation

C4
SOUTHERN REGION
Houston, TX (713) 960-1050

Call us for sale prices

FULL MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY.
When you purchase your LSI-11/2
and LS-11/23 products from FIRST
COMPUTER you receive the full
manufacturer's Return to Factory
warranty. All warranty claims will be
handled by First Computer with
courtesy 8, dispatch. FIRST COMPUTER
stands behind each of the products
we sell.
WE ARE A RECOGNIZED LEADER IN
THE DeSTRIBUTION OF LSI-11 /2 and
LSI-11 /23 PRODUCTS.
No wonder so many people are
turning to FIRST COMPUTER to
provide them with their
Microcomputer requirements. You
owe it to yourself to investigate
what FIRST COMPUTER can do for
you! We stand ready to serve you.
You can bank on us.
TWX NUMBER 910-651-1916

computer corporation
645 BLACKHAVVK DRIVE /VVESTMONT, ILLINOIS 60559

WESTERN REGION
California (To be announced)

(312)920-1050

NORTH CENTRAL REGION
Chicago, IL (312) 920-1050
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THE

ZEND EX SERIES 900

Integrated Development System

• 9Slot Multibus*

• Thre3 8" Drives

• Blue or Beige

• Winchester Fixed, Removable
and/or Floppy

• Isis-II & CP/M** Compatible
• All Steel Construction

• Easy Accessability To Inside
Components
'TA. Intel
T.M. Digital
Research

—

6680 Sier -aLane. Dublin, CA 94566
(415) 829-1284
• TWX 910 389 4009
c

pr1tc3n

In England call Giltspur Microsystems
NUBERY (0635) 45406
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NEW 1981 Electronics Bu
Guide
Yes, please send me

copies of 1981 EBG.

I've enclosed $30 per copy delivered in USA or
Canada. Address: EBG, 1221 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, N.Y. 10020.

The only book of its kind in the
field. If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with
this coupon.

ID I've enclosed $52 for air delivery elsewhere.
Address: EBG, Shoppenhangers Road, Maidenhead,
Berkshire S16, 201 England.
Name
Company
Street
City
State
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People
major semiconductor manufacturer
as venture-capital partners. But Benjamin M. Rosen, the securities analyst, and L. J. Sevin, who recently
left Mostek Corp. after 12 years, do
not agree. They intend to invest
Sevin Rosen Partners' $25 million
fund in start-up ventures involving
computer systems, software, telecommunications equipment, industrial controls, office and factory
automation, and robotics.
The money was raised from an
international group of financial institutions, major corporations, and
individual investors, about 30 entities in all. The ventures, according to
Rosen, will require far less capital,
carry relatively less risk, and offer
more attractive return than semiconductor start-ups. "The development
of high-performance microprocessors and advances in large-scale integration have created a tremendous
number of opportunities for businesses founded on applications. In
particular, we'll be looking for projects aimed at solving problems in
specific market areas. One example
might be a system package for the
auto parts industry."
Rosen, 48, is president of Rosen
Research Inc., a publishing and
technology consulting firm. Before
that he was a vice president and
senior electronics analyst at Morgan
Stanley & Co. He holds a bachelor
of science degree in electrical engineering from the California Institute
of Technology, a master of science
degree in the same field from Stanford University, and a master's
degree in business administration
from Columbia University.
Sevin, 51, resigned as chairman
and chief executive officer of Mostek
Corp. after it was acquired by
United Technologies Corp. in 1980.
Before that he spearheaded Texas
Instruments Inc.'s mos integratedcircuit activities.
Sevin Rosen Partners will maintain its principal offices in New
York and Dallas. Sevin will operate
from Texas, where he says native
venture capitalists are rare birds.
"There's a lot of talent down here,
however," he says. "Texas is attracting people from both coasts." D

Country
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BASICPACm

A New Concept in
Industrial Measurement and Control Systems
----«1111.111111%e

TEN 10
Calculating Datalogger
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Introducing the Autodata TEN

• Friendly Operator Interface
• Computer Power with Instrument Simplicity
• BASICPAC'm plus Menu for Quick Startup
• Software programmable Operator Interface
• On Board Tape Storage
• Simplified Graphics and Report Formatting
The A-TEN/50 is aunique new Measurement
and Control System which provides the accuracy
and high noise rejection you need plus computer
processing power. Unlike many "computer - systems, our BASICPACTM program gets you up
and running fast. Menu programming lets you
measure and record data without specialized

programming. Then create your own custom
program in BASIC, and you're on line to your solution. With RS-232. pulse, thermocouples, RTD,
4-20 mA and BCD inputs plus on board tape, we
are sure you will find asolution in the TEN/50.
Give us acall and let us help you solve your
next Measurement and Control problem.

ACUREX
Corporation
Autodata Division
485 Clyde Ave.. Mt. View, CA 94042
(415) 964-3200 Telex: 34-6391
Circle 17 on reader service card

Double your
production rate
of ribbon cable
assemblies.

46/
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Now you can terminate AMP Latch
connectors at the rate of 450 an hour.
That's more than double the speed of
what you can do with other ribbon
cable connectors.
Our new semi-automatic tool makes
it happen. It precision feeds, positions
anc terminates preassembled
receptacle connectors in one step.
Our precision cable further minimizes
rejects, because it's designed and

manufactured to strict dimensional
specs. And our complete range of fully
shrouded headers includes apositive
locking type you can squeeze-torelease with one hand.
With these continued advancements
and our wide mix of connectors, the
AMP Latch system is more productive
than ever.

AMP Facts
Wire Types: Small-gauge solid or
stranded discrete, plus fiat ribbon,
woven ribbon and other types of
flat cable with round conductors
on .050" centers.
Size: 10 through 60 positions.
Connector Types: Wide variety of
cable-to-cable, card edge, DIP and
receptacle connectors available.
Electrical Current Rating: 1ampere
(continuous).
Operating Temperature Range:
—55°C to +105°C
Dielectric Withstanding Voltage:
500 volts RMS.
Tooling: Pneumatic, manual and
semi-automatic bench termination
machines.

Insulation-displacing contact
provides termination
redundancy with cable
conductor.

Double cantilevered contacts
provide redundancy to posts.

Accu -plate precision plating
places the minimum gold
needed on the contact
without minimizing
performance.

Pre-positioned cover
accurately registers cable for
error-free termination.

AMP cable is designed to
strict specifications. Every
inch is consistent in spacing,
width, thickness and flex.

For afree sample, call the AMP Latch Information Desk at (717) 780-8400.
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105
AMP and AMP Latch are trademarks of AMP Incorporated

AIVIF. means productivity.
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Tektronix. Inc.

All rights reserved.

OEM quotations available on request. 971 1

TEK

4114 COMPUTER
DISPLAY TERMINAL

THE GRAPHICS
STANDARD

Local segments. Fast
redraw. Refresh dynamics.
Why work harder,
when you can work faster?
Perform local translation,
rotation and scaling. Even
define the size and location
of ascrollable, refresh dialog area. Then communicate with the host at speeds
up to 19.2K baud.
The power you've
always wanted is right
before your eyes. The new
Tektronix 4114 combines
host computer power with
unprecedented local intelligence and transmission
speed. It combines the unequaled resolution of 19inch storage tube with the
capacity to construct, store
and manipulate graphic
elements locally, without
transmission from the host.
It includes 3000 short
vectors of local refresh and
new fast redraw.

Optional enhanced
version keeps refreshed
information in highcontrast color. A particularly convenient, easy-viewing
feature in high-density
graphics environments.

It adds up to areduction
in delays and line costs,
and aboost to the graphics
interactivity that inspires
productive results.

With our PLOT 10 Interactive Graphics Library
(IGL), you enjoy fast
start-up, easy maintenance, CPU and terminal
independence. PLOT 10
IGL is the world's most
popular implementation of
the 1979 ANSI proposal for a
computer graphics software
standard.

Stay linked to the host
without being locked into
it. Command local graphic
primitives. Create character sets. Store and retrieve
picture segments locally.

Your local Tektronix sales
engineer can show you the
4114 in action. Or call tollfree, 1-800-547-6711 (in
Oregon, 1-800-452-6773) for
complete product details.

You can expand memory to afull megabyte, and
add optional integrated
single or dual flexible disk
mass storage. You can
consolidate and reorganize
files, display directly from
disk, or send data from disk
to plotter while you turn the
terminal to other tasks.

Tektronix, Inc.
Information Display Division
P.O. Box 4828
Portland, OR 97208
Tektronix Europe B.V.
Postbox 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands

Tektronix
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE
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DESIGN
This symbol
means faster
measurement
system
development...

HP-IB
CIETRIC

i1 AH 1 T6 L4 SR1

R

rrr

The familiar HP-IB (Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus)
symbol is HP's way of identifying instruments and computers that conform to the IEEE-488 standard. But it
means much more than just bus architecture and
system compatibility. The HP-IB symbol also stands for
the documentation and support that helps you get
ameasurement system operational in weeks instead
of months.
Five reasons why you'll save time and effort.
Choose HP when you need ameasurement system
and you get these advantages: 1) All devices and all
documentation come from
asingle source which
means consistency in
design and documentation.
2) Every member of the
HP-IB family of instruments
and computers — over 140
in all — is designed for
and tested to rigid HP-IB standards of compatibility.
3) Just as important, every HP-IB device comes with
complete and comprehensive documentation that's
easy to follow and consistent in its approach to
implementation. You'll receive service manuals and
operating manuals that typically include aguide to the
implementation of computer based systems. 4) You
22
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can choose from more than 100 HP application notes.
Many of these will teach you how to accomplish
specific measurements in conjunction with the controlling computer. Software examples are included in a
number of these to help you get to asolution even
faster. In fact, one of these examples may be just what
you need for your exact application. And many HP
application notes list the results of performance tests to
help you verify proper system operation. 5) HP also
offers training, system engineering support and on-site
service ...assistance from start to finish. But these
aren't the only reasons HP is the logical choice for
measurement system development.
Over ten years of experience to call on.
When you design and build ameasurement system,
you can have the confidence of working with the company that was there when the need for astandard was
realized. HP invented the 3-wire handshake technique
and ever since then we've been designing and building
HP-IB compatible components. By choosing an HP
instrument or computer, you get the benefit of over 10
years experience in interface bus architecture, and how
it can best be implemented.
Choose from awide variety of computers.
With more than 140 different HP-IB instruments and
computers to choose from, you can configure the
measurement system that's just right for your application.
Electronics/October 6, 1981

because it stands
for system
documentation and
support on more
than 140 HRIB
instruments and
computers.
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For your computing controller, you can choose from
among the seven members of HP's powerful, flexible
1000 series family. Or you can select one of five
friendly and flexible desktop computers. All HP computers have powerful, high-level languages that make it
easy for you to write application programs.
Sticking with you.
HP offers all "Designed for Systems" devices with
post-warranty support you can count on. You can continue this beyond the normal warranty period with an
HP Maintenance Agreement. That means you'll enjoy
yearly fixed cost, regularly scheduled preventive
maintenance, priority response, and even more.
Meet the HP-IB family.
To find out how HP-IB compatible
instruments and controllers can speed
you to afaster system solution, send
for our free brochure, "Do your
own system design in weeks, instead of months." Just write:
Hewlett-Packard, 1507 Page Mill
Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304. Or
call the HP regional office nearest
you: East (201) 265-5000, West
(213) 970-7500, Midwest (312)
255-9800, South (404) 955-1500,
Canada (416) 678-9430.
Electronics/October 6, 1981

DESIGHED FOR

SYSTEMS

HP-IB: Not just a
standard, but a
decade of experience.
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Editorial
Laissez-faire won't work in telecommunications
"You are not my flock and I am not your
shepherd." That judgment, delivered by
Chairman of the Federal Communications
Commission Mark Fowler to a meeting of
radio and television broadcasters at September's end, applies just as aptly to his view of
the telecommunications industry in America.
It is a pronouncement that troubles almost
everyone in the telecommunications equipment and services industries, except American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. and Japan's eager
equipment exporters.
No one disputes Fowler's goal of substituting free and fair competition for FCC regulation. What AT&T'S competitors do challenge is
his method of getting there without regard for
what one wag has called AT&T'S ability to
"reach out and crush someone."
That challenge now has the support of the
General Accounting Office. As the investigative arm of Congress, the GAO has just completed atwo-year study in depth of legislative
and regulatory actions that it says are needed
for the changing domestic telecommunications
industry. Many of its conclusions support the
fears of AT&T's competitors.
The FCC's second Computer Inquiry decision in 1980 is but one example. Scheduled for
implementation next March, it would let
AT&T compete in new unregulated markets
for information-processing equipment and services by means of a subsidiary, instead of
spinning off aseparate corporation that would
prevent AT&T cross-subsidization. The FCC
approach, says GAO, "does not go far enough
in providing for organizational restructuring
and separation conditions. Further, the commission has moved too quickly ...before
many essential costing, accounting, and depreciation problems have been resolved."
The GAO also recommends in its 219-page
study that the Congress amend the Communications Act to require the FCC to "rely on
competition to the maximum extent possible,"
24

while permitting it to exempt from any or all
regulations those companies whose lack of
market power precludes their domination of a
market. Thus, concludes GAO, "the Commission could then focus its resources on improving the regulation of those carriers whose market dominance requires continued regulation."
Those recommendations seem eminently sensible— as does another that would have the
FCC create "an industry analysis section" of
specialists to monitor the common-carrier
industry structure.
As the Fcc's Common Carrier Bureau now
stands, its staff of 300 contains but 30
accountants to audit the Bell System and
everyone else. And what about staff to implement the Computer Inquiry II ruling? It
recently numbered four persons, says an FCC
source, though two now perform "other functions." That, indeed, is deregulation.
Nevertheless, chairman Fowler says he has
"a plan," even though he has been on the job
less than five months. That statement before a
joint meeting of two House Energy and Commerce subcommittees on telecommunications
seemed to surprise FCC Commissioner Joseph
Fogarty, who interjected that he has been
waiting two years for such aplan and has yet
to see one.
If chairman Fowler's plan is nothing more
than to reject the role of shepherd and desert
the flock, that will leave AT&T virtually
uncontrolled. That is not good enough, of
course. The telecommunications industry is
changing rapidly. Many innovative U. S. companies, some new and small, must not be set
up as lambs for slaughter. Letting AT&T compete in new and unregulated markets is desirable only if the Congress establishes sufficient
safeguards to guarantee that such competition
will be fair. To achieve that goal, it would do
well to read its GAO recommendations carefully and then act, as the law requires, in the
public interest.
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Standard, yes.
But all STD BUS cards are not alike.
Compare quality:
Pro-Log cards are built by
the designers of the BUS.

Compare reliability:
Pro-Log cards are backed
by a2-year warranty.

In 1978, Pro-Log introduced the
simple- to- use STD BUS to the
microprocessor industry. Our STD
7000 is aline of fully-compatible
4.5 x6.5-inch cards, designed to give
you maximum design flexibility at
minimum system cost.
Pro-Log cards use only proven,
industry-standard parts. So you can
always count on availability and
consistent performance.
All components are 100% tested
and burned-in. With every card, you
get complete documentation, written
in plain, understandable language.
After purchase of 250 of any one
card, Pro-Log offers free manufacturing rights. A nice little bit of
insurance for your peace of mind.

We're proud of the high quality of
our STD 7000 cards and back it with
atwo-year parts-and-labor warranty—
the longest in the industry.
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Compare flexibility:
Pro-Log cards are modular
by function.
We keep our cards simple, so you
can pick—and pay for—only the
functions you need.
Choose Z80, 8085 or 6800 CPU
cards. Add the memory cards you
need. Support them with digital or
industrial I/O cards, peripheral interface and utility cards.
When you're ready to expand or
change your system, just add or swap
cards. Simple.

Ask the people who use them.
Our customers are using Pro-Log
STD 7000 cards in amultitude of
applications ... from earthquake
monitors to electronic games, from
automobiles to missiles.
For an applications brochure and
complete technical data, write or call
Pro-Log Corporation, 2411 Garden
Road, Monterey, CA 93940, phone
(408) 372-4593.

püd

PRO-LOG
CORPORATION
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High-volume
PWB assemblies?
Irvine Electronics is big
on big numbers.
High-volume manufacturing is our specialty
We've built over amillion
boards since 1974, with an
enviable acceptance rate of
99.5%.
It's the kind of record that
makes us an ideal primary or
secondary source supplier. For
commercial ANSI IPC 600C. For
military 454 as well.
We boast top-notch
engineering. A highly
experienced production staff.
High-volume purchasing
expertise. And we compete very
effectively, especially on
high-quality auto-insertable
Circle 26 on reader service card

PWBs requiring sophisticated
functional test. And we back it all
up with a90-day warranty.
Like more information on
our big number capability? Send
for our free brochure. Call or
write Sheridan H. Williford
(714) 549-3533. Irvine Electronics,
Rockwell International,
2901 W. MacArthur Blvd.,
Santa Ana, CA 92704.

...where science gets down to business

Meetings
1981 International Test Conference—Cherry Hill '81, IEEE (Doris
Thomas, P. O. Box 371, Cedar
Knolls, N. J. 07927), Franklin Plaza
Hotel, Philadelphia, Oct. 27-29.
Gallium Arsenide Integrated Circuit
Symposium, IEEE (Varley L. Wrick,
Westinghouse Research and Development Center, 1310 Beulah Rd.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15235), Town and
Country Hotel, San Diego, Calif.,
Oct. 27-29.
15th Asilomar Conference on Circuits, Systems, and Computers, IEEE
(Harry Hayman, P. O. Box 639,
Silver Spring, Md. 20901), Asilomar
Conference Center, Pacific Grove,
Calif., Nov. 9-11.
Autofact III—Conference and Exposition on the Automated, Integrated
Factory, Society of Manufacturing
Engineers (P. 0. Box 930, Dearborn,
Mich. 48128), Cobo Hall, Detroit,
Nov. 9-12.
'81—International Conference
on Industrial, Control and Instrumentation Applications of Mini- and
Microcomputers, IEEE (H. Troy Nagle Jr., Department of Electrical
Engineering, Auburn University,
Auburn, Ala. 36830), Hyatt Regency Hotel, San Francisco, Nov. 9-13.
IECI

Midcon/81, IEEE (Electronic Conventions Inc., 999 N. Sepulveda
Blvd., El Segundo, Calif. 90245),
Hyatt Regency O'Hare Hotel, Chicago, Nov. 10-12.

Seminars_
Electronics magazine has scheduled
a series of seminars for engineers
and managers running through January 1982. Topics include microprocessor design, single-chip microcomputers, power amplifier design,
speech recognition and synthesis,
and digital filters. They are given at
cities that include New York, Chicago, Boston, Atlanta, and Toronto.
For information write to McGrawHill Seminar Center, 305 Madison
Ave., Room 3112, New York, N. Y.
10017, or phone (212) 687-9211.
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Wouldn't it be
great ifevery' kind
of keyboard
had our kind of
performance?
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SC Series Capacitance Membrane Keyboard

KD Series Touch Panel Keyboard

SD Series Hall Effect Keyboard

CT Series Contact Membrane Keyboard

Now they do.
Until now, getting akeyboard at the price
you needed could have meant giving up the
kind of performance you wanted.
But not anymore.
Because, with the introduction of three
new membrane keyboards,MICRO SWITCH
has become the world's only full-line supplier
of reliable keyboards. We offer ahigh-performance and cost-effective solution for virtually any application.
Now, in addition to our time-proven Hall
effect offerings, you can specify MICRO
SWITCH SC Series full- travel capacitance
membrane or CT Series contact membrane
keyboards, and KD Series touch panel membrane keyboards.
Whatever type of seal you need, all you
have to do is ask. The capacitance membrane units are the world's only capacitance
keyboards with all the benefits of membrane
sealing. And we're the first to solve the venting
problems associated with previous membrane
designs. Both our capacitance membranes
and contact membranes are internally vented

to maintain their seal while preventing switch
collapse due to air pressure or temperature
changes. And for especially severe environments, the touch panel keyboards give the
added feature of
panel sealing.
Switching
Layers

Internal Venting Layers

It's those features, among others, that
make these new keyboards more reliable than
other capacitance and hard-contact designs.
And because all three new keyboards
have been designed with traditional MICRO
SWITCH quality and reliability, each carries
a1% Acceptable Quality Level and 2-year
warranty.

Now any combination of keyboard
features you can name can have the
MICRO SWITCH name on it.
Now your keyboard specifications are
only limited by what you want. Not by what
you can get.
Our full-travel series, for example, are
available in awide variety of keyboard configurations, with achoice of over 40,000 legends.
Because legends are screened on our
touch panel designs, the graphic possibilities
are endless. And, we can combine full-travel
and touch panel actuation in asingle assembly,
featuring either capacitive or hard contact
technology.
We make it easier to comply with
European standards, because our full-travel
membrane designs are available in low-profile
versions to meet world requirements.

— has given us the tools to develop industry
standards for key speeds and multi-key rollover; tactile,visual, and audible feedback; and
various keytop shapes, spacing, configurations
and travel. We're continually improving the
man/machine interface.
This human
factors research
derkle
is part of

what makes our keyboards unique. And it's
part of every keyboard we make.
Instead of resting on our laurels,
we're relying on our research.

Being able to add state-of-the-art capacitance membrane, contact membrane, and
touch panel keyboard types to our Hall effect
Snap spring provides
offerings is the result of extensive planning,
improved tactile feedback
research and testing.
But it's only the beginning.
Each of these keyboard types will be continually subjected to the refinements growing
And, the actuator module for the fullfrom our human factors research, customer
travel membrane keyboards helps achieve new feedback, and our unmatched R&D facilities
levels of tactile feedback and operator
which include backup by our Honeywell
satisfaction.
corporate facilities.
So you can come to MICRO SWITCH for
Also, every keyboard customer benefits
the keyboard technology, travel, actuation,
from amanufacturing capability that stands
sealing, appearance, profile, electronics, and unmatched: it's large enough to handle the
special features you need.
most extensive order; responsive enough to
And get them all- backed with the exper- give the modest order the same kind of intenience and full application support that's been sive, individualized and quality-conscious
aMICRO SWITCH tradition.
attention.
All of these efforts are to make sure that,
Being able to design akeyboard to fit
any, application is important. But doing as your keyboard needs change and grow,
you'll always have the choice of aprogressive
it to fit any operator is imperative.
alternative with one unchanging feature: the
It's important to understand that half of MICRO SWITCH name. With all the perforany keyboard application is ahuman being. mance that name implies.
For more information on our keyboard
There's probably no keyboard manufacturer
who understands that better than MICRO
technologies, call 815-235-6600. Or write,
MICRO SWITCH, the
SWITCH.
Our unique human factors research— an Keyboard Consultants, MICRO SWITCH
aHoneywell Division
intensive,on-going program for over 20 years Freeport, IL 61032.
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The most powerful general purpose logic analyzer
you can buy for the years ahead.
It's here. Biomation K101-D. The
first logic analyzer to combine
high-speed 50 MHz data and 100
MHz time domain capabilities with
advanced 48-channel recording.
With enough powerful extras to
demolish your toughest hardware/
software integration problems—
even on the most corrip!ex multiplexed microprocessor.
Fast, accurate software
debugging.
With its 50 MHz clock rate, 48channel recording and 16 triggering levels, the K101-D isolates
software bugs faster and more
precisely than ever before.
Sophisticated disassembly firm-

ware generates precise mnemonics that cut analyzing time.
And 12 external clocks (AND or
OR) let you demultiplex 16-bit
microprocessors, 16- and 32-bit
minicomputers and bit-slice
processors.
100 MHz high-speed
hardware analysis.
The K101-D's advanced highperformance hybrid probes let
you capture glitches as narrow as
5 ns. And, with 48-channel
recording, 515-word memory and
16-level triggering, you'll trap the
data you need. The convenient
display formatting and expansion
simplify analysis.

Call now for a free demo.
See for yourself why the K101-D is
a breakthrough in logic analyzers
for the years ahead. For ademonstration or acopy of our detailed
product brochure, write Gould
Inc., Biomation Operation, 4600
Old lronsides Drive, Santa Clara,
CA 95050. For fastest response,
call 408-988-6800.

11118111.1111111111111111MMIIMIlliumw

For powerful software
debugging, K101-D data
domain capabilities include
disassembly, 50 MHz clocking, 48-channel recording.
12 external clocks. 515word memory, demultiplexing, 16-level trace control
for triggering. 6 display code
formats, and reference
memory.

For powerful hardware
debugging, K101-D time
domain capabilities include
100 MHz clocking, 48channel recording, 515word memory, 5-ns glitch
capture, 16-level triggering,
channel labeling, new highperformance probe design,
as well as horizontal and
vertical display expansion
for easy reading.

1.> GOULD
An Electrical/Electronics Company
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State of the Mind
Interconnect Systems
What the mind conceives, Elfab converts to press-fit.
Six layers of circuitry held together with high force solderless, press-fit contacts provide the density needed in this
sophisticated computer backplcme. Via or pass-thru holes,
not possible with laminated assemblies, allow plcme to
plane access with no loss in density.
Product innovations like this have made Elfab's press-fit
systems accepted worldwide. Over the past decade, Elf ab's
press-fit technology has offered design engineers the ability
to go from "State-of-the-Mind" to state-of-the-art in solderless
interconnects. Today, we are tooled on more contact styles,
more connector types, and more board configurations than
any other press-fit supplier.
Hybrid Systems for Thought
Solid pin (non-compliant) press-fit, by totally eliminating

solder, has given the designer complete freedom to use both
circuit etch and wire wrap tails in asingle system.
The unique ability to use wire wrap contacts with a stack
of copper bus planes, two-sided boards, or impedance
controlled multilcryer boards, combines the best of three
technologies. Multilcryer, metal plane, and wire wrap technologies in one solderless hydrid system.
Integrated Manufacturing That Puts Your Mind
At Ease.
Eli abs vertically integrated manufacturing facility
assumes complete responsibility for reliability and integrity
of the total system. From contact machining to select gold
plating, from injection molding of plastic parts to complete
state-of-the-art multilcryer production and complete product
assembly and electrical testing.

n gh
Where press-fit makes state of the mind...state-of-the-art.
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Electronics newsletter
Intelligent tester
mixes three functions

Danelcor readies HEP,
termed most powerful
scientific computer

32-bit multiprocessor
is fail-safe,
includes networking

Signetics, Honeywell
to sign gate-array
technology exchange

Processors tailored
to Pro IV software
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With Interface Technology Inc.'s new three-function RS-4000, the move
continues toward intelligent, multifunction instrumentation [Electronics,
Sept. 8, p. 96]. The San Dimas, Calif., firm's tester combines the functions
of digital word generator, comparator, and logic data recorder. Slated to
bow later this month at the Cherry Hill '81 International Test Conference
in Philadelphia, the unit is based on a bit-slice microprocessor with a
200-ns instruction-execution time. It can generate, test, and record data on
16 to 512 channels simultaneously at up to 20 million 16-bit words per
second. Base-priced at $21,500, the RS-4000 should serve both as a
benchtop tester and as asubsystem in automatic test equipment.

Danelcor Inc. of Denver, Colo., is about to deliver its first HEP-I 64-bit
supercomputer, a system said to be several times more powerful than
either the Control Data Cyber 205 or the Cray-1. HEP, for heterogeneous
element processor [Electronics, Oct. 23, 1980, p. 202] is an ultrafast,
multiple-instruction, multi—data-stream, parallel-processing system. The
modular, field-expandable HEP is based on an emitter-coupled-logic central
processing unit capable of executing 10 million scalar or vector instructions
per second. It will be available in configurations of 1 to 16 such
processors and as many as 128 1-megabyte main memory banks, making
possible system speeds of 160 million instructions per second. In comparison, the Cyber 205 reaches 50 Scalar MIPS, and the Cray-1 significantly
fewer. A one-module HEP would cost only about $1.7 million.

Watch for announcement late this year of what could be the most powerful
fail-safe computer yet developed. Due from Stratus Computer Inc. of
Natick, Mass., the new 32-bit system offers several levels of redundancy,
so that multiple hardware failures can occur without affecting processing.
Present continuous-processing systems typically catch failures only after
one or more machine cycles, after which degraded data must be purged
and processing begun again; such recovery, is said to be unnecessary with
the new system, which cuts off bad modules before data is lost. From an
initial configuration claimed to be about half the price of competing
fail-safe computers, the Stratus computer expands to become amultiprocessor that includes networking, performing tens of millions of operations
per second. Deliveries are due early next year.

A technology exchange and mutual second-sourcing agreement to be
announced later this month between Signetics Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.,
and Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, could result in some Honeywell integrated-circuit technology reaching the market through Signetics— aPhilips subsidiary. The agreement covers integrated Schottky logic (isL) gate
arrays. Both firms are working on new-generation oxide-isolated arrays
with up to 2,000 gates and delays as low as 1to 2ns.

Minicomputer maker Microdata Corp. of Irvine, Calif., is racing to be first
to sell a system specifically designed for Pro IV software. Los
Angeles—based C. Itoh Electronics Inc. should follow shortly. Pro IV,
which combines software generation and data processing to speed programming by end users, originated with Data Technical Analysts Inc. of
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Honolulu [Electronics, April 7, p. 39]. Microdata's computer should start
at $100,000, and C. Itoh's, to be made by Hitachi, at $20,000.

Written in C, planning
software supports
a variety of computers

IBM Personal Computer
to be in short supply

Century Data fields
hollow-spindle drive

Addenda
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A C-language master program will soon start spinning off business and
engineering planning packages for diverse computers. Supercomp-20 will
be available for Unix-based and Digital Equipment Corp.'s VAX-series
computers by year's end, says Access Technology Inc., Wellesley, Mass.
Packages for the IBM 360/370, DEC PDP-11, HP 1000, and several
Honeywell and Univac computers will follow. Licenses are $1,000 to
$8,000, the company says.

Industry insiders believe that the supply of IBM Personal Computers will
fall short of demand when the machines go on sale this month —only
15,000 have been produced, they say. What's more, the single board is said
to use a great deal of small-scale integration and almost no large-scale
integration outside of the 8088 and 8087 processors and the 16-K dynamic
random-access memories. However, the same industry people feel that
IBM's flair for optimization will cause such aversion to emerge soon.
Meanwhile, areport from the Norwalk, Conn., consulting firm International Resource Development suggests that the public could desert home
computers much the way it has abandoned home video games at arapid
rate. A report from the firm says that less than 20% of sales are to
individual consumers and estimates that up to 90% of bottom-of-the-line
home computers lie unused on dusty shelves.

Claiming more efficient cooling, the Century Data Systems division of
Xerox Corp., Anaheim, Calif., is introducing 190- and 380-megabit disk
drives with hollow spindles for improved air flow. The new 14-in., multiplatter units are said to maintain error rates equal to Winchester drives'
rates, but over amuch broader ambient temperature range—from 50 ° to
104 ° F for the new Advanced Marksman series versus a 60° to 90° F
spread for typical Winchesters.

The No 5. ESS electronic switch, which the Bell System will employ for
years to come as it goes all-digital, will use fiber-optic cables to transmit
digitally encoded control, timing, and traffic signals among its modules.
The distributed hardware controlling all those functions depends on software written in Bell's own C language. No. 5can handle voice, data, and
video. ...One of the first step-and-repeat X-ray lithography systems,
built by Cameca, abranch of Thomson-csF in Paris, is being shown in the
U. S. for the first time. The XPWS 301, to sell for $1.1 million to $1.2
million, accepts up to a3-in, wafer with overlay and alignment accuracies
of 0.02 gm and can expose line widths down to 0.1 gm. ...3Com Corp.
of Mountain View, Calif., is offering the first two controllers to connect
Q-bus and Unibus computers to Ethernet. ...Texas Instruments Inc. of
Dallas is readying a 16-K-by-4-bit dynamic random-access memory that
should attract makers of small systems and terminals, especially those
who need memory 4or 8bits wide but who will address fewer than 64 or
128 kilowords.
Electronics/October 6, 1981

At Data Instruments

Revolutions Come In
Innovative Packages

The New
EA Pressure Transducer
Gets You Off

The Cost-vs.-Reliability
Merry-Go-Round
Tired of going round and round on low cost-high
quality compromises? For OEMs and large-volume
users of pressure transducers, the new EA is a
ticket OFF that merry-go-round.
Our unique design puts only stainless steel in
contact with your pressure media, making it the
most durable transducer of its Wnd. Unit-to-unit interchangeability is assured through computertrimmed hybrid circuitry for calibration, temperature
compensation, and signal amplification.

111
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You get reliable performances with high outputs
(5V) and high accuracies (
1
/
2%) at very attractive
OEM prices.
You'll want to hear more about the new
EA ... your ticket OFF the
es
cost-vs.-reliability
merry-go-round.
Call us
today.
617-861-7450.

DATA INSTRUMENTS
Transducer Products Group

Data Instruments Inc., 4 Hartwell Place, Lexington, MA 02173, USA

(617) 861-7450

TWX 710-326-0672
C) 1981 Data Instruments Inc.
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Pulse And save
Global Specialties sets anew value standard. Twice.
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Model 2001 Sweepable
Function Generator. $200.00*
Get the waveforms you need-1 Hz to.1 MHz in
five overlapping ranges: stable, low-distortion
sine waves, fast rise/fall-time square waves,
high linearity triangle waves—even aseparate
TTL square wave output. Plus high- and lowlevel main outputs.
An applied DC Voltage at the Sweep input
can shift the 2001's frequency; or sweep up to
100:1 with an AC signal.
Apushbutton activates the DC Offset
control, which shifts the output waveform up or
down on command.
You'd expect to pay alot more for all the
2001 can do!
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Model 4001 Ultravariable
Pulse Generator.TM $235.00*
Here's aprecision digital pulse generator with
fast rise and fall times covering 0.5 Hz to 5MHz
in 5overlapping ranges. With pulse width and
pulse spacing each independently variable
from 100 nsec to 1sec for an amazing 10 7:1
duty cycle range.
You'll find the 4001 delivers the pulse
modes you need: Continuous, One-Shot, Triggered, Gated, Square Wave, even aComplement mode. The Trigger/Gate input, 50 Ohm
variable output, TTL-level output and Sync
output connectors are BNCs.
The 4001. Nothing does as much as well
for anywhere near the price.

Smarter tools for testing and design.
70 FLIIon Terr New Haven. CT 06509(203)624-3103. TWX 710-465-1227
OTHER OFFICES San Francisco (415) 648-0611. TWX 910-372-7992
Europe Phone Sarron-Walden 0799-21682 TLX 817477
Canada: Len Finkler Ltd Downsvew Onto: o

GLOBAL
SPECIALTIES
CORPORATION

Call toll-free for details

1-800-243-6077
During business hours

•Suggested U.S. resale Prices, specifications subiect to change without notice. C) Copyright 1980 Global Specialties Corporation.
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Electronics review
Significant developments in technology and business

Range of software
for 16-bit processors
broadens dramatically
by R. Colin Johnson, Microsystems and Software Editor

Adaptations of high-level
languages for new IBM
personal computer yield
tested, ready-to-go packages
With its new Personal Computer,
IBM Corp. may have broken the ice
for a flood of 16-bit personal computers to follow. The big reason is
the software that seems to have
rushed into existence, largely
through the efforts of Microsoft Inc.,
Bellevue, Wash., under contract to
IBM.

Microsoft has adapted its own
already popular high-level languages
to the 16-bit microprocessor that
IBM uses. Moreover, these languages—Basic, Pascal, Fortran, Cobol—run under Microsoft's own disk
operating system (ms-Dos), also
developed for the IBM machine.
Nor is Microsoft stopping there.
The disk operating system was
designed from the beginning to be
upwardly compatible with three
more sophisticated operating systems, capped by Xenix —a licensed
version of Bell Laboratories' Unix.
Unix is preferred by many professional programmers because it is
easy to use and has well-regarded
program-development tools.
Given the anticipated popularity
of the IBM Personal Computer and
the availability of the Microsoft programs, not to mention the backing of
the largest software publisher, Lifeboat Associates Inc., MS-DOS should
become as popular for 16-bit microsystems as CP/M-80 is in the 8-bit
realm, predicts Tony Gold, president
of Lifeboat in New York (see "IBM
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Personal Computer to spread the
faith," p. 38).
For Microsoft, the work with IBM
has been particularly rewarding in
terms of the quality of the final
product, points out Microsoft's president, William Gates. "As aresult of
IBM's super-extensive testing, the
quality of our 8086 language offerings is higher than even our most
mature 8-bit offerings," says Gates,
who had 35 of his staff of 100 working on the IBM project for more than
ayear. IBM itself is said to have had
more than 450 people on the computer project.
Dedication. "IBM dedicated two
dozen software experts to validate
Microsoft's code with agrueling set
of test programs and with guinea-pig
user studies," Gates continues.

Looking ahead. Bill Gates,

president of

Microsoft, looks forward to being able to
offer one of the largest software bases available to users of the 8088 and 8086.

"They found the most obscure bugs
that would have taken years of user
field testing to catch."
All told, Microsoft wrote more
than 250-K bytes of code for the
operating system, for the Basic and
Pascal high-level languages, and for
an 8088 assembler. (The IBM Personal Computer is built around an
Intel Corp. 8088, a software-compatible version of its popular 8086
microprocessor.) The Fortran and
Cobol compilers are still in the
course of being written.
The operating system for IBM,
referred to as PC-DOS, is based on a
kernel purchased from Seattle Computer Products Inc. and written by
Tim Patterson, who is now with
Microsoft. It was designed to emulate CP/M-80 system calls so that
Microsoft's high-level languages,
which run under CP/M, could be easily rewritten for the 8088.
For Gates, the issue of software
compatibility is particularly important. "All our 16-bit high-level languages will be compatible with their
8-bit predecessors," he says. "This
means we'll have the largest software base around available to 8088
and 8086 users."
In addition, these languages execute fast because they have all been
rewritten for the 8086 rather than
having been designed to rely on cumbersome cross-compilers. Also, support for the 8087 arithmetic processor chip, whose socket is on the
central processing board, is built into
all the operating systems. This chip
will speed up operation of the IBM
Personal Computer even further.
The first operating system that
was developed is a single-user version with minimum capability. A
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IBM Personal Computer to spread the faith
The introduction of IBM's Personal Computer is "potentially the most significant event to date in the history of microcomputing," asserts Tony Gold,
president of Lifeboat Associates, New York, the largest publisher of personal-computer software. Adds Eddie Currie, second in command at Lifeboat,
"IBM has legitimized the personal computer, which has always been
hindered by the public perception of it as a toy for hobbyists." Moreover, he
claims the operating system adopted by IBM, Microsoft's MS-DOS, "is
already the industry-standard operating system for 16-bit microsystems."
He holds this opinion even though the IBM machine and its software are
being released only this month and Digital Research Inc., Monterey, Calif.,
which developed the standard 8-bit operating system, CP/ M-80, is offering
CP/ M-86 for the IBM machine as well. Because software written under the
8-bit standard cannot run under CP/ M-86, Digital Research will offer its own
high-level languages written by Compiler Systems Inc.—authors of the
popular C-Basic —which it recently acquired.
MS-DOS will become a standard because people trust IBM's stability and
follow what it does, Gold and Currie explain. They expect that MS-DOS will
be accepted in the same way that, for example, the 8-inch, single-density
3740 floppy-disk storage format, introduced by IBM in the early 1970s,
became the de facto industry standard.
But even more significant is the fact that IBM will sell a large number of
machines. In fact, Lifeboat is already negotiating with applications software
suppliers and has ordered 25 Personal Computers so that it can validate the
programs it receives. Gold says his MS-DOS software catalog will start off
with 100 offerings in November and 10 to 20 additions each month thereafter. Lifeboat will also publish CP/M-86—compatible application software.
Currie has nothing but praise for how IBM went about its design. "They
chose a 16-bit processor for along product life and ended up with the fastest
personal computer available to boot," he says. "They made the right
software choice too, since it now has an instant software base because of its
compatibility with Microsoft's high-level languages. And the Personal Computer also has the promise of acquiring the largest application-software base
around, which Lifeboat will publish."
-R. Colin Johnson

multitasking system will follow
shortly. Both are based on floppy
disks. Above these will be two other
systems—one a full-blown Xenix
requiring a hard disk and the other
resembling Xenix but trimmed down
to fit in afloppy-based system.
Microsoft will be demonstrating

its Xenix implementations for the
8086, 68000, and Z8000 at the Comdex '81 show in Las Vegas in
November. It is also bringing up its
operating system on IBM's Displaywriter and is incorporating mousetype graphics in it as well as kanji
output for marketing in Japan.

Industrial

Sensing apulse on inrush current
is key to efficient motor drive
Inventors are not shy when it comes
to boasting about their inventions.
So when Parker Electronics Inc.,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., unveiled its
energy-saving controller for induction motors, it was no surprise that
the company claimed it had bettered
a power-factor controller developed
by the National Aeronautics and
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Space Administration. This invention of Frank J. Nola, at last count,
had been licensed by NASA to almost
200 firms in the U. S. alone.
The surprise is, however, that the
National Bureau of Standards
agrees with Parker and has recommended support by the Department
of Energy for the Energy Econo-

mizer, as the invention is called.
The controller, patented by Louis
W. Parker and Rhey W. Hedges,
was evaluated by the NBS Office of
Energy-Related Inventions, Washington, D. C., under the Federal
Nonnuclear Energy Research and
Development Act of 1974, which
provides free technical evaluations
for energy-saving devices. Says Albert L. Hedrich, chief evaluator,
"Parker has a better scheme for
sensing motor efficiency, so NBS is
recommending support to allow the
Energy Economizer to enter the
marketplace in competition with
Nola's controller."
Less power. Hedrich notes that
both inventions have the same goal:
to reduce the power applied to a
motor when it is operating at less
than full load. Roughly 90% of the
power consumed by electric motors
is used in industrial applications that
could benefit from such controllers.
These motors turn up in machine
tools, hoists, and blowers, as well as
clothes dryers in the home.
Nola, to control power efficiently,
developed asimple circuit that monitors the phase lag between applied
voltage and stator current in the
motor—an indication of motor efficiency. Both inventions use athyristor switch to periodically interrupt,
and, hence, vary, the ac power driving the motor. But Parker takes a
completely different approach to
sensing operating efficiency.
A stator excited by a partial sine
wave, Hedges points out, experiences
an inrush current with a very short
characteristic pulse whose width
depends inversely on the motor load.
Moreover, the pulse's width, magnitude, and rise time are directly
related to motor efficiency. Thus,
the device relies on this pulse to tell
it when to switch off the motor's
power source.
The economizer monitors the inrush current for the first few hundred microseconds after the voltage
is switched on. A transformer couples the pulse to an amplifier that
removes the current variations due
to the sinusoidal driving voltage—in
effect, leaving only the inrush pulse,
as shown in the figure.
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handles are pulled, an electric signal
ignites apropellant charge to rocket
the crewman from his plane. Pitot
tubes and aneroid barometric sensors track the seat's speed and altiWIDTH VARIES
tude to help control the parachutePULSE AMPLIFIER
opening sequences. But these are
about the only parameters moniTHYRISTOR ON -TIME
tored, and no control is exerted over
the propellant either; ejection can
ac
POWER
IN-RUSH CURRENT
SOURCE
mean arough ride.
SPIKES (NOT TO SCALE)
THYRISTOR
Platform. In the system envisioned
by the Air Force [Electronics, Sept.
8, p. 57], a small inertial platform
STATOR
similar to those used in missiles
would monitor acceleration and attiac INDUCTION
tude both of the aircraft before ejecMOTOR
STATOR
STATOR
CURRENT
VOLTAGE
tion and of the seat during and after
ejection. It would track such paramFollow the blip. Parker Electronics Energy Economizer senses the short pulse that exists on
eters as aircraft pitch-and-roll angle
the inrush current to the stator winding and that varies with the load on the motor.
to ensure as safe an ejection as possipoint. It then refined it to achieve ble. This could be critical to airmen
The amplifier also stretches the
what Nordic also says is nearly opti- flying at high speeds and low altipulse duration to several millisecmal energy savings. Nordic's units, tudes where a fraction of a second
onds, maintaining the width's prorange from a 115-volt, single-phase difference could mean ejection into
portionality to motor load. A signalcontroller for aone-third horsepower the air or into the ground.
biased dc amplifier converts this
The heart of the system would be
pulse train into adc control voltage motor at $130, to a 575-v, 50-hp
afast microprocessor, possibly a 16that controls the on-time of the thy- controller for $1,750.
or 32-bit unit, with as much as 32-K
The Energy Economizer is at preristor switch.
sent under review at DOE, where bytes of random-access memory.
Thus, for example, if the motor
Robert Bell is coordinating Govern- The processor would monitor the
load drops to zero, as when the
ment efforts. If afunding proposal is outputs of the inertial platform of
motor idles, the inrush current pulse
accepted, the agency could provide the traditional pitot tube and aneroid
width increases and the dc control
as much as $70,000 to $80,000 to altitude sensor and also tie into the
voltage drops. This reduces the thyhelp Parker develop and test proto- aircraft's data bus.
ristor on-time and hence the power
Although the seat processor would
types and preproduction units. The
applied to the stator.
have
to be independent of the bus —
company will then look to license the
According to Hedges, who is vice
technology.
-Roderic Beresford and indeed, independent of all airpresident and technical director,
craft electronic systems— it wou ld be
"the phase lag between current and
able to confirm its own picture of the
Military
voltage indicates efficiency only for
world as relayed from the seat's inerafull sine-wave input. When partial
tial platform by comparing that picwaves reduce the applied power, this
ture with information from the airparameter is an unreliable gauge of
craft's sensors.
motor performance."
Needed data. Thus, at the time for
The Energy Economizer achieves
ejection, the microprocessor would
nearly optimal energy savings be- The Flight Dynamics Laboratory at be ready with all the data needed for
cause it directly measures the effithe Wright-Patterson Air Force safe ejection and a smoother ride,
ciency in each cycle, he says. It also
Base in Ohio is about to solicit pro- even with a damaged aircraft dataavoids one of the NASA controller's
posais for a microprocessor-conprocessing system.
early problems— instability in the trolled, digital ejection seat guided in
At ejection, instead of simply trigcontrol loop at low motor speeds.
all three axes. The service is worried
gering a charge under the seat, the
However, as NASA's Nola points
that future generations of aircraft
microprocessor might control the
out, "it's hard to find a simpler
will make aerodynamic demands thrust magnitude and direction of a
design than the NASA controller.
that might shave safety margins off rocket engine. Alternatively, the unit
And as several companies have the current ejection seats, which are might control the sequenced firing of
shown, the instability problem can
based on mid-1960s technology,
anumber of small rockets variously
be overcome." One of these firms,
E. • seats now are almost directed. Both approaches offer di Nordic Controls Co. of Batavia, Ill.,
totally mechanical. When ejection rectional control, making ejection
took Nola's device as its starting
SIGNAL -BIASED
dc AMPLIFIER

I
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Air Force wants

electronic ejection
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possible from aircraft flying in
unusual, previously unsafe regimes.
The microprocessor also would
control the timing of the speedabsorbing drogue parachute's deployment and, after speed had sufficiently slowed, the deployment of a
standard umbrella-like parachute.
What is available. The first step in
the Air Force program will be to
survey available technology. The
team hopes to find the least costly
high-performance inertial platforms,
but meantime a unit will likely be
borrowed from a missile program.
Also, the flight lab suspects that
existing mil-spec microprocessors
are not fast enough for the task.
Because of the many new parameters to be monitored and the brief
time it has for its tasks, the microprocessor may be the program's pacing factor. Today's escape seats go
from apull of the ejection seat handles to full chute deployment in
about 3.5 seconds; the bulk of the
computations might have to take
place in only about 250 milliseconds.
The Air Force would like to do it
much more quickly.
Air Force engineers are willing to
consider either the military qualification of one of today's faster commercial microprocessors or an array
of smaller mil-spec microprocessors,
each handling different parts of the
timing and guidance task.
Requests for proposals may be out
before the end of this month. Contractor selection could follow quickly
enough for the program to start early in 1982.
-James B. Brinton

Computers

32-bit world gets
alow-end entry ..
The superminicomputer market is
seeing new highs in price-performance ratios as two more machines—
one from Data General Corp., the
oilier from Charles River Data Systems Inc.—join the machine announced last month by Perkin-Elmer
Inc. At least adozen companies now
serve this market, with the new sys-
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tems aimed squarely at one of the
most popular of the products, Digital
Equipment Corp.'s VAX-11 series.
International Resource Development Inc., Norwalk, Conn., amarket
research firm, estimates the 1981
market for the 32-bit computers at
$300 million and predicts growth of
60% next year.
At the low-priced end of the spectrum, offering "32-bit precision on a
budget," is Charles River Data Systems in Natick, Mass. CRDS, alongtime supplier of DEC-compatible disk
hardware, now makes no bones
about competing with DEC. The
company's entire pitch is angled
toward attracting DEC'S present and
future customers.
According to marketing vice president, W. Daniel DeLea, a Universe
68, as it is called, with 256-K bytes of
main memory, one parallel and two
serial ports, an 8-megabyte Winchester 8-inch hard disk drive, an
8-in, floppy-disk system, aUnix-like
operating system, C language, and a
cathode-ray tube terminal would list
for only about $23,000. The discount
on quantities of 50 drops this to
$14,840.
16/32 bits. The machine is based
on Motorola's MC68000, which is
generally placed in the world of 16bit microprocessors. But "since the
chip uses a 32-bit internal architecture and our bus can handle 32-bitwide transfers at rates of up to 20
megabytes per second, we consider
that the Universe 68 offers '32-bit
functionality,'" says DeLea. "System price is close to that possible
with a DEC LSI-11/23, while our
machine's speed exceeds that of most
PDP-11's, and finally, it offers the
32-bit precision possible with aVAX class computer."
Though the MC68000 has 32-bit
data and address registers and performs 32-bit logical and arithmetic
operations, it at present has a24-bit
program counter and can only use
16-bit-wide incoming and outgoing
data. In the next 12 to 24 months,
DeLea expects Motorola to extend
the counter to 32 bits and repackage
the chip to accommodate a 32-bitwide input/output. With the enhanced 68000, CRDS will use the pin-

out spec to make a simple circuitboard modification and change the
Universe 68 from a "16/32-bit
machine to atrue 32-bit computer,"
says DeLea.
Thus CRDS is going not only after
DEC's market among original-equipment manufacturers, but after users
upgrading from PDP-11 series computers—and Data General Novas —
who need 32-bit precision on a
budget. The Natick company is even
optimistic about snaring afew priceconscious users who would otherwise
buy smaller VAX-class machines.
CRDS also plans to sell its operating system and software separately
and to discount software by as much
as 98% to quantity OEMs. In addition, it will sell board-level versions
of the 68.
-J. B. B.

...and amachine
at the mid-range, too
At Data General Corp., Westboro,
Mass., the wraps are coming off the
Eclipse MV/6000 [Electronics, Sept.
22, p. 33], the company's answer to
the mid-range of the supermini
machines— DEC'S VAX-11/750,
Prime's 550-11, and IBM'S 4331-2.
Speed and price are the MV/6000's
two key features, though Data General spokesmen also speak warmly of
the 6000's full suite of 32-bit software and its rack-mountable size.
But the bottom line is the priceperformance ratio, and here the new
machine may win out. Its performance in double-precision Whetstone
standard benchmark tests is faster
than that of its competitors in merely single-precision operation, the
company asserts. The MV/6000
clocks in at 1191 single-precision
Whetstone operations per second
and 400 double-precision Whetstones. The Whetstone performance
measurement is the number of
instructions in astandard mix that a
computer can execute in one second.
According to Data General marketeers, "our pitch can be simple.
Though we have other features like
software and ease of maintainability,
we could sell on speed and price
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LeaclerChip
It's more than just having
afull array of gate arrays.
As more and more people are finding gate
array solutions to awide range of logic
problems, more and more are coming to us.
Why?
Quite logical, really. No gate array producer
has more satisfied customers than we do.
Not AMI. Not Fujitsu. Not Interdesign.
No one.
There's good reason for it, too. With 27
proven CMOS gate array products, we can
quickly offer you avariety of masterslice
solutions. With gate arrays as small as 50
gates. Or as large as 5,000 gates. And
there's more on the drawing board.
Since 1974, we've set the standards in the
design and manufacture of the highest
quality, highest speed CMOS gate arrays.
Today, in more than 550 designs, our
"SystemChips" and "Garbage Collectors"
are solving problems for hundreds of companies...in peripherals, processors, pacemakers and plenty more.
Whichever design you choose, we fully
control your product, using our own automatic CAD, producing our own wafers, and
assembling our own packages. We perform
our own testing, screening and burn-in.
Considering gate arrays? Call us ... first.
Or send us your logic diagram for aquick,
confidential quote. Our Leadership can
make your product number 1.

INTERNATIONAL
MICROCIRCUITS
INCORPORATED

Gate Array Leadership

3350 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara, CA 95051
Tel: (408) 727-2280, TWX 910-338-2032
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New member. Eclipse MV/6000 superminicomputer runs under the 32-bit Advanced Operating System/Virtual Storage and operates Data General's 32- and 16-bit software.

alone. The 6000 is two to four times
faster than the competition at singleprecision work and from 1.3 to 3.5
times faster at double precision."
In average configurations, all four
systems are priced within less than
$80,000 of each other. An MV/6000
costs in the region of $215,000, a
VAX-11/750 about $210,000, IBM's
4331-2 is $290,000, and Prime's
550-II about $210,000.
The MV/6000's speed is possible
because it uses the same pipelined
processor as the company's larger
MV/8000. Also, the machine holds
up to 2megabytes of main memory,
cutting disk transfers. Maximum
program size is 2 gigabytes, "doing
away with the program size problem
forever," as aspokesman puts it.
Last month's introduction of the
Perkin-Elmer 3210 at $49,000 [Electronics, Sept. 22, p. 43] will not make
things any more comfortable for the
other 32-bit computer makers. The
3210's performance belies its low
price. According to Richard Donnelly, 3200 series product line manager,
the 3210 achieves single-precision
Whetstone performance of 561 operations per second, as well as 454
double-precision Whetstones. It of-
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fers 512-Kbytes of main memory,
two 13.5-megabyte disk systems, one
fixed and one removable, a PerkinElmer 550 display console, and the
company's version of Unix.
Thus the heat is now on DEC. Its
entire VAX line, as well as some of its
PDP- 1I
s, have been bracketed by
recent 32-bit introductions, especially when Data General's MV/8000
Eagle and the more recent 32/87
from Gould Inc.'s Systems subsidiary are considered [Electronics,
April 21, p. 247]. Attention now will
probably focus on the forthcoming
VAX-11/730, a new low-end 32-bit
machine originally scheduled for
introduction this fall but apparently
delayed.
-James B. Brinton

Packaging

Chip-carriers sport
twin rows of leads
Hoping to win industrywide acceptance, Texas Instruments Inc. is
backing the development of a new
chip-carrier that roughly doubles
input/output pin counts without

increasing the package's size.
To do this, TI is asking the Joint
Electron Devices Engineering Council to approve a chip-carrier format
for both plastic and ceramic packages that employs twin rows of leads
or pads along each of its four sides.
According to the proposal, chips
would be mounted on frames with
leads on 25-mil center lines, as
shown on page 44. (Lead frames of
conventional chip-carriers are on 50mil centers.) When placed inside the
chip-carrier, the frame would extend
only every other lead to the outermost edge of the package. The others
would form a second row 50 mils
behind the outer row. In any one
row, leads on the plastic packages—
and pads on the ceramic packages—
are on 50-mil centers.
Twice the count. Ti says the twinrow carrier could be mounted directly to printed-circuit boards and other
substrates that use 10-mil minimum
line widths and spacings. Therefore,
according to the Dallas electronics
firm, the new configuration would
allow about twice the I/O count but
keep it within today's mounting and
processing technologies.
The proposal, a result of work in
the corporation's Equipment Group
and its semiconductor central packaging operation, will be completely
outlined during Jedec's next meeting
in Washington, D. C., in December.
"By the end of [1982], we are shooting to have at least registration and
possibly standardization," says Jon
S. Prokop, manager of the Equipment Group's hybrid microelectronics laboratory, which is heading up
the development of the ceramic
package. Both the ceramic leadless
chip-carrier and the plastic leaded
chip-carrier, being developed by the
central packaging operation, will
bear the same footprint.
In the plastic leaded carrier, the
two rows are formed over castellated
edges on the package, creating outer
and inner rows. In the ceramic package, the inner row of pads would
actually be a series of metalized
holes resembling donuts extending
all the way through the carrier. To
check solder joints of a directly
mounted device, for example, "you
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SCIENCEOSCOPE

A device that directly converts electrical input signals into output images
could be used for optical data processing and the projection of very bright TV
pictures on a large screen.
The device, a CCD liquid-crystal light valve, uses
a charge-coupled device array and a metal oxide semiconductor readout structure
to transfer signal charges to a liquid-crystal layer.
The readout source can be
common white light or a laser in the spectral range from near ultraviolet to
infrared.
Hughes has demonstrated a fully operational 64x64-element device.
A fiber-optic communications system may lead to an anti-armor missile whose many
advantages include firing without being exposed to enemy counterfire and locking
on a target after launch.
The concept calls for a missile with an imaging
seeker to relay signals to the gunner over a glass thread that pays out as the
missile flies.
The gunner would select and acquire a target which he sees on a
TV screen.
The system would be low in cost because much of the data processing
is done at the launcher, not the missile.
It also would be reliable because the
missile is immune to countermeasures and is controlled over the entire flight.
Hughes and principal subcontractor ITT Electro -Optical Products Division are
developing the Integrated Fiber-Optic Communications Link for the U.S. Army.
A new window material for infrared sensors to see through has shown to be highly
resistant to damage from nuclear radiation.
The material, produced using a
reactive atmosphere process recently developed for oxide material, is a glassy
silica called fused cristobalite.
In tests at Hughes the material suffered no
damage when exposed to gamma radiation of 1 million rads.
Conventional fused
silica, though known to be one of the materials least affected by radiation, is
heavily discolored by doses even 100 times smaller.
Fused cristobalite has
slightly different physical characteristics from other fused silicas, such as a
higher melting point, but it maintains the same high optical quality.
Hughes Research Laboratories need scientists for a whole spectrum of long-term
sophisticated experiments.
Advanced research programs include three-dimensional
microelectronics, digital picture processing, space optics, solid-state devices,
fiber optics, integrated optics, integrated circuit design, and electro-optical
materials.
For immediate consideration, please send your resume to Professional
Staffing, Dept. SE, Hughes Research Laboratories, 3011 Malibu Canyon Road,
Malibu, CA 90265.
Equal opportunity employer.
A millimeter-wave radar has demonstrated its ability to track targets and guide
missiles accurately through smoke and rain.
The radar, under study because it
has more resolution than conventional radar and can penetrate adverse weather
better than infrared, was used to guide TOW (Tube-launched, Optically tracked,
Wire-guided) missiles to stationary targets.
In three of the successful
launches, the target was obscured by heavy smoke and aerosols.
In one of those,
visibility was further deteriorated by rain.
The demonstration was conducted by
Hughes for the U.S. Army and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.

Creating anew world with electronics

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
CULVER CITY.CALIFORNIA 90230
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Castenations. TI wants to double the pin count of chip-carriers by bringing pins out
alternately to apair of rows on all four sides. (Only one side is shown here.)

Telecommunications chips get big supplier
Texas Instruments Inc., stepping out big into telecommunications, plans to
introduce in the next two quarters a series of semiconductors dedicated
strictly to that market's needs. These devices, coupled with recently
announced second-source devices, will be targeted at a worldwide noncaptive market that the Dallas-based semiconductor giant predicts will hit $10
billion in 1991. This figure includes both multipurpose devices and those
dedicated specifically to the industry. Currently, TI is a leading supplier of
multipurpose ICs to the telecommunications industry, but up until now it has
not provided the dedicated devices.
Multipurpose integrated circuits—such as microprocessors, memories,
low-power Schottky, linear, and TTL— will make up about two thirds of that
total business. The rest will be filled by dedicated telecom parts, such as
ringers, speech circuits, line coders, tone encoders, codecs and filters.
Spurred by the move to digital switching, the market's demand for dedicated
parts will grow at a rate of 35% per year in the 1980s, predicts TI. It places
the total market growth rate at 20% annually.
To produce the new telecom products, TI will employ five different technologies: 150-volt merged complementary-MOS, bipolar, and lateral power
field-effect transistor (bid-FET); bipolar junction-FET (bi-FET); linear bipolar;
metal-gate C-MOS; and silicon-gate n-channel MOS.
Eventually, the company believes, metal-gate C-MOS will be replaced by
an advanced C-MOS silicon-gate technology that uses an n well in a p
substrate. This substitution would reduce power requirements and increase
density and performance.
The company is entering the telecommunications business after two years
of work at 10 TI design centers-7 situated in France, England, Germany,
and Italy and 3 in the U. S. It is setting up its telecommunications front-end
operation in Dallas.
TI hinted at its intentions to enter the field last month with its announcement of two separate second-source agreements with Intel Corp. of Santa
Clara, Calif., and Mostek Corp. of Carrollton, Texas. Under one agreement, TI
will second-source three Mostek tone encoders: the MK5087, MK5089, and
MK5092. TI has also agreed to second-source Intel's 2910A pulsecode—modulation encoder-decoder. Last month, TI and Intel also announced
an agreement to manufacture a combination codec-filter with common
pinouts and functionality.
-J. R. L.
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could look through the holes and see
if the solder has made a good connection," Prokop says. "The metalized holes could also be used to selfalign the carrier in test sockets and
actual system sockets."
The twin-row format almost doubles the ho count. For example,
today's 44-pin package, measuring
0.650 inch square, would increase to
76 pins but remain the same size. A
package with 68 vos, at 0.950 in. on
a side, would contain 124 pins. At
the high end, today's 156-pin package, at 2.050 in., could contain as
many as 300 pins.
Prototypes. TI plans to have prototypes of the 124-pin ceramic doublerow carriers by the end of the year.
It believes that 300 pins would be
the practical limit for this format in
the plastic leaded chip-carrier. However, ceramic carriers' pad counts
could be increased by adding athird
row. The equipment group is currently studying this possibility, according to Prokop. "By putting
another row of metalized hole contacts on the carrier, you could get up
to a total of 436 [pins] in a 2.1in.-square package," he says.
Theoretically, even' more rows
could take that total up to 600 or
700 contacts—a feature that is
attracting the attention of anumber
of contractors working on the Department of Defense's Very HighSpeed Integrated Circuits program.
Some VHSIC devices may require as
many as 500 contacts in phase II of
the program.
-J. Robert Lineback

Production

Graphite strip
anneals simply
Annealing ion-implanted semiconductors to realign their crystal structures is costly or time-consuming
and often both. But now a research
team at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology's Lincoln Laboratory
in Lexington, Mass., has developed a
new method that heats by contact, is
especially applicable to the needs of
experimentation, and promises to be
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witching losses low with
high technology bipolar or power FET.
Motorola leads with both.
Manufacturers make no secret that power
FETs have superior speed and design advantages
in fast switching circuits.
Our own TMOSIm family is an advanced version
offering big-power performance, simpler circuitry
and excellent reliability.
But efficiency as a measure of dissipation, or
switching loss, can be crucial to your design. And
it's very different for power FETs and bipolars.

SwitchmodeTM state-of-the-art.
For anything under 100 kHz where the majority
of designs are. bipolar Switchmode may be abetter
answer. Exhibiting lower "on" losses, it runs cooler
and more efficiently than MOSFETs, even with their
higher power gain.
The new-generation MJ16010/12 Switchmode HI
devices rated at 450 V and 15 A offer phenomenal
switching times — typically 30 ns tfi at 10 A —
speed approaching that of power FETs. It results
from a unique hollow-emitter structure optimizing
current density during turn-off that results in
both ultra-fast switching and excellent RBSOA.
The Switchmode III family has been expanded to
include the MJ16002/4 offering 5A capability and
the MJ16006/8 at 8A, all providing the ultimate
in bipolar performance. All offer cooler operation
at lower frequencies and dramatic cost advantage
over MOSFETs.

TMOS — the future in HF.
Above 100 kHz, MOSFETs come into their own
in the efficiency race. At lower frequencies, however, their simple drive and inherent ruggedness
may tip the scale in their favor by making your
total system more effective.
The Motorola TMOS family is expanding rapidly
to give you more design alternatives. The present

line — over 60 standards — will top 200 in 1982.
New types like the 400 V MTM15N40. N-channel
device increase your control span to 15 A ID continuous (70 A peak) with 'DS(on) of 0.4 ohms
max. Other new types such as the MTMIN100 take
TMOS technology to 1,000 V BVDss for N-channel
devices and P-channel (MTM2P50) to 500 V.

Evaluate the best — Free.
To make your new design the very best, we'll
send you an MTM564, 5A. 350 V TMOS unit or
an MJ16004, 5A, 450 V Switchmode III type —
FREE. We want you to know Motorola makes the
best power transistors, whether it's bipolar or
MOSFET. Send for data on our complete line of
both technologies. Contact Motorola Semiconductor Products, P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036.
Make the most of Motorola power switching
for your

Innovative systems
through silicon.
MOTOROLA INC.

TO:

Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P.O. Box 20912. Phoenix. AZ 85036.1

Send me an
MTM564 TMOS Device
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MJ16004 Switchmode III Device

• Name
Title
Company
Address

Mail Drop
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News briefs
Digitized voice message market gets IBM entry
IBM Corp.'s General Systems division, Atlanta, has introduced a computerbased message system that records and stores voice messages digitally
before forwarding them to their destinations. Called the Audio Distribution
System, it is one of several such products for improving the efficiency of
business communications that have hit the market this year [Electronics,
April 21, p. 99]. American Telephone & Telegraph Co. is also awaiting the
Federal Communications Commission's approval of its plans to offer a similar
system called Custom Calling II. The IBM system includes a Series/1
computer equipped to answer and dial telephones. Cost of a turnkey
package ranges from $115,000 to $235,000 for up to 1,000 lines.
Ontario begins $11 million Telidon system
The province of Ontario, Canada, has begun installing an $11 million system
of 2,000 terminals with 19-inch-diagonal screens for displaying information
of interest to tourists and business travelers. The system uses the Canadian
Telidon videotex system and is being installed mostly in the Toronto area by
Infomart Inc. of Toronto.
Users will access a central data base of some 50,000 "pages" of information covering topics like local attractions, shopping, services, restaurants,
accommodations, and the weather. The installation marks the first time a
videotex system will be used for this purpose, the Canadians say.

Ceramic Trimmer Capacitors are designed for RF applications
ranging from low f
requencies thru
VHF, where small size, operating
stability and low cost are important. Typical applications include
crystal clock oscillators, CATV
amplifiers and radio transceivers.
•Capacity ranges:
1.8 -5pF to 12 -100 pF
•Available in temperature
coefficients from NPO to
—1400 PPM 1°C
•Operating temperature range:
—55°C to +85°C
Actual Size

9380

m
9370

9300

Electronic Accuracy through
Mechanical Precision

Manufacturing Corporation
400 Rockaway Valley Road
Boonton. New Jersey 07005
201-334-2676
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both speedy and inexpensive.
The most common method used
today is heat treatment in a furnace,
where wafers roast for more than
half an hour at upwards of 1,000 ° C
temperatures. Compared with the
Lincoln Lab approach, the cost,
energy use, and time needed for furnace annealing is overkill. This is
especially true in situations where an
ion-implantation "recipe" is being
"tuned" or where the characteristics
of only asingle wafer are of interest,
so that speed and ease of use are
important, not the annealing systems' throughput.
Down side. The Lincoln Lab system places a die or wafer with its
implanted side facing down on a
strip of graphite. Alternating current
heats the graphite, which in turn
heats the semiconductor material.
Annealing, say the experimenters,
occurs in less than 30 seconds.
The process takes place in a nonoxidizing-gas chamber —argon and
hydrogen are used. To control the
heating process, a thermocouple is
embedded in the graphite, and its
output is led first to an analog-todigital converter and then to a
microprocessor.
Controlling as much as 350
amperes through the graphite, the

microprocessor is programmed to
bring the strip up to annealing temperature in 5seconds. In the Lincoln
Lab experiments, the highest temperatures needed were between
700 °C and 1,200°C. The temperature is held for 10 seconds and the
current cut off, allowing the graphite
to drop quickly back to ambient temperature. "This thing is so simple,
it's probably not patentable," says
John C. C. Fan, assistant group
leader at the lab. "In fact, most people will probably build their own."
Cheap. Several versions of the
annealer have been built. The most
costly component is a 20- or 30-volt
constant voltage transformer at
about $1,000; beyond this, the cost
of the rest of the system almost vanishes. Team members point out that
the cost of 6 to 10 square inches of
graphite is almost negligible and
that, though the team used a lowcost 8-bit microprocessor and monolithic converters for control, manual
control is easy and cheaper. The system also has worked in the open air,
so achamber —a stainless steel drum
was used—is not necessary. An
entire system could be built for
$1,000 to $1,500, depending on what
is already on hand.
In one experiment, the lab engi-

TWX 710-987-8367
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Now measure real power

probe

Bell's new hand-held
power meter lets you
easily measure real power
to 199.9 kW, dc to 1 kHz
with input ranges to
600 V and 150 A.
•

ufoscifing provides automatic decimal shift,
eliminating the need for range switching.
• True power, including non-sinusoidal
wave forms, can be measured.
• One probe does it all.
• 31/
2 digit LCD.
• Clamp-around current input.
Price $395 (domestic)
Order direct or through your local distributor
Distributor inquiries invited

1

Model
PG 200D

6120 Hanging Moss Road • Olando, Flo -ida 32807
Phone: 305-678-6900 • TWX: 610-853.-31' 5
Circle 47 on reader service card

REDUCE
COOLING
COSTS
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NOREN HEAT PIPES start at $5
in OEM quantities.
NOREN power heat sinks and heat
pipes are more efficient than standard
cooling devices. They will reduce your
overall cooling cost.
See us at Booth 301

capon,

4

Cool —cabinets
NOR HWEST L., I
—PC boards Nov. 3-5. 81 Sao Mateo, Ca.
—high-power components

neers first implanted silicon wafers
with various doses of 120-kiloelectronvolt positive arsenic ions, acommon semiconductor dopant, producing amorphous layers. The wafers
were then divided into 1-centimetersquare samples; some were annealed
with the strip heater and others in a
furnace at 1,000 °C for 30 minutes.
In both cases, annealing of the
implanted layers was complete, and
sheet carrier concentrations and average mobilities of the silicon were
about equivalent. Conversion of the
amorphous silicon into crystalline
form took place at temperatures as
low as 700°C with the strip heater.
Measurements also showed that as
much as 98% of the arsenic atoms
wound up exactly where they should
in relocation sites in the lattice.
Face down. The approach seems
quite forgiving. "We have annealed
chips both face up and face down,"
says staff member Bor-Yeu Tsaur,
who is the lead scientist on the project. And when the annealing is done
in the open air, "the only disadvantage is the graphite plate doesn't last
quite as long."
Devices were checked to see if any
of their characteristics had drifted as
aresult of free air annealing. There
was no drift, indicating that "any
[graphite] contamination problem
appears to be negligible," says
Tsaur.
-James B. Brinton

Software

Z8000 gets its own
silicon software
Ask about other types compatible with
your design and application. We will
design aheat pipe to meet your
requirements.
Use NOREN heat pipes
to reduce your cooling costs.
FREE DEMONSTRATORS ARE
AVAILABLE.

NOREN
PRODUCTS,
INC.
3543- E Haven Avenue
Menlo Park, California 94025
Telephone (415) 365-0632
Telex 17-1410 NOREN MNPK
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As software requirements for specific applications become better understood, more functions will be
burned into silicon, rather than kept
on adisk or in volatile memory. Intel
started this trend for its 8086 microprocessor and has now been joined
by a start-up company that has
developed a similar silicon software
system for the Z8000 16-bit microprocessor family.
The company is Hunt & Ready in
Menlo Park, Calif. Its VRTX (pronounced vertex) is an interrupt-driv-

en multitasking executive that relieves the application programmer of
the burden of coordinating and synchronizing several concurrent processes. Rather than writing amonolithic program that solves the whole
problem, the programmer merely
writes aseparate program to handle
each of the various processes and
uses the predefined routines in the
VRTX to handle inter-process communication and synchronization.
Same tasks. This is also the
approach that was taken by Intel
Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., with its
80130 real-time multitasking kernel
chip for its 16-bit 8086 microprocessor [Electronics, Sept. 8, p. 135]. In
fact, even though both parts were
developed independently, there is a
remarkable similarity in the kinds of
tasks they perform, showing that
real-time control is becoming awellunderstood problem and alikely target for silicon software.
Each chip is organized not as one
large program but• as a group of
independent system subroutines that
are burned into aread-only memory.
They allow task creation (that is,
they allocate memory and interrupt
status to a process located in main
memory), task deletion (which deallocates memory and disables an
interrupt), message passing between
processes, and process suspension
while waiting for an external event,
with resumption when it occurs.
They also include routines for timing, input/output, and interrupt servicing.
Lookup. The major difference
between the two software systems,
besides their running on different
processors, is that the 80130 has the
timers and an interrupt controller on
chip, whereas VRTX may be configured to suit the target system by an
external lookup table that can be as
small as 14 bytes. In addition, VRTX
uses streamlined routines because it
does not have to maintain compatibility with an existing operating system, as Intel must for its iRMX-86.
For example, it takes 128 microseconds to create a task with VRTX,
whereas the 80130 takes 1.36 milliseconds due to its more elaborate
mechanisms.
-R. Colin Johnson
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TM 5000

DESIGNED FOR PROGRAMMING
EASE AND PRODUCTIVITY

Test and Measurement Systems
have never been this easy to configure,
have never been this easy to program.

TM 5006
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DM 5010
Programmable Digital
Multimeter
•DC Volts, .015% + 1Count
•Ohms. .015% 2 Count
•True RMS (AC DC)
•Easy Calibration
•Fast-Slow Mode
•trp Nulling
•Averaging
•Offset &Scaling
•dB Conversion
•Hi-Low-Pass Mode

DC 5010
Programmable Universal
Counter/Timer
•3.125 ns Clock
•DC to 350 MHz
•Auto-trigger
•Ratio Architecture
•13 Functions Including
Rise Time Mode
•Null Function
•Probe Compensation
•Auto-Averaging
•Shaped Outputs

0401.11.441.10
MOND
OVIIIIN

P.M

.•••••

21.9._• •
DC 5009
Programmable
Universal
Counter/Timer
•10 ns Clock
•DC to 135 MHz
•Auto-trigger
•Ratio
Architecture
•Probe
Compensation
•10 Functions
•Auto Averaging

WOO
me,»

PS 5010
Programmable Power
Supply
•Triple Output 0to —32,
0to +32 and 4.5 to 5.5
Volts.
•Both Voltage and Current Programmable
•Auto-crossover with
Bus Interrupt on Constant
V or IMode Change
•Triple Displays, V or I,
and CV. C IIndication

•
FG 5010
Programmat
Function Ge
•.002 Hz to
•Sine, Sque
•20 mV to 2;
•N-burst
•Programm.
Symmetry
•0Lock will
mable
•AM, FM, Vi
•10 Stored 5.

TEK IEEE-488

PROGRAMMABLE
INSTRUMENTS

Introducing
the TM 5000 Series of programmable instruments
with the ease of ahigh level language and the
configurability of TM 500:

•DM 5010

•PS 5010

Programmable
Digital Multimeter

Programmable
Power Supply

•DC 5010

•FG 5010

Programmable Universal
Counter Timer

•DC 5009

Programmable 20 MHz
Function Generator

•SI 5010
Programmable
Scanner Interface

•4041
Powerful System Controller

•MI 5010

Programmable Universal
CounterTimer
(shown on reverse side)

Programmable
Multifunction Interface
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DM HU PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL MUTIMETER

FC 61111 PROGRAMMABLE 20Mlir FUNCTIMM GENERATOR
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TM 5000

DESIGNED FOR PROGRAMMING
EASE AND PRODUCTIVITY

Test and Measurement Systems
have never been this easy to configure,
have never been this easy to program.
Introducing the TM 5000 Series of
Programmable Instruments with
the ease of ahigh level language
and the configurability of TM 500.
Start to finish, our new TM 5000 Programmables are the easiest IEEE488 test and measurement instruments you can use, because
TM 5000 is configurable, like our
TM 500 manual test and measurement
instruments.

It's performance that's in aclass all
by itself.
The new DC 5010 is the state-of-theart in high performance Universal
Counter/Timers. It features reciprocal
frequency, auto-trigger, and Rise/Fall
mode. Its 1ps time interval averaging
resolution is unmatched in the industry.

For lower speeds, the new 135 MHz
DC 5009 is the industry's lowest cost,
fully programmable Universal
And because they're compatible.
Counter/Timer. This 8-digit singleWith each other and with over 40
wide Plug-in features ratio architecTM 500 manual instruments. So now
you can link together literally hundreds ture, auto-trigger and probe compensation.
of customized systems. ProgramThe new DM 5010 is al.& based .02%
mable, manual, or mixed. With plugin, pull-out ease.
Digital Multimeter measuring DC
volts, true RMS (AC volts) and Ohms.
Programming these new instruments
It features extensive math capability
has been made easier, too. With a
including averaging, nulling, offset,
powerful set of English-like comscaling, dB and sorting.
mands. And anew controller with an
extended BASIC language that's
The new PS 5010's triple independent
instrument-optimized for fast, easy
Power Supply provides the most
widely used voltages with excepprogramming.

•

'le 20 MHz
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20 MHz
re, Triangle
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I
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MI 5010
Programmable Multifunction Interface
•Signal Routing
•Control Functions
•Device Interface
•16 Point Relay Scanner
•16-bit Digital I/O
•Programmable
Development Card
•Real Time Clock
•Triggered Events
•Buffered Mode

SI 5010
Programmable Scanner
Interface
•350 MHz Coaxial Switching
•Software
Reconfigurable as:
16 Channel to 1
dual 8Channel to 1
quad 4Channel to 1
•Buffered Mode for Controller
Unattended Operation
•Real Time Clock
•Triggered Events

For further information, contact:
U.S.A., Asia, Australia. Central & South
America, Japan
Tektronix. Inc
PO Box 4828
Portland, OR 97208
Phone 800 547-6711
Oregon only 800 452-6773
Telex -910-467-8708
Cable TEKTRONIX

tional accuracy, all under complete
program control. Including current
limit, source on/off and extensive
status reporting.
The new FG 5010 is amicroprocessor
based 20 MHz Function Generator
featuring: 10 complete stored front
panel setups, counted burst and
phase lock capabilities as well as
programmable symmetry and phase.
Basic accuracy is 0.1% and all signals can be AM and FM modulated.

One keystroke transfers acomplete
front panel setup to the controller for
storage in memory. This greatly increases the productivity of the engineer by reducing setup time where
test settings are constantly changing.
A new controller packs incredible
power in asuprisingly small package.
We call it the 4041. Rugged. Versatile.
Sophisticated.

Codes and formats so simple,
they're hard to forget.
Our standard codes and formats
make communication between instruments easier than ever before.
With the same format used to communicate with all the Tek IEEE-488
instruments. Like the 7854 or 468
Oscilloscopes, or the 492P Spectrum
Analyzer.
To program, "Function

Generator to 10 MHz triangle
waveform at 2.1 volts
amplitude," which code makes
the most sense?
Code A: "C1F10E6A2.1"
TM 5000: "FUNC TRI; FREQ
10E6:AMP2.1"
TM 5000 commands are mnemonic,
with astandard and very simple
format. And each bus command is
in "standard engineering English,"
matching the front panel nomenclature. Ideal for the programmer who
realizes the frustrations of working
with many of today's instruments.
LEARN Mode lets you program the
instruments like you'd been doing
it for years.
In addition to normal keyboard programming, LEARN Mode allows front
panel programming.

Europe. Africa,
Middle East
Tektronix International. Inc
European Marketing Centre
Postbox 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Telex 18312

Canada
Tektronix Canada Inc
PO Box 6500
Barrie. Ontario L4M 4V3
Phone 705 737-2700

4041 Controller provides program development
facilities and system control.

It's built around apowerful 16-bit microcomputer, with amemory capability of 160K bytes. It transfers bus data
in ahandshake mode, interrupt mode
and DMA mode. And there are four
ports: Two, IEEE-488. Two, RS-232.
So you can optimize system setup by
putting your fastest instruments and
peripherals on one IEEE-488 port,
while placing slower hardware on the
other. And you can use the two
RS-232 ports to talk with alocal terminal and connect to ahost computer.

there's arange of Tektronix black and
white, color and storage terminals.
Multifunction and Scanner Interfaces expand your application
possibilities with confidence.
The MI 5010 Programmable Multifunction Interface offers apractical
way to link your TM 5000 instruments
to adevice under test. It takes up to
three function cards, so you can configure system interface for your specific application. Without burdening
your controller you can easily connect bells, lights, foot switches and
safety interlocks. All the control signals you need to make your system
run smoothly and efficiently.
The SI 5010 Programmable Scanner
Interface is the fast way to switch and
scan between various measurement
sources without cable clutter. With
this 350 MHz Coaxial Scanner you
can direct several sources to asingle
instrument. Or direct asingle signal
to several points.
Internal Diagnostics self-test the
Instruments on power-up.
All seven of our new Programmables
have internal diagnostics capability
designed right in. They perform selftest on power-up and indicate an
error if amalfunction has occurred.
Plus they Ve all been designed for
fast troubleshooting using Signature
Analysis. All are UL listed.
The new mainframes can put it all
together, on the bench or in the
field.

That size advantage really pays off,
on the bench or on the manufacturing
floor.
Or in the field. Where portability is
essential. In environmental labs,
temperature chambers or when data
is required at the test site.
Our small size also make abig difference in mobile systems. Like vans,
ships, submarines and aircraft.

TM 5006 Mainframe accepts up to three twowide plug-ins. The TM 5003 accepts three
single wide plug-ins or acombination of one
single-wide and one two-wide plug-in.

Get our Programmables Brochure.
We've only scratched the surface
capabilities of our new TM 5000 Programmables.
Only you can define their absolute
potential.
To get our brochure and acomplete
price list, contact your Tek Sales Engineer, circle number 100 on the
reader's service card or call us tollfree 1-800-547-6711. In Oregon,
1-800-452-6773.
It's never been easier.

Like our TM 500 Plug-ins, the new
Programmables use mainframes to
There's amag tape cartridge drive, a house your configurations. And like
strip printer and a20 character line
TM 500, our new TM 5000 Prodisplay. Plus aunique keyboard that
grammable Systems take up less
you attach for program deVelopment
than half the space of standard
and detach for program protection. If rack-mount equipment.
you need more display capability,

Copyright 0 1981, Tektronix. Inc. All rights reserved. 965
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Washington newsletter
Intelsat orders
three more satellites

The exploding demand for international telecommunications in the Atlantic and Indian Ocean zones has caused the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization to double its order for Ford Aerospace &

from Ford Aerospace

Communications Corp.'s series V-A satellites to six. The new order with
the company's Western Development Laboratories in Palo Alto, Calif.,
will cost the Washington-based consortium of 106 member nations about
$75 million plus orbital incentive payments and inflation provisions. Each
of the six Intelsat V-As, scheduled for launch beginning in 1983, can carry
up to 15,000 simultaneous telephone calls plus color-Tv signals. These
birds, plus nine earlier V series from Ford, are expected to serve until the
Intelsat VI series, with a40,000-call capacity, is available in 1986.

U. S. telecommunications

With the beginning of operations by Alphatel Corp. in the Washington
suburb of Vienna, Va., the U.S. market for advanced telecommunications
gets another foreign-owned competitor. Major stockholder in Alphatel is

market gets new

French competitor ... the Paris-based Les Echos, France's major daily financial newspaper.
Alphatel, guided by Pierre Gaujard as chief executive officer, says it will
develop, market, and sell videotex turnkey systems, using Antiope, Didon,
and Teletel technologies. The systems are targeted at customers providing
such services as data banks, cable TV, and common-carrier lines.

...Alphatel ownership
split among

Four other French companies participating in Alphatel (through U. S.
subsidiaries) are: Cap Gemini-Sogeti, asoftware company with two Amer ican subsidiaries (DAS -D in Milwaukee, and Cap Gemini in Vienna, Va.);

five companies

ccs, aproducer of Antiope decoders (Signatec Inc., Los Angeles); Unitel,
a maker of Antiope editing systems (Unitex Inc., to be formed in Los
Angeles); and Antiope and Telematics Inc., aU. S. company to be formed
by the French telecommunications agency.

DOD set to license

Watch for a formal agreement between the U. S. and Japan before the
year is out that will permit the Pentagon to license domestic production of
Japanese microprocessors and very large-scale integrated circuits for use in
American weapons systems [Electronics, Aug. 11, p. 49]. U. S. officials
say the principal barrier to completion of the formal agreement lies in
Japanese laws, aproduct of the American occupation after World War II,
prohibiting export of weapons-related technology. One loophole reportedly
being considered by Japan would be to transfer the technology to the
American military based there, who would then forward it to Washington.

Japan's VLSI technology
for U.S. weapons

NTT and IBM move
toward deal on
cross-licensing

Electronics/October 6, 1981

The latest twist in the long campaign to get Japan's Nippon Telegraph &
Telephone Public Corp. to open its procurement channels to U. S. manu facturers is likely to be a cross-licensing technology agreement between
NTT and IBM Corp. If all goes well, the five-year deal will be signed this
month, reportedly giving NTT access to miu computer-production technology and IBM access to NTT electronic-switching and other communications technology. NTT does no manufacturing itself, and its buy-Japanese
policy has been modified only recently after long negotiations between the
two governments.
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Washington commentary
Tactical weapons upgrades: an electronics growth market
Makers of tactical military systems picked up
another signal near the end of last month that
their customers are unwilling to wait for acostly, all-new replacement of an existing weapon
when for less money and in less time they can
enhance its performance by buying a modification for it.
The source of the latest signal is the Army
Helicopter Improvement Program. Under AHIP,
Textron Inc.'s Bell Helicopter division is receiving $148 million for full-scale engineering development of modifications to its Scout helicopter
that will give it day-night reconnaissance, communications, and target designation capabilities
using a laser at the forward edge of a battle
area. If the prototypes from the Fort Worth,
Texas—based contractor perform as promised,
the Army could ultimately spend up to $1 billion to upgrade its Scout inventory.
Scout versus Sotas
The AHIP/Scout, managed out of the Army
Aviation Research and Development Command
in St. Louis, contrasts markedly with the service's troubled Stand-Off Target Acquisition
System. In development since 1979, Sotas cost
estimates have soared more than 68% to their
most recent level of $2.2 billion, while performance of its Motorola side-looking radar and
Harris air-ground data link has yet to meet
specifications [Electronics, June 30, p. 96].
Moreover, Sotas uses the larger and more vulnerable Sikorsky YEH-60B Black Hawk, whose
costs and performance are being challenged in
Congress. Motorola received a stop-work order
for the Sotas radar from the Army earlier this
year, and the Department of Defense is reviewing the whole effort with an eye to possible
cutbacks or cancellation.
It is worth remarking that the AHIP/Scout
program and its collection of subcontractors will
use advanced television, infrared sensors, and a
new high-frequency radio, on which much
research and development has already been
done, to accomplish the same sort of mission as
Sotas will. Not only does AHIP/Scout promise
lower cost, but it will in addition be ready for
deployment sooner.
Keeping it simple
The near-term Scout will deploy its advanced
television and infrared sensors, provided by
Northrop, atop McDonnell Douglas Astronautics division's mast, which is extended above
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the center of the helicopter's rotor system.
Reconnaissance data on an enemy's movements
will be transmitted to the rear using an hf radio
to be provided by Rockwell International's Collins Telecommunications Products division. The
radio will also be used to call for and correct
artillery fire and coordinate the actions of
attack helicopters and other close air support,
while the system's laser will pinpoint targets for
the precision-guided munitions of other weapons
systems. As plans stand at present, AHIP/Scout
will carry only missiles for self-defense. Other
subcontractors will be Litton Data Systems'
Guidance and Control division for the heading
and reference subsystems, plus Sperry Univac's
Flight Systems division for what is described as
the first completely integrated, multiplexed
cockpit to be used in any Army helicopter.
Defense officials like to point to AHIP/Scout
as aremarkable example of the new leadership's
program called PI for preplanned product
improvement [Electronics, June 30, p. 88]. But
though the Scout program is now incorporated
into the 13 3I effort, the Army's helicopter
improvement predates the Reagan Administration's acronym by months, during which the
AHIP office evaluated the alternatives of using
Bell's Scout or a competitive model from
Hughes Helicopter.
Needs versus names
Whatever acronym may be assigned to the
tactical military electronics improvement programs or whoever gets the political credit is less
important outside Washington than the message
conveyed by the 13 3Iprograms themselves. The
message is that the DOD and Congress will more
readily approve requests for money that can be
used to upgrade a mature tactical system than
they will approve funds for weapons whose
deployment in quantity is adecade away.
The need to quickly develop and deploy target
detection and strike systems that can operate
day or night in any weather is clearly the most
crucial tactical requirement of all three of the
armed services today. They already have avariety of ground, sea, and airborne platforms on
which to mount such systems. What the military
needs now are the innovative combinations of
advanced TV and infrared equipment to be
employed in AHIP/Scout, upgraded radars, and
the communications links to make them effective. That cannot be done efficiently by going
back to square one.
-Ray Connolly
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NEW Type 492C Miniature Glass-Encapsulated Monolythic®
Ceramic Capacitors Give You More Reliability at Low Cost.

\\

Thanks to atough, protective glass encapsulation, new Type 4920 Capacitors, although tiny
in size, are BIG news to circuit designers.

NPO capacitor types meet characteristic COG.
Capacitors are available in three case sizes ...
.075"D. x .170"L., .100"D. x.170'1., and .100'D.

These hermetically-sealed, multi-layer ceramic capacitors are well-suited for awide range
of applications. They can be furnished mounted
on lead tapes and reel packaged for use with
automatic insertion equipment.

Capacitors with characteristic COG offer
capacitance values from 10 to 1000 pF, with
tolerances of ±5% and
10%. Characteristic
Z5U capacitors have standard cap. values from
.01 /IF to 0.1 µF, with tolerances of ±20% and
—20, +80%. Characteristic X5R and X7R units
offer standard cap. values from 1000 pF to .022
µF, with tolerances of ±- 10% and -± 20%.
Capacitors are rated at 50 and 100 WVDC.

You can select from four temperature characteristics. General application types meet EIA
temperature characteristic Z5U. Semi-stable
types meet characteristics X5R and X7R, and

x .260"L.
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SPRAGUE
THE MARK

OF RELIABILITY

a subsidiary of OK Technologies
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EXORset 33

Der preisgünstige
Entwicklungsplatz für 6800/6809.

Bel ElNab Lager ••
• Doppelkopflaufwerke mit je 160 kByte pro Diskette • 56 kBytes RAM • Neue,
erweiterte Software: XDOS 4.12, BASICM 3.0, CRT Editor, PASCAL Compiler • Anschluf3móglichkeit von 8Zoll EXORdisk Ill • File-Transfer zwischen EXORciser und EXORset
• Emulator für den 6809, erhâltlich mit 8kRAM-Erweiterung, dadurch em nSteckplatz
mehr für Mikromodule verfügbar
/
Preise:
EXORset 33
Emulator 6809
AnschluBEXORdisk Ill

/
DM 13.900,-DM 2.980,-DM
477,--
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Coupon
Bitte senden Sie weitere lnformationen
über EXORset 33
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Siemens announces Europe's
first 64-K RAM: page 72

This display's black liquid crystal when disordered absorbs light
and wlen aligned passes it, creating astrong contrast: page 71
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Fujitsu's Bubble Memory Euro-Card System
Fujitsu's all-new bubble memory Euro-Cards let you start
wherever you want and build Jp as you go. As you expand,
you'll be choosing from pto six bubble memory cards and
four exchangeable bubble memory cassettes (or both combined), totalling awhopping 512Kbytes memory power —
all none LSI system. And all at the pace you choose.
Along w,th this expansion flexibility, the Fujitsu Bubble
Memory Euro -Card System offers these valuable features:
•direct Euro -Card bus line interface
•wide selection of custom pin-signal configurations

•dedicated support LSIs
•non-volatile memory, even in the event of pcwer fai ure
•full solid-state and maintenance-free memory withuut
mechanical parts
Fujitsu's expandable Bubble Memory Euio-Card System
with anew and more extensive design flexibility for microcomputer engineers
Just the way you want it. For complete details, contact
your nearest Fujitsu representative today.

European Distributors
AUSTRIA

BENELUX

ELBATEX GMBH
Err:Ire:male 54
A- 1238 Vienna
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International newsletter
GaAs 8-bit RAM
attains 0.6-ns access

Personal computers
from NEC offer highest
memory-money ratio

A fully decoded 8-bit gallium arsenide static random-access memory with
atypical access time of 0.6 ns for atotal power consumption of 80 mw has
been developed at Thomson-CS F's Central Research Laboratory in the
Paris suburb of Corbeville. The device uses enhancement-mode metalsemiconductor field-effect transistors with a low pinch-off voltage of 0.0
±0.2 v. The minimum transistor widths are 20 p.m and gate lengths are
0.8 gm. To simplify interfacing, the input voltage swing was kept down to
0.8 v. Thomson plans soon to extend the design to a256-bit RAM with an
access time of less than 1.5 ns.

Two personal computers from Japan's Nippon Electric Co. are setting new
records for installed memory in their price ranges. The consumer-oriented
$389 PC-6000 has 16-K bytes (extendable to 32-K bytes) each of
random-access and read-only memory. Many of its application programs
will be supplied in ROM form. The $987 PC-8800 is oriented toward
business and advanced personal applications. It has 72-K bytes of ROM
containing two versions of Basic, 64-K bytes of main memory, and 48-K
bytes of graphic RAM, with ROM and RAM being expandable to 64- and
320-K bytes each.
Like their predecessor, the PC-8000, the new step-up and step-down
models use NEC's 4-MHz version of the Z80A microprocessor. Priced at
$727 in Japan, the PC-8000 now has 45% of the market there, according
to its maker, and for the time being is the only model being exported.

Glass display needs

Two original display technologies have emerged from the Reading-based
Display Products division of Britain's Racal Research Ltd., recently
no driver board .••
formed to develop highly reliable displays up to 49 in. 2 in area. Its
circuits-on-glass technology eliminates the usual display driver board.
Instead, the back plate of the glass and liquid-crystal sandwich is
extended to form the substrate for ahybrid integrated circuit, supporting
screen-printed tracks and driver electronics. An integrated eight-digit
200-MHz frequency-counter module, for example, requires just four external connections and is suitable for mass production.

...and front panel
configures Itself

Five chips to blanket
speech-synthesis uses

Electronics/October 6, 1981

Also, by combining touch-panel and liquid-crystal-display technologies,
the Racal group has developed a front panel much like a menu-driven
cathode-ray-tube display. By touching the panel, the user can select from a
series of prompts, whereupon the display reconfigures itself and shows a
new series of prompts. The group has supplied other Racal companies
exclusively until now—one such product is a 32-character seven-byfive-dot matrix display that meets full U. S. military requirements—but is
now offering acommercial custom-design and manufacturing service.

Five speech-synthesizer chips employing three modes of speech synthesis so
as to cover awide variety of applications have been announced by Nippon
Electric Co. An adaptive differential pulse-code—modulated synthesizer in
n-channel mos delivers 8 seconds of speech at a price of $172 for the
coding and $8.60 per chip in lots of 1,000. A formant synthesizer in
complementary-MOs delivers 13 seconds of speech at a coding cost of
$1,720 and $12.90 per chip in lots of 10,000. But the three waveform-
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segment synthesizer n-mos chips are the way to go for high-volume
applications, even though coding is expensive. For one version with 8-K of
on-chip memory, there is asoftware charge of $4,297 for 1to 3seconds of
speech but only $3 per chip in lots of 10,000.

Transatlantic
flber-optic cable
being pondered

A 3,500-mile fiber-optic cable could be carrying around 12,000 telephone
calls across the Atlantic by 1988. A study group set up after a recent
meeting in Brighton, England, of U. S. and European telecommunications
authorities is to decide whether the technology can be readied in time.
Called TAT-8, the project could finally be launched in 1983 at about the
same time as TAT-7, a 4,000-circuit cable using conventional analog
technology, enters service. A transatlantic fiber-optic cable would probably
have three pairs of fibers and use monomode transmission of at least 280
mb/s so as to give a basic carrying capacity of 4,000 calls per fiber.

European VCRs aim
at the U. S. .

The Netherlands' Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken NV and West Germany's
Grundig AG are getting ready to venture next year into the lush U. S.
market for video-cassette recorders. Both firms have already demonstrated
NTSC versions of their jointly developed Video-2000 system, and Philips in
particular sees good sales chances in the U. S., where affiliates Sylvania
and Magnavox command a 15% share of the TV market. A strong TV
position is considered essential to success with VCRS.

...accept stereo

Back on their home turf, Grundig and Philips, Europe's only two videocassette—recorder producers, are about to come out with VCR models for
stereophonic TV programs —programs that West Germany's Second Television Network started broadcasting early in September. Recording is on
two 0.25-mm-wide tracks. To reach the market in November, the stereo
VCRs will cost about $90 more than monaural types.

in West Germany

C-MOS version
of 6801 arrives

Futures of memory
technologies vary
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An enhanced instruction set and higher execution speed together with
much lower power consumption are among the features of Hitachi Ltd.'s
HD630 1V, a pin-compatible n-well complementary-MOs version of the
n-channel mos 6801 microcomputer. The 88 basic instructions include the
entire 6801 set plus bit-manipulation instructions, register-to-register
exchange, and two low-power modes. Pipelined control— which microcomputer engineering department manager Hiroyuki Nakano thinks is afirst
for an 8-bit computer — enables many instructions to execute in half as
many clock cycles as the 6801, producing a20% increase in throughput.

Shipments of electronic and electromechanical memories will reach $150
billion worldwide by 1990, with the electronic types accounting for 45% of
that figure— up from 40% of the $9 billion 1980 market, according to a
new 10-month study from Luton, England—based Mackintosh International. It predicts that bubbles will gain and maintain a 1% share of the
market by 1990 and continue to enjoy a fourfold advantage in packing
density over dynamic mos random-access memories. But the report is
lukewarm about Josephson junctions, favoring instead nitrogen-cooled
gallium arsenide devices for high speed.
Electronics/October 6, 1981

Sir Kenneth Corfteld,
Chairman and ChiefExecutive,
Standard Telephones and Cables,
London.

"Engineering excellence? High productivity?
Good industrial relations?
You can depend on Northern Ireland':
Sir Kenneth Corfield, Senior Officer ITT United
Kingdom is Chairman and Chief Executive of its
subsidiary Standard Telephones and Cables (STC),
which employs 2,000 in electronics and
telecommunications in Northern Ireland.
Sir Kenneth's long personal experience of Northern
Ireland is totally positive.
"Whether one manages an engineering operation
locally or as part of avery large multinational
organisation, Northern Ireland can be depended upon for
several essential ingredients of asuccessful business
including engineering excellence, high productivity and
good industrial relations. Ispeak from personal
experience -based upon doing both!"
His message is clear, for small companies as well as
large.
The business environment in Northern Ireland is
technologically orientated. Its people work hard and their
productivity is high. Its infrastructure is well developed. It
has areliable telecommunications system.
Plus what Plant Location International of Brussels

has described as "overall the best package of Government
incentives in the EEC'
All this adds up to high profit opportunity
Find out more. We will give you all the facts. Phone
Louis Ritchie at the Ulster Office, 01-493 0601.
NORTHERN IRELAND:
THE OPPORTUNITIES ARE THERE.
THE PROFITS ARE THERE.
Louis Ritchie, Industrial Development Organisation for Northern Ireland,
Ulster Office,11 Berkeley Street, London W1X 6BU. Telex: 21839.
Please send me more information on Northern Ireland.
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Another new standard from INMOS.

AKx4116K Static RAM
The 1MS1420: High Speed. Low Power. Available Now.
The VLSI technology leader in 16K static RAMs introduces another
industry first. Organized 4K x4, the IMS1420 offers achip enable
access time as fast as 45ns.
Lowers System Cost
The low entry level price of $45.00 (100's) for the IMS1420-55 makes
this new 4K x4 aviable alternative to 4K x 1and 1K x4 fast static
RAMs. It matches their speed, saves board space and reduces power
consumption by at least afactor of four. Trade off your 4K designs
today and lower your system costs.
Need Higher Speed?
The companion IMS1421 delivers even more performance where
higher speed is a must. With achip select access time as fast as 3Ons,
the IMS1421 sets a new speed record for 16K memories.
Naturally, both new RAMs operate from asingle +5V (± 10%)
supply and are fully TTL compatible. They're packaged in industry
standard 20-pin, 300-mil dips and also industry standard 20-pin
chip carriers.
Application Note Tells You How
Check your current 4K static RAM designs today. Chances are
good that one of the new INMOS 4K x4 RAMS offers a better
system solution. Call or write for our new application note that
tells you how to make the switch -and save.
INMOS 16K STATIC RAMS
Static RAM
Family
IMS1420-45
IMS1420-55
IMS1421-40
IMS1421-50
IMS1400-45
IMS1400-55

Max. Power Dissipation

Max. Access Time
Organization

4K
4K
4K
4K
16K
16K

x4
x4
x4
x4
x1
x1

Chip
Enable/Select

Address

45ns
55ns
3Ons
4Ons
45ns
55ns

4Ons
5Ons
4Ons
5Ons
4Ons
5Ons

Active

Standby

600mW
600mW
600mW
600mW
660mW
660mW

110mW
110mW
NA
NA
110mW
110mW

tmos

P.O. Box 16000 •Colorado Springs, Colorado 80935 •(303) 630-4000 •TWX 910/920-4904 •
Burlington. Mass. (617) 273-5150 • Dayton. Ohio (513) 439-0988 •San Jose, Calif. (408)
298-1786 •Whitefriars •Lewins Mead •Bristol BSI 2NP •England •Phone Bristol 0272 290 861
•TLX: 444723.
inmos,

and IMS are trademarks of INMOS.
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For ferrites come to the source...
The Philips range of ferrites goes right
across the board. Covers all application areas and is backed by extensive
support such as computer aided
design programs for motor segments
and loudspeaker rings, nomograms
for power transformers and lab kits,
with step-by-step instructions, for
interference
suppression.
They're

Electronic
Components
and Materials

available in over thirty different material types and thousands of different
shapes and sizes and are made at the
world's largest production facilities.
So whatever your needs in 'hard' and
'soft' ferrites, you'll be sure of finding
the answer at Philips ...the ferrite
source for over thirty years.
The products illustrated have been

grouped into four main product/application areas. From left to right these
are:
Ferroxcube rods, rings, tubes and
beads. Available in over 200 standard
sizes and in twenty different materials. Ideal for small transformers,
screening and interference suppression.

the biggest range...the best support
Ferroxdure loudspeaker rings. Ferroxdure products are pressed and
sintered from ferrite powders, so they
behave like 'ceramics' but have superior magnetic characteristics. The
material is ideal for loudspeaker rings,
which are available in sizes from 36
to 224 mm.
Ferroxcube cores for transformers

and chokes. Here too Philips offer a
wide range of types and sizes for al
power applications, including wideband and switched mode transformers.
Permanent magnets for DC motors.
With Ferroxdure ceramic magnets
you're no longer limited to smal'
motors, but can now benefit from a

First in Ferrites

permanent magnet design for powers
up to 10 HP.
For more information please write to
the address below giving details, if
possible, of your application.
Philips Industries, Electronic
Components and Materials Division,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

PHILIPS

DATA 1/0'S NEW
PROGRAMMING A
Interfaces directly to all popular
development systems.

Easy-to-read, 16-character
alphanumeric display prompts
operator in plain English.
Displays data in hexadecimal,
octal and binary.

Logical, easy-to-remember
keystroke sequence for
operations like programming a
device from RAM, or loading
RAM from serial port.

Programs virtually every MOS
and bipolar PROM with only one
software selectable programming module, the UniPak.

NA MAKES DEVICE
'PIECE OF CAKE"

IIIIIIIIIIIIII

_

Call it "friendly".
The best word to describe our new 29A is "friendly':
It really does simplify PROM and logic programming.
Like our unique System 19, the 29A is designed
around astandard mainframe and plug-in modules.
The same plug-in modules may be used in both units.
With the 29A and one UniPak module, you can
program more than 250 MOS and bipolar PROMs.
You'll have complete first and second source
capabilities from AMD, Fairchild, Harris, Intel, MMI,
Motorola, National, Raytheon, Signetics and TI. As
device capacities grow, 29As RAM grows to meet the
need. The standard unit comes with an 8K x8RAM
which can be expanded to 32K x8.
The 29A is simple and straightforward to operate. It uses a logical, easy-to-remember se`, quence of keystrokes for programming. A 16character alphanumeric display prompts the
\operator in plain English and provides error
information to help eliminate the need for
cross references. The keys are large and
easy to read.
Anyone who uses adevelopment system will appreciate how easy it is to interface with the 29A directly through the
standard RS232C port. The 29A has
ten development system formats included in its more than 25 communication formats. Formats to support eight
and 16 bit development systems from
Motorola, Intel, Tektronix, and HewlettPackard are all standard. If you own a
Motorola or Intel unit, you can program
PROMs directly from the development
system keyboard. We've also included
remote control as astandard feature.
If you would like to know more, please circle
the reader service number. For immediate ac,tion, contact Data I/O, PO. Box 308, Issaquah,
WA 98027. Phone 206/455-3990. Europe: VonIstraat 50-52 1054 GE, Amsterdam, The Netherds, tele: (20) 186855. Japan: Sankei Building
1-8, SaragLka-cho, 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101,
Japan, Tel: (03) 295-2656.

DATA Ii0

THE NEW

PROM AND LOGIC
PROGRAMMER
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Who lets you demultiplex
and disassemble automatically?
Thanks to
cking, both our new logic
scopes separate the time-shared information
found on multiplexed lines -all from the same
simple connection and without need of
demultiplexing latch arrangements.
Our quasiparallel triggering mode lets
you trigger immediately on data sampled by
each of the clocks. One clock can
control address sampling and the
other data sampling, so you can
trigger on address and data with
more bits in the word than the number
of inputs to the analyser.
Add our disassembly option,
and the instrument automatically sets
up the sampling parameters for ease
of use. With just one disassembly
package, our analyzers will support
the most popular 8-bit microprocessors, such as the 8048 family,
8080, 8085, Z80, 6800 family and
6500 family.
Considering this level of
sophistication, you'd expect our
PM 3542 and 43 to offer all the other
most-wanted logic analyzer features.
You'd be right.

PHILIPS

111111,

Test &Measuring
Instruments
Circle 71 on reader service card

For more informati
Philips office or write to.
Philips Industries, Test and Mea
Instruments Dept. Building TO Ill -62,
5600 MD Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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Electronics international
Significant developments in technology and business

LCD stays
legible in
cockpit glare
by Kevin Smith, London bureau manager

Dyed phase-change dichroics
produce strongest contrast
yet; MOS FET control circuitry
underlies liquid crystal
A miniature, low-power replacement
for the cathode-ray-tube display has
moved a stage nearer at Britain's
Standard Telephone Laboratories,
Harlow. There researchers are combining dyed phase-change liquid
crystal, which yields printlike blackon-white legibility, with a silicon
wafer 3 inches in diameter that
incorporates the driver circuitry for
the display matrix.
The display area of just 1.4 in. (36
mm) a side is small. But according
to W. A. (Bill) Crossland, who
recently presented a paper on it at
the Society of Information Display's
conference in New York, it shows
that "very large arrays of LCD picture elements can be addressed in
this manner without penalty in contrast or viewing angle."
The group is now working on a
display that will incorporate a 240element-square matrix, or 57,000
picture elements, on a silicon substrate 4 in. in diameter. The display
would be 2.7 in. square and its
100-line-per-in, resolution should
clearly display a full viewdata page
of 24 lines of 40 characters each.
The technology's viability, says
Crossland, will rest on the incorporation of the row and column drivers
and decoders on the wafer at acceptable yields. If this can be achieved,
the technology could find many military and civil applications.
Britain's Ministry of Defence, for
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one, is interested in its use on the
flight deck, and British Telecom sees
use in compact viewdata telephones.
The flat-screen television set,
though, is not one application contemplated, as today's dyed phasechange dichroics have a poor grayscale response.
Sample. STL's first prototype comprises a front glass with a single
translucent electrode on its inner
surface, athin sandwich of dyed liquid crystal, and a3-in.-diameter silicon substrate on which some 1,600
picture elements, each 1millimeter
square, have been formed in a 40by-40 matrix. The matrix pads are
covered with an insulating CVD silicon layer that also prevents a reaction with the liquid crystal.
Since the LCD is intended for
crowded cockpits amid strong ambient light, good legibility is important. STL researchers use, perhaps
for the first time, ablack-dye phasechange liquid crystal that works by
absorbing light rather than scatter-

ing it and provides "the nearest that
LCD technology can approach to
print-on-paper types of contrast,"
says Crossland. The device has a
viewing angle of better than 60°.
To overcome the LCD's limited
addressing capability, STL researchers, like one or two other labs, have
in effect incorporated a display
memory into the silicon wafer with a
matrix of n-channel mos field-effect
transistors each connecting to adisplay driver pad. When the transistor
is conducting, the pad can be
charged to 16 volts, sufficient to
activate the liquid crystal. When it is
turned off, the charge remains trapped, holding the liquid crystal on.
Other driving elements such as
thin-film transistors are being developed, particularly for use in large
displays. But transistors used to
drive displays need a low on-resistance for rapid charging and a high
off-resistance to limit charge leakage
when they are turned off. In these
respects, cautions Crossland, thin-

Darkness at noon. This picture element turns black when the MOS FET in the silicon wafer
turns on, letting the driver pad connected to it charge the dyed phase-change liquid crystal.
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our hands, one that lived up to its
specifications and had a chance of
being among the world standards."
Customers will not have to wait
long for the device. Volume production, at Siemens's new semiconductor facilities in Villach, Austria, will
begin at the end of this year, "and
during 1982 we will be fabricating
more than 100,000 units a month,"
declares Hans-J.51.g Penzel, operations manager for mos memories.
Thus, Siemens will be Europe's first
semiconductor maker to mass-produce 64-K RAMs. "Barring any
unforeseen circumstances, the least
expensive version will be priced at
about $10 in volume quantities next
year," Oswald says.
Though at least one U. S. semiWest Germany
conductor firm in West Germany
says it is too late for Siemens to
enter the 64-K race, other companies
as well as industry insiders feel it is
right on target with its plan. Says
one memory expert, "The company
Industry observers have long been which it is made resistant to alpha has agood chance of becoming abig
factor on the 64-K market. And I
wondering what Siemens AG is up to radiation.
"Although we have had samples trust them to have products as good
in 64-K dynamic random-access
for some time, we deliberately held as those from the Japanese." Adds
memories. Now the West German
off
announcing our 64-K," says Ger- an official at Darmstadt-based
company's Components division is
not Oswald, head of microcomputer Gnostic ombH, an affiliate of the
ready to tell them—a 64-K MOS RAM
activities and director of marketing U. S. market research firm, "I'm not
it claims matches competitive defor integrated circuits at the Mu- sure whether Siemens is investing
vices and in some respects even surnich-based division. "We wanted to enough in 64-K production facilities,
passes them—for example, in power
requirements and the ease with
be sure we had areliable product on but the company has the technology
to come up with top products."
Refresh reduction. The HYB4164
is a 65,536-word-by-1-bit memory
A RAM with agolden fleece?
fabricated with an n-channel siliconWith its HYB4164 64-K random-access memory, Siemens AG is entering a
gate technology. For high speed at
market that could turn out the most lucrative for the semiconductor industry.
low power consumption, it employs
"Like some other companies, we believe that by the mid-1980s, worldwide
dynamic storage cells and dynamic
sales of 64-K RAMs will reach $1 billion ayear, thus becoming, in terms of
control circuitry and half the usual
both value and units sold, the best-selling single semiconductor item yet
number of read amplifiers, thanks to
made," says Gernot Oswald, head of microcomputer activities and director
the
use of 256 refresh cycles instead
of marketing for integrated circuits at the West German company.
of 128. As aresult, it uses only half
Last year's worldwide 64-K market, he says, accounted for fewer than 1
the power of many competitive
million units. Not before 1985 will the number of 64-K RAMs exceed the
devices, says Penzel.
number of 16-K types likely to be sold next year, Oswald declares.
Siemens appears determined to cash in on that market. "Out of the score
Of the two versions of the device,
or so of actual and potential 64-K producers, only 5to 10 will be around in
the faster 4164-2 has access and
1985 and Siemens will be one of them," Oswald predicts. In Europe, he
cycle times of 150 and 280 nanosecadds, "we want to play adecisive role, and we see good chance in the U. S."
onds, respectively, yet consumes only
A company should command at least a 5% a share of the world's 64-K
120 milliwatts typically and 150 mw
market, otherwise it will find "little joy" on that market, he says.
at most. The slower 4164-3 has corThe Siemens director bases his confidence on two factors: the know-how
responding values of 200 and 330 ns
his company has gained with 16-K devices, and its standing relative to the
and
100 and 150 mw. For both, the
competition. Oswald believes his company is ahead of many U. S. firms and
typical standby power is between 12
technologically "as good as the Japanese" in the 64-K arena.
-J. G.
and 15 mw and the maximum is 20

film transistors are no match for the
MOS FET, which should win out for
smaller displays.
The display is scanned arow at a
time, asingle metalized line opening
the gates of every MOS FET in that
row. Meanwhile, row data is applied
to the column address lines—diffused channels formed in the substrate. Driver pads connected to high
column lines are charged to turn on,
while pads connecting low lines
remain off.
An added complication is the need
to reverse the polarity of the display
voltage every 20.5 milliseconds to
avoid electrochemical degradation of
the display crystal. To facilitate this

reversal, a blanking interval is
inserted, during which time charge
stored on driver pads is dumped.
The relatively large display driver
pads and their associated transistors
can readily be shrunk—from 1mm 2
for the driver pads to 0.25 mm 2.
When STL researchers have so
redesigned their display and incorporated the row and column driver
electronics on boards so that the chip
will accept aserial data stream, the
cathode-ray display may at last have
a challenger. Others, though, are
working on similar lines, including
Panelvision in Pittsburgh and
Hughes Aircraft Co.'s Industrial
Products division in Carlsbad, Calif.

Siemens takes aim at the 64-K market

with low-power, simple-to-alpha-proof RAM
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CMOS microprocessors are in
your future. Prepare now at
an RCA seminar or workshop.
CMOS is the wave of the future in
systems design. Now, RCA—the
company that invented CMOS—is
offering one-day seminars and fiveday intensive workshops to give you
the information you need to design
the products of the '80's.

Free seminars
Our comprehensive one-day
seminars will give you the information
you need to design in the 1800 series.
The seminar isfrom 8:30 to 12:30.
From 1:30 to 3:30 there will be an
optional, hands-on equipment
demonstration.
1. The microprocessor
•New product previews
•Architecture of 1802 and 1805/1806
•Peripheral devices:RAM, ROM, I/O
•Register usage
•Memory addressing
2. Software
•Utilities, math packages, assemblers, high-level languages
3. Systems support
•Development systems
•Micromonitor
•Microboard Computer Development System
4. Microboards
•Single-board computers

•Memory modules
•Digital I/O modules
•Analog modules
•Accessories
5. Customer support
• Field technical specialists
•RCA representatives, distributors,
sales offices
•Technical literature
•Repair and software update service

Seminar schedule
July 27
July 30
Aug. 4
Aug. 5
Aug. 6
Aug. 18
Aug. 21
Aug. 25
Sept. 9

Raleigh, NC

Atlanta, GA
Orange County, CA
Tampa, FL
Indianapolis, IN
Rochester, NY
Los Altos, CA
New Orleans, LA
Richmond VA

Sept. 10
Sept. 15
Sept. 16
Sept. 17
Sept. 22
Sept. 22
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct.6
Oct. 7
Oct. 13
Oct. 15
Oct. 20
Oct. 21
Oct. 22
Oct. 23
Nov. 9
Nov. 10
Nov. 12
Nov. 12
Nov. 17

Boston, MA
Detroit, MI
Tulsa, OK
Toronto, Ontario
San Fernando Valley, CA
Salt Lake City, UT
Denver, CO
Cleveland, OH
Dayton, OH
New Haven, CT
St. Louis, MO
Grand Rapids, MI
Minneapolis, MN
San Diego, CA
Montreal, Quebec
Seattle, WA
Huntington Sta., NY
Orange County, CA
Orlando, FL
You'll get hands-on experience, using the new
Milwaukee, WI CMOS Micr000ard Computer Development
Austin, TX System.

Five-day workshops

When the workshop is over,
the above equipment is yours to
keep.
If you bring your own development system, you pay only $225.
We'll also provide ate'rniial for
your use during the workshop.
(Which you can purchase at the
special price of $375 )

Our intensive five-day workshops will give you the knowledge
you need to design CMOS microprocessor-based systems for any
application. You'll see why we say
CMOS is in your future: it offers
advantages no other technology
can match.
This comprehensive workshop
costs only $800. The price includes:
Microboard Computer Development
System with both BASIC high-level
language and Assembler/Editor;
and two cassette recorders.
Total value is $648

Workshop schedule.
Aug. 10 to 14
Aug. 2410 28
Sept. 21 to 25
Oct. 12 to 16
Oct. 26 to 30
Nov. 2Io 6
Nov 1€ to 20

Kansas City,KS
Los Angeles, CA
Chicago,IL
Atlan:a, GA
Detroit, MI
Los Altos, CA
Boston, MA

Reserve space now. Don't miss this opportunity
to prepare for your future. Return the coupon
today. Or call toll-free 800-526-3862.
On New Jersey call 201-685-6533. )

RCA

rMicrosystems Marketing, RCA Solid State Division
Route 202, Somerville, New Jersey 08876
O Please register me for the RCA CMOS Seminar or Workshop indicated below.
CI Please send me more informatior on RCA CMOS Seminars and Workshops
Name
Company

Phone

Address
City/State/Zip
Seminar date/City
Workshop date/City

For RCA power seminars, contact your local RCA Solid State Distributor.
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mw. In addition, to help minimize
effects of alpha radiation, the Siemens engineers employ aphotoreactive
polyimide chip covering. Developed
at the firm's research laboratories in
Erlangen [Electronics, June 16, 1981,
p. 73], the organic material can be
applied by standard photoresist
methods, thus reducing the number
of processing steps normally needed
to add it. But the memory does not
neglect the customary defenses
against alpha particles—it employs
very high cell capacitances, wordline boosting circuits, and active
pull-up resistors as bit lines.
Noise is equalized by an on-chip
circuit that stabilizes the memory's
substrate voltage. Also, over-and
under-shooting on input levels of 6.5
y or —2 y for a period of 30 ns
influences neither the functioning
nor the reliability of the device. This
gives the user much greater driving
capability.
No spares. The Siemens chip uses
no redundancy measures. "It's all a
question of tradeoffs between yield,
on the one hand, and additional costs
and reliability-related factors on the
other," Penzel notes. This philosophy, he adds, is also shared by other
Halved. Siemens AG configures its new 64-K
RAM into two 32-K elements. The only other
64-K manufacturer to do so is Texas Instruments; the rest favor smaller modules.

semiconductor makers today, notably the Japanese.
The HYB4164 chip measures 3.27
by 9.04 millimeters and comes in a
ceramic package. Multiplexed address inputs permit the RAM to be
put into an industry-standard 16-pin
dual in-line package. System-oriented features encompass on-chip
address and data registers, which
eliminate the need for interface registers, as well as fully rrt-compatible inputs and outputs, including
clocks. Common input/output capability is given by using "early write"
operation.
-John Gosch

Japan

C-MOS promises
huge dynamic RAMs
Complementary-mos technology,
long considered a practical proposition only for static random-access
memories, now looks as though it
could be the ideal way of building
dynamic RAMS. According to ateam
at the Central Research Laboratory
of Hitachi Ltd., c-mos is capable of
producing 1-megabit and larger dynamic RAMS with an optimal balance
of characteristics.
Their research has shown that
devices using p-channel memory
cells in n wells and made with 1micrometer rules have breakdown
voltages in excess of 15 volts. As a
result, small cells can store a lot
more charge than comparable nmOs cells with their breakdown voltages of less than 5 V. Both drain
breakdown and hot-carrier degradation contribute to the lower permissible operating levels of the n-channel
cells; gate oxide leakage limitations
of both types are similar.
No sacrifice. This high voltage
breakdown is not obtained at the
expense of performance—the p-mos
cell is faster than the conventional
n-mos cell because its source is connected directly to the bit line. Furthermore, the n-well configuration
increases the cells' immunity to
alpha particles, while the c-mos processing of peripheral circuits —

including a high-sensitivity crosscoupled c-mos sense amplifier-provides an excellent balance of
speed and power.
Noise disturbances caused by collector supply voltage bumping are
also reduced because the storage
capacitor cell plate is connected to
the source supply voltage, which is
grounded, and not to Vcc, as in most
n-mos devices.
To confirm that the new configuration is indeed practical, a 4-K-by1-bit n-well c-mos dynamic RAM
with a cell size of 6 by 12 WTI was
fabricated on a 2.0-by-2.5-millimeter chip. It was made with two levels
of polysilicon and 2-gm photolithography. In layout it resembles aconventional dynamic RAM, and it has
folded bit lines and quasi-static
peripheral circuits. Its typical access
time is 40 nanoseconds, and its typical cycle time is 150 ns. Active power is 35 milliwatts, standby power—
mainly for the bias generator for the
nwell—is 5mw.
Standard of comparison. As acontrol, another 4-K-by- 1
-bit dynamic
RAM was made in n-mos technology
using the same 2-gm lithography.
Researcher Hiroo Masuda says that
the characteristics of the two devices
give a fair comparison of the technologies even though the n-mos RAM
uses asingle level of polysilicon and
open bit lines. Cell size is 11.2 by
16.8 gm, and chip size is 1.96 by 2.1
mm. This device has atypical access
time of 60 ns with a cycle time of
150 ns; active power is 50 mw.
In fact, the circuits of a conventional n-mos cell and the n-well pmos cell used in the c-moS dynamic
memory are similar in everything
except operation. The p-mos cell is
fast even though its transistor is
intrinsically slower than the one in
the n-mos cell. That happens
because the transistor's source is
connected to the data (bit) line. As
the negative-going signal on the
word line turns the transistor on, the
voltage of the bit line falls by only a
small amount. Consequently, the
transistor is rapidly overdriven and
circuit response is fast.
The n-mos cell is slow because its
source is connected to one side of the
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Non volatile
CMOS memory
for LSI41
retains data during
power failure.
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• 16K word ADD-IN memory replaces bulky core
• On-board battery back-up assures data retention
up to afull week without external power
• Decodes 18 bit address and allows the RAM to
start on any 4K boundary
• Low power consumption (5 W typical)
• High speed 450 ns memory chips
Ill Self-recharging battery
• Long 3year battery life
• Write protection in 4K blocks—acts like ROM
• Easily accessible switches allow card to be writeprotected while in rack
The 1816 CMOS memory is another LSI-11, LSI-11/2
and LSI-11/23 compatible device from ADAC. It is
ideal when its important not to lose data during
power outages. And it requires only afraction of the
space and power of comparable core memory. Contact ADAC for full details on this unique memory or
any of our analog and digital function cards and
complete systems for LS1-11.

Y.SS'Itie;•!'

CORPORATION
70 Tower Office Park •Woburn, MA 01801
(617) 935-6668
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Unsure About
Dynamic
RAMS Timing
In Your Memory
Boards?

Electronics international
cell's storage capacitor. As the positive-going signal on the word line
turns the transistor on, the voltage of
the capacitor to which the source is
connected also rises. Thus the gateto-source driving voltage applied to
the transistor is barely enough to
keep it turned on and circuit
response is slow.
The device configuration provides
immunity to cell-charge destruction
by electrons injected into the substrate by alpha particles or TTL
undershoot. An on-chip well-bias

generator provides the n well with a
positive bias of 1.5V cc that prevents
the electrons from being collected by
the well. Tests show that the memory operates without error even with
500 microamperes injected into a
positively biased substrate. This.
memory can even be operated with
the substrate at ground potential, a
feature that has been mostly avoided
in conventional RAms (except those
from Texas Instruments) because of
the errors that are caused by TTL
undershoot.
-Charles Cohen

France

Multidrain-MOS technology yields
Oasis for computer-aided design

Control It With
Our Digital Delay
Line S

• Data Delay Devices
Inc. offers the widest variety of
Digital Delay Units. 14 pins DIP and
16 pins DIP. 1to 10 outputs and digitally programmable delay time.
These units eliminate the interfacing
in TTL circuits and save PC board
real estate.

The complexity of very large-scale
integrated-circuit design can tax
even a computer's powers with its
excessive demands upon memory
and for manipulation and computation time. But now, the multidrainmos technology designed specifically to simplify such computer-aided
design problems [Electronics, June 5,
1980, p. 73] has culminated in aCAD
system called Oasis.
Developed at the Laboratoire
d'Informatique et de Mathématiques
Appliquées of Grenoble, France, Oasis stands for the French for automatic design tool for symbolic layout
of circuits. It is part of Cassiopée, an
integrated CAD system for integrated
circuits developed at the Centre

National d'Etudes des Télécommunications of Grenoble. Cassiopée
contains data on numerous CAD systems, including Oasis
Simple symbolism. MD-MOS is
ideally suited to CAD because it uses
a simple symbolic-design format. A
standard n-channel logic gate is
combined with avariable number of
drains. A depletion-mode n-channel
transistor pulls up the gate of an
enhancement-mode logic transistor.
The gate also acts as the input line,
and the drains serve as outputs.
Because the gate width is constant,
drains can be tightly packed.
According to Giles Serrero, one of
the engineers who developed it,
Oasis uses a three-level approach

With the following advantages:
DATA-BASE
INTERFACE

• Fast rise — Time on
all taps
• Each tap isolated with
TTL Fan-out capabilities
si Exact delay at each tap

OASIS)
KERNEL

INTERACTIVf
GRAPHIC
SYSTEM

••••

USER

CASSIOPÉE
L_

• 2,000 NS total delay
• Up to 10 taps
•Totally Programmable
Request complete catalog

PLA
PORT

CON
PORT

ORM
BLOC
.11•••••••••••mm.

data `«40
delay \tC

devices,

I FUTURE
I EXTENSIONS
s
-

385 Lakeview Avenue

Clifton, New Jersey 07011

Roots. One element of the Cassiopée CAD system is Oasis, four of whose six software
modules (tinted gray) exploit the CAD-oriented design of multidrain-MOS devices.

(201) 772-1106 • TWX 710-989-7008
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BankAmerica International
announces the opening
of aBoston branch
to serve international business
throughout this area.

Christopher S. Wilson, Vice President and Manager
50 Milk Street, Boston, MA 02109
Telephone: (617) 451-2000; Telex: 951491
Office Hours: 9am-5pm

Circle 77 on reader service card

LARGEST RADAR INVENTORY IN THE WORLD
SYSTEMS &
SPARES
AN/ALT-6-7-8
AN-APG-33
AN /APG-51
AN/APN-69
AN/APN-102
AN/APN-169
AN/APO-50
AN/APO-55
AN/APS-20
AN /APS-31A
AN /APS-42-45
AN/APS-64
AN/ASB-4/9
AN
AN/CPS-9
AN/DPN-32
AN/FPS-6-8
AN/FPS-14-18
AN/FPS-20-75
AN/FRC-39
AN/FRT-15
AN/GPA-30
AN/GPA-126
ANIMPO-4A-10
AN/MPO-29
AN
AN/NIPX-7
AN/MS0-1A
AN
AN /SPA-8
AN /SPN-5
AN /SPS-5B
ANIS PS-6C
AN/SRW-4C
AN/TPN-12/17
AN /TPS-1D,E
AN /TPS-10D
ANITPS-28
AN/TPS-34B
AN /TPS-37
ANITPX-21
AN /UPA -25-35
AN/UPX-4-6
AN/UPX-14
HIPAR
MK-25
Nike Ajax
Nike Hercules
SCR-584

AUTOTRACK ANTENNA SCR-584
RADAR SYSTEM
360 deg AZ 210 deg EL. 1 mil. accuracy. Missile vol. accel. and slew rates.
Amplidyne control. Handle up to 20 It.
dish. Compl. control chassis. ALSO in
stock 10 cm. van mounted rad. system.
Conical scan. PPI. 6 ft. dish. 300 pg.
instr. bk. on radar. $50.
RF SOURCES
17-27 KHz 200 W CW
125-450 KHz 4 KW CW
2-30 MHz 3 KW CW
4-21 MHz 40 KW CW
24-350 MHz 100 W CW
80-240 MHz 500 W 2-5 uS
175-225 MHz 300 KW 1, 20 uS
200-2000 MHz 40 W CW
210-225 MHz 1 MW 5 uS
385-575 MHz 1.5 KW CW
400-700 MHz 1 KW .03 DC
950-1500 MHz 1 KW .06 DC
900-1040 MHz 5-10 KW .006 DC
1.2-1.35 GHz 500 KW 2 uS
1.5-9.0 GHz 150 W CW
3.2-3.3 GHz 10 KW .002 DC
2.7-2.9 GHz 1 MW 1 uS
3.1-3.5 GHz 1 MW 1.3 uS
2.7-2.9 GHz 5 MW 2-3 uS
4.4-5.0 GHz 1 KW CW
5.4-5.9 GHz 5 MW .001 DC
6 GHz 1 MW 1 uS
6.2-6.6 GHz 200 KW .37 uS
8.5-11 GHz 200 W CW
9.375 GHz 40 KW .5-1-2 uS
8.5-9.6 GHz 250 KW .0013 DC
15.5-17.5 GHz 135 KW .33-1-3 uS
24 GHz 40 KW .15 uS
35 GHz 50 KW .1 uS
MODULATORS
25 KW 5.5 KV 4.5 A; .0025 DC
144 KW 12 KV 12 A; .001 DC
250 KW 16 KV 16 A; .002 DC
405 KW 20 KV 20 A; .1 DC
500 KW 22 KV 28 A; .001 DC
1 MW 25 KV 40 A; .002 DC
3 MW 50 KV 60 A; 30 uS
10 MW 76 KV 135 A; .001 DC
66 MW 160 KV 400 A; .00

K BAND
X BAND
X BAND
X BAND
X BAND
X BAND
X BAND
S BAND
S BAND
S BAND
X BAND
X BAND
C BAND
S BAND

TRACKING SYSTEMS
MONOPULSE 40 KW E-34
NIKE AJAX/HERCULES
HI -RES MONOPULSE MOD IV
GCA PA 3 II
FIRE CONTROL 250 KW M-33
MOBILE 40 KW AN MPO-29
BEACON 100 W AN/DPN-62
10' DISH 500 KW AN/MPO-18
250 KW AN/MPQ-10A
250 KW AN/MPS-9
HAWK MPG-34
HAWK MPQ-33
1.5 MW MPS-19(C)
14' DISH PRELORT

SEARCH SYSTEMS
KU BAND AIRBORNE 135 KW B-58
X BAND WEATHER 250 KW AN/CPS-9
X BAND WEATHER 40 KW AN/SPN-5
X BAND 7 KW ANITPS-21
X BAND CW DOPPLER AN/PPS-9/12
C BAND HGT FDR 1 MW TPS-37
C SAND 285 KW AN/SPS-5B/D
S BAND HGT FINDER 5 MW AN/FPS-6
S BAND COHERENT 1 MW AN/FPS-18
S BAND 1 MW NIKE AJAX/HERC
L BAND 40' ANT 500 KW AN/FPS-75
L BAND 500 KW AN/TPS-1D/GSS-1
UHF 1 MW HELIHUT TPS-28
C BAND TRACKER
Pwr: 1.5 MW
Range: 250 miles
Recv: paramp Display 5" "A" scopes.
10' dish w/linear or circ. polarization.
NIKE HERCULES
SPARES/MAINTENANCE
Over 10,000 major components in stock
w/repairs and overhaul facilities Ind':
SHOP 1 & 2 MAINTENANCE VANS.
SEND FOR FREE 24 PAGE CATALOG

Radio
Research
Instrument
Co., Inc.
2 Lake Avenue Ext., Danbury, CT 06810
(203) 792-6666
• Telex 962444
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Fast Image Filtering
In Seconds, Not Minutes
Our $4950 Array Processor
cuts the time to run
2-dimensional digital filters
from minutes to seconds. The
MSP-3X's two hex boards plug
right into your PDP*-11
minicomputer to boost your
system's speed by afactor of
20 to 50.
Our MSP-3X's built-in library
of subroutines gives you the
spatial and frequercy domain
functions that you need to get
the picture you want. Apply
Fast Fourier Transforms and
fast image convolutions to
MSP-3X array processor
your data. Operate on your one and two dimensional arrays with
any of the library subroutines simply by including asubroutine
calling statement in your FORTRAN program.
Simple and reliable operation, a package that fits into your
system without hassle, and aprice that fits into your budget just as
easily make the MSP-3X a
sensible choice for better
digital image processing.
Write to us, with amention
of your application, to get the
whole picture.
377 Elliot Street
Newton,
MA 02164 (617)964-3770
•A trademark of the Digital Equipment Corporation.

Computer Design
8t Applications, Inc.
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involving recursive definition of the
circuit, either from the top down or
the bottom up. The language used is
Pascal.
In the top-down method, the
dimensions of the elements at a
given level (blocks, for example) are
evaluated and laid out, thus defining
the input/output connection points.
Then the elements of next lower level (cells, say) are laid out in terms of
the uo points of the previous level.
Any changes the new level requires
in the layouts of previous levels are
taken care of automatically.
With the bottom-up method, the
elements at, say, the cell level are
laid out, thus defining the input/output points for the next higher level.
But this way there is no need to
adjust alower-level layout in light of
the higher-level requirements.
Eight elements. Oasis consists of
six software modules and two interfaces, one with Cassiopée and the
other with a Calma graphic system.
The central software module, called
the Oasis kernel, controls the
sequence of operations, data-exchange operations, and the data path
between the user and Cassiopée and
the other five modules. Three modules are defined for MD-MOS symbolism: Plaport automatically places the
MD-MOS gates; Conport routes connections as segments along rectangular grid; and Formbloc connects the
cells into the blocks so that any two
adjacent cells share a common line.
Finally, there are two general modules —Placbloc, which places the
blocks, and Conbloc, which routes
the connections between them.
"We are going to put the system
into operation towards the end of the
year on our Perkin-Elmer 8/32 and
our Calma graphic system," says
Serrero. "Oasis will be stored on
disks but, since it is completely software, it could be used on any computer with enough capacity to handle it and all the modules could be
stored on one or several disks or even
on magnetic tape."
Oasis was described by Serrero
and his colleague Rao Malladi last
month at the European Solid-State
Circuits Conference in Freiburg,
West Germany. -Robert T. Gallagher
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Testing transceivers
in service and production
e

ROHDE & SCHWARZ

MOBILE TESTER
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Press the PTT button of the transceiver and that's enough, the
SMFS/SMFP does the rest
— it automatically measures all
the basic parameters in transmit
and receive modes and shows
the results really clearly.
SMFS/SMFP — the compact
testers for mobile and stationary
use, for manual or computeraided operation.

Mobile tester SMFS (left)
0.4 to 520 (1000) MHz

Mobile tester SMFP (right)
same as SMFS, plus:

• Portable tester for indoor/outdoor
servicing, production and lab use
• Simple, µP-aided operation with
automatic switching between complete transmit/receive tests:
measurement of distortion, S/N,
SINAD; search routines (e.g. for
sensitivity) at the push of abutton
II Much shorter testing times, no more
operator errors
• Compact, and can be batterypowered in mobile use
• Options: for adjacent-channel power
measurement and extension to 1GHz

IIIII All measurements computercontrolled (e.g. with our process
controller PPC)
NI Easy-as-can-be programming with
optimized Basic routines
• Flexible program generation for
servicing, production and quality
assurance —also with hardcopy
printout of test results
• Complete control of the test item
with built-in relay switches and TTL
control lines
Ask for the data sheet
Transceiver testers SMFS/SMFP

Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 80 14 69
D-8000 Munchen 80
Federal Republic of Germany
Telex 523 703 (rus d)
Phone internat. +(4989) 4129-1
Independent concern
(established 1933)
represented in 80 countries

ROHDE&SCHWARZ

Electronic measurements
Broadcasting
Radio communications and monitoring
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upport.
PMDS -Philips Microcomputer Development System -lets you get to work
immediately with today's most important chips, thanks to arange of quickly
interchangeable, plug-in MABs (Microcomputer Adapter Boxes). And that
range is continually being updated to cover new pPs coming onto the market.

1We

Available now is full support for 8085, Z80, 2650, 6809,
6500 family and 6500'1. To be added in the coming
months are 6800, 6802, 6808, 68000, 8048 family and
8400 family So PMDS is ahighly versatile system,
that keeps pace with your changing demands.
In addition, PMDS lias apowerful multi-emulation
capability that allows simultaneous emulation of up to
4different microprocessors to debug complex
systems using synchronized or inter-related
breakpoints, giving acomplete picture of overall
system performance.

Multi-emulation in a2-microprocessor system.
Other powerful PMDS development tools include:
PASCAL for simple programming of 8085, Z80 and
6809 with extensive debug facilities; real-time
emulation for testing and debugging at true system
speed -up to 5MHz for 8085-A2, 4MHz for Z80A,
2MHz for 68B09 etc.; step-by-step logic analysis
with a255-word, 48-bit wide trace memory to show
you events in proc ram and exlernal history using
pre-selected breakpoints; symbolic debugging with
automatic cross-referencing cf symbolic values to
absolute hexadecimal values; and I/O simulation
using built-in software commands to specify PMDS
system elements.
And with PMDS, these tools are easy-to-use, thanks
to interactive software that gives full operator
guidance. To find out more about PMDS'
comprehensive development tools, wide microcomputer coverage and programmed system
extension, contact Philips Industries, Test &
Measuring Dept., TQIII-4-62,
5600 MD Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

PHILIPS
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The instruments that you
available from the
Leader offers you
more than 50
instruments that
deliver better cost.
performance than you
ever thought possible.
Surprising fact: Leader's
50-MHz oscilloscope
outperforms all competitors.

Costing substantially less than the best
selling competitive model, the LBO-517
is more sensitive, has a higher 20-kV
accelerating potential for brighter
displays. and permits simultaneous
main and delayed time-base
presentations. In fact, it has more
features than any other 50-MHz
oscilloscope at any price. In all, there
are 12 Leader oscilloscopes.., each
offering more performance for less cost.

semiconductor testers and curve
tracers, audio and RF generators,
function generators... all feature
human-engineered control layouts,
up-to-date capabilities and sturdy,
attractive enclosures. All offer optimum
reliability at realistic costs.

Surprising fact:

Additionally, over
100 other Leader instruments are
available for production-test and special
applications. Call or write for detailed
information on these.

Surprising fact: No waiting for
Leader Instruments. Immediate
deliveries from agents located around
the world.

Consult the leader today.

Get all
the facts on the finest instrument line
and the name of your local Leader
agent.

LEADER

Surprising fact: Leader
instruments are built to
withstand extreme
environments. Every unit

Leader Electronics Corporation

is
designed and tested for extremes of
temperature, humidity, vibration and
shock ...and all production runs are
tested to maintain Leader's high
standards of environmental integrity.

2-6-33 Tsunashima Higashi, Kohoku-ku
Yokahama, Japan Phone: (045) 541-2121
Telex: J47780 JPLEADER
In the U.S.A. contact:
Leader Instruments Corporation
380 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, NY 11787 U.S.A.
Phone: (516) 231-6900
Telex: 510-227-9669 LEADER HAUP

Surprising fact: Leader "easyreading" frequency counters are
preferred for many industrial
applications. Built for continuous

day-in, day-out use, Leader 80, 250,
and 520-MHz frequency counters are
production-line proven. All three units
feature large, bright fluorescent digital
displays for easy reading.
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Surprising fact: Leader offers a
big line-up of professional video
and TV instruments. There are

over 12 units in all. NTSC, PAL and
SECAM sync and test signal
generators, RF and IF alignment
sweep/marker generators, CATV field
strength meters...and more on the way.

Surprising fact: Leader audio
instruments have aworldwide
reputation for excellence. Design

:99 * ••
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labs, production lines and service
departments in over 80 countries rely
on Leader audio instruments...
frequency response recorders,
speaker analyzers, precision sine and
square-wave generators, distortion
meters, attenuators, one and twochannel ac millivolt meters, FM stereo
generators, wow, flutter, and drift
meters. Over 17 off-the-shelf units.

Surprising fact: Leader generalpurpose instruments grow ever
more popular. VOM's, digital
and FET multimeters, LCR bridges,
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New products international

Blue-light LED
joins red and green
chip in package
by Charles Cohen, Tokyo bureau manager

Silicon carbide LED puts out
blue at 480 nm with 3.5-V
drive; red and green LED is
multilayer gallium phosphide
light-emitting-diode
lamp capable of emitting red, green,
and blue and the colors in between—
that is, the entire gamut of colors
needed for television and other displays—will be shown by Sanyo Electric Co. at the upcoming Japan Electronics Show, to be held Oct. 7-12 in
Osaka.
The new devices should initially
prove invaluable in awide variety of
applications from full-color indicators to graphic displays, where their
performance will more than make up
for their higher cost than ordinary
LEDs. It may be a while, though,
before commercial flat-panel fullscale TV displays with 13,000 to
26,000 of the devices are offered for
sale.
Two chips are sealed into each
LED to provide its full-color performance. One of the chips, which emits
blue light at 480 nm, has just been
developed. It uses two liquid-phase
epitaxial layers of silicon carbide on
a silicon carbide wafer. The other
chip, which emits green light at 565
nm and red light at 700 nm, has four
liquid-phase epitaxial layers of gallium phosphide on a gallium phosphide substrate. Four leads, one of
which is common, make it possible to
independently control the brightness
of the three colors.
Brightness of the blue chip is
about 2millicandelas at acurrent of
20 mn. The driving voltage must be
A
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full-color

about 3.5 v because of the large
band gap in silicon carbide. Although this is almost double the volt-

age drop of red and green devices, it
is only about half that of metalinsulator-semiconductor devices ex-

Twentieth Japan show fills five halls
The six-day Japan Electronics Show, the twentieth, will be the largest held so
far in Osaka when it opens its doors on Oct. 7. It will also be the first in which
the foreign firms, 170 of them in 134 booths, will be distributed throughout
the show, rather than concentrated in a foreign exhibitors' ghetto as at past
shows.
This year there will be a total of 421 exhibitors in 1,278 booths, up from
320 exhibitors in 933 booths at the Osaka show two years ago. At last year's
show in Tokyo, the site of the show in even-number years, there were 477
firms in 1,400 booths—for the largest show ever.
Leading the parade of foreign firms will be the U. S. with 101 firms,
followed by West Germany with 28 firms, England with 11, Taiwan with 9,
Switzerland with 8, and Hong Kong and France with 3each. There will be one
firm each from Canada, Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Australia.
Furthermore, electronics industry associations from France, Norway, and
Australia will have public relations booths.
Last year there were a total of 3,700 overseas visitors from 98 countries.
The largest contingent was 1,346 persons, or 36.5% of the total, from Asia.
The largest single country delegation, though, was the United States with
21% of the total. Other regional groups visiting were Western Europe, 27.2%;
Central and South America 4.7%; Pacific Oceania 3.3%; Mideast 2.7%;
Africa 2.4%; and Eastern Europe 2%.
There will be a total of five halls at this year's show, with the first hall
devoted to promotional films shown on video projectors. As in last year's
show, components and consumer products will be featured, with many
domestic test equipment manufacturers opting for private shows. The second hall will feature consumer electronics; the third, components; the fourth,
semiconductors and assembled equipment; and the fifth, industrial equipment, including test equipment together with still more components. There
will also be displays of text-multiplexing television and electromechanical
actuators and sensors put on by the Japan Electronics Show Association,
which sponsors the show.
This year video disks, digital audio disks, and TV cameras will be featured
in the consumer hall, which is also expected to emphasize personal computers and microprocessors in the consumer electronics, equipment, and semiconductor booths.
However, most test and measuring equipment manufacturers will be
saving their important new product introductions for the international exhibition sponsored by the Japan Electric Measuring Instruments Manufacturers
Association, to be held in Tokyo from Oct. 19 through 23 at the Tokyo
international fair grounds. Audiophiles will also have a show in Tokyo in
October. The 29th all-Japan Audio Fair will be held at the Tokyo international
fair grounds from October 15-19.
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SIEMENS

Long life is no empty promise
with our 880 nm laser module

Fiber optic cables will soon
become main arteries in new
communication networks that
contain thousands of IR laser
diodes serving as transmitters.
Besides anetwork's longdistance transmission capability
and broad bandwidth, along
operating life emerges as one of
the most important design
criteria -public telecommmunication networks are built to work
for decades.
Siemens developed its SFH 408
module especially for 880 nm
fiber optic technology. It uses a
GaAlAs oxide stripe geometry
laser with highly effective
temperature stabilization,

heed back control and with ah
unmatched operating life:
With careful estimating,
our present tests let us predict
several hundred thousand hours
of continuous duty. And volume
production is running.
But the SFH 408 fiber optic
module is just one example.
Whether for video or audio discs,
data storage or large optical
scanners -wherever semicon-

ductor lasers in the range from
780 co 880 nm or 1300 nm for
peak performance in IR technology are required -Siemens is
your reliable partner.
Cetailed information is available
from: Siemens AG, Components
group, Infoservice -laser diodes,
Postfach 156, D-8510 Fürth.

Semiconductor lasers from

!ernens
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perimentally fabricated by others —
including a gallium nitride device
made earlier this year by a subsidiary of Matsushita. The quantum
efficiency of Sanyo's blue device is
also reasonable.
The silicon carbide LEDs are fabricated by a proprietary process on
wafers about 15 mm on a side.
One key to their moderate price is
the relatively large wafer—singlecrystal silicon carbide is not easy to
make, but Sanyo managed to do so.
Successive nand then players are
grown on each wafer by liquid-phase
epitaxy from asilicon melt in acarbon boat—which provides the carbon. Nitrogen is the dopant in the n
layer, aluminum the dopant in the p
layer. The firm will not say what
metal it uses for ohmic contacts, but
says the chip size is on the order of
250 to 300 gm on aside—about on a
par with other LEDs.
The red and green LED chip consists of an n-doped gallium phosphide substrate with four successive

epitaxial layers. The first n layer
grown on the substrate is doped with
zinc and nitrogen, the second with
sulphur and nitrogen. Ohmic contacts are made at the substrate, the
central p region, and the second ndoped layer.
Forward current through the junction between the first pand the first
nlayers produces red light, which is

$595?
$5
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transmitted almost unattenuated
through the overlying layers. Forward current through the junction
between the second p and n layers
produce green light. Green light output is about 3mcd at 10 niA, which
corresponds to a driving voltage of
about 2V. Red light output is 3mcd
at 5 mA, which corresponds to a
driving voltage of about 1.9 v.

Yes, it's true.
The best selling terminal in its class
now has the best price in any class.
That's the only way we could've improved our Dumb Terminal' video
display. We had already done everything else so well that the Dumb
Terminal was renowned the world
over. With over 150,000 shipped, and
more on the way every day.
So now you can buy the ADM 3A for
a mere $595 (quantity one), and the
ADM 5for a paltry $645. But don't let
the price tags fool you. They're the
same, dependable Dumb Terminals
they've always been. We didn't
change that.
The ADM 3A still has all the same
reliable features that made it a bestseller. And the ADM 5has even more
operator conveniences. Like reverse
video, reduced intensity and reverse
video/reduced intensity. Limited editLear Siegler Authorized Distributors: AUSTRIA Micro Automation
Vienna Tel 222 835634. BAHRAIN Mantech Computer Services Tel 252600.
BENELUX Computec Waalre Tel 4904 5865, CYPRUS Logimetrics Nicosia
Tel 44400. DENMARK Iversen & Martens Holte Tel 452 42471_, FINLAND
le:lea Helsinki Tel 585133, FRANCE Technology Resources Ne uilly Tel 747
7Œ1. GERMANY Deutsche Eurotech GmbH Meerbusch ITel 2105 73073,
GERMANY Teleprint/TDC Frankfurt Tel 6196 46063, GREAT BRITAIN IIT
Microprocessors Harlow Tel 0279 26777, Penny & Giles Christchurch Tel
04252 71511, Peripheral Hardware West Molesey Tel 01 941 4806. Riva
Terminals Ascot Tel 03447 5193 GREECE Inforictt. Athens 'Eel 642 1368
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Sample price of the red-green
LEDs is $2.20, that for blue LEDs
only $1.32. A Sanyo spokesman says
that the two-color gallium phosphide
units—with no blue chip—when
purchased in quantity should cost
less than twice the price of two single-color LEDs.

sensitivity of 1my/division for both
channels, sweep rates from 0.2 us to
0.5 sper division, a sharp-graticule
cathode-ray tube with automatic
focusing, and trigger couplings for
ac, dc, and vertical and horizontal

television signals. The mean time
between failures specified for the
oscilloscopes is 15,000 hours.
Matsushita

Communication

Industrial

Co.,

3-1 Tsunashima Higashi, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama 223, Japan [442]

Sanyo Electric Co. Ltd., 2-18 Keihan Hondori, Moriguchi, Osaka 570, Japan [441]

Dual-trace scopes have
1-mV/division sensitivity
Matsushita Communication Industrial Co. is introducing at the 1981
Japan Electronics Show the Panascope series of dual- and single-trace
oscilloscopes, including the 15-MHz
VP-5215A single-trace unit and the
15-MHz VP-5216A, 20-MHz VP5220A, and 30-MHz VP-5231A
(shown) dual-trace scopes. All four
models have automatic fixed-level
triggering for stable waveforms, a

ing with erase to end of line and erase
to end of page (which reduces the
load on your host computer). A gated
extension port. Even afull integral
numeric keypad. And they said it
couldn't be Dumb.
So there you have it. The same two
proven Dumb Terminals, two new low
prices to save you even more money.
And when you think about it, saving money is a pretty smart idea.
Contact your nearest Lear Siegler
Authorized Distributor or: Lear Siegler
Data Products Ltd., Orchard House,
Connaught Road, Brookwood, Surrey
GU24 OAT, United Kingdom Tel:
Brookwood (048 67) 90666 Telex: 859415

LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
DATA PRODUCTS LIMITED

$645?
1.1111111à
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Dumb Terminal is a registered trademark of Lear Siegler. Inc.
Quantity One U.S. Prices.
ICELAND Ortolvu Taekni Reykiavik Tel 11218, ISRAEL Inlormatior
Systems Tel-Aviv Tel 483261. ITALY Steil' Rome Tel 5012996, Teleprint Milan Tel
2155724. NORWAY Krell Bakke Nygato Tel 711872, PORTUGAL Datamatic
Braga Codex Tel 27027. REPUBLIC OF IRELAND Cara Data Processing
Dublin Tel 602066, SOUTH AFRICA Data Corporation of S.A. Johannesburg
Tel 287911, SPAIN Specific Dynamics Iberia Madrid Tel 403 0362. SWEDEN
Datametrix AB Sigtuna Tel 760 51655, SWITZERLAND Rotronic Zurich Tel
523211, Technology Resources Bern Tel 22 3973. Teleprint TDC Zurich Tel 05E.
26 30 63. LEBANON. SAUDI ARABIA. SYRIA Orcent Computer Divisior.
Damascus Tel 456000. Micrelectro Developments Tel 0582 421793
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Measurements of temperature, torque, pressure, or strain made on a rotating engine,
motor, turbine, or propeller shaft are transmitted at 30 to 70 kHz for reception at a
safer place by the RT-2000 wireless telemeter. Meisei Electric Co., 2-5-7 Koishikawa,
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 112, Japan [443]

RVF8-series trimmer resistors have moldedresin substrates that eliminate loose terminals and other problems of bakelite substrates. They operate at 150 V dc, maximum, and dissipate 0.1 W at 79 -C. Murata
Manufacturing Co., 2-26-10 Tenjin, Nagaokakyo, Kyoto 617, Japan [444]

The SP-150 miniature impact dot-matrix
printer has a Japan Industrial Standard 128character set and prints up to 16 characters
per line at about 1 line per second. Nada
Electronic Laboratory Ltd., 4-13-28 Fukae
Kitamachi, Higashi Nada-ku, Kobe 658,
Japan [449]

ECONOMICAL.

When it comes to smart terminals, Lear Siegler has just
what you need. In two versions.

ADM 31. LOADED WITH
FEATURES.
The ADM 31 Intermediate Terminal'
comes standard with full editing and formatting, two pages of memory (a total of
48 display lines), printer port and acomplete range of visual attributes.
That wasn't enough for us, however. It
also features a high resolution monitor
with achoice of white or green display.
Built-in numeric keypad. Function keys.
Block mode transmission. Modifiable
personality that lets you choose any

combination of terminal operations (transmit carriage
return, line feed at end of every line instead of CR
code, etc.). Polling for more efficient use of
computer time and transmission lines.
Business graphics. And for a mere $50
extra, we'll throw in programmable function keys, 25th status line and smooth
scroll.

ADM 32. EVEN MORE
FEATURES.
The ADM 32 Ergonomic IT" has all
that, and is engineered to make you
even more comfortable. Because comfort and ease increase productiviiy. So,
in addition to the ADM 31's attributes,

$1095.
10E
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The Neo-thermy high-temperature thermal
sensor has electrical characteristics similar
to those of traditional therrnistors. It is resistant to chemicals, electrolytic corrosion,
water, and humidity and responds cckly.
Shibaura Electronics Co., 520 Machiya, Urawa, Saitama 338, Japan [454]

The LPC-5020 and LP-5020 serial dot-matrix
label printers put out the 128 characters of
the Japan Industrial Standard code in three
character sizes at a maximum rate of 1.8
seconds per line. Nada Electronic Laboratory Ltd., 4-13-28 Fukami Kitamachi, Higashi
Nada-ku, Kobe 658, Japan [459]

The Sokeri cabinet X-ray system is used
with a specially designed television monitor
for iordestructive inspection of the bonding
wires of integrated circuits and semiconductors that are over 25 gm in size. Soken Co.,
1-7-13 Yaesu. Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103, Japan
[461]

ERGONOMICAL
the ADM 32 gives you as standard equipment adetachable keyboard, and a non-glare 12" or optional 15" screen
with optional tilt.
As if that wasn't enough, you can pick
up the ADM 31 for an unheard of $1095,
and the ADM 32 for avery comfortable
$1295.
And if those aren't two smart ideas,
we're not Lear Siegler.
Contact your local authorized Lear
Siegler distributor or: Lear Siegler
Data Products Ltd., Orchard House,
Connaught Road, Brookwood, Surrey
GU24 OAT, United Kindgom Tel:
Brookwood (048 67) 80666 Telex:
859415

Lear Samler Author:zed DastribuNee AUSTRIA Mica Aulo-nrrIon VIenna Tel 222 8
BAHRAIN Mon.e.D.C.-rnp.00r Se....-es Tel 2t2.6110 BENELUX Cor-46,:ec Waalre Tel 4909 9,5
CYPRUS L33,:n.elt
N
Tel 444:0 DENMARK Irerser & Mar ers Hal,. Tel 452 429711 .'INLAND
33.:,
k.
4 :33 FRANCE To3 -13,1v,y Resa 22e. Dleullly Tel 797 7051 GERMANY Deos.rhe
'
rt 2,11 ITe: ?IL., 04073 GERMANY Telept,n2 TIC rtunklua Tel 6196 4E06
GREAT BRITAIN :TT Myroleneessom harlow Tel 127926777 Rem, 8,
.1,1e6
2-11 Tel .4252'1511 Fer,heral /Ia. ¡wale We. 1.91.1esey
76:2, 94 1826 3,, ITer 2,6.21s Ascu. Tel 0344' 5190 GREECE n1 -data
642 969 ICELAND Ort, v:: Taekn, Reeaon kTel :213
ISRAELLoarm:44.::::S,.ten sTel AnIv'él 98326I. ITALY Steldlicme Tel
'I 21* Telerlro Aldan Tel 2155724 NORWAY Kiell Bakke 4e .2 Tel
•:14 ,:' PORTUGAL De3anvelc:Bul 3a ::odex Tel 2027.REMMILIC OF
IRELAND Car àDCZ I
AFto2eLs.ng 2.366, Tel 602066 SOUTH AFRICA
ram C 3par 0.6 6. oiS A lc hannestma g Tel 28791, SPAIN SI ec lic
-s Ib..
!`.
Te. 403 0362 SWEDEN 090693.e.m. ARS6gtuna
5165 SWITZERLAND Ron
Te: 523211. Teehrology
. 19
Telep.,ntTIDC Zunc:, Tel 256 2. 30 ,3
LEBANON
A:3ABIA, SYRIA C•rcere Crtr.66,6, 56v ,
6,or

SMART TERMINALS.
SMART BUYS.
11511
Intermechcee Termnal ru: :..
3
. Ouanaly 1:::ne II S FrIces

1EAR SIEGLER.
DATA PRODUCTS LIMITED
...:traden3arts al Lear :.;:rpler. Inc

$1295.
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The BE series test instrument cases are portable and will accept several printed-circuit
boards. They have an aluminum front panel
and a handle that tilts and are available in
235-, 295-, and 360-mm sizes. Settsu Metal
Industrial Co., 6-4 Yagumo Nishimachi, Moriguchi, Osaka 570, Japan [455]

The TM series of connectors can be easily
connected to elephones or other small electronic equipment. It is compatible with Western Electric's 616W series and withstands
harsh environments. Hirose Electric Co., 55-23 Osaki, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 141,
Japan [448]

The 'Iron DC40125A is a 480-character vacuum fluorescent dot-matrix display housed in
athin 235-by-145-mm envelope. It has 3.65mm-high 5-by-7-dot characters and an operating voltage of only 50 V peak to peak.
Noritake Co., 3-1-36 Noritake Shinmachi,
Nishi-ku, Nagoya 451, Japan [446]

The WK63 Super Guard warns large moving
machines such as gantry cranes of travel
endpoints with an alarm that can be set
between 6 and 15 m. An optional automatic
power cut-off switch can stop the machine.
Meisei Electric Co., 2-5-7 Koishikawa, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 112, Japan [450]

This interface cable is designed to be connected to computers and facsimile and business machines. It is first cut to the required
length and then bonded at each end to insulated conductors to form a flat cable. The
Fujikura Cable Works Ltd., 1-5-1 Kiba, Kotoku, Tokyo 135, Japan [447]

The PMP-S10-XM inclinometer was developed for mounting in a narrow space. It has
asensitivity of 0.01 ° maximum, an inclination
range of ± 10 °,an input voltage of up to 8V,
and operates from 0 to + 75 C. Response is
in about 0.3 s. Midori Precisions Co., 2-17-1
Kokuryo-cho, Chofu 182, Japan [451]
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Versatile, fast
and economical

On the basis of just two units
Rohde & Schwarz are able to
offer arange of recorders to meet
all needs Both have electronically limited writing area,
extremely low overshoot of less
than 1mm and the same dynamic
characteristics on both axes.

Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 8014 69
D-8000 München 80
Fed. Rep. of Germany
Electronic Measurements and
Radio Communications. Development,
manufacture, sales and service.
Known for "electronic precision".
Independent concern (establ. 1933),
represented in 80 countries.

Precision XV recorder ZSK 2
with identical characteristics, independent of position, in X and Y channels.
Switchable for format DIN A3 or DIN A4,
for YT mode too with atimebase.
Writing speed > 110 crri/s in both
directions, constant calibrated setting
of deflection factor between 10 MV/cm
and 5rrV/cm plus controlled zero shift
(max. ±1 writing width, up to ±100 cm
with external signal). Common-mode
voltage 100 to 500 V, DC and AC
common'-mode rejection 120 to 200 dB.
Four models are available:
1. universal with floating, guarded
input amplifier; timebase generator
2. standard with differential-amplifier
inputs
3. laboratory with timebase
4. laboratory without timebase

High-speed compact recorder ZSKT
for XV and YT modes with line or
battery power
with the very best dynamic and system
characteristics at an unequalled low
price. Maximum writing speed 120 cm/s
in both directions. In XV mode 50
sheets of DIN A4, in a15-m roll, can be
switch-advanced, or separate sheets
can be inserted. YT recording (max.
250 h/roll) with ten speeds between
1and 1200 mm/min or external pulsed
control of the stepping motor. Deflection
factor 5mV/cm to 1V/cm. Zero shif:able
by ±1 writing width. Straightforward
incorporation in automated systems
with 19-inch adapter. Remote control
of start/stop, format advance and pen
position.
Ask for the data sheets
ZSK 2and ZSKT

ROHDE&SCHWARZ
Circle 132 on reader service card
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The DA-610 and DRA-610B thermoelectric
cooler and power controller is for chemicalvapor deposition on wafers. It has a range of
—8' to +70°C, regulation within ±0.15'C
and ±0.5'C distribution. Komatsu Electronics Inc., Fuji Bldg., 3-7-4 Kasumigaseki,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan [452]

Maintenance of MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS can be expensive
if the tools and procedures aren't
just right.

system, also serves for development and production.
Major microprocessor families are
treated by one of 2 different emulation methods:
-standard "in-circuit" emulation,
-"parallel connection" emulation.

M.S.T. Case solves many problems:
e low level maintenance by a nonspecialist,
• subunit service,
• software maintenance

Versions available (Sept. 81):
6800-6801-68701-6802-6803
146805-6808-6809-8080-8085
Z80.

All the necessary functions are
combined in a portable format.
M.S.T. case, a true real time test

The V8EK-PV trimmer potentiometer consists of acarbon-resin film on an epoxy-glass
substrate for resistance to heat and humidity. These 500-0-to-1-MD resistors have ratings of 0.1 W and 100 V. Teikoku Tsushin
Kogyo Co., 335 Kariyado, Nakahara-ku,
Kawasaki 211, Japan [453]

Designed and manufactured
in France.

¡

A.

informatique

PROJECT ASSISTANCE
73, rue des Grands Champs -75020 PARIS
Tél. (1) 379.48.51 -Télex 240645 F
MIKROTEC
94 Rosenbergstrasse
7000 STUT'GART 1
GERMANY
Tél. 0711/611036
Telex 0722818
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TEL INTER AKTIEBOLAG
FORSHAGAGATAN 58
S 123 21 FARSTA 1
SWEDEN
Tél. 08/94.04.90
Télex 100 08
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DATA MEDIA
74. rue Michel
4547 HACCOURT
BELGIUM
Tel. 041 79 24 14
Télex 41289

MÉTROLOGIE
4, ay Laurent Cely
92606 ASNIERES
FRANCE
Tel (1) 791 44 44
Télex 611448

The VP-6223A pen recorder has a dc-type
thermo-control circuit for a high thermal
response and therefore sharp traces. Felt
pens can be used for multicolored recordings. Matsushita Communication Industrial
Co., 3-1 Tsunashima Higashi, Kohoku-ku,
Yokohama 223, Japan [445]
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VA

VACOMAX®

Permanent Magnets make your devices
smaller and more efficient

VACUUMSCHMELZI

VACOMAX is apermanent magnet
alloy of cobalt and rare eartnmetals. It is characterized by avery
high energy product and aparticularly high coercive field streigth,
combined with high saturation and
good temperature stability (up to
+ 250°C).
The smallest by. comparison
VACOMAX is particularly advantageous if high fields close to the
magnet are required. It is not only
the magnet volume which becomes
smaller, but the whole system can
be miniaturized. The high coercive
field strength practically excludes
demagnetization by opposing
fields, which is very important in
motor design and elsewhere.
Form of product as required
We usually supply magnets according to customers drawings, or
mounted components (e.g.magnet
plus return-path) in either magnetized or non magnetized condition.
Parts of various shapes and dimensions are available as samples
within short.
For further details see our
Company Leaflet M 040.
M-2e

Characteristic curies of VACOMAX
gm comparison with ether pecmanent
magnet materials).

VACUUMSCHMELZE GMBH
Gruner Weg 37, D-6450 Hanau
Cable Vacuum Hanau

Telex: 04 184 863
Phone: (06 181) 362-1
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ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION FOR YOUR
ADVANCED PRODUICTIJON:

091113-1000-002
PROJECTION LASER MICROSCOPE
Witi COPPER VAPOR LASER incorporated as the illum,nation and
brightness amplification source, you have sufficient brightness of the
image on the big screen in awell-lit room with the object illuminated
by 2-4 orders of magnitude less than in projectors with illumination
lamp
Complete with DEV:CE FOR ADJUSTABLE-DEPTH LOCAL LASER
PROBING (several to dozen microns) of objects, simultareously with
the'r observation, and DEVICE FOR MEASURING THEIR LINEAR
DIMENSIONS
" Features LIQUID-CRYSTAL SCREEN in the projection microscope,
for clearer, snarper image
Magnification
Field of rision, mm
Resolution at x1000 magnification,
microns
Calibration of measuring device al
x1000 magnification, microns
Screen size, mm
Power consumed, kW
Overall dimensions, mm
Weight, kg
M

.1;••

x100; x195; x500; x1000
1.9 x2.56; 0.39 x0.5; 2.0 x0.27
1.0
1.6
192 x256
2.0
1585x 1450x1332
900

TECHMASHEXPORT

35, Mosfilmovskaya Ul. 117330 Moscow, USSR. Tel. 143-86-60; 143-87-51. Telex 411068 TEHEX SU; 411228 TECEX SU
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New products international

CERAMIC FILTER

The HL7801E and HL7801G laser diodes are
used as a visible light source for optical
audio- and video-disk players. They have a
wavelength of 780 nm, a maximum output of
5 mW, and an expected life of at least
100,000 hours. Hitachi Ltd., 1-5-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan [456]

Responding to the Requirements
of the Age of Synthesizers
With Soft Technology

The epochal advancement of LSI technology has
permitted audio equipment to enter the age of
frequency synthesizers with one-touch channel selection, long a dream of many audio equipment users.
The high quality and stability of filters support
the channel selection performance and sound quality
of audio equipment.
In response to this technological trend, MURATA
has placed on the market a series of ceramic filters
and ceramic discriminators for AM and FM applications, boasting a stable channel selection of electronically-tuned radios by fully utilizing the ceramic
filter technology
at
its disposal.
MURATA's
miniature and high-selectivity ceramic filters, which
fully match the packaging requirements for printed
boards together with ICs, assure their users of a
reduced number of components and devices to be
packaged and labor saving, as adjustments are not
necessary.
MURATA delivers high-quality electronic components to you, components that satisfy an age when
importance is attached to the sound quality of AM
and when the number of FM broadcasting stations, signifying new trends for the 1980s, is
increasing.

MURATA MFG.CO,LTD.
HEADQUARTER,: Nfflotalevolhi, Kyoto 617. Japan

Phone 075 921 9111

MURATA CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Phone 404.9529777 Telex 0542329 MURATA ATL

MURATA ERIE ELECTRONIX GUSH (West Gennenyl

Phone 0911.66065 Telex 623763 MEGN 0

MURATA ERIE ELECTRONICIUE, SA. (Prencel

Phone 55801701 Telex 204520 ERITRON PARIS

MURATA ERIE ELETTRONICA 5R L. IRMO

16E

Telex 68270 MURATA

Phone 668.4E0314635 Telex 330395 ERIE MIL

MURATA ELECTRONICS SINGAPORE IPTE.I LTD.

Phone 2554233. 2550023 Telex

MURATA COMPANY. LIMITED (Hong Kong/

Phone 1(306291-2 Telex 96206 HEURT /10

TAIWAN MURATA ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

Phone 042 31.4151-.2 Telex 51209

MURATA MEG CO ,LTD

Phone 776 2283 Tee.

Seoul 8/.68 Mom,'
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The MM-16 multiplexing modem accommodates 16 channels with data rates up to
9,600 b/s and transmits them through an
optical-fiber cable at 2 Mb/s for a distance
of up to 2 km. Showa Electric Wire & Cable
Co., Toranomon Bldg., 1-1-18 Toranomon,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan [457]

ea.

The KMB-06 and — 12 miniature buzzers
produce clear 2,000-Hz sounds through a
built-in speaker. They can be driven by a
small input signal. The KMB-06 operates on
4 to 8 V and the KMB-12 on 8 to 16 V. Star
Manufacturing Co., 194 Naka Yoshida, Shizuoka 422-91, Japan [458]

625858 18U66SUL
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SIEMENS

The advantages of the single-chip
solution are obvious: less expense
during development and production,
and less energy and space requirements.

1111111111MNIM
1.1

Siemens produces abroad spectrum
of powerful single-chip microcomputers with gradually increasing
capabilities. This includes ROM- less
versions especially well suited for
small series production and for pilot
runs during the development stage.

elements of astandard microcomputer, contain additional functions
such as a/d converters, oscillators,
counters/clocks, timers, LED drivers
and further parallel and serial interfaces. The single-chip solution's space
and cost advantages become
especially apparent in the actual use
of these computers -for example in
entertainment, automotive, or household electronics.
Siemens provides strong support
when you're writing applications software -with system consulting,
powerful devalopment systems,
an extensive program library as well
as programming courses in our microcomputer colleges.

The standard devices SAB 8021/22,
8048/49 and 8051 contain all the
functional elements of adigital
computing system, including program
memory and read/write memory and with everything packed on one
small chip.

We will gladly provide further details write to Siemens AG,
Bereich Bauelemente, lnfoservice,
Postfach 156. D-8510 Fürth,
quote "single-chip microcomputer".

Our application-oriented computers
SAB 80210, 80212, 80215 and 80218,
in addition to the computational

h
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Published by Electronics magazine...

Books of special interest
to our readers
CIRCUI'S
CIRCUtts
CJRCUITS
CIRCURS
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New products international
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Basics of Data Communications
This compilation of essential articles from Data
Communications magazine includes chapters on
terminals, acoustic couplers and modems, communications processors. networking, channel performance. data link controls, network diagnostics.
interfaces, and regulations and policy. Pub. 1976.
303 pp.
Order #R-603. $12.95

Circuits for Electronics Engineers
Almost 350 circuits arranged by 51 of the most
useful functions for designers. Taken from the
popular "Designer's Casebook - of Electronics.
the
circuits have been designed by engineers
for the achievement of specific engineering objectives. Pub. 1977. 396 pp.
Order #R-711. $15.95

Design Techniques for
Electronics Engineers
Expert guidance at every point in the development
of an engineering project—making measurements, interpreting data, making calculations,
choosing materials, controlling environment, laying out and purchasing components. and interconnecting them swiftly and accurately. Nearly
300 articles from Electronics' -Engineer's
Note000k." Pub. 1977. 370 pp.
Order #R-726. $15 95

Microelectronics Interconnection
and Packaging
Up -ta -date articles from Electronics include sections on lithography and processing for integrated
circuits, thick- and thin-film hybrids. printedcircui -board technology, automatic wiring technology. IC packages and connectors, environmental factors affecting interconnections and
packages, computer-aided design, and automatic
testing. Pub. 1980, 320 pp.
Order #R-927. $12.95

Memory Design:
Microcomputers to Mainframes
The technology, devices, and applications that link
memory components and system design. How to
apply the new technology to meet specific design
goals. Edited from the pages of Electronics. Pub.
1978.180 pp. Order #R-732. $1295

Microprocessors
The basic book on microprocessor technology for
the design engineer. Published in 1975. articles
are drawn from Electronics. 150 pp.
Order #R-520, $8.95

The VP-8179A a-m/fm signal generator has
a frequency range of from 10 kHz to 240
MHz and an output of 0.1 1zV to 4 V root
mean square. Fm distortion is lower than
0.01%. Matsushita Communication Industrial
Co., 3-1 Tsunashima Higashi, Kohoku-ku,
Yokohama 223, Japan [460]

Personal Computing:
Hardware and Software Basics
More than 50 articles from leading publications
give you up-to-date information on personal
computing hardware, software..theory. and applications. Pub. 1979. 266 pp.
Order #R-903, $11.95

Practical Applications of
Data Communications:
A User's Guide
Articles from Data Communications magazine
cover architecture and protocols, data-link performance. distributed data processing, software,
data security, testing and diagnostics. communications processors. and digitized-voice and
data-plus-voice. Pub. 1980. 424 pp.
Order #R-005, $13.95

Microprocessors and Microcomputers:
One-chip Controllers to High-end Systems
Practical orientation to second- and third-

generation 8-bit devices, the latest 16-bit devices.
one-chip microcomputers, and software for microprocessors in 95 articles from Electronics.
Pub. 1980, 482 pp. Order #R-011, $13.95

I
.

1 1
é

The YHR-1K 1-kVA voltage regulator uses a
fast waveform-correcting power amplifier. It
requires asingle-phase input of 110 or 220 V
± 10% for an output of 110 or 220 V
±0.1%. Yamabishi Electric Co., Takahashi
Bldg., Higashi San-gokan, 3-3-3 Tenjin
Bashi, Kita-ku, Osaka 530, Japan [462]

Electronic Circuits Notebook
Contains 268 completely illustrated electronic circuits conveniently arranged by 39 vital functions,

including amplifiers, audio circuits, control circuits, detectors, converters, display circuits, power
supplies &voltage regulators, function generators, memory circuits, microprocessors, and many
others. Pub. 1981,344 pp. Order #R-026, $14.95
r

Order today using this coupon!
Electronics Magazine Books
P.O. Box 669
Hightstown, NJ 08520
Tel. (609) 448-1700, ext. 5494
Order #

Oty.

R-

Price

154ie
d
MOM Name
Title

S

Company

$.

Street/ PO. address
City/ state/zip

R-

Payment enclosed (payment must accompany
orders under $25)
i Bill my company (or attach company Purchase Order)
R-

L. Bill me
Total

18E

$

Low-alpha ceramics are used with ceramic
dual in-line packages for high-density random-access memory devices to prevent soft
errors. The material has an alpha radiation
emission of 0.03 count /h/cm 2.Narumi China Corp., Narumi-cho, Midori-ku, Nagoya
258, Japan [463]

Ten-day money-back guarantee applies on all books.
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AtTektronix, we design our
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Even when
111111111111111111111
your work keeps 1111.1111111111
changing, our plotters U
M
keep working.
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plotters to provide precisely
what you need now, and to keep
expanding to keep pace with
the job. You never have to buy
more than you need today, or less
than you'll need tomorrow.

Recently, when we introduced
an 8-pen turret version of the
desktop (279 mm x432 mm)
4662, we provided the means
for existing units to be retrofitted in the field. We did the
same thing when we increased the
4662's standard memory—because
we're committed to updating, not
outdating, our products.
The larger (432 mm x
559 mm) 4663 lets you grow
into arange of options. You
can add circular interpolation and
programmable macros. Automatic
roll paper advance. Single button
recall of up to four sets of operating
parameters. Downloadable character sets. And more, whenever your
needs require.
Right from the start, we
offer you more colour, more pen
styles and line widths. A variety
of language fonts. And paper
or drafting film plotting media.
Not to mention fast, accurate
performance you must see
to believe. To start plotting along
and reliable future for yourself,
just use the coupon or contact your
local Tektronix Sales Engineer.
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Please send me full details on: The Practical
Plotters by Tektronix.
NAME

POSITION

COMPANY

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

Tektronix Europe B.V.
Postbus 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands

• Copynghtlt•) 1981. Tektronix, Inc, All rights reserved. OEM quctabons available on recprest. 974

•

The Practical Plotters.
By Tektronix.
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THE GRAPHICS
STANDARD

TektronDmc
COMMIT TED TO E%CELLE NCE
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The latest word in modems
(and data transmission equipment)

We've been designing, manufacturing and installing modems for
years as part of Ericsson telecommunications systems.
Because they are used in atelecommunications environment, they are made to the same high standards for quality and
reliability that have given Ericsson its strong competitive edge for
over 100 years in the telecommunications industry.
Today we're one of the world's major telecommunications
suppliers with more than 70,000 people worldwide, some 70
factories in 25 countries, operations in more than 100 countries
and annual sales of more than US$ 2,7 billion.
Based on this prestigious tradition, our modems are now
available for all your data communications applications.
To find out how you can put them to work for you, mail
the coupon today.

I'm interested in learning what Ericsson -telecommunicalvm
standard' modems can do for me that other can't. Please have
your local Ericsson people call me /write me without delay.
'I'm interested in modems for

NAME
POSITION
COMPANY
ADDRESS

The Ericsson Group
TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET LM ERICSSC/N
DATA TRANSMISSION DEPARTEMENT S-I26 25 STOCKHOLM. SWEDEN
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50 million PZ-Relays
Canada

Ireland

Great Britain

USA
Mexico

Norway

Netherlanos
Venezuela

South Africa

Brasil

France
Portugal

Denm

Belgium

Spain

Germany
Switzerland
Ptaly

N
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50 million and still increasing.
Leading companies around the
world use the Swiss precision relay.
This success is due to the continual
adaptation of the latest techniques
and ahighly automated manufacturing process.
The multipurpose PZ -Relays are
available as acomplete family in the
basic versions: PZ -2
PZ -4
PZ -6
PZ -6F
Flux-tight and wash-tight versions on
request.

Are you one of these leading companies?

use all over the world.
Finland
eden
ustria

Thailand

Korea

Japan

Poland
Hungary

Yugoslavia

Rumania

New Zealand
Greece

Tur

Israel

Australia

Bulgaria

Swissair Photo: View of Mischabel, Matterhorn and Monte Rosa

PZ -Relays are miniature light duty
relays in rronostable (PZ) or bistable
(PZM) version for direct PCB mounting.
Characteristics:
Number of contacts (twin):
2, 4or 6changeover contacts
Coil Voltages:
6...60 V d. c nominal
(operating range 4,5...90 V=)
Contact Rating:
Max. 30 VA=' 1A/100 V=
Mechanical Life:
2x10 8 operations

For further details contact:
ITT Components Group
Standard Telephon una Radio AG
Components Division
Brandschenkestrasse 178
8027 Zurich
Tel. 01 201 42 55, Telex 52 595

ITT
Components
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aworldwide perspective.

Electronics

Wherever you are in this world, whatever your
specialty.. ELECTRONICS magazine's exclusive worldwide, international coverage of electronic technology and business guarantees that
our subscribers are the first to know precisely
what's happening...when it's happening...regardless of where it's happening.
From San Francisco to Tokyo, Moscow to Tel Aviv,
only ELECTRONICS covers the fast-paced
changes taking place in today's world of electronic technology. Our overseas editors don't
travel to where the news is breaking, they live
and work there. They examine and interpret
every significant technological and business
development on the international electronics

scene to make sure our subscribers not only
keep pace...but keep on top.
You owe it to yourself and to your career to find
out why nearly 100,000 of your professional colleagues in 127 different countries explore the
world of Electronics on aregular basis. Devote
one hour of your reading time every two weeks
and we'll broaden your dimensions in ways that
no one else can. We'll keep you current on what's
going on in the technology.
To start your subscription to ELECTRONICS
send in the subscription card found in this
magazine. Or, write directly to Subscription Department, ELECTRONICS, McGraw-Hill, 1221
Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020.

Electronics
Magazine Dn1
24E
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THIS 16-BIT ADC
HAS IT ALL!
ALL THE
PERFORMANCE
OF AMODULE,
Iffl ANALOG
La DEVICES

WITH THE
COMPACT SIZE
OF AHYBRID,

AT APRICE
THAT'S LOWER
THAN BOTH.
ffl ANALOG
Lill DEVICES

ADC1140

ADC1140

16 BIT ADC

16 BIT ADC

Our new
ADC1140 is in
aclass by itself. The ADC1140 is
the lowest priced
16-bit resolution successive approximation
ADC on the market today. It
offers afast 35µs maximum
conversion time, guaranteed
maximum nonlinearity error of
±-0.003% FSR, and awide power
supply operation of ±-12V to
-±17V —and it all comes packed in a
compact 2" x2" x0.4" size.
The ADC1140 provides guaranteed
temperature stability such as differential nonlinearity temperature
coefficient of -±2ppm/°C maximum, and gain temperature coefficient of -±12ppm"°C maximum,

ffl ANALOG
I/ DEVICES

16 BIT ADC

over an operating temperature
range of 0° to 70°C.
If you're looking for an easy-touse, 16-bit ADC for high resolution
instruments, we've got the one
that's got it all: performance, size
and price. For more information
on the new ADC1140, or for our

r,

free
DESIGNER'S
GUIDE TO
HIGH RESOLUTION PRODUCTS,
contact your nearest sales representative.
1
1/".eL•---

ANALOG
DEVICES

WAY OUT IN FRONT
Analog Dey,ces, Inc., One Technology Way, Norwood, MA C2062; Headquarters: (617) 329-4700; California: (714) 842-1717, (4081947-0633; Illinois: (3121653 5000, Ohio: (614) 764-8795,
PennsyKania: (215) 643-7790; Tex: (214)231-5094, (713) 664-6704; Bedgium: 031/37 48 03; Denmark: 02/84 5800; France: 01/687 3z 11; H011and: 015/20 51080; Isnel: 052/21023;
Italy: 02/68-98045; Japan: 03/263 6826; Sweden: 08/282740; Switzerland: 022/31 57 60; United Kingdom: 01194' 0466; West Germary: 089/5303S
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new, high-performance processor with exclusive on-chip
features to reduce chip count
... from Texas Instruments.

TMS9995
The fastest 8/16-bit processor available anywhere.
From anyone.
16x16-bit multiply in 7.67 us.
All you have to do is compare and you'll
see that the biggest choice in 16-bits
just got bigger. Faster. More powerful.
TMS9995 joins the industry's most
complete 16-bit family of microprocessors, microcomputers, microcomputer modules, peripherals,
software, and software and hardware
development systems.
Now you have an easy upgrade to 16
bits, while retaining the economy of 8
bits. And, you'll get all the benefits of
TI's all-pervasive family compatibility
that lets you move from one product
level to another — from single-chips to
multi-chips to modules to systems —
protecting your software investment
and development systems as you go —
no translators, no code converters,
no extras.
And now there's TMS9995 — with
all the inherent advantages of memoryto-memory architecture, plus 256 bytes
of on-chip RAM.
And now there's TMS9995 — for all
those tough tasks that demand 16-bit
speed and processing power.
And now there's TMS9995 — with
on-chip clock, 16-bit timer/event counter and 8-bit data bus for interfacing to
everything from aminimum 3-chip system to a16-megabyte memory system
(just add the 99610 memory mapper).
TMS9995. Shrinking chip count and
program size. Ready for VLSI.

Logical link
TI's TMS9940 was the first single-chip
16-bit microcomputer—and the first to

transcend the limitations of high-speed
and high-resolution. TMS9995 adds the
ability to address off-chip memory to
the TMS9940 — up to 64K bytes. Together they fill the requirements from
small microcomputer-based systems to
medium-sized systems, using on-board
RAM and off-board ROM, to larger
systems needing off-board RAM
and ROM.

ing afull 16-bit word access in one clock
cycle.
And, TMS9995 uses an intelligent
pipelined architecture where the op
code of the next instruction to be performed is prefetched. For example, the
microcode for Branch and Jump instructions direct TMS9995 processors
to prefetch the true next instruction instead of blindly prefetching from the
next sequential memory location.

TMS9995 — Key features

And now, aword about
memory-to-memory
architecture

•16-bit CPU
•12 MHz clock with on-chip clock
generator
•256-byte on-chip RAM
•16-bit on-Chip interval timer/event
counter
•7levels of vectored interrupts
•instruction prefetch
• automatic first wait-state
generation
•MID — macro-instruction detect
interrupt
•single 5-V power supply
•40-pin dual-in-line-package.

Performance plus
Three times faster than the TMS9900,
TMS9995 executes a16x16-bit multiply
in just 7.67 ¡Is. A 32-bit number divided by a 16-bit number in just 9.33
s. TMS9995 can run with 120-ns access time memories, or by using automatically generated wait states, 450-ns
access time memories.
256-bytes of fast on-chip RAM is
organized as 128 x 16-bit words, allow-

Execution Time Benchmarks
Automated
Parts
Inspection
(Seconds)

Computer
Graphics
XY Transform
(Seconds)

9995 (12 MHz)
w/12Ons PROM

0.666

9995 (12 MHz)
w/450ns EPROM
8088 (5 MHz)
w/45Ons EPROM
6809 (2 MHz)
w/45Ons EPROM

Bubble

Block

16 Bit

Sort

Translation

Multiply

(Millisec)

(Millisec)

0.863

1.240

1.767

10.00 —

0.950

1.081

1.956

2.696

12.67

10.67

1.596

2.402

2.254

1.522

40.8

77.6

9.67

57.1

2.376

3.01

91.9

27.6

Benchmark algorithms from Intel Application Note AFN01551A.

(M I
"°" c)

VSecintogrleed
Interrupt
(Microsc)
8.0

The innovative architecture at the very
heart of the 9900 Family reaches it's
performance peak in the TMS9995
thanks to on-chip RAM. Comparison of
execution speed benchmarks clearly
show the advantages.

Support, support, support.
Necessary for any microcomputer family. TI's 9900 Family is supported by
Pascal, Basic and Fortran software and
software and hardware development
systems, including a low-cost Evaluation Module, TMAM6095, for $800.*
TI also offers training, documentation
and expert field assistance. Training,
service and design assistance are available at Distributor System Centers,
and TI's Regional Technology Centers.

Commitment to 16-bit
leadership
The continuing introduction of new, advanced, high-performance 9900 Family
CPUs, with TI's state-of-the art technology and production-proven resources, clearly demonstrates a commitment to leadership. To choice. To
the future.
For more information about the
new TMS9995, or any other 9900
Family member, contact the TI distributor or field sales
office nearest you, or
write to Texas Instruments, P. O. Box 202129,
Dallas, Texas 75220.

Texas Instruments invented the integrated circuit, microprocessor and microcomputer Being first is our tradition.
*U.S. price. quantity one
67 la if multiplicands do not have to be saved
c1981 Texas Instruments Incorporated

•
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TEXAS I
NST RU M EN TS

85619E1

ARGENTINA 748-1141 •AUSTRALIA (02) 887-1122 •BELGIE BELGIQUE (02) 720.80.00 •BRASIL 518423 •DEUTSCHLAND 08161 801 •FRANCE (3) 946 97 12 •ITALIA (0746) 69034
JAPAN 03-498-2111 •MEXICO 567-9200 •NEDERLAND 020-473391 •SCHWEIZSUISSE 01 740 22 20 •SVERIGE (08) 23.54.80 •UNITED KINGDOM (0234) 223000
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PRE-PUBLICATION
SPECIAL OFFER!

20% OFF
PUBLICATION
PRICE!
THE LONG-AWAITED NEW EDITION OF

DATA COMMUNICATIONS
STANDARDS
Instant access to all American and International
Standards. Includes all new and revised standards since
the previous sell-out edition.
All 123 of the user-relevent standards set by
•International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee (CCITT)
•International Organization for
Standardization (ISO)
•European Computer Manufacturers
Association (ECMA)
•American National Standards Institute
(ANSI)
•Electronic Industries Association (EIA)
•Federal Telecommunications Standards
(NCS)
•Federal Information Processing Standards
(FIPS)
Plus cross-reference tables
of the similar and interfacing standards from
all of these groups

An essential reference for
All organizations exploring, planning,
developing, manufacturing, or using
data communications equipment or
networks, and
Designers
Find the specifications you need
instantly
Planners
Determine which standards apply to your
current and future network needs
Operations Managers
Learn whether the equipment you're
buying will adhere to all the standards
it should
Reduces ajob that used to take days, even
weeks, to minutes

New!
Updated!
Expanded!
SO% more
content than the
previous edition!
Edited by Harold C. Folts, the leading consultant on
data communications standards and an active participant in the development of U.S. and international
standards.
1,950 pages
illustrated

Published jointly by Data Communications and
Electronics magazines.
Two important standards groups new to this edition:
(1) FIPS (Federal Information Processing Standards)
(2) ECMA (European Computer Manufacturers
Association)

on't
spend countless hours searching for
the applicable standards

Completely updated CCITT Standards (International
Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee),
including the crucial X•25 Recommendation

Don't
run the danger of working with outmoded standards
Do
send for the brand new edition of Data
Communications Standards today—
and save ahefty 20% off the price you'd
have to pay after publication

In the author's words: "One of the most significant results
in the last four-year CCITT Study Period is the greatly
enhanced and expanded Recommendation X.25 for
packet-switched networks. This Recommendation is becoming widely implemented around the world, establishing afirm base for data communications technology."
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Return Coupon to:

Data Communications Standards II
Electronics Magazine Books
1221 Ave. of the Americas, Fl. 42
New York, NY 10020 USA
Send me
copy (copies) of DATA
COMMUNICATIONS STANDARDS EDITION
Il at the special pre-publication price of $200.
U.S. orders please add local tax. McGraw-Hill
pays regular shipping and handling charges on
prepaid orders. Ten-day money-back guarantee applies.

Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State/Zip (U.S )

Country (outside U.S.)

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS AT THE $200 PRE-PUBLICATION PRICE. This offer expires November 15,1981
Check enclosed.
D Send proforma invoice. PUBLICATION DATE: December 1.1981.
This offer subject to acceptance by McGraw-Hill.
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From high-speed transportati

to high-voltage transmission.
mmiall.

More and more people
trust Gould Instrumentation.
Gould oscilloscopes diagnose
industrial, scientific and laboratory problems...spearhead
sophisticated research and
design-engineering activities
in the electronics, electromechanical and biophysical
fields. They can monitor and
record superfast disturbances
in power transmission lines,
such as those caused by a
lightning strike, and lead the
way to state-of-the-art advances in the complex
avionics of today's jet planes.
We at Gould were one of the
first with adigital storage
oscilloscope, and today we
have afull family of such
scopes. Plus, we produce realtime scopes with bandwidths
ranging from 15 to 100 MHz
and sensitivities to one
mV/cm. Each model in our line
is aimed at aspecific segment

. .
... .. i;
.......... qiie4
.1 •

of the scope market, with
appropriate features for that
segment.
Gould oscilloscopes. Part of
our rugged family of high
quality, high performance
instruments that measure, display, store or record data. A
family that includes electrostatic, thermal array and
direct writing recorders. Logic
analyzers. X-Y and strip chart

recorders. Biophysical
recorders. And afull range of
signal conditioners.
For more information, call
or write Gould Inc., Instruments Division. Operations in
Santa Clara, California; London, England; Paris, France;
and Frankfurt, Germany.
Headquarters at 3631 Perkins
Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44114.
216/361-3315.

An Electrical/Electronics Company
Circle 110 on reader service card

Performance
...Guaranteed from General
Instrument's growing family
of Electrically Alterable
Non-Volatile Memories.
New Generation:
Stand Alone Reprogramming
System flexibility is aprimary
benefit of the ER4201, first in our
new family of N-Channel EAROMs.
Featuring automatic in -circuit,
stand alone reprogramming, the
ER4201 lets you cut system costs
with independent operation and
minimal interface circuitry requirement. Word alterable, the ER4201
has amaximum access time of
600ns, is organized 128 x8with 5V
read operation. Samples available
now. Hi-Rel options available soon.
16K EEPROMs
Next in our new family of N-Channel
Electrically Alterable Non-Volatile
Memories are two EEPROMs: the
bulk erasable ER5716 and the
ER5816 which is word alterable
and features 5V only operation. Utilizing the latest Si-Gate Technology,
both will have less than 30Ons
access time. The ER5716 is
interchangeable with the popular
2716 EPROM.
Proven Performance
General Instrument has shipped
over 10 -million EAROMs including
the popular 4K ER3400 and the
widely used ER1400 which demonstrates our ability to make Electrically
Alterable Non-Volatile Memories
areality for today, rather than
apromise for tomorrow.
Contact your local sales office for
more information and
assistance.

GENERAL
INSTRUMENFir
Sales Offices USA: CA, 213-322 -7745 or 408-496-0844, FL, 813-577-4024,
GA, 404-588-1375, IL, 312-981-0040; IN, 317-872-77d0 or 219-291-0585;
MI, 313-391-4070; MD, 301-730-8992, NH, 603-424-3303, NY, 516-733-3107, TX, 214-934-1E64;
EUROPE: London, 01-439-1895; Munchen, (089) 27 24 049, Paris, 365 72 50,
ASIA: Hong Kong, (5) 434360; Tokyo (03) 473-0281.

We help you
compete.®

Probing the news
Analysis of technology and business developments

Japanese rush to robot production
19,900 produced in fiscal 1981 as workerless plants proliferate;
MITI pours $57 million into project to add lasers to systems

by Robert Neff, Tokyo bureau

Manless plants, flexible manufacturing systems, computer-aided manufacturers—those are today's buzz
words in Japan, where industry is
artfully melding data processing and
robotics to fashion the world's most
advanced factories.
Although the first applications of
such systems have tended to be in
metalworking plants, major electronics firms like Toshiba Corp., Hitachi
Ltd., and Nippon Electric Co. are
moving to adopt them. The irony is
that while U. S. executives are flocking to Japan to learn blue-collar
management techniques, the Japanese are building plants that all but
obviate workers.
The results are striking. At its
highly publicized robotized Fuji
plant that opened in January, Fujitsu Fanuc Ltd. is turning out 100
robots per month with about 100
workers, one fifth the number previously required. At anew factory in
Hokkaido, where 50 workers turn
out 800,000 cutting-tool inserts per
month, Sumitomo Electric Industries Ltd. has achieved similar labor
savings. What Toshiba Tungalloy
Co. calls its new programmable precision manufacturing system turns
out about 1,500 cutter bodies per
month with 16 workers and 6
machine sets covering just 350
square meters, against aconventional 70 workers and 50 machine sets
scattered over an area of 1,480 m2.
The installation operates at full tilt
throughout the night without a single worker on site.
Future rosy. With all this, Japanese robot makers are anticipating a
tenfold increase in sales by 1990.
According to industry sources, in the
fiscal year ended March 31, sales
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totaled 19,900 robots worth $340
million. The dollar value was almost
double that of the previous year,
when 14,000 units were turned out.
Exports account for just 2% to 3% of

On its way. Murata Machinery's FMS, for
flexible manufacturing

system,

features

these driverless vehicles that move about the
factory guided by wires implanted in floor.

the total sales, most of that to the
U. S. The same industry sources says
that in the 1980 fiscal year, the U. S.
built 3,250 units; West Germany,
850; Sweden, 600; Italy, 500; and
Britain, 185.
"Today's small plant is making
different products in small batches
every day," says Shotaro Ozaki,
director-general of the production
engineering department at the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry's mechanical engineering
laboratory. "The issue is to automate
them, which we call making them
flexible" —hence the term FMS for
flexible manufacturing system. The
FMS payoff: efficiencies of mass production in small-lot manufacturing
of diverse products.

Experts do not agree on exactly
what constitutes an FMS, but ageneral definition would include several
robot-equipped numerically controlled machine tools or machining
centers linked to each other and a
warehouse by some form of automatic materials-handling device. A
central computer monitors and controls all operations, stopping and
starting the system automatically.
Robots at the warehouse load
driverless carts or conveyor belts
with metal blanks or other raw
materials for conveyance to the
appropriate work site. There, arobot
unloads the materials and inserts
them into the machine tool. Then,
when the machine finishes its work,
the robot replaces the part onto the
conveyor belt or cart for return to
the warehouse or to another work
site.
Few human jobs. By this definition, Sumitomo Electric and Toshiba
Tungalloy cannot boast a pure FMS
because they lack automatic materials handling. But experts regard
their plants as very advanced in computer control and flexibility. In the
ultimate FMS, humans need only
feed production schedules into the
central processor and make tapes to
guide the numerically controlled machine tools.
"Japan is the most advanced
country in FMS," boasts MIT1's Ozaki. And it is spending prodigiously to
stay ahead. MITI is pouring $57 million into aseven-year project headed
by Ozaki to develop a"flexible manufacturing system complex provided
with alaser." Twenty Japanese companies are sharing in the largesse.
The goal is a system that will build
machine subassemblies weighing up
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roof. Computerized automation has
essentially replaced people in such
functions as inspecting and adjusting
the thickness and weight of comto 1,100 pounds in maximum lot
pacted items, monitoring and consizes of 300 and take only half as
trolling sintering and vacuum condimuch time to produce as with contions, recording and analyzing inventional systems. MITI also subsispection results, and controlling
dizes the design of other systems,
powder inventories. Robots and othsuch as Toshiba Tungalloy's.
er automatic equipment handle maThe Japanese do not disguise their
terials, load machines,
fear of being overtaken by
and package the final
the U. S. in FMS. Ozaki
product.
notes that the U. S. Air
Toshiba's plans. Plans
Force is spending $175 milby Toshiba Corp. dramalion to $220 million on an
tize what FMS can mean
integrated computer-aided
to the electronics indusmanufacturing (lc/mg) projtries. Starting this fiscal
ect for making aircraft fuseyear, Toshiba has emlages. "We're jealous of the
barked on a three-year,
U. S. investment in 1CAM,"
$220 million FMS binge
says Koichi Wakasugi, genthat will bring FMS to 35
eral manager for technical
production lines at Toshioperations at Hitachi Seiki,
ba computer, semiconone of Japan's major FMS
ductor, telecommunicasuppliers. "Without nationtions, and consumer-elecal backup, we can't develop
tronics plants. The 2,500
the linkage between com- Nerve center. This is the central computer control station for the
workers now employed
puter-aided design and com- Murata FMS. The firm markets aoperatorless conveyance system.
on those lines will fall to
puter-aided manufacturing
a system whereby sensors at each 500 by March 1984 with no reducthat is so important."
machine center will alert the central tion in production volume or quality.
Partly for this reason, several
computer that atool not held in the
But that is just for starters. Ulticompanies with the most advanced
center's magazine will be needed for mately, Toshiba expects FMS to cut
FMS plants in Japan strictly prohibit
the part being processed. The com- its production workforce by 10,000
visitors. But Murata Machinery is
puter will order adriverless vehicle, persons to 15,000. Most of the freedglad to show off its "operatorless
conveyance system" largely because on which arobot will be mounted, to up workers will be assigned to softbring the proper tool from the ware- ware production.
it wants to market it. Central to the
Such plans are music to the ears
house. "When we solve these probsystem are driverless carts that move
lems, we have the ideal FMS," of FMS designers and suppliers, who
about the factory floor, guided by
Shiomi concludes. He also disdains have waited a whole decade for a
wires implanted in the floor and linksystems using tram cars or conveyors market to develop. Since supplying
ed to the central computer. Competito move parts and materials as "full its first FMS line nine years ago, for
tor Wakasugi of Hitachi Seiki calls
of defects." They are less flexible example, Hitachi Seiki has 12.
it "wonderful."
Shiomi at Murata, though, sees
More efficient. Murata is market- than operatorless vehicles, he says.
But even systems without auto- promising prospects. His firm exing similar systems for $650,000.
matic materials handling can pects to sell 40% more driverless
They include two driverless carts,
pallet changers, and software, which achieve quantum leaps in flexibility carts than the 100 it sold last year.
engineering director Tadataki and economy. Sumitomo Denko's And since April, Murata has reShiomi says accounts for about half $7.4 million Hokkaido plant, for ceived more than 1,300 requests to
the price. The payoff, Murata example, has cut the work force and view its pilot operatorless system.
Experts agree that akey stimulus
claims, is two to three times more lead times by 80%. "We don't use
efficient use of equipment, since it automatic carts because we don't to FMS sales will be adoption of stancan be operated 24 hours aday, and have enough production to justify dardized software, which would cut
huge labor savings. Murata's spindle them," explains Tadamasa Sho, costs and reduce confusion. The Japrunning time, for example, has chief engineer of the company's alloy anese worry that the U. S. is progressing far more rapidly toward this
production department.
increased to 600 hours per month
The key feature of Sumitomo end, jeopardizing Japan's present
from the previous 250 hours.
Shiomi is still not satisfied, Electric's insert-making system is lead in FMS. "Japan as a country is
though, and says it will take another the combination of batch and flow not moving toward standardization
two years for Murata to perfect its processes into one operation: pro- of software and information," laoperatorless system. One thing he cesses that once occurred in different ments Wakasugi of Hitachi Seiki.
wants more flexibility in automatic buildings are all under one 3,800-m 2 "The U. S. is frightening."
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tool changing. Conventional horizontal machine centers can hold only
40 to 60 different tools and vertical
models only about 20. "This is absolutely too few" to produce 1,500
parts, he says. "Tools now must be
changed by humans, so at night we
can only make goods that don't
require tool changes. That limits
flexibility." So Murata is developing
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HE LATEST DIP SWITCH
CHNOLOGY HAS JUST
ME OLD HAT!
An old-hat technology in a
solid-state world, the electromechanical DIP switch has
changed very little in the past
few years.
That's the bad news.
M
The good news is NOVRAM T.
It's the world's first 5V-programmable, nonvolatile static RAM.
And it performs all the logic
functions of aDIP switch—
without its electromechanical shortcomings.
With NOVRAM, you never need worry about checking
incoming parts, manual assembly and test, customer
access doors, field service hassles, new FCC/EMI specs, or
environmentally induced failures. Plus, asingle NOVRAM
X2210 with 64 x4bit organization can replace up to 256 DIP
switches. So you can save lots of space on your board,
offer more competitive functions, and reduce board
assembly costs dramatically.
But that's just the beginning! Because NOVRAM is
software programmable, you can reprogram configuration
data with the keyboard. Remotely, if you want. Or by downloading your system.
In normal mode, NOVRAM functions as aconventional
5V static RAM, with a300ns access time. But asingle TTL
signal moves all RAM bits into NOVRAM's unique on-chip
nonvolatile memory (E 2PROM). And another TTL signal
brings all the data back whenever you want it.
Trading our NOVRAM for your old DIP switches will
mean lower assembly costs, greater board density,
improved reliability, lower field service costs,
and increased capability for your system.
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FREE Evaluation Part! Once you see the benefits of designing with software programmable NOVRAMs, you'll never
specify DIP switches again. We're willing to bet on it. Simply
send us adescription of your application on your company
letterhead, and we'll send you aNOVRAM X2210 absolutely
free. Xicor, Inc., 351 Buckeye Court, Milpitas, CA 95035.
Phone: (408) 946-6920.

NOVRAM... EXPLORE TIE POSSIBILITES.

NOVRAMTM and Shadow MemoryTM are trademarks of Xicor, Inc., for its nonvolatile static RAM devices.
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Zilog's System 8000;
If you want to establish a
low-cost UNIX*-based system, or
need additional UNIX productivity on your current system,

Zilog's System 8000 is the
perfect choice. System 8000 is a
modular, free-standing unit built
for multi-user office and labora -

tory application. Based on Zilog's
reliable, high performance
Z8000' microprocessors, System
8000 delivers supermicro power
at prices far below those of
comparable minicomputers. (See
Mini Micro Systems, Sept. 81;
benchmarks article.)
The Price
The quiet (48 decibel), compact
(33 inches tall). System 8000
rolls easily into your work area
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the Supermicro.
and requires no special environment. Zilog provides acomplete
eight user system, including
system software, 256 KB of main
memory, a24 MB Winchester
disk and 17 MB tape cartridge
back up, along with expansion
capabilities, all for only
$29,950. (U.S. list.)

tion, and communication with
other devices or systems. ZEUS
also includes text processing
software, libraries, asymbolic
debugger, programming languages (standard C. PLZ/SYS,
PLZ/Assembler, plus optional
COBOL and Pascal), and more
than 100 other utilities.

The Performance

The Future

The System 8000 runs the ZEUS
operating system, which is a
faithful enhancement of the
seventh edition of UNIX, perfected through Zilog's extensive
UNIX experience. Because ZEUS
is ahigh performance implementation of UNIX, any program that
runs under UNIX, written in C.
COBOL, or Pascal, can be easily
ported to System 8000. Programs
comprising the utilities and
development tools provide user
access, command processing,
file management status informa-

System 8000 plans include hardware and software expansion as
well as compatibility with future
generations of microprocessors.
Soon the System 8000 will
become integrated with Zilog's
Z-NET'y Local Area Network
(LAN) for commercial distributed
data processing. No other
manufacturer offers a UNIXbased system with the price and
performance of the System 8000.
So, if you're seeking the right
UNIX solution, System 8000 is
the perfect choice.

For more information,write Zilog,
Inc. General Systems Division,
10460 Bubb Road, Cupertino,
CA 95014. Or call the office
nearest you.
Los Angeles (714) 549-2891
Chicago (312) 885-8080
New York (212) 398-4497
Dallas (214).243-6550
Atlanta (404) 451-8425
Boston (617) 273-4222
Paris 778-14-33
London (0628) 36131
Munich 01806 4035
Tokyo 03-587-0578
System 8000 Z8000 and Z-N ET are trademarks
of Ztlog Inc

E

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

'UNIX is atrademark of Bell Laboratories.
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Avionics

Program blends air firepower, safety
Integrated flight- and fire-control effort aims to permit
fighter pilots to take evasive action while firing accurately
by James B. Brinton, Boston bureau manager
An F-15 now flying at Edwards Air
Force Base in California is setting
the pace for the computer-aided
fighters of the 1980s and 1990s. As
part of the Air Force's Integrated
Flight- and Fire-Control (IFFc) program, this F-15 takes data from a
target-tracking pod slung under its
fuselage to generate flight and weapons-control commands that make it
more potent and enable it to survive
longer. There is also a good chance
that this combination of lasting longer and fighting harder may trigger a
retrofit of the IFFC techniques now
in development to current aircraft,
opening anew avionics market.
Today's fighter pilot hoping to hit
his adversary must fight and fly
while maneuvering an aiming point,
or pip, on his head-up display onto

the target that he sees on the same
display—no mean task in adogfight.
On bombing runs, he must keep a
velocity-vector symbol on an azimuth-steering symbol. In practice,
this means flying over the target
with wings level. While wings-level
delivery is accurate, more experienced pilots prefer the greater safety, if lower accuracy, of tossing ordnance at atarget, bobbing and weaving to avoid ground fire.
With IFFC, both missions become
simpler and more effective. Target
range and bearing data from the
IFFC pod are converted into aircraftcontrol and bomb-release commands. Now a pilot can give full or
partial control of the plane to its
on-board digital computers; the system can "aim the aircraft" for him.

VIDEO RECORDERS
ATLIS II CONTROL PANEL
INTEGRATED FIRE AND
FLIGHT CONTROL PANEL
CONTROLAUGMENTATIONSYSTEM PITCH
COMPUTER
(MODIFIED)
CONTROL.
AUGMENTATIONSYSTEM
ROLL/YAW
COMPUTER
(MODIFIED)

ATLIS II POD
INSTRUMENTATION PANEL
HEAD-UP DISPLAY SIGNAL DATA
PROCESSOR (MODIFIED)
CENTRAL COMPUTER (MODIFIED)
COUPLER INTERFACE UNIT
TAPE RECORDER
DATA-BUS INTERFACE UNIT

Vital pod. A key to the effectiveness of the Air Force's new Integrated Fire- and Flight-Control
program is the Atlis II pod containing lasers and avideo camera.
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If he faces heavy counterfire, he may
retain some flight control and fly
evasively while IFFC takes care of
accurate firing.
IFFC is an advanced development
program, not one aimed at developing operational hardware. But according to its managers in Ohio at
the Flight Dynamics and Avionics
Laboratories, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, some form of IFFC is
likely to appear on new fighterbombers, and already early results
from the IFFC program are being fed
into the Air Force's Advanced Fighter Technology Integration program.
Far better. It is easy to see why
the Air Force is enthusiastic about
IFFC. Simulations performed by
General Electric Co. project huge
improvements in performance. In
air-to-air gunnery, the Air Force
expects:
• Four times the number of gunfiring opportunities.
• Three times the number of hits.
• A halving of the time to first hit
on atarget.
In air-to-surface gunnery, rounds
would remain on target, and on
bomb runs bomb accuracy would
double, even though the aircraft
would be able to move much more
freely to evade fire. Giving the
advantage of speed and maneuver
back to the attacker could result in a
tenfold increase in a plane's probability of surviving linear-predictor—directed ground fire.
It all adds up. An enemy plane is
four times as likely to be fired upon
in adogfight, is three times more apt
to be hit each time, and comes under
fire sooner than formerly possible.
An Air Force fighter becomes perhaps 12 to 24 times more lethal than
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Fluke 1720A Instrument Controller

Smart enough to automate testing
without the keyboard.
Think what else it can do.
You buy an instrument controller
to solve problems, not create them. So
we developed the 1720A with aunique
touch-sensitive display specifically
designed to put ATE system control at
your operator's fingertips. With the
removable keyboard protecting the
program's security. Plug in the
keyboard and the minicomputer
intelligence makes the 1720A
easy to program. Helping
your programmer feel
secure about easy software
development and total
program security.
Extensive minicomputer
capabilities make
programming asnap.
Don't let the simplicity of
the 1720A fool you. At its
core lies apowerful CPU,

the brains behind its software sophistication and programming ease.
Even the language is simple. The
1720A was designed to run BASIC,
familiar to programmers for high-level
commands. Our BASIC is adapted
specifically to enhance ewe
operations, so you have
the advantage of
speedy programming and
operation with
all the usual
BASIC
commands —
plus afew of our
own.
Dynamic
string functions
are also built into
the language.
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Sophisticated memory
structure.
Direct memory storage is maximized with our Virtual Arrays features
extending the working memory
beyond the 24 k-byte main memory.
Program chaining is also standard.
More good news for
programmers.
For added flexibility, we offer anew
Assembly Language option, callable
from our BASIC.
Concerned about the future? The
1720A is asoft-loaded system. As our
software engineers develop other
languages, you'll be able to easily
transfer your software applications
programs.
Smart programming makes for
smart operation, too.
The unique touch-sensitive display
prompts your operators through atest
procedure without touching akeyboard. And since inexperienced
operators aren't fumbling over akeyboard, there's no worry over
program security.
Write, call toll free
1-800-426-0361, or send in the
coupon for our competitive
comparison guide or a
demonstration.
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controlled conditions to validate GE's
optimistic computer projections.
Months 10 through 15 will see a
asimilar plane without IFFC, and the
series of Tactical Air Command
chances of an enemy surviving an
pilots put IFFC through its paces on
encounter with an IFFC-equipped
the bomb and gunnery range at Nelaircraft fall sharply.
lis Air Force Base in Nevada.
Even before the flight test results
Force multiplier. Thus, James E.
Hunter, the IFFC program manager,
are in, the IFFC system is obtaining
considers the concept a powerful
converts. Hunter says that McDon"force multiplier." The effect is as if
nell Douglas will include concepts
a single plane suddenly had the
derived from it in any new aircraft
fighting power of many and as if all
proposals it makes, and its proposal
pilots were aces.
for the Strike Eagle attack version of
The technology needed to implethe F-15 originally included a mament the advanced development verneuvering attack system similar in
sion of IFFC did not prove to be
concept to IFFC, if more limited.
exotic, and some was even available
General Dynamics also is said to be
off the shelf. Moreover, as such
considering IFFC concepts.
modifications go, those needed to
The $34.3 million Advanced
adapt the F-15 aircraft to IFFC were
Fighter Technology Integration prostraightforward.
gram, AFTI/F-16, includes IFFC in
The bulk of the $24 million IFFC
its digital flight control and adeffort was contracted to the Aircraft
vanced-maneuvering attack systems.
AFTI, under prime contractor General Dynamics Corp., Fort Worth,
Texas, equips an F-16 with new electro-optic sensors and advanced aerodynamic systems to enhance the
fighter's maneuverability and fighting ability. Experiments with the
AFTI/F-16, which will enter flight
test early next year, may eventually
investigate radar-based IFFC; tests
with forward-looking infrared trackers and laser trackers have already
been scheduled.
The Air Force Armaments LaboEquipped. This is the F-15 fighter aircraft now flying at Edwards Air Force Base in California
ratory at Florida's Eglin Air Force
and equipped with alaser target-tracking pod suspended beneath the port intake.
Base is watching IFFC for possible
effects on its own stabilized gun proEquipment division of GE in Bingsymbols for the pilot's head-up dis- gram. The stabilized gun would be
hamton, N. Y., and to McDonnell
play. Although Hunter expects fu- aimed independently of the aircraft's
Douglas Corp.'s McDonnell Aircraft
ture IFFC systems will use radar, as centerline and thus would be able to
division in St. Louis. In addition to
well as forward-looking infrared and engage targets over awider area and
earlier systems-definition and -simuother sensors, today's radar systems potentially more accurately than
lation work, GE acquired a Martinare "noisy" in one or two axes, and fixed weapons.
Marietta Atlis II (automatic and
the Atlis system gives more accurate
Retrofit likely. Meanwhile, the
laser illumination system) targetbearing data.
mid-1980s are likely to see some
tracking pod.
First bomb away. The IFFC F-15 form of IFFC retrofit. Few spokesThe pod supplies target range,
now is completing initial flight men wish to be quoted, but many
rate, and bearing data. GE-supplied
tests —"We dropped our first bomb state that both the Navy-Air Force
processors and software reduce this
last month," says Hunter —and to fleets are good candidates for such a
data and couple it into the F-15's
date there has been more trouble retrofit.
fire-control electronics. McDonnellwith range instrumentation than
If IFFC proves itself and is as
supplied gear couples flight- and
with the flight- and fire-control elec- potent a force multiplier as prefire-control system electronics and
tronics. As soon as the last wrinkles dicted, the air staff will have the
adapts the F-15's control augmentaare ironed out, IFFC Will begin a option of hugely multiplying the
tion computers to accept IFFC inputs.
series of up to 150 flight tests over a effectiveness of the fleet at minimal
McDonnell also did the job of inteperiod of up to 15 months. The first expense; retrofit of the system might
grating the IFFC system.
nine months will be spent with test cost only atenth to afifth the price
IFFC's most visible element is its
pilots in the cockpit, operating under of building anew aircraft.
D
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Atlis II. Originally developed by
Martin for ground-attack missions,
Atlis also tracks aircraft despite
maneuvers or brightness variations
caused by clouds or sun glint.
Though some modifications were
needed, Atlis basically came off the
shelf. It contains a video camera,
laser ranger, laser target designator,
and a laser spot tracker; its optical
tracking system can focus to a field
of view as narrow as 1°, and "look"
at angles as much as 160° away from
the line of flight.
In the IFFC tests now under way,
the F-15's radar and Atlis work
together. The radar supplies initial
tracking data —the pod's optical sensors being slewed into boresight with
the radar —and then supplies range
and bearing information to the IFFC
system. The Atlis outputs feed videodisplayed data to the cockpit as well
as newly developed, IFFC-oriented
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Fluke introduces two
new synthesized signal generators that
you can specify with confidence.
With 20 years experience
in RF instrumentation,
we're driving down the
cost of advanced technology.
Until now there has been a
critical gap in the signal generator
market — the gap between $10,000
synthesizers with limited capabilities
and more accurate and sophisticated
units priced over $25,000.
The Fluke 6070A and 6071A
have been designed to bridge this

gap, offering users the highest
performance value of any RF
instruments available.
Innovative design makes these
most-wanted features affordable.
New, cost-effective synthesis
techniques have been developed to
deliver ahigh degree of spectral
purity without sacrificing frequency
range. And both the 6070A and
6071A are controlled by powerful
microprocessors.

11110-

Internal modulation
selectable from 20 Hz

to 200 kHz with 3 digits
resolution. Both generators
can be used simultaneously
as signal generators and
audio oscillators.

Digital frequency
szveep for testing

Optically couplee

narrowband crystal filters,
wideband amplifiers and
other devices: standard
modes include manuaZ
single and auto.

magnetically detented spin
knob combines digital
precision with the
convenience of analog
controls.

MOM\
571A 5151

SIEFO BF *5,51 GMENATOB

MODE
ens

f111511041

BATA

The 6070A covers the range
from 200 kHz to 520 MHz; the
6071A range extends to 1040 MHz.
Yet both feature noise performance
that equals or exceeds the best cavitytuned generators on the market, with
precision resolution and settability.
Versatile modulation control of
AM, FM and OM — internal or
external, simultaneous or separate
— increases the applications flexibility
of the 6070A and 6071A. And because
the internal modulation signal can
also function as an independent
audio source, the user gets two
instruments for the price of one.
Additional benefits of advanced Fluke technology include
pinpoint frequency- tuning with
the optically-coupled spin knob,
simplified keyboard data entry,
digital-frequency sweep, alearn
mode memory, self-diagnostics
and error code flagging. Both
instruments are fully programmable for use in Om>
systems. And arelative units
feature lets you define any
center of interest as a zero point.
For more information on
these new signal generators
from Fluke, call toll free
800-426-0361, use the
coupon below or
contact your
nearest Fluke
sales office.

UNITS

1100ULB 1101
F»

FLUKE]

•MI

e

SIM

..Fast-Response Coupon
000657-7/1720
El 10/81
IN THE U.S. AND NONIN EUROPE:
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES:
Fluke (Holland) WV.
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 5053, 5004 EB
P.O. Box C9090, M/S 250C
Tilburg, The Netherlands
Everett, WA 98206
(013) 673 973
(206)356-5400
Telex: 52237
Ulm 152662

D Please send complete 6070A specifications.
D Send information on other IEEE products.
D Have a Sales Engineer contact me for a
demonstration.
Name

Built-in ('asy-toprogmm ILTE-188
interface ties the
signal generator
capability of the
instruments to the
power of automated
.system control.

Output level adjustable in (Al

dB steps from + 19 dBm (13 dBm
above .20 MHz) to -140 dBm —
disfikyed in dbm or volts and in
relative or absolute units.

Noise performance

exceeds cavity-tuned
generators: S.SB _Phase
noise -13N dBc/ Hz
at 20 kHz offset from
carrier at 500
.4'
broadband noise floor
-15o d&/Hz

Title

Mail Stop

Company
Address
State

City
Telephone (

)
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Flight simulator market soars
New FAA training requirement combined with high price
of jet fuel forces airlines to buy sophisticated new systems

by J. Robert Lineback, Dallas bureau

A young airline pilot stares intently
out the cockpit window, searching
for the faint glimmer of runway
lights in a thick blanket of fog. He
knows it's rough out there; his crew
has been tossed about for the past 30
minutes. "There she is," he sighs as
the familiar flash appears directly
ahead. It has been a harrowing
flight, with two near-collisions and
an engine fire. But no one has been
hurt, no plane was lost.
The craft is actually a32-bit-computer—based flight simulator winging
its way through adigital world. The
anxious pilot is attempting to upgrade his status to captain in accordance with the Federal Aviation
Administration's new advanced simulation plan, a three-phase program
aimed at total training in simulators
(see "The three-phase FAA simulation program," below).
The year-old plan is affecting both

airlines and the flight-simulator industry. Many commercial carriers
are quickly buying new simulators
and retrofitting existing equipment
with new high-speed computers and
state-of-the art digital systems. Initially, total simulation training was
inspired by concern for air safety—
giving pilots real-world, real-time
rehearsals in emergency situations
that cannot be staged in real flight.
But in an age of sky-high jet fuel
prices and plunging airline profits,
carriers are eager to replace costly
training flights with simulator time.
Braniff International's vice president of flight, Capt. D. R. (Dale)
States, estimates that direct operating costs of aBoeing 747 jetliner are
$6,500 to $7,000 per hour compared
with $250 to $300 in simulators. So
far, Braniff is the only airline to
qualify for training credits in Phase
2—improved visual response times.

The three-phase FAA simulation program
The Federal Aviation Administration's advanced simulation program generally breaks down this way:
Phase 1: Simulators must accurately depict an aircraft's performance in
takeoff and landing maneuvers (such as decreased drag and ground fusion
effects) as well as emulate handling on the ground. This setup allows credits
for already jet-qualified pilots. Most major carriers have simulators with
Phase 1certification.
Phase 2: Machines are required to have an improved visual response time
from 300 milliseconds to 150 ms and increased fields of vision. This will allow
airlines to upgrade copilots to captains on the same craft or laterally transfer
crew members from one aircraft type to another entirely in the simulator.
Phase 3 (total simulation training): Simulators must have daylight capabilities plus additional adverse weather features. This phase will allow pilots who
are not jet-qualified to move into the copilot's seat. From there, the copilot
can move up to captain via the Phase 2 credits, therefore allowing total
simulation training. Predictions on when the first Phase 3 credits will be
achieved differ among industry experts, with some saying as early as next
year and others predicting it will take two to three years.
-J. R. L.
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American Airlines, which hopes to
receive its first Phase 2certification
next month, had as many as 13 jetliners devoted to training in the
1960s. "Now we won't have three
[jet] trainers aweek; the rest of it is
done in the simulator," explains
Capt. Walter W. Estridge, director
of training at American's flight
academy in Fort Worth, Texas.
Attractive market. Meanwhile, the
FAA's plan and increasing interest
from the U. S. military have caused
the simulator business to take off.
The list of companies producing simulators and the crucial computergenerated—image (cm) visual systems continues to grow. Brisk commercial simulator sales are reported
by such oldtimers as the Link Flight
Simulation division of the Singer Co.
in Binghamton, N. Y.; Rediffusion
Simulation Ltd. in Crawley, England; and McDonnell Douglas Electronics Co. in St. Charles, Mo. Graham Wilson, president of Rediffusion's CGI firm in Arlington, Texas,
estimates that the worldwide simulator market for visual systems alone
will hit $160 million and account for
$2.1 billion in the next decade.
General Electric Co.'s Simulation
and Controls Systems operation in
Florida —which entered the military
business via the Apollo space program— plans to develop a commercial system to meet the FAA requirements. And outside the U. S., interest is also soaring. In Japan, Hitachi
Ltd. recently entered the commercial
flight simulator business. In France,
Thomson-c6F Simulators continues
work on CGI systems for the commercial market.
The FAA's move toward total simulation credits is based on the belief
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Fluke Portable Test Instruments

"We built these two new counters
for design engineers like us?
You'd expect our engineers to be
biased in favor of our new counters.
But when we challenged them, they
quickly pointed out why they're
becoming favorites of design
engineers everywhere.
"The 7260A and 7261A

represent the best combination of
counter performance, pricing and
packaging that adesign engineer
could want. Both incorporate
Fluke-designed thick-film hybrid
circuits for excellent sensitivity and
flat response. Stainless steel RFI

shields, switchable att,enuat,ors and
low-pass filters eliminate unwanted
signals. And they can be operated
from optional rechargeable batteries?
Getting down to specifics.
"But advanced technology
means little unless the instrument
does the job for you. So both
feature abasic bandwidth of 125
MHz with options to 1300 MHz.
Each with manual or
autoranging through all
measurement modes.
7260A

100 na

10 mV

7261A

10 ns

10 mV

Built for «MO systems.
"Fluke's exclusive portable
test instrument (PTI)
packaging design lets us stack
and latch multiple instruments
on top of our counters. And by
using the new Fluke 1120A
Translator, we can assemble an
inexpensive IEEE-488 system?
Convincing evidence.
Our engineers are sold on
our new counters. How about
you? For more information call
toll free 800-426-0361; use the
coupon below; or contact your
Fluke sales office or
representative.

FLUKE

IN THE U.S. AND NONEUROPEAN COUNTRIES:
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P.O. Box C9090, M/S 250C
Everett, WA 98206
(206) 356-5400
Telex: 152662

000659-3/7260/61
IN EUROPE:
El 10/81
Fluke (Holland) B.V.
P.O. Box 5053, 5004 EB
Tilburg, The Netherlands
(013) 673 973
Telex: 52237

Please send 7260A/7261A specifications.
Please send information on Fluke's
80-MHz 7250A Counter.
Please send 1120A IEEE-488 Translator info.
'Please have asalesman call.
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VACT

SILICON
PHOTOVOLTAIC
ETECTORS
hotovoltaic cells are
ea detectors, available
ENHANCED, LOW
CAPACITANCE AND SOLAR
processes. Characterized for
and max. capaclance
for LOW CAPACITANCE
series.
VACTEC BLUE NIIANCED
detectors with high
radiometric sensitivity in the
ev as low as 20Chun with .16
typical and .1A/W minimum
at 365nm. These large area
devices (up to It X At inch) are
ideal for low level color
separators, spectrophotometers
and colorimeters. Vactec's
care in processing provides Ilk
stability in the uy (below
40Chun) normally only found
in small junction phototdiodes.
VACTEC LOW CAPACITANCE
cells have fast response. A
.2X.2 inch cell, operating in
the photovoltaic mode has
rise fall times less than I5,,s
with a 101{ ,
,,? load. For optical
encoders, remote control
Optical communications, art'
smoke detectors, laser
surveying and presence
detectors.
V/ICTEC SOLAR process cells
,have high 11.0 at low light
levels. At 1.01c (.05mW/cm 2)
typical Vor is 20ChnV.
VACTEC Photovoltaic
detectors are available as
chips, with flying leads,
mounted or in custom
assemblies to your
specifications. Single cells,
duals and multiple cells in
ma* standard sizes up to
1
.25 inch diameter. Request
Bulletin .VTS4000.

VACTEC,
INC.
10900 Page Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 631
(314) 423-4900
TWX 910-7
Circle 98 on reader service card

base—modeling services. Working
from maps, layouts of airports and
runways, and photographs, the modthat technology—particularly comels are created. Some data is entered
puter technology—has advanced to by digitizer, but most information is
the point that total real-world, realfed into the memory by keyboard
time effects are now possible and
and X, Y, and Z axes. Many individwithin the budgets of airlines. The ual objects may be modeled five to
agency and carriers also believe six times with various levels of
state-of-the-art simulation training detail. The closer an object appears,
can be better than actual flight.
the more detail is shown.
Technology parade. And to prove
The trick is to gradually phase in
it, simulator manufacturers are turnthe different levels in a computing
scheme called blended
level of detail. Daytime
scenes may have thousands of edges and hundreds of surfaces, which
are updated 50 times a
second. Many cG1 models cover an area of 40 by
40 nautical miles.
McDonnell Douglas is
offering a third-generation Vital IV system,
which is being used to
meet the FAA's Phase 2
Not wild, not blue, not yonder. Technicia n works on
requirements. The firm
American Airlines' flight simulator. The airline once had 13
anticipates its first Phase
jets for training, now has fewer than three flight sweekly.
2 approved system soon
at Eastern Airlines.
ing to very large-scale integration,
Meanwhile, Link is aiming at
custom circuits, 32-bit host computPhase 2and Phase 3—total simulaers, special software, hardwired log- tion training—certification with its
ic, special-purpose image processors, Advanced Simulation Technology
large data bases, and high-resolution
(AST) system. AST, introduced in
video display tubes. The low cost of 1976, is targeted at both military
solid-state memory has made such and commercial markets. Link's own
systems practical.
full-color CGI visual system, called
For the most part, commercial
DIG for digital image generation, is
simulators "fly" through data bases capable of delivering up to 12,000
filled with edges, surfaces (some- edges in asingle scene and has daytimes called shapes), and light light capabilities. Link anticipates
points, all of which are configured the first AST Phase 2 credits before
three-dimensionally to represent real the end of the year at Flying Tiger
places and airports. Edges— invisible Airlines.
straight lines—are borders that deRediffusion, which built all three
fine surfaces, which are colored and of Braniff's Phase 2 simulators, is
shaded to represent buildings, run- offering two commercial cGi simulaways, mountains, lakes, other airtor systems: Novoview SP 1and SP2.
planes, and so on. Light points are The SPI uses arelatively low-brightmost commonly used in night and ness beam-penetration CRT for night
twilight scenes to represent ground and dusk scenes. The SP2 uses a
lights and other effects. Because of high-brightness shadowmask CRT
the limitations of straight-edged sysfor night, dusk, and daylight scenes.
tems, the U. S. military is funding Rediffusion, which jointly produces
research into edgeless techniques,
its cG1 visual system under an agreewhich are those that create surfaces ment with Evans and Sutherland in
via curves.
Salt Lake City, Utah, plans to meet
Model service. Link, McDonnell Phase 3 requirements with SP3, a
Douglas, and Rediffusion's subsidrecently introduced enhanced veriary in Texas all provide data- sion of SP2.
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Fluke Portable Test Instruments

"what ifwe.. "

What if we built aversatile new 5%-digit multimeter that you could
expand into afully-programmable measurement system?
You'd call it an excellent value,
and wonder why nobody thought
of it before. Our product designers
call it the Fluke 8860A Digital
Multimeter, an excellent new
51
/-digit DMM that easily becomes
2
either aprogrammable benchtop

system or apowerful elf212>
instrument.
A powerful benehlop DMM.
As aprecision DMM, the 8860A
is an excellent value: apractical,
hard-working voltmeter with 0.01%
basic dc accuracy, five functions,

"We designed the 8860A to
be apowerful, accurate
multimeter with low-cost
options that make it fully
programmable. This kind of
flexibility makes the 8860A
apractical solution for a
wide range of measurement
needs.'"

G

GE

UP
r

AUTO

autoranging, and four advanced
math functions -offset, peak- topeak, limits testing and dc and ohms
zero. All in aportable package.
A stand-alone
multimeter system.
To make your 8860A fully
programmable, we offer an
optional calculating controller
that ties the program
execution capabilities of an
RPN scientific calculator
to the analog measurement
power of the precision DMM.
This allows you to develop
software for your specific
application. To integrate the
8860A into alarger system,
we also offer an inexpensive
talk/listen IEEE-488 interface
for use with an IEEE
instrument controller.
"Tell me more!"
Any way you configure
your new 8860A DMM,
you'll streamline your
applications today and leave
the door open for new
opportunities tomorrow.
For more information, call
toll free 800-426-0361; use
the coupon below; or
contact your Fluke sales
office or representative.

FLUKE

Fast-Response Coupon

IN THE U.S. AND NONEUROPEAN COUNTRIES:
John Fluke Mfg. Co. Inc.
P.O. Box C909ff, M/§ 250C
Everett, WA 98206
(206) 356-5400
Telex: 152662

D

Input protection to 1000V;
safety design
uses rerecsed
input jacks
and eliminates
four-terminal
ohms and guard
shorting links.

51
2 -digit
/
resolution
with function
annunciators.

Five-function
DMMfeatures
autoranging.
four advanced
math functions
and 0.01% basic
dc accuracy.

Exclusive
Portable Test
Instrument
Packaging lets
you stack-andbitch the 8860A
with other
Fluke PT!
Instruments.
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000660-1/8860
IN EUROPE:
El 10/81
Fluke (Holland) B.V.
P.O. Box 5053, 5004 EB
Tilburg, The Netherlands
(013) 673 973
Telex: 52237

Please send me complete 8860A specifications
and applications literature.
Ihave to see this computing multimeter for
myself. Please have asalesman call.
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chemicals for high technology
As electronic systems have become more complex, purity in chemical cleaners has become
more critical. To keep pace with these changing needs, Miller-Stephenson has assembled a
diverse family of high-purity products, each designed to do a specific job, and do it well.

new catalog
We show some star performers here, but we also offer release agents, contact cleaners,
anti-static agents, and many other specialized products. All are listed in detail in the
new Miller-Stephenson catalog, along with properties and specification charts to help you
select the right product for your special use or application. For your copy of this informative,
useful catalog, write: Miller-Stephenson Chemical Co., Inc., George Washington Highway,
Danbury, Connecticut 06810

aerosol
solvent cleaners
Our wide range of aerosol spray cleaners meets
the demanding need for chemical purity in high
technology industries.
Since both cleaning action and compatibility
with materials to be treated must be considered
in selecting the right spray cleaner, our new
Miller-Stephenson catalog includes a colorcoded Aerosol Specification Chart listing
formula and physical properties of each cleaner,

flux removers
Especially formulated for specialized cleaning,
Miller-Stephenson flux removers dissolve all types
of organic flux from PCBs and other electronic
assemblies. Excellent for spot flux removal and
prototype cleaning.
When combined with our new design Cobra®
Spray Brush, the flux removal aerosol is
converted into an efficient system that combines
chemical action of the spray with scrubbing
action of the brush. Finger-tip control directs the
spray for spot application.

freezing and fault
isolation products
Our high purity freezing agents are packaged for
convenient electronic applications. Especially
recommended for heat-cold intermittance testing of components. Pin-point applicator allows
isolation of single components in low temperature testing.

tape head cleaner
This custom-blended solvent provides precision cleaning of sophincated technical
equipment: magnetic tape systems, digital
and analog tape decks, industrial memory
systems, and magnetic discs. Reduces head
wear, extends head life.

conformal coatings
Since coating requirements vary, Miller-Stephenson offers you a choice of four conformal
coatings: acrylic, silicone, urethane, and
varnish, all in easy application aerosol containers. Our new catalog offers a comparison chart
to help you select the correct coating for your
specific use.

0

miller-stephenson
LOS ANGELES •CH I
CAGO •TORONTO •DANBURY

Circle 101 on reader service card
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TI'S GROWING PROM FAMILY
NUMBER

256 BITS

TBP1BS030
TE1P18SA030

TBP2.1S10
TBP2.1SAIO

TBP28L22
TBP28LA22
TBP28S42
TBP28SA42

TBP28S86-60
TBP28SA86-60

TBP24S81
TBP24SA81

TB P289166-55
T8P28S166

256W x BB

1024W x 48

TBP24SA41

TBP24S81 -55
773P24SA81 -55

256W II 48

512W x 8B

TBP24S41

TBP28L86

TYPICAL ADDRESS
ACCESS TIME

32W y 88

512W x 8B

TBP28S46
TBP28SA46

TBP28S86
TBP28SA86

ORGANIZATION

25 ns

35

'TYPICAL
PCNYER CASSR4 .411014
400 m`Al

ns

575 ,TPN

45 ns

375 m\N

35 ns
35 ns

500 rTNY

40 ns

479 tn‘N

1024W x8B

525 n-\\N

1024W x8B

525 m\el

1024W x88

275 m\14

2048W x4B

625 m\N

2048W x 4B

62

m\N

2048W x 88

2048W x8B

= OPEN COLLECTOR, L = LOW POWER

New 16K PROM from Texas Instruments.
The big family gets bigger.
Covers your needs across the board.
The wider your choice, the easier your
selection. So lbxas Instruments steadily expands its bipolar PROM family.
Latest addition: TBP28S166 16K PROM.
Organized 2Kx8, the TBP28S166 is
available in two versions, with maximum address access times of either 55
ns or 75 ns. It comes in an industrystandard 600-mil, 24-pin package.
Available soon: TBP28S165, a300-mil,
24-pin version that can mean savings in
board space of 50% or more.

Five more choices
TI has also redesigned five of its
PROMs to give you better performance
than ever before: the popular 1K; alow

power 2K; two 512W x8B 4Ks; the by
8" 24-pin 8K. All offer faster address
access times and lower power consumption than previous designs.

Programming convenience
One special reason for going with TI's
PROM family is that asingle specification programs all members from 1K
through 16K. So if you use one of the
popular programmers on the market
today, one programming configuration
is all you need. Result: Fewer programming problems and much lower costs.

Additional advantages
All TI PROMs incorporate titanium-

tungsten fuse links. All have low
current PNP inputs to permit easy interfacing with MOS and bipolar microprocessors. All are Schottky-clamped
for best speed/power combinations.
Your choice of PROMS from TI
is the industry's broadest. In densities. Performance. Packages. To save
you time and trouble. For more
information, call your nearest TI
field sales office or
distributor. Or write to
Texas Instruments,
P. 0. Box 202129,
Dallas, Texas 75220.

Texas Instruments invented the integrated circuit, microprocessor and microcomputer. Being first is our tradition.
1981 Texas Instruments Incorporated

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS

843241

ARGENTINA 748-1141 •AUSTRALIA (02) 887-1122 •BELGIE BELGIQUE (02) 720.80.00 •BRASIL 518423 •DEUTSCHLAND 08161 801 •FRANCE (3) 946 97 12 •ITALIA (0746) 69034
JAPAN 03-498-2111 •MEXICO 567-9200 •NEDERLAND 020-473391 •SCHWEIZ SUISSE 01 740 22 20 •SVERIGE (08) 23.54.80 •UNITED KINGDOM (0234) 67466
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C-M OS

INSPIRES THE BEST CHIPS YET FOR
COMPUTER, CONSUMER, AND
COMMUNICATION APPLICATIONS
Growing process sophistication has brought both speed and design flexibility
to asemiconductor technology once famed mainly for its low power dissipation

by John G. Posa,

Senior Editor

LI Complementary-mos technology has always been
hailed for its low power consumption. But until very
recently, that was about all it was ever praised for. As
late as three years ago, c-mos was also viewed as inherently bulky and ill-suited to high-performance applications. It had its place for low power-drain battery-driven
consumer products, but its higher processing costs at one
time discouraged speed and density improvements.
When n-channel mos was being adorned with selfaligned polysilicon gates and then double-polysilicon
processing, c-mos sat quietly at the back of the class.
Some of the fault lay with uninspired design practices.
As a matter of course, a p-channel load transistor was
hung onto almost every n-channel driver device on a
c-mos chip, inflating die size and dashing hopes for very
large-scale integrated c-mos circuits. Indeed, for atime
it was mistakenly believed that c-mos was inherently
slower than n-channel MOS.
But no longer are c-mos's p-channel transistors
viewed simply as load devices by mos lc designers. Now
they are looked upon as valuable tools, able to reduce
power consumption, raise performance, provide new
functions, and simplify layout. Increasingly, the couple
of implants or masks the devices add to the process
complexity of c-mos are deemed well worth the trouble.
c-mOS's rise to glory is related to several factors. As
n-channel mos grew in density, its current requirements went up. VLSI n-channel mos chips now routinely
burn hundreds of milliwatts. Though very creative circuit design has been used to lower their power dissipation, this often meant more masks for natural (not
implanted) devices, and so forth. Even with the more
complex processes, some of the densest n-MOS parts still
brush dangerously close to the limit of about 1watt for
cheaper, plastic packaging. But c-mos automatically
powers itself down.
Packaging limitations not only stunt increases in den-
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sity —the lower densities also rule out otherwise very
desirable VLSI designs. Gate arrays are perhaps the best
example. The bigger they are, the better, because design
automation can then be used to integrate entire systems
onto the chips. Whereas n-channel gate arrays are
almost nonexistent, C-mos slices are rapidly approaching
a fantastic 10,000 gates apiece. It is safe to say that
C-MOs gate arrays will one day be offered by most
integrated-circuit manufacturers.
Just as the smaller energy appetite of c-mos makes it
practical for new applications, so do its higher noise
margins and its related ability to hold up at extreme
temperatures. Both of these other assets were factored
into RCA's decision to use c-mos for its two-chip engine
controller (see p. 139). c-mos's sharp transfer characteristics and wide power-supply tolerance let it work under
the hood of a car or down in a hot well. Reliability
without fan-cooling was a key factor in Digital Equipment Corp.'s choice of c-moS for a new small computer
(p. 116).
Hand-me-downs
One by one, the niceties that n-mos enjoys have been
applied to C-MOs. As a result, the performance and
density of c-moS circuits now rival those of n-mos
designs. The high speed has been achieved by scaling
down device dimensions and using polysilicon gates,
though the high density results in part from the judicious
use of the p-channel transistors. Area is being conserved
by using them sparingly—in memories, for example—
rather than by assigning one to each n-channel device.
In fact', this adoption of a high ratio of n-channel
field-effect transistors to p-channel FETs has inspired an
entire new branch of c-mos processing, one that Motorola calls merged-mos. In chips with large, regular cell
arrays—like RAms and VLSI microprocessors—the memory portions are built with n-mos and the p-channel
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devices are reserved for the c-mos control and
input/output circuits in the chip's periphery.
Even in pure logic circuits there is no need to mate
each n-channel device with its complement. Figure 1
shows some of the c-mos circuit configurations now in
use. The first circuit—a two-input NOR gate—is built
with conventional static c-mos. A NAND gate is similar,
except that the load devices would be in parallel and the
driver devices in series.
Figure lb shows two possible enhancements of the
basic static c-mos gate. One is the addition of a standard c-mos transfer gate on the output, resulting in a
pseudo-static logic configuration. This speeds up the
circuit by allowing nodes to be precharged high and then
pulled low by the faster n-channel devices.
The gate's power dissipation can be lowered by adding
the switching devices at the top and bottom of the
circuit. With these, large logical networks can be isolated from the rest of the circuit when inactive. Toshiba
Corp.'s clocked c-mos, or c2-mos, which has been
around since 1970, basically takes the static gate of Fig.
la and adds to it the p- and n-channel isolation devices
shown in Fig. lb.
Bell Labs' domino c-mos logic, described in the article on its Bellmac-32 microcomputer (p. 106), resembles
clocked c-mos, except that only n-channel devices are
used in the block labeled logic gate in Fig. lb. Also, the
p-channel pull-up and n-channel pull-down devices are
driven from a common clock line that keeps all of the
logic circuitry shut off during precharging. When inputs
are applied to the first gate in achain of these circuits,
logic states quickly ripple through the network, discharging gate after gate like dominos.
One of the most dynamic forms of c-mos is depicted
in Fig. lc. The precharge and sample clocks do not
overlap with one other, but each overlaps with the hold
clock. The hold and sample clocks bootstrap the circuit
to enable full rail-to-rail logic-signal excursions. In addition, the frequency of these clocks can be dropped significantly for standby.
c-mos processing allows bipolar transistors and analog circuits to be constructed on the same chip as the

digital moS logic. The resulting circuit design flexibility
alone justifies the added process complexity of c-mos,
say many mOS chip designers.
In Harris's c-mos fusible-link programmable readonly memories, outlined in its article on p. 124, vertical
npn transistors are used to supply the current to blow
polysilicon fuses. Such a creative application of c-mos
would be impractical with straight n-mos since the
vertical emitter followers would not be available. For the
same reason, when a mos memory compatible with
emitter-coupled logic becomes available, it will probably
be made out of C-m0S.
Analog advantages
On the analog side, c-mos's complementary devices
allow efficient current sources and sinks to be referenced
from either power-supply rail, and this simplifies the
design of differential input stages and push-pull output
stages. Indeed, most c-mos gate arrays can handily
support linear circuits on chip [Electronics, Aug. 11,
1981, p. 109] as stages for linear amplifiers.
Moreover, when a double-polysilicon process is
employed to get c-mos, high-quality switched capacitors
can be built entirely in the oxide above the substrate.
This is precisely the approach used to build the singlechip codec from Mostek described in the article starting
on page 130. American Microsystems Inc., a long-time
proponent of C-m0s, is said to be working on a singlechip c-mos speech synthesizer; but unlike Hitachi's
(p. 127), Ames will be an analog device.
C-mOS's analog side is also benefiting digital devices
like RAMS. In the 16-K static RAM from Integrated
Device Technology (p. 120), sense amplifiers are basically c-mOS operational amplifiers. Not only are they simple to build, but they are also extremely high in gain—a
feature that promotes efficient latching.
With p-channel devices on hand, bootstrapping—the
process of boosting a transistor's gate voltage to overcome its threshold voltage—is no longer necessary.
When the gate of a p-channel device is grounded, its
source and drain are virtually shorted, so that charge
pumping is not required. Paralleled n- and p-mos FETS
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1. Circuits. Circuit improvements have reduced the power and raised the speed of the basic static C-MOS gate (a). The pull-up and pull-down
devices and transfer gates on the output can isolate logic blocks to save power (b), and dynamic clocking can sharpen signals (c).
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2. Slices. As shown in these cross sections from Motorola, C-MOS
processing has come a long way from the metal-gate structure of the
early 1970s (a). Besides self-aligned silicon gates and two levels of
43 pm

polysilicon, modern C-MOS processes incorporate dual wells to
optimize n- and p-channel devices simultaneously (b).

make efficient transfer gates; National makes extensive
use of these in its data converter (p. 136).
Hitachi was among the first to use c-mos with a
higher percentage of n-channel transistors. In its 6147
4-K static RAM, aso-called ubiquitous pwell is diffused
for all of the storage cells, which are built exclusively
with n-mos FETS. Besides lower active and much lower
standby power requirements, the p wells brought side
benefits—at least in this application.
The RAM's ubiquitous p well acted as a barrier to
carriers generated by alpha particles, and the p wells
associated with the n-channel FETS in the periphery
could be used to build lateral bipolar npn transistors for
pulling up highly capacitive nodes and loads alike.
Why the pwell?
Hitachi's Hi-c-mos process and the metal-gate processes that preceded it evolved from p-channel mos —
hence the p-type wells (Fig. 2). Besides, at the time,
p-type boron was the only dopant available to form deep
yet lightly doped wells. But with C-MOs circuits high in
n-channel FETS, a process with n-doped wells seemed
more appropriate. Intel Corp. was one of the first to
describe acommercial device based upon n-well c-mos:
a4-K RAM, announced at this year's International SolidState Circuits Conference.
Several c-mOS chip vendors have either started with or
switched to nwells. The next step is twin wells—one for
the p-channel FETs and another for the n-channel
devices. In the articles that follow, Integrated Device
Corp. and Bell Labs use twin-well technology for their
16-K static RAM and 32-bit microcomputer respectively.
Dual wells become particularly important as geometries are scaled down. It gets increasingly difficult to
independently optimize each transistor type with only
one polarity of well. With twin wells, both device types
can be simultaneously protected from second-order
effects, punch-through, breakdown, and so forth.
In the future, c-mos's p- and n-channel FETs will
continue to be isolated with steep-walled recessed oxides.
Mitel Corp. was one of the first companies to selectively
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oxidize a c-mos wafer. The thick field oxide plus two
polysilicon layers resulted in chips like the 64-K crosspoint switch described in the article on page 133.
Twin wells also help to remove latchup —one of cmos's few remaining stigmas. With dual wells, the substrate is best doped very lightly and this lowers the gain
of parasitic npnp and pnpn thyristor-like structures associated with c-mos processes. Two wells, plus guard
bands around achip's vo transistors, manage to control
latchup to the point where real abuse is needed to make
it happen.
To eliminate latchup altogether, it seems that c-mos
must be built on an insulating substrate. In the U. S.,
c-mos-on-sapphire circuits are very popular for military
contracts. Rockwell, Hughes, and RCA Corp. all supply
c-m0s-on-sapphire chips to the Government, and one or
more will continue doing so through the Department of
Defense's Very Large-Scale Integrated Circuits program
[Electronics, Sept. 22, 1981, p. 89].
In Japan, Toshiba Corp. is pushing cmos onsapphire for commercial applications. So far on sapphire
it has built a4-K static RAM and a16-bit microprocessor
described in this series of articles. As Toshiba points out
on p. 112, if an insulating substrate like sapphire makes
sense for any process, it makes sense for c-mos. The
source of ap-channel load transistor will still be connected to the drain of an n-channel driver, but the source and
drain regions can butt up against one another and make
adirect connection because on an insulator no wells are
in the way.
There are even more creative plans afoot to further
compact C-mos geometries. They attempt to stack the nand p-channel devices on top of each other. One such
structure places the two channels perpendicular to each
other in a single-device well [Electronics, May 5, 1981,
p. 39]. Another vertical c-mos inverter can be made
with two levels of polysilicon if the upper level is
annealed and doped to function as a second channel
located above the first-level polysilicon gate. Two techniques for doing this will be detailed at the upcoming
International Electron Devices Meeting.
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C-MOS

TWIN TUBS, DOMINO LOGIC, CAD
SPEED UP 32-BIT PROCESSOR
by B. T. Murphy, L. C. Thomas, and A. U. Mac Rae,

Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, N. J.

D The nonstop increase in computer power that has
marked the last three decades seems unlikely to slow in
the foreseeable future. The emergence of very large-scale
integrated circuits with submicrometer dimensions alone
implies single-chip computers executing some 100 million instructions per second (miPs) and thus performing
on the same level as many mainframes (Fig. 1).
As the technology that yields the most miPs per watt,
complementary-MOs will feature prominently in the
VLSI advance. Bell Laboratories had already recognized
this power factor in the mid-1970s and from the start
based its microprocessor design program on c-mos. Its
search for the best semiconductor process and circuit
combination led first to the Bellmac-8 microprocessor
and then the Bellmac-4 microcomputer and has found its
most recent expression the Bellmac-32, a 32-bit microprocessor that exploits twin-tub c-mos technology, domino c-mos circuitry, and automated design.
Rising to 32 bits
The Bellmac-8 microprocessor, which became available in 1976, was primarily asoftware-driven design. As
microcomputer systems had become more complex,
high-level language programming called for an efficient
compiler, and this in turn called for a microprocessor
with a wider range of memory modes than was then
obtainable. Both 8- and 16-bit capabilities were
required. Because of these features, the control structure
had to be unusually complex.
The result—the Bellmac 8—included an 8-bit arithmetic and logic unit, a 16-bit address-arithmetic unit
(AAu), and apointer register. All working registers were
in main memory, and pointers could directly address 16
registers with overlapping stacks anywhere in main
memory. This pointer structure made subroutine calls
and returns, for example, efficient enough to exploit
structured programming techniques properly.
The 8-bit ALU was implemented in hand-designed
pseudo—n-channel mos circuitry. Since the ALU was
active only about one cycle out of every six, the use of a
ground switch reduced power dissipation markedly. The
high average fan-in made the pseudo—n-mos more effective than static c-mos in both speed and packing density.
In the 16-bit AAU, on the other hand, the simple
address arithmetic being performed led to alow average
fan-in and the unit was in continuous use, so that
conventional c-mos was chosen for this design. Pointer
registers also used conventional c-mos. Computer-aided
design support for the data path was restricted to simulation of the hand-drawn logic, and the ALU was simulated
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with Bell Labs' mos timing simulator software (Motis).
The control selection was complex for its day, for the
rich instruction set included several addressing modes
and both 8- and 16-bit data types. Though microcoding,
the simplest method of implementing complex control
functions, was considered, the read-only memory needed
was just too large and slow. A programmable-logic array
implementation was more efficient, but even in this case
the straightforward single-PLA approach would have led
to alarge, slow chip.
The approach finally chosen was a pipelined design
using two PLAs —a main control PLA supplemented by
another one dedicated to ALU control, with each PLA
having multiplexed outputs to minimize its size and to
achieve Bell Labs' speed objectives. Within the PLAs, a
row of gates between levels eliminated near-redundancies. As a result, the PLAs could be efficiently packed
with code that was generated automatically by systemlevel simulation programs.

1. Approaching mainframes. As can be seen from the graph, the
Bellmac-32 single-chip microcomputer is approaching the performance of a mainframe. In fact, if the two growth curves are extrapolated, they will meet some time later this century.
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The overall chip layout used metal for bit lines and
polysilicon for the control lines orthogonal to them. The
control lines got their signals from the demultiplexing
logic controlled by the main and ALU PLAs.
This design, first executed in 7.5-micrometer design
rules in p-tub, latchup-free c-mos technology, was later
manually updated to 5-µm rules for higher performance
and lower cost. Typical gate speeds for these rules were 7
to 30 nanoseconds, depending on gate function and load.
Power dissipation at full clock rate is 0.5 w.
The Bellmac-4 microcomputer, which came out in
1980, had about the same complexity and used the same
design techniques as Bellmac-8 microprocessor. However, it featured 4-, 8-, 12-, and 16-bit instructions
operating under the control of asoftware-settable register, with four address modes for each of its two source
and one destination operands. On-chip random-access
memory and ROM were designed by hand, but the vo
control logic was built up from a mixture of PLAs that
were automatically wired polycells. This was the first, or
one of the first, uses of CAD tools in the design of any
microprocessor or microcomputer.
The same circuit design techniques were employed for
the Bellmac-4 microcomputer, except that they were
implemented in the twin-tub c-mos technology, which

has higher switching speeds. Typical ALU gate delays
using 3.5-µm design rules ranged from 3 to 12 ns.
Employing a new format that can be technologically
updated, the chip has now been shrunk to 2.5-Mm design
rules that lower gate delays to 2to 5ns. At the typical
10-MHz operating frequency, the time to add two 16-bit
numbers is 8 microseconds and the power dissipation is
100 milliwatts.
A 32-bit microprocessor
The Bellmac-32 is afull 32-bit, single-chip microprocessor. Control logic, a 32-bit bus, and 63 vo channels
all fit on the same chip. Its instruction set and address
modes are similar to those of today's minicomputers in
the 1-Mw range. It was designed to support the structured C language under the Unix operating system, with
virtual memory capability implemented in hardware.
All this called for aprocessor 10 times more complex
than its two predecessors. In fact, when it became clear
how large the chip would have to be, it at first seemed
that the control logic and bus interface might better be
put on two chips. But then, on the grounds that a32-bit
machine would most probably be used in systems with so
much memory that it would dominate system cost, the
decision was made to give chip performance precedence
over chip cost.
However, the use of two chips would have hurt performance because of the long delay inherent in communication between them. Also, little savings in cost could
be reaped unless the bus between them were narrow
enough to prevent chip 1/0 from adding deleteriously to
the size of the two chips. Furthermore, aproduct of this
complexity and power would probably have a long lifetime during which its size could be reduced repeatedly as
smaller design rules became feasible. So the final choice
was a single-chip design in a format whose technology
could readily be updated.
New ideas
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2. Twin-tub C-MOS. The traditional complementary-MOS process
uses apwell in an n-type substrate (a). However, the same principle
can be used to form an n-channel device in a p-type substrate (b).
The best of both worlds can be had by using two tubs (c).

Nevertheless, innovation was needed on many fronts
before it was to be possible to manufacture this chip. In
the 1978 planning phase that preceded actual design,
several new approaches were selected. The development
of the twin-tub c-mos technology and domino c-mos
circuits was started, to meet the performance needs for
this machine. Updatable polycells were developed to
support the need for a rapidly correctable automated
design of the random logic in the control section, while
an updatable gate-matrix layout technique was designed
to give adensely packed, high-performance internal bus
structure. The modularization of the design used in the
Bellmac-8 microprocessor was carried to a much higher
level in a hierarchical, modular, top-down approach to
the control section. Finally, chip-level logic and timing
simulation were supported by automatic generation of
component parameters from the mask data base.
Traditionally, c-mos circuits have had slower
switching speeds than n-mos circuits, but in spite of this
difference, they can still perform better chip for chip if
the total number of gates in achip is limited by power
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dissipation. In addition, C-moS's longer gate delay is not
afundamental defect but amatter of technology choice
and circuit configuration. With appropriate technology
and circuitry, the power dissipation advantage of c-mos
can be combined with competitive and in some cases
superior gate-level performance—even though the
VDD
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n-mos transistors within c-mos chips have traditionally
had slower switching speeds than those in purely n-mos
chips.
c-mos circuits have a higher input capacitance but
better drive capability than n-mos when low fan-ins are
involved. For high fan-in situations, other c-mos circuit
alternatives are available, however.
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3. Like dominos. This form of dynamic C-MOS doubled the speed
of the processor's arithmetic and logic unit. A low clock pulse biases
all of the gate outputs and inputs to a logical O. When the clock rises,
logic signals cascade from the first gate to the last.

FETCH
CONTROL

Figure 2a shows a conventional silicon-gate c-mos
cross section. The p-channel transistor is formed in the
n-type wafer doped to give the right threshold voltage—
about 1volt. A p-tub is formed in the nwafer to accept
the n-channel transistor. The p-tub doping therefore has
to be much higher than the n-wafer doping in order to
overcompensate it with some degree of control. This
leads to higher drain and source capacitances and also a
high back-gate bias effect. The last causes poor performance whenever the source voltage goes above ground
potential—for example, in transmission gates or transistors in the serial string of transistors in NAND gates—
causing the channel to pinch down and in the extreme
case to pinch off completely.
This poor performance can be improved for the nchannel transistors by using an n-tub c-mos technology
(Fig. 2b) that is just the converse of the p-tub process.
The n-channel transistor then has the performance of
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4. Parallel control. The Bellmac-32 has separate fetch and execution functions. The fetch control section has a separate address-arithmetic
unit for address calculations and a 160-word-deep instructional queue. The execution unit features a barrel shifter.
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that obtained in normal n-mos technology, an important
advantage. Unfortunately, the converse problem to p-tub
c-mos exists—the p-channel transistor has capacitance
and back-gate bias problems.
The complete answer to the performance problem is
shown in Fig. 2c—twin-tub c-mos, in which, ironically,
both types of transistor are formed in tubs; but in this
case the background doping is very low, so that each tub
can be implanted with the optimum dose for its corresponding transistor.
Finer design rules are easily accommodated in this
twin-tub technology since such problems as punchthrough are minimized by the ability to dope each tub
separately. The structure also has the advantage of symmetry. The tubs are self-registered with respect to one
another—wherever there is no ntub, there is aptub, so
that only one mask is needed for both tubs. (Twin-tub
C-MOs, incidentally, is also being used for linear circuits,
such as codecs, by the addition of another level of
polysilicon to form capacitors.)
No latchup either
Traditional c-mos technology also causes latchup
because the parasitic pnp and npn transistors combined
to form a latching pnpn device, usually when there are
current surges in an input or an output. The surge
current flows into the base of either the npn or pnp
device, and once turned on, the pnpn transistor remains
latched until the power supply is turned off. This effect
can be eliminated by using an n+ substrate as shown in
Fig. 2c. The n+ substrate forms abase contact to all of
the parasitic pnp transistors. By connecting this substrate to the positive power supply voltage, it is possible
to provide a low-resistance path across the base-emitter
junction of the parasitic pnp transistors.
The corresponding solution for n-tub technology, however, does not work as well, since it calls for a p++
substrate that would have lower conductivity and cause
more out-diffusion problems than an n+ substrate. In the
ho circuits, additional protection is provided by surrounding the p-channel transistors with n+ guard rings
and the n-channel transistors with p+ guard rings. The
former gives additional contact to the pnp bases, the
latter a contact to the npn bases. 1/0 circuits take up
only a small proportion of the total area in a VLSI
chip-4% in the case of Bellmac-4 microcomputer —and
the guard rings are asmall fraction of this area.
Another factor that has limited the application of
c-mos in the past was the relative complexity of the
process. But if c-mos wafer-processing costs have
increased in the search for higher performance, n-mos
costs have risen even faster for the same reason. The
days of the simple four-mask process have long gone,
and depletion-mode n-moS, with one chip containing
three and even four different kinds of transistors
implanted to give different threshold voltages, are now
not uncommon. c-mos is no longer the most expensive
moS process around.
With a correct choice of technology, then, the performance of conventional c-mos logic circuits can be
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made competitive with those of n-mos logic circuits.
And with acorrect choice of circuits, the situation can be
improved even further.
The existence of opposite-polarity transistors within a
c-mos chip can be exploited in many ways other than for
low-power dissipation. The p-channel device makes an
excellent passive-load device, and since its source is
grounded in that configuration, it does not suffer from
back-gate bias effects. The pseudo-n-mos circuit performs a similar function to that of a depletion-mode
n-mos circuit and has a similar performance, given a
similar n-channel device.
Room for creativity
Dynamic circuits can be used for saving die area in
c-mos circuits just as they are in n-mos, but here again
the p-channel device gives additional circuit design flexibility. In PLAs the p-channel device is in this case being
used as an active device with its gate under clock control.
The p-channel device pulls up or precharges awórd line
and logical operations are performed on it. The
n-channel transistors are controlled by aground switch
that is also under clock control.
Another form of dynamic c-mos —domino c-mos —is
illustrated in Fig. 3. Here the p-channel pull-up devices
and n-channel ground switch or pull-down devices are
driven by a common clock line. Precharging occurs on
the high-to-low clock-pulse transition. Discharging,
under the control of the n-channel input transistors,
happens as the clock signal rises.
The output inverter buffers the output signal and also
ensures logic transmission without noise spikes or
glitches. During precharging all circuit outputs— and
hence, circuit inputs—are supposed to be low. When
discharging begins, the first logic stage is activated, then
the second, and so on (hence the name domino). If one of
acircuit's inputs happens to remain high from aprevious
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5. Data structures. The Bellmac-32 microprocessor is a byteoriented machine capable of operating on 8-bit bytes, 16-bit halfwords, and 32-bit words. The device is also able to work effectively
with variably sized bit fields and with large blocks of data.
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6. Compacted. This is just the ALU portion of the machine. It
contains 20,000 transistors and took nine months to complete.
Recently scaled down using 2.5-micrometer design rules, the ALU
now operates at 8 MHz. Overall die size will be about 150,000 mil'.

phase, it might generate a high-level output. However,
the inverter makes certain that the inputs to the next
stage remain low during discharging regardless of input
conditions.
Use of domino c-mos gave twice the speed of conventional C-MOs in the ALU module. Moreover, only asingle
clock line is required, whereas an equivalent n-channel
mos circuit would demand two. Additional transistors
can also be added to make the circuit quasi-static and
immune to charge-sharing effects.
A 32-bit architecture
The focus of this work on c-mos technology was, of
course, the Bellmac-32. It is the first chip ever to use
domino c-Mos logic—in its ALU, its barrel shifter, and
its AAU.

As the block diagram in Fig. 4 shows, the chip also
includes two temporary registers, abarrel-shifter, seventeen 32-bit general-purpose registers, an instruction
queue 160 words deep, and a program counter. All of
these units are 32 bits wide. The 32-bit multiplexed
data-address bus is split into two parts that communicate
through the two-ported register set. This splitting provides faster operation of each part and allows parallel
data transfers for increased throughput. vo transfers are
also 32 bits wide for wide-path communication with all
peripherals.
The 32-bit machine is byte-oriented in its data structure (Fig. 5) and in its instruction and address coding. It
supports three address instructions—separate addresses
for each of the two source and the destination operands.
Multiply, divide, modulo, subroutine call and return, and
system call and return can each be executed with asingle
instruction. Also, there are four levels of execution:
kernel, executive, supervisor, and user, with different
access privileges in each mode. Privileged instructions
are provided for operating system use, as is reliable
exception-handling mechanism.
Design automation helps
Layout of the 100,000-transistor-site chip was finished
within three months of receipt of final logic, and chip
debugging took afurther five months. Only three minor
logic errors were found, with the remaining errors being
problems introduced by the hand-stitched power and
ground connections.
The design of the 20,000-transistor ALU took nine
months from the receipt of the functional description to
fully debugged and functional chips (Fig. 6). The period
included the time needed to debug the new design and
circuit tools.
The 32-bit ALU uses carry—look-ahead at the 4-, 16-,
and 32-bit levels. Simulations predicted an add time of
124 ns with worst-case two-sigma limits on processing
parameters for 3.5- s
um design rules. Actual measure-
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ments of delay on the same slice yielded 105 ns, as
compared to a 98-ns prediction by the simulator —an
indication of the latter's accuracy. Simulations of all
portions of the data-address path showed that all would
pass a 4-megahertz test with worst-case processing.
Actual measurements of anumber of chips showed that
the typical frequency was in fact 6 MHz—none was as
low as 4 MHz. The ALU portion of the machine has now
been updated to 2.5-µm rules with a typical operating
frequency of 8MHz.
The control section of the Bellmac-32 is hierarchically
organized. A main PLA distributes control to other slave
PLAs, with demultiplexing logic passing the control signals to the bus interface and vo sections of the machine.
The first stage of the the hierarchical structure is
instruction decoding. The second stage is carried out in a
random-logic design using CAD-supported polycell layout with automatic signal wiring for all but the power
and ground connections.
The chip area was 1.45 square centimeters in 3.5-etm
design rules. Yield, though of course low for a chip of
this size, fit the expected value based on an extrapolation
from smaller chips. Also, although the yield could easily
have been too low for it to be possible to distinguish
between design and processing defects, this turned out
not to be the case. Debugging proceeded quite well on
chips with a single or even two processing defects.
Enough defect-free chips were obtained for their code to
be run in asingle-board computer in order further to study
the design and use of this machine.
The present chip has provided much valuable feedback
on its design and technology, of which extensive use is
being made to shrink it down to 2.5-mm design rules. The
new version will have a clock distribution system that
has been substantially improved for higher throughput.
Also, more of the control logic is implemented in PLA
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Appropriate CAD software calls out the actual design
rules from adesign-rule file and from them generates the
mask and simulation data bases. Designs can then be
implemented in silicon with state-of-the-art design rules
and, as smaller rules become feasible, can be followed by
rapid technology updates with aminimum of the agonizing effort that traditionally accompanies new layouts.
The above factors were basic considerations in the
selection of adesign methodology for the members of the
Bell Labs microprocessor and microcomputer family. A
typical microprocessor has three major parts— the dataaddress bus structure, the control logic, and the iio
logic— for each of which different methodologies are
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structures, and the remaining random logic is being
implemented in the PLA style, rather than as polycells,
for greater density and performance. The overall layout
will occupy 1cm'.
The performance of the chip in asystem is difficult to
measure, as it varies with the memory speed and the
instructions required for each application. Moreover, the
M1P term is vaguely defined and hard to interpret, since
a chip with a high MIP value may do well in one
application program for which its instruction set is suitable but poorly in another for which it is not. Clock
frequency alone is useless as a performance measure,
since throughput depends on what the machine is
designed to accomplish within aclock cycle.

Fitting designs
The bus structure consists of several subsections that
can be designed separately, each having aregular structure imposed by the bit-organized nature of the circuits.
Thus its complexity is low, and it can be designed in a
reasonable time. The control logic is much less regular,
and awell-disciplined, machine-aided design approach is
definitely needed. 1/0, however, is highly modular and is
the latest major section to undergo the transition from
hand to machine design, mostly out of adesire to ensure
that the technology can be updated.
The design methodology employed by Bell Labs has
taken these factors into consideration and has evolved
from family member to family member as the complexity and therefore the pressure to find faster and surer
design techniques has increased. The design approach
for the bus structure has consequently evolved from a
hand-packed design to the use of gate matrix, which is a
regular but hand-packed design done at asymbolic level,
with machine generation and verification of the resultant

Figure of merit
In view of all this, the performance objectives for the
Bellmac-32 microprocessor were established by the software users in terms of throughput on seven user-defined
benchmark programs. The throughput of the Bellmac-32
microprocessor was then defined as a percentage of an
existing Western Electric minicomputer, whose performance on these same programs is comparable with a1-miP
minicomputer when coupled with amemory system with
average access time of 400 ns.
A major design consideration for aVLSI microprocessor is that its product life cycle is likely to be much
longer than the interval between design rule changes,
primarily because of the large investment in software
and hardware needed to realize adesign. Improvements
in its operating speed and cost can be obtained by
implementing the existing design with the new design
rules, but it must be possible to do this quickly and for
reasonable cost. This is now accomplished in the Bellmac
series by means of designing all of the parts in adesignrule—independent way.

layout and circuit.
Within the control section, the major control functions
have been implemented as PLAS with multiplexed outputs to keep the PLA sizes within bounds set by performance constraints. The demultiplexing logic has been
implemented with increasing levels of CAD support as its
complexity has increased. In addition, increasing emphasis has been placed on modular design, so that individual
modules could be handled as separate, less complex,
designs. Inevitably, however, there is more interaction
between modules in the control section and less regularity in intermodule communication than is the case in the
bus structure.
The resulting problems are best handled with a topdown, hierarchical design. A module function, its
approximate size and shape, and its 1/0 are ueI1,Iu, an
wiring between modules is done automatically before the
interior of the module is finalized. In this way, it is
possible to keep track of long intermodule communication paths from the early phases of the design, preventing surprises in machine timing and wiring area. This
methodology consciously emulates that of structured
programming, which has been increasingly used in the
last decade to ease the problems of development of
complex software.
D
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C-MOS

SAPPHIRE SUBSTRATE BOOSTS
MICROPROCESSOR DENSITY
by Tsuneo Kinoshita, Tai Satô, Hiroyuki Tango, and Jun lwamura,

171 When low power and high density must combine in a
complementary-mos integrated circuit, forsaking bulksilicon c-mos for the more expensive variant on a sapphire substrate makes sense. So it was that Toshiba
turned to c-mos on sapphire for its T-88000 16-bit
microprocessor, an 1c designed to meet a wide range of
complex processing jobs. The part also incorporates
n-channel mos devices.
Because it is intended for disparate applications, the
T-88000 (Electronics, Feb. 24, 1981, p. 140) has an alternate instruction set, realized by placing the control memory off chip, as Fig. 1makes clear. For speed, it utilizes
several special-purpose hardware units, plus a multiplexed 32-bit bus interface. The lc includes microinstruction support of high-speed input/output operations,
thereby supplanting special-purpose support chips.
c-mos is a good candidate for very large-scale integrated logic, but ordinary bulk-silicon devices need
island isolation, which requires extra chip area and
reduces speed. Silicon-on-sapphire substrates, however,
overcome these problems.
About 10 years' work with sos technology culminated
in 1978 in a7,000-gate processor designed for apattern-

Toshiba Corp., Kawasaki, Japan

recognition system. That processor combined c-mos and
n-channel enhancement- and depletion-mode devices.
C-mOS devices were used where driving large capacitances and high noise immunity are necessary, and nmos devices were used for complex logic because of their
higher packing density.
Saving space
One interesting point to note, however, is that some
simple C-MOs sos devices like the inverter that is shown
in Fig. 2 occupy less space than do their n-channel
counterparts. Silicon-gate c-mos SOS does not require
the extra area for the connection between the output line
and the source-drain region shared between the drive
and load devices.
Compared to bulk c-m0S, SOS can cut chip area about
30%, because adirect connection, rather than ametal or
polysilicon bridge, can be made between the p+ and n+
regions of the p-channel load and n-channel driver transistor, respectively. Moreover, sos devices have about
half the stray capacitance bulk devices must live with.
To achieve that speed with bulk processing, minimum
design rules would have to be scaled down to 2.8

A C-MOS-on-sapphire memory
Toshiba is also developing a high-speed, low-power
complementary-MOS-on-sapphire 4-K-by-1-bit static random-access memory. This RAM has a typical access time
of 18 nanoseconds with a power dissipation of 200 milliwatts (at 5 megahertz) with a standby power of 50 microwatts while using only asingle 5-volt power supply.
The RAM uses molybdenum silicide gates with a gate
length of 2 micrometers with an effective channel length of
1.5 gm and a gate oxide thickness of 500 angstroms.
Rather conservative 3.5-gm design rules were adopted,
except for the gate length.
Starting epitaxial-silicon thickness is 0.7 gm, and double
ion implantation of deep boron and shallow phosphorus is
used to suppress the back-channel leakage current and to
adjust the threshold voltage of the channel region of
n-channel devices. Likewise, deep phosphorus and shallow boron are implanted into p-channel devices.
The sheet resistivity of the 3,0004 molydenum-silicide
gate layer is about 3.5 ohms/square. This low sheet
resistivity reduces a wiring RC delay along the word-select
lines to atenth of the polysilicon gates' delay.
The RAM uses the standard six-transistor C-MOS flipflop memory cell. Each bistable node of the memory cell is
connected to one of a pair of bit lines through a transfer-
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gate transistor. The memory boasts a two-stage sense
amplifier to do high-speed read operations.
The first stage, the balance-differential sense amplifier,
consists of column amplifier circuits and load circuits and
four p-channel load transistors arranged commonly for
each column. This first stage amplifies a small voltage
difference between the bit lines to get amedium level.
Then the second stage amplifies the signal to get a
larger voltage swing. Each substrate of the n- and
p-channel transistors in the sense amplifiers is tied together with its own source to prevent the unstable hysterisis
operation due to the floating substrate effects of the
silicon-on-sapphire transistor.
The cell size is 36 by 36 gm, and the chip size is 3.11 by
4.07 millimeters. The low standby power lets the part be
used in a battery-backup application. The RAM is free of
latch-up and has high soft-error endurance because of the
C-MOS SOS structure and the six-transistor cell. All
input/output levels are TTL-compatible.
The memory-access time essentially equals the chipselect and read-cycle times. The low operating power
allows these chips to be offered in a low-cost 18-pin
package—and this savings helps make up for the
increased cost of the sapphire substrate over silicon.
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1. Powerful processor. The 16-bit T-88000 microprocessor includes special-function circuitry, such as a parallel multiplier and a barrel
shifter, to speed processing. However, the microinstructions are stored off chip, thereby permitting achoice of instruction sets.
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micrometers. The process used for the 88000 is ascaleddown version of the one just described, standard o-mos
silicon-gate sOs using depletion-load ion implantation.
As with the original chip, n-moS is used where density is
important. Sources and drains are formed by implanted
arsenic and boron with an effective channel length of
about 2.8 gm. That same process is used for Toshiba's
new 4-K random-access memory (see "A o-mos-onsapphire memory," p. 112).
The 88000 consists of 12,000 gates using over 30,000
transistors on a die whose dimensions are 6.66 by 7.46
millimeters. It dissipates 0.7 watts, is housed in a64-pin
dual in-line package, and requires only a5-volt supply.
External instructions
For greater flexibility, the 88000 uses an external
store that can hold 256 microinstructions, thereby freeing the hardware from dependency on any particular
instruction set. The instruction store is vertically oriented —20 bits wide—allowing easy emulation of other
instruction sets.
The processor incorporates two operating modes for
either standard or custom macroinstructions. The standard set consists of 92 instructions closely matched to
the microinstruction set; in fact, almost every macroinstruction is executed by asingle microinstruction.
Using the standard instruction set gains speed because
the 88000 provides afast address-lookup table for it. The
on-chip table contains the starting address of the 159
microinstructions that implement the standard instruction set's macroinstructions.
The remaining 97 microinstructions may be used to
extend the standard set or to set traps for illegal instructions. Users may extend the set by supplying external
starting address for the 97 extra commands. Alternatively, fully custom microinstruction sets may be instituted,
with the entire lookup table of starting addresses stored
in the same read-only memory as the instructions.
The basic repertoire includes both decimal operations,
for business processing, and floating-point operations,
for scientific purposes. It also includes a full set of

primitives for high-speed input/output, eliminating the
need for an independent ho processor.
Microinstructions are provided to handle the external
address-translation hardware, which segments a 16megabyte space into variably sized pages ranging from
256 64-x-byte pages to 256,000 64-byte pages. The
address-expansion logic is built up from standard parts
and is tailored to each application.
Designed for speed
At the outset, the decision was made to make the
88000's architecture adaptive and fast. Its arithmetic
performance was targeted to compare favorably with the
traditional minicomputer's (Fig. 3) enabling it to be used
even for real-time signal processing.
To this end, the chip is equipped with a parallel
multiplier, a barrel shifter, and a decimal addersubtracter. High-speed number crunching, particularly
in signal processing, uses an abundance of multiply and
shift instructions, making dedicated hardware units
practical. The decimal adder-subtracter streamlines
business applications.
Several benchmarks are provided in the table comparing the processor to Intel's 8086, Zilog's Z8000, and
Motorola's 68000. With its parallel multiplier, the 88000
performs a 16-by-16-bit multiplication with a 32-bit
result in only four machine cycles (400 nanoseconds a
cycle). With the barrel shifter, the processor takes only a
single cycle to shift from 1to 15 bits.
During multiplication, the 88000's internal buses are
free for use on another operation, since the multiplier
has independent latches on its inputs. In this way, multiplications can be overlapped with add cycles to accumulate the results for iterative multiplication, a common
operational sequence in signal-processing applications.
The total time for amultiply-and-accumulate operation
(with 16-bit accuracy) requires amere 1.2 microseconds,
comparing favorable with dedicated signal-processing
chips.
In order to maintain areasonable pin count, the 88000
makes use of an innovative 32-bit multiplexed commonOUTPUT

UTPIJT
3.5 pin

pCHANNEL

11+

GRDUN3

3.5 pm

P+

.11--41>

Voo
GROUND

nCHANNEL

ETYPE

DCONTACT

TYPE

INPUT
13.5pm
C-MOS-ON-SAPPHIRE INVERTER

17.5pm
(b) n-CHANNEL ENHANCEMENT/DEPLETION INVERTER

2. C-1.10S versus n-channel. For most circuits, a higher packing density can brit achieved using n-channel devices. However for some simple
circuits like this inverter, aC-MOS circuit built on sapphire can actually be smaller, since the output does not connect to agate.
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18.8
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862
6.66
4.59

o

T88000

POP 11/70

ID 7/16

ECLIPSE TEXTRON1X
S/200
4052

4.17

POP 11/34

PDP 11/20

3.16

,

NOVA 840

Mill
POP 11/10

NOVA 1200

1.92

177

ID 7/32

POP 11/03

3. Fast as a minicomputer. The 88000 compares favorably with
INTEGER A2 I1(4),I2(3),L(40)
DATA PI/3.14159/

many popular minicomputers (a). The benchmark program (b) was

P=P1
A=0.0
READ(4,100)L,M
100
FORMAT(40A2/16)
CALL TIME(I1,12,K1,M)
DO 10 I.1,14
F.P/FLOAT(N)
X=F*FLOAT(I)
E=ABS(ALOG(EXP(X))/X)-SORT(SIN(X)
1 **2+COS(X)=COS(X))
A=A+ABS(F)
10
CONTINUE
CALL TIME (I1,I2,K2,M)
K=K2-K1
T=FLOAT(K)/1000.0
A2=A/FLOAT(N)
WRRITE(5,200)L,N,K1,K2,T,A,A2
200
FORMAT(1H1,/////18,40A2,/
I 1H,20X,17H COUNT
= ,I15,/
2 1H,20X,17H STARTED TIME
. ,I15,/
3 1H,20X,17H DONE
TIME . ,I15,/
4 1H,20X,17H EXECUTION TIME . ,F15.2,
5
7H SECOND,/
6 IH,20X,17H TOTAL ERROR
. ,F15.8,/
7 IH,20X,17H AVERAGE ERROR
,F15.8)
STOP
END

bus interface. The bus is shared between memory
address and data, instruction-store data, and 1/0 paths.
Since most user instructions are 16 bits wide, two can be
fetched simultaneously. Careful evaluation by the
designers has shown that the 88000's four-stage queue
serving as an instruction prefetching buffer is sufficient,
since the next instruction is always in the queue except
COMPARISON OF NEW 16-BIT MICROPROCESSORS
Capability

T88000

8086

Z8000

68000

Addition (ps)

0.4

0.38

1.0

Multiplication (ps)

1.6

18.75

17.5

17.5

Division (ps)

13.6

22.88

23.75

39.5

6-bit shifting (ps)

0.4

9.0

8.25

4.5

Floating-point instructions

yes

no

no

no

Decimal instructions

yes

no

no

no

Memory space (Mb)

16

1

8

16

Clock frequency (MHz)

10

8

4

8
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1.0

run on a variety of minicomputers and suggests that a microprocessor-based system can indeed be as fast as a minicomputer.

after abranch instruction.
Another advantage of the 32-bit bus is that it allows a
rather long memory cycle time (600 ns), even for the
full-speed 400-ns instruction-cycle time. Also, instruction store cycles of 400 ns can be met with widely
available memories offering 200-ns access times.
Variable bits
The interfacing scheme of the 88000 uses 12 bits on an
independent bus to address the 4-K-byte instruction
store; and on the common bus, 20 bits for microinstruction data, 24 bits for main-memory addresses, and the
full 32 bits for main-memory or 1/0 data transfers. The
instruction store can easily be expanded, since it is
implemented with 24-bit words of which only 20 are
used for microinstruction data. The 4 extra bits can be
used to point to an address beyond 4kilowords.
Internally, a full complement of registers is provided
to support the 88000's high-speed operations. There are
sixteen 16-bit general-purpose registers that can be used
as accumulators or stack pointers or for indexing. Also,
there are eight 16-bit working registers for use by the
microinstructions. Both register sets have two ports to
the internal buses so that two transfers can be made
simultaneously. In this way, two operands can be fetched
from the register files and fed to the inputs of the
arithmetic and logic unit or multiplier in asingle cycle.
Also, all functional subunits have input latches to free
the internal buses from having to wait for operations to
terminate. To increase processing speed further, the
88000 adopts a pipelined control structure in which
instruction fetching, decoding, and execution operations
are overlapped.
Toshiba is planning to sell awhole range of application boards and systems using the 88000. These products
will be very compact, yet will pack the power of a
minicomputer. The central processing unit used for the
benchmarks in the table occupies about half of a 12by-12-inch four-layer printed-circuit board. The other
half of the board is packed with 64-K dynamic RAMS to
provide 512-K bytes of main memory.
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C-MOS

CUSTOM MICROPROCESSOR
POWERS OFFICE WORK STATION
by Carl P. Gerstle and Donald A. White,

Digital Equipment Corp., Small Systems Engineering Group, Maynard, Mass.

D Generous use of complementary-mos semiconductor
technology in a new processor chip and in many other
circuit components imparts high performance and outstanding reliability to a combined small-business computer and office-automation work station. Beneficiary of
the c-mos magic is the DEcmate Work Processor, the
newest member of the fully compatible family of wordand data-processing systems based on the 12-bit PDP-8
architecture. Its new integrated-circuit processor, called
the 6120, runs an extended PDP-8/A instruction set,
including memory-address expansion on chip.
For both the 6120 processor and the 6121 input/output controller, c-mos was deemed superior to lesspower—efficient static n-channel mos technology and
also to more complex dynamic n-mos technology.
Although dynamic n-mos could have reduced the
amount of power required, as compared with static parts,
adynamic design would not have been as clean to work
with for the logic functions needed.
In the asynchronous environment of static logic, chip
designers need not be as precise in planning timing
tolerances as is necessary to maintain two-phase clock
synchronization in dynamic logic. Moreover, single-step
design debugging in static logic allows the designer to
see individual problems as they happen at slow clock
speeds. The system clock may be brought down to dc if
desired, there being no minimum cycling rate required.
C-M OS is superior
The 6120 chip (Fig. 1) was ajoint development project between DEC's Small Systems Engineering group and
the Harris Semiconductor division of Harris Corp., Melbourne, Fla. It is about three times faster than the
predecessor 6100 c-mos processor used in the earlier
WS78 computer.
•
The speed improvement was measured executing a
representative mix of instructions. In fact, the 6120 is
even alittle faster than a PDP-8/A minicomputer running the software of the WS200 multiterminal wordprocessing system.
Two differences between the 6100 and 6120 are chiefly responsible for the speed hike. First, the 6120 was
designed to perform some operations in parallel, but the
6100 processes all functions serially. For example, the
page addresses in memory ee calculated at the vo pins
while data is being computed in the arithmetic and logic
unit. Secondly, the shrink from 6-micrometer geometry
in the 6100 to 4-am features in the 6120 reduced on-chip
capacitance, boosting transfer speeds with little increase
in power dissipation.
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A significant jump in transistor density on the 6120
owes much to the move to 4-µ,m technology, but it is also
due in part to enhanced on-chip interconnection techniques. The die 'size of the 6120 is 230 mils by 210
mils—only a 20% increase in die area for a 175%
increase in transistor count as compared with the 6100.
Old reliable
The high reliability experienced with the 6100 c-mos
chip in more than four years in the field, as well as the
low power consumption and other design benefits of this
technology, made it an easy decision to use such logic in
the 6120 processor chip. Furthermore, there were many
good reasons to extend the use of c-mos in preference to
n-mos and rri logic wherever possible among support
functions surrounding the central processor.
c-mos was also chosen for the 6121 custom vo controller chips designed for this product —two of them on
the processor board and one on the optional communications-controller board. c-mos is used, as well, for the
read-only and random-access memories in the control
store of the processor board and for the universal asynchronous receiver-transmitters in the serial printer and
keyboard control circuitry, also on board. The control
memory is used for such functions as self-testing, terminal vo emulation, floppy-disk control, and a buffer
memory and control registers for the video display.
Altogether, there are 27 static c-mos ICs on the
microcomputer board and 14 more on the communications-controller board. However, dynamic n-mos was
chosen for main memory to achieve the maximum storage capacity per dollar. These RAMS are the only dynamic circuitry on the processor board.
Memory control
On-chip memory-extension control in the 6120 boosts
its addressing capability over previous family members
from 4-R 12-bit words to 32-R words in each of two
separate memory spaces. In addition, the new chip executes the memory-extension instructions faster. It also
contains 12 special-purpose registers and control logic,
along with the arithmetic and logic unit.
Extensions to the PDP-8/A instruction set include
stack-command macroinstructions that permit more efficient encoding of the Rom-based firmware. Another
benefit from the expanded instruction set is the addition
of power-up self-test diagnostics. The 6120 costs about
the same as the 6100, but by taking over memoryextension control, it reduces total system cost.
The mostly c-mos, cool-running single-board micro-
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1. Chip off the old block. The 6120 C-MOS processor chip implements the much-used PDP-8 architecture, executing an extended PDP-8/A
instructions set. The design uses two system buses—the data and address I/O bus and the C-bus—and 12 special-purpose registers (tinted).
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2. Energy -efficient worker. The C-MOS-intensive DECmate desktop system packs a lot of function onto a small number of low-power
boards. The processor board alone handles eight functions. The building blocks implemented totally or partly in C-MOS are shaded.

computer (Fig. 2), requiring a mere 15 watts, is the
controller of all functions in the computer. The 11.1y-10.5-inch DEC-standard extended quad board contains eight major functional units: the processor, the
32-K 12-bit—word main memory, address space for as
much as 32-K words of control memory, a real-time
clock, and four control circuits.
Smaller package
The new chips allow the microprocessor and its main
memory to fit on a single board. The equivalent ICs
including the 6100 processor in the older WS78 occupy
three larger boards and one slightly smaller one. The
number of 14-pin—chip equivalents was reduced from
375 in the WS78 to 200 in the DEcmate. The 80% net
reduction in board area stems in part from the use of
large-scale integrated circuits, the other factors being
the combining of the terminal and central processors
that were separate in the WS78 and the tighter board
layout possible with improved printed-circuit boards.
The almost 50% reduction in chip population increases
long-term reliability because it reduces the total number
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of gold-wire bonds subject to temperature cycling and
possible failure. Equally important is the massive switch
to cool-running, low-power c-mos. The temperature rise
on such a die is only about 25% above the ambient
temperature, while the rise on a similarly sized TTL or
n-mos die is roughly 100%. In the latter case, then, a
much greater temperature strain is imposed on wire
bonds and metal lines, as well as on the lc devices
themselves.
Like any mos part, a c-mos lc is self-limiting —
circuit currents drop as temperature rises. In ru .parts,
higher temperatures result in increased currents—which
can ultimately lead to cyclic degeneration or thermal
runaway. Since c-mos runs cooler than other mos teenologies, the resultant parts offer amore generotis temperature safety margin.
Through the use of static c-mos logic in the 6121 1/0
controller, board space and power were saved again.
Because the 6121 spends much of real time in an inactive
state, dynamic logic would have required agood deal of
refresh circuitry either on the chip or in discrete logic.
The three 40-pin 6121s perform 1/0 control for five
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3. C-MOS to the rescue. When the DP278 communications controller for the DECmate was using too much power, consumption was cut
from 6 to 4 watts by using the C-MOS 6121 I/O controller chip and replacing 16 TTL chips with 14 C-MOS chips (tinted).

channels each. They are programmable, so the board
designer has more flexibility in establishing channel
characteristics.
c-mos logic also offers reduced ringing and overshoot —a cleaner signal that is especially valuable on a
bus. There tend to be fewer difficulties with electromagnetic and radio-frequency interference—a point that has
increased importance today in view of the new Government emissions regulations on office equipment. The
noise margins offered by c-mos are superior to those of
TTL, there being a wider tolerance for noise introduced
between the maximum input and output low voltages:
1.4 y versus 0.4 v. Similarly, a c-mos receiver has a
high-voltage margin of 1.4 V versus 0.4 Y.
Little watts
Low power consumption, chiefly as ameans of optimizing reliability, was, from the beginning of the design
effort, a principal reason for specifying c-mos in both
custom and off-the-shelf parts. Whenever off-the-shelf
c-mos chips were available, they were used in preference
to their TTL counterparts for bus buffering, special hard-
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ware registers, and dedicated address decoding. In general, this reduced system bus noise and power requirements.
The system power requirements were set at a low
enough level so as to ensure reliability within a convection-cooled terminal housing. An important design goal
was as small apower supply as possible, while maintaining the ability of adding options. A 60-w supply is used,
requiring 75 W from awall outlet. As acomparison, the
WS78 used somewhat over 200 w.
Well into the design effort, the small power supply,
coupled with a fixed power allotment for the processor
board and any further options, necessitated a very limited power allotment for the DP278 communicationscontrol optional board. The DP278 was originally
designed in n-mos (four ics) and 7400-series TTI. parts
to minimize cost. The TTL, however, caused the module's
power requirement to be 50% over its allotment. So in
the 10 functions shaded in Fig. 3, C-MOS parts were
used to cut the projected power to 4 w at 5 v dc.
Replacing 16 TTL chips were 14 c-mos equivalents—
about 19% of the module.
El
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c-mos
COOL-RUNNING 16-K RAM RIVALS
N-CHANNEL MOS PERFORMANCE
by Frank Lee, Norman Godinho, and Chun P. Chiu,

Integrated Device Technology Inc ,Santa Clara. Calif

El Complementary-mos has successfully begun to compete with n-channel mos as the technology of choice for
memory and microprocessor applications. The competition stems not only from c-mos's lower power dissipation, but also from the rapidly diminishing differences in
speed, chip size, and price that exist between the two
technologies. Certainly there remains a price premium
for C-MOs products, but that difference promises to
narrow considerably (see "Closing the price gap," on the
opposite page).
As densities increase, all integrated circuits dissipate
more power. However, a point is reached where heat
dissipation becomes abarrier to further integration and
forces the chip designer to adopt special packaging techniques or—as with many n-channel mos static randomaccess memories—to include additional circuitry whose
only function is to power down the product during periods of nonselection.
With c-mos, there is no need for special power-down
circuitry. When the device is not toggling, it is inherently
powered down. Compared with a powered-down n-mos
device, the c-mos device will dissipate two orders of
magnitude less power. '
In addition, since c-mos integrates both p- and n-type
devices, npn transistors to handle fast, high-current drive
functions—such as those found in a RAM's data-output
circuit—can be routinely included. Designers can mix
n-channel and p-channel mos and bipolar devices to
implement various linear circuits, such as analog-todigital converters and comparators. Thus, by taking
advantage of the different types of devices available

A

A

through c-mos technology, it has proved possible to
build a large-capacity static memory chip, such as the
2-K-by-8-bit IDT6116, that is fast, physically small, and
low in power dissipation.
Since the storage array occupies the most die area on
a memory, some static RAM manufacturers have
switched from six-transistor cells to four-transistor cells
with polysilicon load resistors. Such afour-transistor cell
with polysilicon loads is found in the IDT6116, and area
is further conserved by using asecond polysilicon layer
so that the load resistors can be located directly above
their driver transistors.
Main squeeze
Circuit density was also increased through other
space-saving techniques, like self-aligning field implants
and edge-coincident contacts. As a result, even when
compared with other static RAMS incorporating fourtransistor cells, the IDT6116 is smaller. In fact, the
chip's 1.1-square-mil cells are the smallest of any bytewide RAM made with comparable design rules, and its
34,200-mil 2 chip area measures less than that for any
16-K byte-wide RAM.
The remaining die area is taken up with decode,
control, and input/output circuitry. Except for the dataoutput circuitry, all of the peripheral circuits are implemented using complementary devices. Here the requirements are for high speed and low power; space was less
of aconsideration because this area is much smaller than
that of the array.
Circuitry such as that for the decoder takes full
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Closing the price gap
1.0
WORLD MARKET (IN SBILLIONS

One obvious disadvantage of C-MOS today is its higher
price than n-MOS. However, the gap is expected to
narrow significantly by the end of 1984 (see chart below).
The price of a 2-K-by-8-bit C-MOS RAM is expected to
drop from an average of $24 down to $6.00. In the same
time period, a byte-wide 16-K RAM is expected to
decrease from about $10 to $4.50. In other words, the
price premium for C-MOS will shrink to only 20%.
In terms of volume, 1981 will end with 45 million C-MOS
static RAMs sold for avalue of $250 million. The outlook
for 1984 is an encouraging 100 million units sold for a
market of $750 million (see graph at right).
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advantage of c-mos technology (Fig. 1), and as aresult,
its power consumption is virtually zero during idle periods. The sense amplifier, shown in Fig. lb, uses ac-mos
differential amplifier that supplies both a large voltage
gain and dc voltage level-shifting in a single stage. By
contrast, asimilar function processed in n-channel technology would typically require two to three stages for the
required gain and dc levels.
The data-output circuitry benefits from the ease with
which npn transistors can be created with c-mos. With
an npn transistor acting as an active pull-up device and
an n-channel mos field-effect transistor for active pulldown, the memory's data-output characteristics are far
more symmetrical and sharper than those of an nchannel—only configuration.
Maintaining speed
An additional asset is the chip's ability to maintain
speed with rising temperature. Heat slows down
n-channel mos FErs but tends to hasten the speed of npn
transistors. Since the output exploits both device types,
the npn device somewhat compensates for any slowing of
the n-channel device. Empirical data indicates that, for
the 20°-to-80°C temperature range, the IDT6116's
address access time increases only 9% compared with
15% for a comparable n-channel mos version (Fig. 2).
The memory also can retain data with the supply voltage
as low as 2volts in the data-retention mode.
Access times of less than 100 nanoseconds were once
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the exclusive domain of bipolar RAMS. Only recently has
an 16-K mos RAM broken the barrier. The standard
version of the 6116 is speed-selectable for 70-, 90-, and
120-ns access times. In its active mode, the fastest unit
consumes a maximum of 500 milliwatts; in standby it
uses a mere 10 mw. A lower-power version has speed
selections of 90, 120, and 150 ns. Typically, this device
has a20-microwatt power appetite in standby. The chip
needs only a single 5-v power supply, conservatively
rated at a ± 10% tolerance. The memory is housed in a
24-pin plastic standard dual in-line package.
In considering speed-power relationships, Toshiba
Corp.'s TC5516AP and n-mos TMM2016P 2-K-by-8bit static RAMS are similar enough to the 6116 to allow a
fair comparison to be made on the basis of data
presented in papers delivered at the 1979 and 1980
International Electron Devices Meetings [Electronics,
Nov. 20, 1980, p. 136 and Dec. 6, 1979, p. 124]. Like the
IDT6116, the 2016P part uses 3-micrometer design
rules, has four-transistor cells, and is built using two
layers of polysilicon.
Both parts achieve higher speeds at the expense of
power dissipation. Using 70 ns as the point of comparison, the IDT6116 dissipates approximately 130 mw; the
n-channel product requires more than twice that
amount, or 280 mw (Fig. 3).
Hitachi Ltd. detailed a comparable 2-K-by-8-bit
c-mos static RAm,the HM6116, at the 1980 International Solid-State Circuits Conference [Electronics, Feb. 24,
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2. Slower rise. To sharpen up transfer characteristics, the IDT6116
uses bipolar npn transistors as active pull-up devices. Rising temperature slows down n-channel MOS devices but speeds up the npn
transistors. This compensation tends to stabilize access time.

3. Competitive. The power-delay products of four 2-K-by-8-bit static
MOS random-access memories are compared. One of Toshiba's
chips is made from n-channel MOS; the others are C-MOS. The

p. 141]. Again, choosing 70 ns as the point of comparison, the Hitachi part consumes 200 mw compared with
the 6116's 130 mw. The lower power dissipation of the
IDT6116 is largely due to the lower bus-line capacitance
loading resulting from its double-polysilicon technology.
One problem that has affected RAMS in general is
alpha-particle—induced soft errors. Before an alpha particle comes to rest in achip's substrate, it leaves atrail of
electron-hole pairs in its wake. This temporary charge
can cause anonrepeatable error if it is close enough ta a
sense line or cell storage node. For the most part, c-mos
RAMS are less susceptible to these soft errors. The
IDT6116 is even less vulnerable with its shallow pwell.
Alpha particles usually burrow deeper than the well and

SECOND-LEVEL
POLYSILICON

IDT6116 scores the highest because it combines both.

the charge created is swept away to the n-type substrate
or ground line.
Both Integrated Devices and Bell Laboratories use a
dual-well design in their c-mos processes, and the philosophical rationale is the same. In both cases, the structure helps to suppress punch-through and minimize junction capacitance. However, Bell Labs uses a heavily
doped n-type substrate with a lightly doped n-type epitaxial layer. The IDT6116, on the other hand, has a
lightly-doped substrate with no epitaxy to reduce process
complexity (Fig. 4).
Another problem that at one time plagued c-mos

FIRST-LEVEL

PO LYSI LICON

METAL

OXIDE

V
.
1E

Iv-- SUBSTRATE

4. Process cross section.To optimize n- and p-channel transistors twin lightly doped wells are employed. Such a structure helps suppress
punch-through and minimize junction capacitance. A lightly doped substrate was used in lieu of an epitaxial layer to save cost.
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5. Latchup suppression. One of the techniques used to subdue latchup in the IDT6116 is a double-ring guard band (a). This plus careful
circuit layout and some proprietary methods all but eliminated the latchup phenomenon unless ahuge 800-milliampere trigger is applied (b).

devices is termed latchup. Due to their proximity, the pand n-channel devices can produce, in effect, a pnpn or
npnp structure that will act like a silicon controlled
rectifier under certain circumstances. Many techniques
have been used to deal with this problem, including
wider feature spacing, buried layers, gold doping, and
guard rings. These techniques have brought adegree of
success; however, some of them, like gold doping, are
difficult to control and add process complexity. And
wider spacing is obviously not in keeping with higher
levels of integration.
Latchup in the IDT6116 is suppressed through a
combination of careful design layout, selective use of
guard rings, and some proprietary techniques. Input/output circuits are normally more sensitive to latchup, so only npn and n-channel devices are used. This
eliminates latchup due to hole injection. To reduce latchup due to electron injection, lio circuits are surrounded
by an n+ guard ring that acts as an electron collector.
Should some electrons pass through this ring, an outer
p+ region acts to drive them back into the n+ collector
(Fig. 5).
The results have been gratifying. With a 5-v supply,
at least 800 milliamperes of trigger current are required
to cause latchup, as shown in Fig. 51). This compares
favorably with results achieved through more expensive
and roundabout techniques.
In view of its design rules, there is certainly room for
scaling down the IDT6116, if only on the basis of
available lithographic equipment. However, before
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attempting to shrink the design, it had to be determined
how the move would affect critical parameters, such as
the threshold and drain-breakdown voltages.
The IDT6116's present cmos-i technology uses 3-µm
p- and 2.5-µm n-type channel lengths. With V. equal to
5v, inverter delays are about 430 picoseconds per stage.
While looking at the variations in threshold and breakdown voltage as the channel's effective length and width
were reduced, it was found that ascaled-down cmos-il
process with 2.5-µm p-channel and 2-µm n-channel
lengths would result in 250-ps delays with a5-v supply.
Tests of the process confirmed this and suggested that
even better speed-power products were in store. One
interpretation of this is faster products with the same
power dissipation as current ones. The byte-wide
IDT6116 is just right for applications in industrial control, instrumentation, data terminals, and some military
gear. To serve the market for cache memory and its
special requirements for error detection and correction, a
much higher-speed 16-K-by-1 -bit c-mos static RAM will
be offered. On the drawing board also is a 4K-by-4-bit
product specifically suited for high-speed, numbercrunching computers like those in military.
Once cmos-Il is on line, this product line will be
enhanced with 16-K RAMS having avariety of speed and
power characteristics and with a64-K static C-MOS RAM.
With the densities and power-dissipation characteristics
already achieved in RAMs, C-MOS will no doubt be able
to successfully compete with n-channel mos at 64-K and
higher levels of capacity.
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C-MOS

PROM NEEDS FAR LESS POWER
THAN BIPOLAR COUNTERPARTS
by Russell M. Pate and Richard Goslin,

Harris Corp., Semiconductor Deal Products Division, Melbourne, Fla.

El Most complementary-mos parts were first manufactured in bipolar technology, and then redesigned in nchannel mos for higher packing density and lower cost
before winding up in c-mos for the lowest possible power
consumption. The development of programmable readonly memories at Harris Corp. is not following quite this
route: the intermediate n-channel implementation is
being bypassed for the advantages of c-mos. Compared
with other field-programmable memories currently
available on the market, the firm's continuing series of
1-, 4-, and now 16-K c-mos fusible-link PRoms have a
lower speed-power product than do any existing nchannel mos or bipolar design.
In addition, data retention is far superior for such a
PROM than for a floating-gate—type erasable storage
memory—even under adverse radiation and temperature
conditions. C-MOS PRoms are capable of reliable operation over the entire military temperature range of —55°
to +125°C, and several users have applied them in
systems that must operate above an ambient of + 125°C.

ORIGINAL HM6611 CELL (1-K)

a result, applications for C-MOS PROMs include lowpower handheld microprocessor-based instrumentation
and communications systems, remote data-acquisition
and processing systems, processor control storage, and
synchronous logic replacement.
As

Quadrupling density
The original chip in the PROM series, the 256-by-4-bit
HM6611, had a5.84-square-mil memory cell consisting
of apolysilicon fusible link connected to the drain of a
p-channel mos transistor. It was fabricated using selfaligned silicon-gate technology employing asingle level
of polysilicon. For manufacturing simplicity, the fuses
were deposited during the same process step used to form
the gates of the mos transistors.
To deliver enough current to blow afuse through the
mos devices, high-voltage pulses of approximately 40
volts were required. The devices supplying this programming current within each cell had to be large and wellsupplied with guardbands to prevent interaction with
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.Shrink plan. The cell size of 1-, 4-, and 16-K complementary-MOS fusible-link programmable read-only memories has diminished markedly
(a). Two levels of polysilicon and acompact layout (b) give the 16-K chip an 0.8-miI 2-cell, which is 65% smaller than the 4-K cell.
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other on-chip devices, thus limiting density. The chip,
consisting of 1,024 bits, had achip area of 28,182 mil'.
The 6611 was later redesigned with two levels of
polysilicon for improvements in performance and programming yield. The fuses use the second level of polysilicon for better control of their necks' width and thickness without affecting the gates of the mos transistors.
With independent process control of the neck, the fuse
could be thinned down, thus requiring less power to
program. The programming voltage was indeed reduced
to approximately 30 v; however, device size was still
limited by the large mos transistor in the fuse path and
the guardband required.
Also, in this redesign, the second polysilicon level was
wired in parallel with the first level's word line to reduce
the RC delay across the matrix, thereby improving performance. The redesign has a 5.11 mil 2 cell area and a
chip size of 23,660 mi1 2— a 17% reduction in die area
from the original 6611.
Both the original and the redesign draw only typical
c-mos leakage currents in the standby or deselected
mode. In the enable mode, however, dc currents on the
order of 0.5 to 1.0 milliampere pass through each unprogrammed fuse of the addressed word and are detected by
the sense amplifiers. Power consumption while reading is
therefore a function of the number of bits blown in the
word being read.
Advancements

independent of the number of bits blown in aword. This
was accomplished by gating the sense amplifier latches
through a worst-case—delay path consisting of the row
and column decoder and matrix delays, plus an additional delay (Fig. 2). Latching the output data in this
manner insures that the internal delay line tracks actual
access delays in spite of process variations. The outputs
remain controlled by the output-enable signals.
Packing with bipolar
Although the main factor limiting C-MOS PROM density has been the size of the mos transistors that must
carry the fusing current, the limiting factor is now the
dimensions of the fuse itself. Cell packing density has
been enhanced in the 4- and 16-K designs by using a
vertical npn transistor inherent with the p-well silicongate c-mos process (Fig. 3). The npn device is operated
in the emitter-follower configuration, as a very good
current amplifier to deliver the power that is needed to
blow afuse.
A direct contact from the polysilicon fusible link to the
n+ emitter is also permitted in the process, which helps
to reduce cell size by allowing the fuse to be placed
directly over the cell transistor. The substrate functions
as the collector for the vertical npn transistor and the Vcc
collector connection is then picked up from the substrate
tie-off.
Initial characterization of the bipolar transistor
showed atypical collector resistance on the order of 800
to 1,000 ohms, which appeared to be too large to pass the
current required to program the fuses. But subsequent
investigations uncovered a very useful phenomenon: as
the collector current was increased, resistance dropped to

The 4-K HM6641 improved upon density, speed and
power consumption of the 6611 through architectural
changes and process advances. In fact, the 6641 memory
cell is 60% smaller than that in the original 6611.
Currently in the preproduction
stages of development are two 16-K
C-MOS PROMS: the HM6646, organAg
WORST 64-BY 64-BIT
A7 —0.
ized as 4 K by 4 bits, and the
CASE
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DELAY
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MATRIX
HM6616, organized as 2K by 8bits
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for a 2716-compatible pin out. The
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cell size is 0.795 mil' — a65% reducA3 —I>
8-BIT
tion from the 6641, as shown diaDATA (8)
grammatically in Figure 1. These
memories are fabricated with 2.5micrometer ground rules and have
GATED COLUMN
LATCHED
DECODER
ADDRESS
an architecture similar to that of the
REGISTER
6641, except that the outputs can be
disabled by the enable input. Due to
the increased packing density ob8-BIT LATCHING
tained through device scaling and
SENSE AMPLIFIER
process improvements, the 16-K cmos PROM family is expected to
have access times much less than
175 nanoseconds.
For more speed at less power, synG3
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chronous designs were chosen for the
THREE-STATE BUFFERS
6641, 6646, and 6616. Valid matrix
data is latched at the sense amplifier, and the fuse-reading currents 2. Normalizing circuit. The sense-amplifier latches are gated through a worst-case delay
are shut off, causing the reading cur- path to ensure that the access time remains the same despite process variations. Data output
rent in these parts to be virtually is still controlled by output-enable signals, however.
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permanent
high
impedance
(megohm) condition is created. In
addition to the data-matrix fuses, a
row and column of test fuses are
included in all the C-MOS PROM
designs. These are blown when probing the wafer to assure a high programming yield.
p-CHANNEL
— n-CHANNEL
MOS TRANSISTOR
MUS TRANSISTOR
In constructing the fuses, a sheet
of intrinsic polysilicon is vaporp— BASE
deposited over the entire wafer surface and then doped, normally with
nSUBSTRATE (COLLECTOR)
phosphorous, to achieve the desired
fuse resistance in ohms per square.
GOLD BACK /
The polysilicon is then selectively
3. C-MOS plus bipolar. P-well C-MOS has a vertical npn bipolar transistor built right in.
etched over the matrix area to form
Current flow through this device is depicted with the heavy color line. This current is high the fuses. The fuses are connected to
enough to blow the polysilicon fuse because the npn transistor acts as an emitter follower.
the emitter of the cell-driving transistor through an aperture to a diffused conductor. Their other ends
attach to the column lines through a
direct contact to the metallization.
As cell and fuse geometries
decrease in size, the dimensions of
the fuses and the accuracy of the
processing become increasingly critical. As noted, aseparate polysilicon
fuse deposition step is used in the 4and 16-K parts to increase control of
critical fuse parameters. Further
precision in fuse geometry is gained
by using what is termed a halfdogbone, or bar, shape rather than
the standard hour-glass shape which
does little to reduce the effects of
material bridging. The wider ends of
the fuse are necessary to insure good
contact between conductor and fuse.
Figure 4 illustrates the programming and reading path of amemory
4. Circuit tricks. The bipolar pull-up device aids in driving capacitive loads. Programming is column in a newer family member.
performed by raising V„, forcing data onto the output lines, and applying a program-enable There is no dc path through the fuse
pulse. There is no dc path through the fuse while reading.
during aread operation; only during
programming are dc paths other
avalue of between 100 and 200 SI Mathematical mod- than those carrying normal c-mos leakage currents preseling revealed that this effect is produced by spreading of ent in the PROM. Programming is performed by raising
the emitter's depletion region into the lightly-doped base Vcc to 12.5 v, forcing data into the output lines, and
region. Propagation and access times were also reduced applying a 12.5-v pulse to the program-enable input
by using this npn transistor to assist c-mos inverters in (TÉ), which is used only during programming and is
driving highly capacitive nodes such as those for c':ick otherwise tied to ground. The column bit lines are
and word lines (Fig. 4).
precharged during the disabled period (in this case to a
low state through a small n-channel device to ground),
Deposition and fuse geometries
and the substrate npn transistor is used to speed the
The polysilicon fuses lie on a thermally grown silicon column-line transition from aprecharged low to high if
dioxide insulator approximately 1,000 angstroms thick. the cell data is alogical 0; that is, with the fuse intact.
Otherwise, the bit lines will remain at ground in the
An opening is made in a protective SiO 2 layer directly
over each fuse to minimize heat dissipation to surround- precharged state and no transition will be necessary for
ing materials during fusing (when molten polysilicon valid data to propagate to the sense amp and outputs.
temperatures will exceed 1,400° C) and to increase the The fuse's load is primarily one of parasitic capacitance,
speed of polysilicon separation. After gap formation, a reducing read currents to asmall transient value.
El
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c-mos
HIGH-PERFORMANCE PROCESS
FITS SPEECH SYSTEM ON A CHIP
by Hiden Hera, Shuichu Torii, Yochitomi Toba, and Kosei Nomiya,

Though speech synthesis is an attractive premium in
many industrial and consumer products, the complementary-mos process alone makes it applicable to handheld battery-driven devices like talking calculators and
time-telling watches. But a c-mos implementation of a
speech chip is not enough—only a single-chip speech
system satisfies the cost and size criteria involved. That
thinking brought forth the HD61885.
Its immediate parent was the HD38880, which has
been applied to such diverse products as automobiles,
vending machines, cash registers, office computers, clock
radios, elevators, and even an abacus trainer. But
whereas the 38880 requires acompanion microcomputer
and read-only memory for vocabulary storage, the 61885
packs control circuits and ROM onto one chip, needing
only an external low-pass filter and amplifier circuit to
drive aspeaker.
Moreover, it outperforms its predecessor, sounding
even better than the p-channel mos 38880. Thus,
through its lower cost and better quality, it should
extend the role synthesized speech can play in commercial and industrial applications.
To attain extremely low power yet put a32-K speechdata ROM on the 61885 required an advanced, 3micrometer silicon-gate c-mos process. The technology

Musashi Works, Hitachi Ltd., Kodaira, Tokyo, Japan

used in the 61885 is the Hi-C-MOs that Hitachi originally developed for use in memory products; its 3-µm channel length significantly outclasses the 5-µm process used
in the 38880 speech chip, which was designed about two
years ago.
A photograph of the 61885 die is shown in Fig. 1.
Packed into the 29.48-square-millimeter (5.40-mm-by5.46-mm) chip (213 mil by 215 mil, or 45,800 square
mils) are some 60,000 transistors that make up the
synthesizer's 3,000 gates and 40-K of ROM. Because the
61885 is built with c-mos, it not only operates from a
single voltage supply, but tolerates awide supply range:
3.6 to 5.5 volts. From 5v, it dissipates only 30 milliwatts
when operating at an 800-kilohertz clock rate and at
most 25 microwatts on standby.
Elegant solution
Housed in either a28-pin plastic dual in-line package
or 44-pin plastic flat package, the 61885 is an elegant
single-chip solution to speech synthesis. It even has an
on-chip reset for depressing certain circuits in order to
avoid the popping noise that would otherwise occur when
the chip drops down to the standby power mode or
returns to the operating mode. Moreover, its built-in
digital-to-analog converter is of the current type and

32-K
READ-ONLY
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DECODER ROM
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PARAMETER
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CONTROL
PROGRAM MABLE
LOGIC
ARRAY

DIGITAL
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\
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1. Talky. The HD61885 is a single-chip speech system that packs control circuits as well as a total of 40-K of read-only memory-32K for
speech data storage, the rest for decoding and parameter storage—onto its 29.48-mm 2 (45,800 mil 2)die.
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2. Self -contained. The 61885 speech chip accepts commands from either a keyboard or microcomputer controller. Thanks to its 9-bit
current-output digital-to-analog converter, which can drive a50-g load, only a minimal output stage is required to drive aspeaker.

provides an output of 500 millivolts, peak to peak, into a
50-ohm load. From there it is asimple matter to take a
few discrete transistors and passive components and
construct alow-pass filter and an amplifier that operate
from the same 3.6-to-5.5-v supply.
Parcor approach

Since the sensational appearance of speech-synthesis
chips in 1978, many efforts have been made to improve
the quality of reconstructed speech. That was one goat in
the design of the 61885.
Like the earlier 38880, the 61885 uses the partialautocorrelation, or Parcor, method of modeling the vocal
tract—also known as linear predictive coding. In the
Parcor approach, the speech signals are regarded as the
output of alattice filter corresponding to ahuman vocal
tract whose inputs comprise either periodic signals for
voiced sounds or white noise for unvoiced sounds.
Because the parameters that characterize the filter vary
slowly with time, they can be encoded at arelatively low,
regular rate whose period is referred to as aframe.
As shown in the block diagram of Fig. 2, the 61885,
upon receiving the signal from the keyboard (or command from the microcomputer), converts the phrase
code to be generated into the first address of the ROM
where the speech parameters are stored. The parameters
read out are expanded to a word length of 10 bits
through the decoder ROM and are then sent to interpolation logic, which smooths their change with time. The
interpolated parameters pass to the lattice filter that
models the human vocal system to generate the speech.
The digital lattice filter consists of a pipelined 15-by10-bit multiplier, an adder-subtracter, and other logic.
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The Parcor approach is similar to that used by Texas
Instruments Inc. in its TMS5100 speech chip. The table
compares the characteristics of the 61885, the earlier
38880, and Ti's 5100.
To improve speech quality in the 61885, several hardware revisions were made on the original 38880 design
First, the bit rate per frame was increased by 1or 2bits.
Second, the sampling rate was boosted from 8kHz in the
38880 to 10 kHz in the 61885. Both moves allow ahigher
resolution of pitch, improving the quality of female
voices and sound effects. Finally, the periodic source
ROM has been expanded from 8 by 16 bits to 8 by 80
bits. The additional words are there for flexibility. The
customer can now, through amask-programmable ROM
option, choose the best periodic-excitation source waveform for his application —the selection is made at the
time speech data is programmed.
If not otherwise specified, the 61885 is given with a
periodic source waveform, one period of which has the
sampled-data representation f(n) = a-^, where nindexes
the sampling time. This is adeparture from the impulse
function f(n) = sin 2wn used in the 38880 and the
function used by Ti in the 5100, f(n) = sin wn 2.
Sensitive spectrum
The reasoning behind this is simple. The first-order
Parcor coefficent, k1,corresponds to speech signals in
the range of 0 to 1kHz. The output spectrum's dependence upon that parameter is extremely sensitive, since
on the average, most speech signal energy exists in that
frequency range. Consequently even asmall error in the
parameter causes a large distortion in the spectrum of
reconstructed speech signals.
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COMPARING SPEECH SYNTHESIS CHIPS
Texas Instruments TMS5100

Hitachi HD38880

Hitachi HD61885

.11-41.«

SYN

Basic
configuration
ROM

ROM
J

Process

C-MOS

p-MOS

p-MOS

Coding
technique

Parcor

Parcor

Parcor
(linear predictive coding)

Capacity of
read-only
memory
Speech speed

9.9

96

10

2.4

4.8

9.6

4.8

Bits/
frame

A

7 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

48

6

6

7 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

7 10 10 10 8 8 8 7 7 7 7

96

7

7

10 10 10 8 8 8 7 7 7 7

K1 — Kio
7

6

48

20

32-K, on-chip expandable
to 128-K per ROM

0.8, 1, 1.3

Bits/frame 1

5.0

4.95

99

A

50
99

2.5

Bits/frame

I
Bit
assignment

Bits/
frame

10

1

50

Bits/frame

Bit rate
(kb/s)

20

Frame (ms)

Frame (ms)

Frame Ims)

K1 —

Bits/
frame

A

48

4

20

48

2.4

K1
5

Km

5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3

ex ernal —
128-K per ROM

external —
128-K per ROM

0.6 — 1.7
(10 steps)

0.5, 1

Periodic
source format

a— ", mask programmable

sin 2 wn

sin wn 2

Sampling rate

10 kHz

8 kHz

10 kHz
h

To circumvent that strong dependence on lc,, the
61885 uses a flattened spectrum of the original speech
signals over the entire frequency range of 0to 5kHz. All
that's required is to pass the original speech signals,
before they are analyzed to provide data for the 61885's
ROM, through a filter of the form f(Z) = 1— (aZ) ',
where ais aconstant greater than or equal to 1.
Significant equalization

3. Equalized. One reason for improved speech quality in the synthesizer is that the concentration of speech signal energy is better
equalized over the spectrum by prefiltering the signals according to
the function f(Z) = 1-0.9V. This flattens the spectrum (color) as
compared with the unfiltered spectrum (black), which depends too
heavily on the first-order Parcor coefficient.
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Figure 3 shows the effect of the prefiltering—the
speech energy distribution, though still concentrated at
around 3 kHz and below 1kHz, is significantly equalized. Of course, to retrieve the original speech sounds,
the reproduced speech signals must be passed through
the inverse filter f(Z) = 1/[1 — (aZ) -9. But because the
lattice filter is linear, the effect of passing reproduced
speech signals through the inverse filter can be realized
by putting the excitation source, which is the input to the
lattice filter, through the inverse filter. Putting an
impulse function through the inverse filter yields the
modified excitation source f(n) = a-n.
If the prefiltering and spectral flattening are not
desired, the user may encode the periodic source ROM
with any desired response.
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C-MOS

LINEARITY, LOW POWER SUIT
MONOLITHIC CODEC PLUS FILTER
by Jim Garrett,

Mostek Corp., Carrollton, Texas

El Although pulse-code—modulation systems were proposed for telephony use as far back as 1939, they did not
prove practical until the advent of the reliable, low-cost
semiconductor codec. But the next step—squeezing all of
a codec's extremely precise analog as well as digital
circuitry onto asingle large-scale integrated circuit—is a
challenge to the best of design engineers.
Complementary-mos technology helps them meet that
challenge. Most telecommunications applications need
its low power consumption, and its dual polarity enables
it to handle linear inputs well.

Metal-gate c-mos was chosen by Mostek for its first
codec, the MK5116 Codec I, which set the stage for the
next-generation Codec II currently in development.
Combined with afilter on asingle lc, the MK5316 will
head a complete line of parts intended to service the
emerging Pcm-based digital telephone set, central office,
and private branch exchange markets.
The specifications these parts will have to meet are
rigorous. For example, American Telephone & Telegraph Corp.'s digital channel bank requirements call for
acodec with gain tracking of better than ±0.5 decibel
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1. Two functions. Mostek's C-MOS MK5316 combines a codec and its associated filters. It has on-board voltage references and optional
operational amplifiers for gain adjustment, as well as a novel external capacitor for voltage-offset adjustments.
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2. Within specifications. The codec's transmit and receive filters perform their respective bandpass (a) and lowpass (b) functions with better
specifications than required. Both filters are switched-capacitor devices and in corporate the necessary (sin x)/x smoothing functions.

offsets from the filter to the codec —and certainly is a
less risky way of doing so than designing autozeroing
circuitry to fit in here. In addition, it facilitates testing
the product, and dc signaling can be readily accomplished because there is separate access to the transmit
codec section.
Capacitors to the rescue
Several other design features are evident in Fig. 1. The
separation of the encoder's successive-approximation
Previous industry designs of a-d and d-a converters—
the heart of acodec —used R-2R resistor networks in a register from the decoder's d-a conversion circuitry will
successive-approximation register. This approach was minimize crosstalk. A —70-dB figure is expected—the
ruled out for the design of the 5116 and the 5316 codecs same as the 5116's maximum value.
Figures 2a and 2b show the transfer characteristics of
because of the tolerance requirements of the resistive
the transmit and receive filters. Amplifier stages adjust
elements and the inherent power-dissipation problems.
An alternative is to base the successive-approximation their gain to whatever the system designer requires.
Two distinct pins on the codec-filter separate analog
register on the close-tolerance capacitors that may be
constructed in c-mos using a linear-ratio capacitor and digital grounds. This feature helps the system
design. This approach is both accurate enough and elimi- designer meet the low background noise requirement
found in many digital system specifications.
nates the power drain associated with R-2R networks.
Furthermore, c-mos processing, when applied to linearTiming matters
ratio capacitors in the 5116, produced a codec chip
The clocking requirements of the 5316 are such that
measuring about 40,000 square mils in area yet with
either synchronous or asynchronous operation can be
satisfactory yields.
Consequently, the 5116 codec series has been widely had from a low data rate of 64 kilohertz up to 4
second-sourced and has seen an installed base of over a megahertz. The 4-MHz upper limit grants great applicamillion lines in little over a year. Moreover, the high tion flexibility. As is the case with the 5116, the 5316
production levels have justified the installation of exten- timing system latches data on the positive-going edge of
sive automatic test capabilities that can be used for the the transmit and receive clock pulses.
The serial output data port of the codec/filter is in a
5316, which is expected to have similar high yields.
Figure 1is the block diagram of the ± 5-volt silicon- three-state mode until the transmit synchronization
gate c-mos 5316. The chip, whose digital inputs and pulse is taken to a logic 1level. The 8-bit serial data is
outputs are compatible with both c-mos and TTL then clocked out (with each clock pulse) on the transmit
requirements, contains switched-capacitor transmit and side. Conversely, in the case of the receive side, the valid
receive filters (similar to Mostek's MK5912 single-chip digital input is clocked into the codec. These pulses may
filter) as well as the encoding and decoding portions of a be either synchronous or asynchronous. Again, this
allows the maximum design freedom.
codec. It also has internal voltage references.
Other electrical specification targets include agreatly
The external capacitor (shown at the top of the block
diagram) is anovel way of satisfying, under all operating enhanced power-supply rejection ratio for both positive
conditions, the exacting offset specifications posed by and negative supplies, as well as less than 17 dBrnco for
combined transmit and filter-idle channel noise and 14
AT&T and the International Consultative Committee for
Telegraphy and Telephony. The low-tolerance, 1-micro- dBrnco for combined receive-idle noise. The doublefarad ± 20% device makes it possible to avoid voltage level—polysilicon c-mos approach will provide the neces-

for a 33-dB variation in the device's input signal range,
as well as signal-to-distortion ratios of at least 33 dB at
input levels from 0to —30 dBmo. And topping off these
demands is a need for analog-to-digital and digitalto-analog data conversion in less than 125 microseconds.
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3. Adaptable. The 5316 codec-filter is
ANALOG LINES

designed for use either in a centrally controlled voice- and data-handling system (a)
or in a distributed system (b), with a separate codec being employed in each individual voice- or data-handling device.

DISTRIBUTED
CONTROLLER

SUBSCRIBER

DATA TERMINAL,
FACSIMILE
COPIER, ETC.

1

ANALOG LINES
Ti LINES

DATA TERMINAL,
FACSIMILE
COPIER, ETC.

(b)

sary process control and density for this chip.
Mostek plans to have aprototype of its 5316 Codec II
available by year end. The first part to emerge will be a
16-pin package and include the basic codec and its
filters. For designers needing amplification from operational amplifiers to drive nonelectronic subscriber-loop
interface circuits, a 20-pin codec will be provided. Both
parts will permit gain setting of the receive and transmit
filters using external resistors.
The architecture of the 5316 Codec II is similar to the
combination of the 5116 Codec Iand the 5912 filter, the
latter of which is based on the pinout of Intel's 2912
filter. Thus, a product upgrade for a cost-reduction
program will be nearly transparent to the design engineer currently using the 5116/5912 configuration.
The designer need not depend on one source for the
features of the 5316. Mostek has agreed with Motorola
on a second-source arrangement for each other's codec
products. Thus, the Codec II will be second-sourced
when it becomes available for production.
The 5316 codec-filter combination is structured to
provide the system designer with an easy-to-apply building block for digital systems. The building-block
approach maximizes the number of system architectures
with which the device can be interfaced. This is impor-
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tant because of the current trend to merge both digital
and analog information on the same chip for total system
integration. In fact, the increased use of distributed
processing in such applications as office-of-the-future
equipment is aided by codec products that transcend
unusual or cumbersome device architecture and timing
requirements.
A good example of the new architectures for which the
5316 is designed is acommon control system (Fig. 3a).
In this approach, the subscriber loop may be analog until
it reaches the central controller. There, a codec can
digitize the analog voice for further switching and control. Because many codecs may be used in one controller
in this type of system, low per-codec power dissipation
becomes an important consideration.
One disadvantage of this system approach is the
requirement for multiple runs of wire to each work
station for the proper control of each subsystem. And, of
course,• the reliability of a central controller is a major
concern. These disadvantages can be overcome by the
use of distributed processing (Fig. 3b).
Codecs can be used even when distribution of the
system control processing is placed at the system components level. In this case, the codec is simply inserted in
the subscriber set itself.
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C-MOS

CROSS-POINT ARRAY IC HANDLES
256 VOICE AND DATA CHANNELS
by Lloyd Reaume,

Mitel Corp., Kanata, Ont., Canada

CI Squeezing the telecommunications switching function
to a new density, the 271-by-275-mil Iso-c-mos DX
digital switching chip will replace three 8-by- 15-inch
printed-circuit boards stuffed with 100 TTL components.
The DX functions as a 256-by-256-channel switching
matrix, but with a size and power consumption far less
than in other types of switching matrixes.
The new MT8980 integrated circuit (Fig. 1) is the
basic building block of the soon-to-be-announced SX2000 150-to-10,000-line digital switch. The DX, or multiple Dxs, will route all voice and data signals and interface them with the switch's multiple microprocessors.
In the SX-2000, the DX handles a2.048-megahertz bit
stream, but it can receive and send at any speed up to
4MHz. Its input/output architecture splits the 256 channels (subscriber lines) among eight time-division-multiplexed lines (buses). Each line's 32 time slots contains 8
bits, giving a per-channel data rate of 64 kilobits a
second, as required for the pulse-code—modulated signals
that are standard in digital telecommunications.
The end result of all this switching capability is
routing signals in both time and space. Time routing is
based on the ability to transpose any input time slot to
any output time slot, or vice versa. Similarly, space
routing depends on the ability to switch data from any
input bus to any output bus, or vice versa.
Thus, the DX can be applied to most functions requiring time-division switching, space-division switching, or
both. In fact, it is not limited to switching functions: its
routing capabilities may be the basis for memory and
memory-management systems for microprocesors.
The DX design gives in one chip a maximum size of
256 omnidirectional channels or 128 two-way voice and
data communications, while still retaining nonblocking
operation. In itself a significant advance over today's
digital switches, this figure may be improved. A configuration of multiple DX chips (Fig. 2) can extend bus
capability up to 128 by 128 lines, each carrying a
complement of 32 channels.

The performance advantage over metal-gate c-mos is
based on aself-aligning, recessed p-well, oxide-isolation
technique applied to standard silicon-gate technology.
The result is die sizes comparable to equivalent ShottkyTTL or n-channel mos logic.
Performance improves because die area is available to
construct vo buffers with high drive capability. Isoc-mos has given rise to an lc family that boasts gatepropagation delays below 5nanoseconds—rivaling those
of standard low-power Schottky parts and offering significant improvement over the usual metal-gate c-mos
delays of 40 to 60 ns.
Memory on chip
In the DX configuration (Fig. 3), the memories are
designed with a standard static c-mos, six-transistor
memory cell. The memories constitute 40% of the chip
area. The IC's typical power dissipation is 150 milliwatts,
which is consumed mostly by the memories. Although
the DX can operate at up to 4 MHz, the memories were
designed for 5MHz to allow some speed margin.
Since it replaces 100 medium- and small-scale ics, the
chip represents significant savings in system cost, power
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How it's done
The chip's switching function requires 36,500 transistors, and it took the density and performance that Isoc-mos adds to the low power and noise immunity of
conventional complementary-mos processes to handle
the job. The Iso-c-mos process reduces the long propagation delays related to the inherent array capacitance of
metal-gate c-mos. Even more, its intrinsic high speed
and low-voltage requirement considerably improve the
chip's dynamic power requirement.
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1. Unique. Miters MT8980 cross-point array can switch any of 256
input channels to any of 256 output channels in both space and time.
The C-MOS chip has three-state outputs, is constructed in 5-micrometer geometry, and is 271 mils by 275 mils in size.
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A versatile codec-filter
The MT8960 codec-filter integrated circuit has been
designed so that it can be programmed during the final
metalization process to accommodate either the North
American µlaw or European A-law companding techniques. It can be directed to power-down if there is no
voice traffic to handle, so that its low 35-nnilliwatt operating power can be reduced to only 5mW.
The 8960 can be instructed to loop signals back at both
the digital and analog levels for codec integrity checks.
Thus, the operating status can be monitored from a
remote location under microprocessor control.
The codec-filter has other unique features. For example,
it has six drive points or digital outputs for controlling
external circuitry. Furthermore, it has high-impedance outputs when it is inactive and operates from ± 5-volt supplies. All these capabilities, plus variable gain for the
transmitting and receiving channels, have been fitted to a
175-by-132-mil chip that can be held by a 350-square-mil
18-pin dual in-line package.

dissipation, and size, in addition to the benefit of Isoc-mos reliability. The design is under review for eventual fabrication in a 2-to-3-micrometer technology; now
the process uses 4-to-5-µm geometry.
Other chips
The SX-2000 digital switch, which depends on the DX,
can fuletion in a voice mode, data mode, or both. For
the DX to operate in a voice mode, it must be complemented .by the MT8960 codec-filter chip. This part
convers an analog voice signal to a 2.048-MHz, 8-bit
burst-format digital signal compatible with a32-channel
PCM multiplexed bus format (see "A versatile codec
filtér," above).
The signal from the codec-filter is received at the PCM

MT8980
DX DIGITAL
SWITCHING CHIP
IN
•

MT8980

MT8980

MT8980

2. More ports. The basic DX module may be extended using this
interconnection scheme. The 16-line system is fully nonblocking, and
each eight-port serial output contains 256 data words. Extension to a
128-line architecture is the maximum possible.
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input of the integrated circuit. It is then fed through a
formatter, which converts the pulses to a form that can
be stored in or read from the data memory.
This memory stores an entire franle of 256 words,
each containing 8 bits. Each word of PCM data has a
reserved location in the data memory and the addressing
scheme is fixed during the write cycle. Each address
consists of an 8-bit word that is stored in the connection
memory as part of an 11-bit word.
The PCM data is directed to the Dx's output circuitry
by means of the address stored in the connection memory. The output circuitry then rearranges the data into its
original format. The PCM output buffers are TTLcompatible and are designed to drive as many as 16 DX
chips that may be wire-oRed on acommon bus.
On leaving the DX circuitry, the PCM word goes to
another MT8960 codec-filter to be transformed back
into the original analog signal. While all these signal
manipulations are taking place, the extra 3 bits of the
connection memory's 11-bit word perform control functions, such as allowing the chip to switch voice and data
simultaneously and allowing the chip to monitor its own
performance on the fly.
Another helper
The DX requires another helpmate besides aspecially
designed codec-filter. It interfaces with the North American-standard TI carrier signal via the Mitel DS1 interface chip. This IC reformats the data from a24-channel
1.54-megabit/s data stream to the Dx's 32-channel
2.048 megabit/s data stream.
This Iso-C-mOS part operates from a 15-volt power
supply and is fully compatible with all chips on its inputs
and outputs. In the SX-2000 switch, the DS1 chip is
mounted on aTI interface card, which also incorporates
DX chips for multiplexing and demultiplexing the 32channel data stream into the 24-channel Ti format.
In the data mode, the DX chip allows an efficient
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3. Routing data.

The DX's data memory is connected to an external microprocessor in a read-only mode. In contrast, the connection

memory is accessible by the processor in both read and write modes. These chores may be accomplished with the Motorola 68000.

interface between 2.048-MHz data streams of any form
and various types of microprocessors. For example, the
microprocessor controlling the DX chip has access in a
read-only mode to the data memory and has a readand-write access to the connection memory.
The processor can route data arriving on the incoming
serial buses to its own memory via the Dx's data memory. It can even go astep further and route data from its
own memory to the outgoing serial buses via the Dx's
connection memory.
A nonblocking high-capacity switch can be constructed from a Motorola 68000 microprocessor and a
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few DX chips. Such switches are used to transmit messages between microprocessors in the SX-2000.
There are still other applications for the DX. ,For
example, its inherent qualities for both switching and
memory storage and management are ideal for application in concentrators for message centers, digital
switches for tandem switching units, and as the critical
component in information-encryption equipment. Other
applications for the chip, which will be sold as a standalone part, are in alarm and control systems where data
from remote scanners is intermittently recorded on data
loggers.
El
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C-MOS

CHARGE BALANCING IS KEY TO
10-BIT A-D CONVERTER CHIP
by S. W. Chin, L. L. Lau, T. P. Redfern, and T. M. Frederiksen,

The proliferation of microprocessors has fostered a
high-volume market for low-cost analog-to-digital converters and thus stimulated the development of monolithic converter products. Complementary-mos has
become a favored technology for achieving this goal, as
its two device polarities lend a flexibility in designing
analog functions on chip that is lacking with n-mos, plus
asimplicity in manufacture that is absent from bipolar
processes. In addition, c-mos processing yields, at no
added cost, parasitic bipolar npn devices that can be used
as emitter-followers in analog circuits (their collectors
are the n-type epitaxial layer and hence are always tied
to the positive voltage supply).
Tailoring a-d converter designs to exploit mos technology also entails taking asystem approach that capitalizes on the inexpensive and plentiful electronic
switches that are available on an mos chip. Sampleddata designs are just such an approach, in which
switched capacitors periodically sample the input voltages. A c-mos transistor used as a transmission gate
forms an ideal analog switch. It can be turned on and off
rapidly and can handle awide dynamic range of analog
input voltages, from slightly below ground to slightly
above the power-supply voltage.
Charge-summing input
The key advance in National's c-mos a-d converters is
anovel multiple-input voltage comparator that simplifies
the design of successive-approximation converters. This
circuit accepts many differential voltage inputs simultaneously and weights each one by selecting the size of the
associated input capacitor. Input voltages are converted
to input charges with capacitors, and the resulting
charges are then algebraically added at a chargesumming node.

National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.

The traditional current-summing operational amplifier is similar in principle, but it accepts only singleended voltage inputs and requires a feedback current
loop. The charge-summing comparator takes advantage
of analog switches to perform azeroing cycle periodically, but operates open loop during ameasurement.
The differential-input, sampled-data comparator is
shown in Fig. 1. Switches SIthrough S5 are set for a
zeroing cycle. The input-output short created by closing
S5 around the inverting gain block causes this stage to
bias at a fixed dc voltage—a standard c-mos inverter
will bias at approximately half of the power-supply
voltage. At the same time, closing the input switches S2
and S4 precharges the input capacitors to the low sides of
the differential input voltages. The input capacitors serve
as storage elements for both the low input voltages and
the biasing voltage of the gain stage.
Once these zeroing switches are opened, the gain stage
is active and will respond to any deviations in the input
voltage. To sample an input voltage, switches SIand S3
are both closed. For example, apositive AV, produces a
charge Q1,proportional to the value of C1.If AV 2 is
negative, acharge Q2 proportional to C2 will be removed
from the charge-summing node. If the charges Q1 and
Q2 are balanced, there is no net change in the input
voltage to the inverting gain block.
The switches are dynamically cycled by the system
clock to zero the input stage prior to each measurement
interval. This operating mode has two principal advantages: it readily handles differential inputs, and it permits tighter control of drift and offset errors. Several of
the inverter stages are capacitor-coupled to provide an
adequate overall gain for the comparator.
In a successive-approximation converter, the analog
input voltage is compared with voltages generated by an

1. Charge balance. A C-MOS charge-summing comparator uses input capacitors to convert differential voltages to charges. The
measurement cycle includes zeroing (shown), input sampling, and holding. Using cascaded inverters can boost the comparator's gain.
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2. D-a ladder. An 8-bit d-a converter exploits the comparator's differential input to reduce the number of resistors needed to generate 256
voltages. Two switches provide the 4 most significant bits, and the same voltages, scaled by afactor of 16 yield the lower 4 bits.

internal d-a converter. Use of a differential-input
switched-capacitor comparator permits tremendous simplification of the resistor ladder network for an 8-bit d-a
converter. The network used in the ADC0804 8-bit a-d
converter (Fig. 2) derives the required 256 analog voltages from only eight resistors, making use of switches
and weighting capacitors to send the correct charge to
the comparator's summing junction.
The 4 most significant bits of the 8-bit d-a converter
are supplied by switches SI and S2.As shown, the
positions of SI and S2 correspond to the digital code
10002 for the first 4bits of the 8-bit word: SIis selecting
3
/
4 VREF and S2 is selecting 1
/ VREF, so that the differen4
tial voltage that is sampled by Ss and S6 at the start of a
successive-approximation search is 1
/ VREF. The top
2
three resistors each have 1/4 VREF across them while the
next three resistors each drop 1
/6VREF .The differential2
input of the comparator therefore permits the increased
resolution of the voltages selected by S2to be "fitted
into" each section of the upper or SI-selected voltages. In
this way, 4 bits of resolution are realized with two
four-position switches instead of one 16-tap ladder.
The same trick is used again with the left-side decoding switches S3 and S4. The same voltages supply
charges reduced by a factor of 16 by making the input
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capacitor for this side smaller by a factor of 16. This
supplies the 4 least significant bits with no additional
resistors. The additional capacitor and the lowermost
two resistors of the ladder supply a1/
2 LSB offset voltage,
which in a-d converters, centers the intrinsic ± 1/
2 LSB
quantization uncertainty of the converter about the integer LSB values of analog input voltage.
Two more bits
This basic 8-bit design has been extended to produce a
10-bit converter that is scheduled for release early next
year. The isBs of the 10-bit data word can be derived
from an 8-bit design by scaling the associated input
capacitors. The 2additional msBs for the 10-bit unit are
added by means of another trick.
Since the 2 msBs of the 10-bit d-a converter control
four voltages, if these are chosen as ground, 1
/ VREF, 1
2
/
2
VREF ,and VREF, the two intermediate voltages can be
picked up from aresistor divider with only one tap. The
odd voltage values ('/3 and 2/
3 VREF) are adjusted by
scaling the size of the input capacitor used for this
section by afactor of 1
/ so that it will provide the 1
4
/ VREF
4
increments necessary for the 2 msBs. Then the basic
8-bit circuit can be used in each of these four segments,
with its contributed charge adding to one or another of
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3. Expansion. Two more bits can be added to the a-d converter by scaling the input capacitances and interleaving the voltages from the 8-bit
ladder in each of four intervals between 0and V,,,,. A correcting charge is supplied to adjust linearity and full-scale output of the a-d unit.

these 1/4 VREF values. Figure 3illustrates the input section
for the 10-bit design; the 8-bit ladder network consists of
the resistors and switches that were shown in Fig. 2.
The two-resistor ladder produces no linearity errors in
the segments with both of the 2 msBs equal to 0 or 1.
The first segment is error-free because the output voltage from the upper 2msBs is 0volt. Similarly, assuming
that the input capacitors are formed in the correct ratios,
there will be no linearity errors in the last segment,
because the full reference voltage is sampled. Any mismatch between the input capacitors for the analog differential-voltage input and the d-a converter's output voltage will cause afull-scale error, but not alinearity error.
Fringe benefits
Besides giving two end segments free of linearity
errors, this scheme has an additional benefit in that any
error in the exact value of the tap voltage on a tworesistor divider has inherently the same magnitude for
the 1
/
3 VREF and 2
/
3 VREF voltages and is simply of opposite
sign. A linearity trim of the upper two bits, therefore,
need supply only asingle quantity of correcting charge,
adding it to the comparator's summing mode in one case,
and removing it in the other.
Gain errors are also trimmed by introducing an addi-
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tional correcting charge into the summing node of the
comparator. This is done in steps: no correction is used
on the first one fourth of the analog input voltage range,
the next range receives one third of the total correcting
charge, then two thirds, and finally the full charge is
introduced in the last section. This sequence is achieved
by dynamically altering the input capacitance associated
with the trim voltage from zero to C/4 to C/2 and
finally to 3C/4.
Understanding the scaling shown for the input capacitors begins by noting that it is the input charge that is
balanced. A full-scale differential analog input voltage
of 5 v produces an input charge of 5X32C, or 160C
coulombs. When the d-a converter's input is 20016, its
output is Vœ/3. This is converted into an input charge by
the 48C capacitor, giving '/3 x48C, or 80C coulombs.
Therefore, 2001 6 corresponds to one half of full
scale, as it should. The code 0801 6 produces an output of
/ Vcc, or 1.25 v, which gives an input charge of
4
1
1.25 x 16C coulombs, or 20C—one eighth of full scale.
The multiple-input, sampled-data voltage comparator
makes the most out of c-mos in the design of monolithic
a-d converters. This innovative concept has further
reduced die size, and appears to be an optimum solution
for implementing low-cost, high-performance parts.
El
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c-mos
IGNITION CONTROLLER BRAVES
HARSH AUTO ENVIRONMENT
by Jim Gillberg and Nick Kucharewski,

RCA Solid State Division, Somerville, N. J.

El Almost everything about complementary-mos technology makes it anatural for automotive engine-control
systems under the hood, where a harsh operating environment precludes n-channel mos. Compared to the
rival technology, c-mos has ahigher operating-temperature limit, better noise immunity, and greater tolerance
of power-supply fluctuations. It also is easier to work
with in computer-aided design.
Therefore, RCA chose c-mos for its forthcoming lowcost system, dubbed Rombic for read-only-memory—based ignition controller. This system is a sharp
departure from the usual engine-control setup: it uses a
dedicated c-mos controller; it eliminates the microprocessor; and it concentrates on spark control rather than
on ahost of engine-control parameters.
Typically n-mos microprocessor-based systems have
been mounted in the passenger compartment where the
operating environment is comparatively benign. An
under-the-hood mounting is closer to the engine sensors
feeding data to the system, and this location avoids the
lengthy wiring and extra connectors that can downgrade

transistor setup is easier to design with than the transistor-plus-pullup format of n-mos. For example, there is
no need to worry about load-device sizing to optimize
speed and power dissipation.
c2i offers the density levels needed for low cost: the
controller chip measures 250 by 215 mils. Compared to
hand layout, a CAD-produced chip takes up more real
estate, but spreading the devices over alarger area does
of course give a higher production-line yield. Future
Rombic offerings, which could include more on-chip
functions, could be realized in an existing 5-gm oxideisolated c-mos process.
Running on Rombic

Rombic is asystem that sets the spark advance as a
function of engine speed and manifold pressure. The
two-chip set uses a dedicated hardwired program controller rather than amicroprocessor, yet it is sufficiently
flexible to handle six- and eight-cylinder cars as well as
the four-cylinder models at which it is primarily aimed.
Representing a significant cost reduction for the auto
maker, it also promises to offer the driver a net fuel
performance and raise costs.
savings, compared with mechanical systems.
The two ICs are the TA11130 control chip with an
Better mileage
on-board 5-bit analog-to-digital converter, and a stanThe two-chip system, consisting of a controller (Fig. dard c-mos ROM, typically 1-K by 8 bits in size. The
1) and a Rom, is aimed at improving gas mileage in system (Fig. 2) is designed to take engine speed in
four-cylinder cars, rapidly growing in favor among U. S.
car makers and long the standard in Europe. Because
emissions control is simpler than in six- and eightcylinder cars, the four-cylinder models can meet government pollution standards with the simpler Rombic system—especially if emissions requirements in the U. S.
are to be relaxed.
This simpler solution can also save the car maker
considerable money with its quantity price for the two
chips of $7, compared with the $20-to-$40 chip-set cost
for microprocessor-based systems currently planned for
1984. What's more, Rombic may be expanded in function if other chips are added to the system.
Chip implementation is in RCA's C2L (closed c-mos
logic) technology, asilicon-gate process with 6-micrometer design rules that has been in production since 1975.
In c2L, devices appear on the chip as closed-geometry
gates, rather than the linear ones seen in conventional
c-mos technology.
Since it is a mature technology, it offers a costeffective and reliable process, paramount considerations
for the auto manufacturer. It also allows chip designers
to draw on a library of existing CAD cells. c-mos and
CAD go together well, because the technology's two-
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C-PAOS controller. Pulling away from the more complex microprocessors typically used for automotive-engine controls, this controller
chip is part of RCA's two-chip Rombic spark-advance controller. It
measures 250 by 215 mils and uses 6-ilm line widths.
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revolutions per minute, usually digitally encoded timing
information from the flywheel or distributor, as one
input and a variable analog signal, such as manifold
pressure received from an engine vacuum sensor, as
another input. The output from Rombic in turn controls
the ignition-coil driver.
In operation, the reference-interval counter on the
TA 11130 is enabled to count pulses during a specific
reference interval of the digital rpm input. The pulses
counted up during the reference interval are counted
down at afaster rate during the next reference interval.
Because the first interval has the same period as
the second, the countdown will reach zero before the end
of the interval. The zero point is the time of the spark
advance, relayed to the ignition by the 11130. (In practice, there is simultaneous counting up during the reference interval for one engine cycle and counting down for
ignition timing of the previous cycle.)
In addition, the countdown clock rate is variable so the
amount of advance can be modified. The variable countdown is accomplished with a subtraction algorithm
beginning at the start of the countup interval. The algorithm subtracts the contents of the external ROM from

an accumulator containing the reference counter's value.
The ROM data is chosen so that, when it is subtracted
from the value in the accumulator at any given rpm, the
correct spark timing will occur.
The speed and accuracy of this calculation is a function of the system clock. When used with a4-megahertz
crystal, Rombic can perform a 16-bit subtraction every
16 microseconds. Thus, the timing accuracy for spark
firing is equal to 16 gs.
Fast, accurate, and compact
The controller addresses the Rom through the memory-address register. Separate advance curves are stored
in the Rom, with memory addresses determined from the
inputs of engine speed and level of vacuum.
The 5-bit a-to-d conversion of pressure data allows 32
separate curves, or schedules, of spark advance versus
engine rpm to be stored. The result is atwo-dimensional
map of advance over arange of both manifold pressure,
which is afunction of engine load, and engine speed.
In order to compress the data, a7-bit repeat value, as
well as the actual subtraction value, is loaded from the
Rom. In this way, a single subtraction value can be
repeated up to 127 times. The repeat value is decremented after each subtraction interval, and once it
reaches zero, new subtract and repeat values are
extracted from the ROM.
The two-chip Rombic system is flexible in the type of
signals it can process. In fact, three separate timing
modes are available to establish which edges of the
digital input signals determine the countup interval and
the beginning of the countdown interval.
The reference interval may consist of timing between
leading edges of the rpm input as shown in Fig. 3, or it
can be the interval between trailing edges, or the interval
from leading to trailing edges. Likewise, the beginning of
the countdown interval can be selected to occur at either
edge. Each of the input time options has system advantages dependent on the rpm sensor used.
Different advantages

1. Rombic block. Rombic counts clocks pulses between rpm pulses
and stores the count in the reference interval counter. ROM data is
subtracted in the arithmetic and logic unit to adjust the succeeding
countdown period and in turn to adjust the spark advance.
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For example, the first two modes sample engine speed
over a full period between the rpm pulses and start
counting down at the beginning of the second period. In
this way, only one edge of the input needs to be accurately timed. However, because the countdown interval
starts acycle after the countup period, there is apossibility of errors in ignition timing if the engine is accelerating or decelerating rapidly.
In the third mode, the reference interval and the
starting point for the countdown interval occur within
one cycle of the rpm input. Although both edges need to
be accurate in this mode, the resultant spark firing is less
sensitive to changes in engine speed.
The three timing modes differ in their transient
response and sensor requirements, as well as in their
ability to provide retard information. So it is up to the
system designer to determine the best performance
trade-off.
Reliable operation when controlling an automobile
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2. Simple strategy. The Rombic system uses the two inputs of engine speed and mainfold pressure (vacuum) to determine a ROM address
from which is fetched spark-advance data, which in turn times the signal sent to driver circuitry for the ignition coil.

tion that does not include dwell data, in which case it
will provide only advance information to an external
dwell-control module.
Finally, dwell may be controlled by an external IC
driving Rombic's anti-dwell pin, which in effect responds
to a "not-dwell" input. This optional third chip might
also process throttle position and temperature information to satisfy additional emission requirements, or it
could process knock-sensing information in order to
improve overall engine performance. In either case, it is
possible to further control and modify the output of the
Rombic system.
Built-in flexibility
Finally the system's memory size is expandable up to
Although Rombic is adedicated two-chip system, it is 2-K by 8 bits for more complex spark-advance curves.
flexible enough to control additional ignition require- Rombic typically requires 10 to 70 bytes of ROM data
ments, such as dwell time. It determines ignition dwell, per curve—each of which contains the spark advance
data for one value of manifold pressure. It thus offers
or ignition coil on-time, in one of three ways.
First, if the rpm input signal includes dwell informa- both hardware and software flexibility, which results in
tion, Rombic will include it in the timing advance optimum cost and performance for various automotive
output. Secondly, the system can process rpm informa- applications.

ignition is a paramount consideration, lest a driver be
left stranded. Therefore several default modes are incorporated into the Rombic system in the event of afailure.
There are four conditions in which the system will
enter the default mode, during which the output signal
will simply duplicate the input signal, effectively bypassing the circuitry. These conditions are: when the system
is externally reset; when the clock oscillator fails; when
engine speed is too low (causing the reference counter to
overflow); and, optionally, when for any reason a spark
firing does not occur before the next rpm pulse.

ENGINE SPEED
(rpm) INPUT
PULSES

TOC

TOC

TOP DEAD CENTER

REFERENCE.INTERVAL
FOR CYCLE A

REFERENCE INTERVAL
FOR CYCLE B

v

ADVANCE

1
4—DWELL—ill

COUNTDOWN PERIOD
14— FOR CYCLE A--.1

SPARK
OUTPUT

3. Two-timing. The reference interval, or
countup period, occurs over one period of
the engine-speed
occur

pulse,

although it can

between rising and

IGNITION

IGNITION

falling edges.

Spark ignition happens at the end of the

TIME

countdown period, the timing of which is a
function of the ROM data.
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Designer's casebook
as charge accumulates. The 710 also regulates the current by controlling the on-off switching times of athyristor that is placed in series with the battery.
As shown in the figure, a dc voltage proportional to
the battery voltage is applied to pin 3of the comparator,
with potentiometer RI determining the actual value.
by Ajit Pal
Simultaneously, a ramp signal that is derived from the
Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta, India
power line is fed to pin 2of the 710, with R2 setting the
slope of the ramp.
As charge builds up in a battery, its effective plateWhen the battery is being discharged, the voltage at
charging area gradually decreases. To prevent damage, a pin 3 of the 710 is nearly equal to the lowest instantagood battery charger should continuously limit the neous ramp voltage, and so the output of the 710 is
charging current from the power line as a function of virtually always high. Thus, the thyristor is on for almost
time. This completely solid-state charger performs the the entire 180 ° switching cycle.
required regulation for a 12-volt automobile battery
At the other extreme, when the battery is almost fully
using asimple circuit built around the µA710 compara- charged, the voltage at pin 3 is practically equal to the
tor. Although designed for 220-v operation, the charger highest instantaneous ramp voltage, and so the thyristor
is easily adapted for 110-v service, making it suitable for is on for only asmall portion of the cycle. For intermediapplication in the U.S.
ate conditions, the thyristor will be on from between 0°
The comparator automatically adjusts the charging and 180 ° of the cycle. The maximum charging current is
current by sensing the battery voltage, which increases limited by the resistor R3.

Comparator circuit regulates
battery's charging current

Cutting down. This circuit progressively limits the amount of charging current through a standard 12-V automobile battery as it attains its
nominal terminal voltage from its discharged condition, thus avoiding cell damage. The single 710 comparator performs comparison regulation
functions. Other circuitry sets conditions where the thyristor can be fired over a0° to 180° cycle.

Power-sharing bridge circuit
improves amplifier efficiency
by Jim Edrington
Texas Instruments Inc., Austin, Texas
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This linear bridge amplifier offers several advantages in
driving motors and servo systems, including obtaining
maximum efficiency with asingle power supply and with
dc coupling, which as aresult reduces circuit complexity.
Most notable, however, is that the four transistors in the
amplifier will equally share load currents, as well as
simplifying the drive requirements. These factors permit
lower-cost transistors to be applied and allow their heat-
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sink requirements to be reduced.
Shown in (a) is one half of the bridge-type circuit,
which illustrates the amplifier's operation. Positive input
excursions from the driver turn on current sink Q2,with
a portion of Q2's collector current passing through tranVcc

RLOAD

vIN

sistor Q. Q3'S current flow causes source transistor Q 1to
turn on.
Because the majority of the flow must pass through Q 1
and Q2,the collector-to-emitter voltage of both transistors must be equal to ensure equal power dissipation.
This voltage-matching requirement is achieved by
clamping the gain of Q 1 to the voltage at the center of
the load with a zener diode. Thus the virtual center of
the load will be maintained at V./2 and VQ,ce = VQ,cel
provided RI = R2.The zener diode, DI,must have a
value of Vz = (V./2) — 1.4 to meet the requirement for
the reference potential.
Two of these circuits may be readily incorporated into
a full-bridge arrangement, as shown in (b.), that is suitable for driving electromechanical devices. Adding
diodes D2 through D5 isolate one branch's functions from
the other. With this configuration, each branch conducts
for half of the input cycle thereby eliminating virtually
all crossover difficulties.
The isolation diodes will alter the divider's center
voltage by 0.7 volts, however, and so the value of the
zener voltage must be slightly changed. In this case, it
will be V. = (V./2) — 1.4 + 0.7 = 11.3 V. In most
applications, selecting the nearest standard zener value
will suffice.

24 V

10 kS2

10 kS2
TIP645

TIP645

D
2 IC

1N914

1N914

1.5 kS2

R
2

2N2905

20 St

2N2905

1.5 kS2

VIN

1N5400

4.7 k1-2
V\A,

TIP640

1N5400
4.7 kS2

TI P640

10 kS-2
10 kS2

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

Divided driver. A rudimentary amplifier (a) may be designed so that Q1 and 02 carry equal load on a positive excursion of an input signal
using a zener diode of suitable value for biasing a load center to cause Vo,
co = Vo,e. Combining two such sections in a balanced bridge
arrangement (b) builds a dc-coupled amplifier that is simple, can run from one supply, and can ensure that all amplifiers may handle a
proportionate share of the power. This combination reduces electrical specifications of individual transistors, thereby reducing their cost.
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Avariety of
recording options
with flexible
data analysis later
The TEAC SR-50 and SR-30 are among
the most flexible data recorders available, with
an incredible ability to match themselves to
your particular application.
When recording, choose between widebandwidth FM, intermediate-bandwidth FM, and
optional DR formats. Then choose one of seven
switchable speeds. You'll be able to select the
optimum tradeoff between signal-to-noise ratio,
frequency response and recording time per reel.
A full 14 channels (7 with the SR-30),
bi-directional recording, auto calibration and
SR-50

a whole range of optional, plug-in modules and
accessories including a transport sequencer
and a track sequencer further increase the
possibilities.
When it comes time to analyze your data,
take advantage of the sophisticated
search-for-ID and search-by-tape-counter
functions to easily locate and process selected
portions of the tape. Using the optional GPIB
interface, you can connect the SR-50 or SR-30
to your computer system, allowing analysis of
recorded data by the computer with full
computer control of all transport functions.
The powerful SR-50 and SR-30.
Flexibility to handle any job you can
come up with.
SR-30

TEAC®

TEAC CORPORATION: 3-7-3 Naka-cho, Musashino, Tokyo, Japan Tel: (0422) 53-1111
•Hongkong Dah Chong Hong Ltd., Tel: 5-261111, 5-226258 •Australia Jacoby Mitchell Pty. Ltd .Tel

02) 26 2675 •South Africa Mayfair Sales (Pty) Ltd

Tel (011) 29-2921

• Belgium & Luxemburg Simac Electronics. Tel: 02-219.24 53 • Denmark Danbit, Tel (03) 141515 • France Tekelec Airtronic S.A Tel (1) 534-75-35 • Holland Simac
Electronics B.V
V. Tel 40-533725 •Italy A.E S S.E. S.P.A.. Tel 54.64 741-2-3 *Spain Ataio Ingenieros S.A., Tel 733 0562. 733 3700 •Sweden teleinstrument ab. Tel 08-380 370
•United Kingdom International Recorders Ltd ,Tel 04427 5959 •West Germany nbn Electronik GmbH, Tel 08152/390. U.S.A. B.J Wolfe Enterprise Inc Tel (213) 877-5518
•Canada R.H. Nichols Co.. Ltd.. Tel (416) 661-3190

Circle 112 on reader service card

circuit operation of the modified multiplexer.
Signals applied to the serial input are routed to output
1through the AND-OR gate combination, GIthrough G3,
with output 1connected to the alternate input of GIand
to the corresponding input of the next stage, G4 through
G6. The last three stages are connected similarly to form
by James A. Mears
achain of D latches (another good use for the 74157).
Dallas, Texas
Thus, when the clock is high, the input signal will pass
to the output, back to the alternate input and to the next
Useful and sometimes unusual logic functions may be stage. On the low-going clock edge, the output of the
found disguised as parts with other functional names, first stage is latched, and the signal is passed to the next
and they often offer circuit advantages not found in the stage's output. This process is repeated for each clock
part designed for agiven task. A good example of this transition, thereby shifting the signal through the regisprinciple is the 74157 quad two-input multiplexer, which ter. At any time, the register can be disabled (all outputs
low) by bringing the clear input high.
can serve in apinch as aclocked shift register.
Variations of this circuit can be built with the 74257,
Unlike other registers that advance on one edge of the
clock, it will shift on each successive transition. This which is equivalent to the 74157 but has three-state
attribute is particularly useful when it is necessary to outputs. The circuit can also be built with the 74158
process data at twice the clock frequency without using a (74157 with inverted outputs) by adding inverters to the
outputs and connecting them up as before. Registers
frequency doubler.
A good application for this type of register would be in may be cascaded by connecting the serial input to the
the timing chain of adynamic memory controller, where preceding stage's output.
it could give afine timing resolution without the need for
Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
a high-frequency clock. The pin functions in the figure and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly
have been renamed to give abetter understanding of the the circuit's operating principle and purpose. Well pay $75 for each item published.

Multiplexer does double duty
as dual-edge shift register

D

CLOCK

74157
QUAD TWO-INPUT
MULTIPLEXER

15
CLEAR

OUTPUT 1

SERIAL INPUT

OUTPUT 2

6

14

>

OUTPUT 3

OUTPUT 4

Disguise. Many logic chips can simulate
other functions, such as this 74157 quad
multiplexer, which performs well as a shift
register. This part also gives the added
advantage of dual-edge clocking, thus eliminating the need for frequency doublers in
such circuits as the timing chain of highresolution dynamic memory controllers.
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Engineer's notebook
Tl-59 program tracks satellites
in elliptical orbits
by Janos Molnar
Siófok, Hungary

This versatile program for the TI-59 can find orbital
parameters for man-made satellites that rotate in highly
elliptical paths around the earth. Quickly solving an
interrelated set of 26 equations based upon Kepler's laws
of planetary motion, it will serve as an invaluable satellite tracking tool for the astronomy buff.
The program first determines the major-axis elliptical
orbit, given the apogee (
HA) and perigee (Hp) of the
satellite path, with the aid of formulas 1and 2from the
equation set shown in the table. The rotating period of
the satellite (r) and its mean angular velocity (w) depend
only on the length of the major axis (a) and a few
natural constants and so r may be found.
Next, the time (t) relationship between the eccentric
anomoly (E) and the time measured from the point of
the perigee, (tp) is solved using formulas 4and 8. Then

the relationship between the instantaneous central angle
of the satellite (0) measured with respect to its elliptical
geometrical position is calculated by formulas 10 and 11.
The relationship between the axial rotation of the
earth and its corresponding satellite equatorial-ascending position helps to ascertain the relative earth-based
coordinates. These measurements are found with formulas 13, 14, and 15. Once the coordinates of the true
observing point and the trace points (subsatellite) points
are known, the spherical distance, elevation, and azimuth of the satellite may be found by applying formulas
12, 16, 17, 18, and 19.
Various properties of motion are also taken into consideration in this program. For instance, the attractive
force from the earth pushes asatellite into an elliptical
orbit and also rotates this orbit within a sphere. Slight
path displacements that occur in the satellite's orbit are
found by using formulas 21, 23, and 24. Perigee wandering and satellite nodal ascending time may be calculated
with formulas 20;22, 24, and 25.
An example illustrates the program's usefulness. Consider the case of an elliptical satellite in the Oscar series
of amateur radio vehicles located over Budapest, Hungary, that has 00 = 47.5 ° and Xo = 19.2°. A tracking
accuracy of r5 = 0.005 (n = 3) is desired. By entering an

LIST OF SYMBOLS
Symbol
A
a

Definition
azimuth angle measured from North Pole in the
horizontal plane (°)

orbital period, presented (min)
At

major axis (km)
parameter

tp

minor axis (km)

tpo

time of perigee passage (min)
intital perigee passage time (mm)
time difference (min)

D

distance traveled by the satellite from the observation
post (km)

E

eccentric anomaly (rad)

Ep

eccentric anomaly at perigee (rad)

e

elevation angle above the horizontal plane (°)

HA

altitude of apogee (km)

parameter

Hp

altitude of perigee (km)

orbital central angle between the perigee and the
satellite position (
0,
rad)

error limit of formula 9
eccentricity

o

inclination angle of the orbit that is related to the
equatorial plane (°)

Mp

earth's central angle between the perigee and the
observation post and the point of ground trace (°)

longitude of an ascending node (
0)
initial longitude of an ascending node 1°)

dimensionless term from the potential function

XEO

parameter

X0

longitude of observation post (
0)

mean anomaly-average angular velocity (rad/min)

As

longitude of the subsatellite point 1°)

angular velocity at perigee (rad/min)

earth's gravitational constant (km 3/s 2 1

root's precious number of formula 9

orbital central angle between the ascending node
and the satellite (' )

orbital radius (km)
RF

mean radius of earth (km)

RFC)

equatorial radius of earth (km)

Ep

11,0

amount of perigee I°, rad)
initial perigee argument (°, rad)
time measured from perigee passage (mm)

time interval between two successive perigee passes,
anomalistic period, calculated (min)

00

latitude of observation post (
0)

TE

actual time of equatorial ascending node (h, min s1

OP

latitude of the perigee (
0)

TN

nodal orbital period (mm)

Es

latitude of the subsatellite point (
0)

Tx

rotation period of orbital plane (min1,
(OF

angular velocity of the earth (
0,
min)

rotations period of perigee in orbital plane (min)
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time between the ascending node and the satellite
position (min)

mean angular velocity (rad/min)
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INTEGRATED EQUATION SET FOR SATELLITE-ORBIT ANALYSIS

HA + Hp

.
+ RF

(14)

(1)

a-

(2)

e-

(3)

2r
(...) = T.
«
= 60 N/µa -3

(4)

rp = sin -1 {

2

Ø

= sin -1 { sin isin E

HA - Hp
2a

(15)

sin Ø

As

-

cos i
. cos_l { cos E 1
(cos
cos o
s

coFt + X

p

(16)

sin i

à = cos -1 {sin (1)o sin Os
+cos øo cos Os

Sp = E; for 0° < t< 90°

cos (As

180° - rp

XO)

for 90° <t < 270°
360° + E;
for 270° <

where t = (Xp cos _l

(5)

Ep

I

(17) e = tan -1f nips ei
sin A

e< 360°

(19)

r e+cos Ep
1+e cos Ep

=

IA1 = cos -1
fsin Os - sin 00 cos A 1
1

Ep = E; for 0 < Op
= 27r - E; for 0

Op

Ep -e sin Ep

(6)

tp -

(7)

t = K At = T°-E
T

(8)

j

)sign (cos

(19)

sin à cos 00

= R N/1+r -2ecosA

Mp

sign (e)

(20)

Ep = Ep o

360,1t - t
po )/TE

(21)

TS -

(22)

XE = XE0 ±360, (t - t
p.)/Tx

(23)

Tx

(24)

T

M = (.0(t - t
p) =
r = rfor0<r<T

B (5 cos 2 i- 1)/2

= r-TforT<r
(9)
(10)

0 = e sin E - E + M
0' -

cos

1

flc_osfEcosEe

B cos i

0" = O'forO<E<Ir
= -0' + 27r for r < E < 27r

j

(11)

+

(H A1

where 8 = 0" (180/r) sign (M )

RFO +

1

2
1

B

RFO +1

R = all -ecos
(25) TN = T [1

(12)

J

= -R

1)

5 ws2

2

(Rap) 2 ]
(13)

E = Sp -I- 0

(26)

S=

if (E 0 ) f(E)1

Constants

RF

= 6,371.0 km

RF, = 6,378.2 km
J

= 1.627 X (10 -3 )

p

= 398,603 km 3 /S 2

COF

0.25 ° /min

PRINTER OUTPUT FOR TI-59 ELLIPTICAL SATELLITE TRACKING PROGRAM
TIM (1 )

L(X s )

F(Ó s )

à

e

A

D

E

R

0.00

0.00

0.00

50.35

-9.33

154.72

-6,502.06

0.01

8,332.85

100.00

52.65

96.61

47.51

31.00

53.41

23,573.59

108.58

27,404.14

200.00

38.82

98.36

55.86

25.44

67.59

34,876.05

131.63

38,050.33

300.00

27.28

85.23

54.42

27.88

86.94

38,684.83

146.88

42,042.81

629.50

-56.80

105.10

126.19

-56.45

137.41

-

14,849.06

266.12

10,168.44

659.50

9.50

-159.09

122.98

-56.57

2.01

-

13,354.96

11.35

8,770.73
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PRINTER LISTING: TI-59 PROGRAM FOR ELLIPTICALLY ORBITING SATELLITES

Location

Key

000

LBL

043

7

086

RCL

129

STO

172

06

215

001

A'

044

2

087

18

130

00

173

INV

216

RCL

002

(

045

4

088

SUM

131

IX I

174

GE

217

003

STO

046

3

089

30

132

EXC

175

CE

218

26
.-.

004

09

047

0

090

RCL

133

00

176

sr

219

SBR

005

SIN

048

SBR

091

30

134

OP

177

>

220

DEG

006

X

049

1

092

RTN

135

10

178

2

221

STO

007

RCL

050

2

093

LBL

136

STO

179

222

37

008

20

051

1

094

26

180

RCL

223

SIN

—

052

SBR

095

DEG
+

137

009

138

CLR

181

27

224

X

010

RCL

053

1

096

3

139

STO

182

=

225

RCL

011

09

054

2

097

6

140

01

183

STO

226

14

012

+

055

7

098

0

141

RAD

184

27

227

SIN

013

RCL

056

SBR

099

142

PGM

185

LBL

228

=

014

00

057

100

INV

143

08

186

CE

229

INV

015

)

058

1
7

101

INT

144

E

187

RCL

230

SIN

016

RTN

059

5

102

X

145

COS

188

27

231

STO

017

LBL

060

SBR

103

3

146

X

189

X

232

31

018

(

061

1

104

6

147

RCL

190

1

233

RCL

019

OP

062

5

105

0

148

20

191

8

234

37

020

04

063

4

106

=

149

192

0

235

021

RC.

064

SBR

107

RTN

150

1

193

COS
+

022

28

065

LBL

151

=

194

7

237

RCL

OP

066

1
1

108

023

109

C

152

+/—

195

=

238

31

024

06

067

3

110

STO

153

STO

196

PRD

239

025

OP

068

SBR

111

154

26

240

COS
...

00

069

1

112

155

38
+

197

026

30
+

198

DEG

241

INV

027

CLR

070

1

113

RCL

156

(

199

RCL

242

COS

028

1

071

6

114

17

157

RCL

200

21

243

STO

029

SUM

072

SBR

115

=

158

06

201

PRO

244

32

030

28

073

(

116

INV

159

COS

202

38

245

1

031

074

7

117

INT

160

203

RCL

246

8

032

LBL
.,-

075

7

118

X

161

RCL

204

0

RTN

076

SBR

119

RCL

162

20

205

19
+

247

033

248

X-,--'T

034

LBL

077

I

120

17

163

=

206

RCL

249

RCL

035

D'

078

3

121

164

1/X

207

38

250

37

036

3

079

5

122

RCL

165

INV

208

=

251

INV

037

0

080

SBR

123

24

166

COS

209

STO

252

GE

038

STO

081

1

124

=

167

STO

210

39

253

)

039

28

082

ADV

125

X

168

27

211

LBL

254

RCL

040

FIX

083

RTN

126

RCL

169

7T

212

E+

255

32

041

02

084

LBL

127

22

170

X •--- T

213

RCL

256

+/-

042

3

085

X -.'1-

128

171

RCL

214

12

257

+

236

+

Instructions
• Key in program, first partitioning calculator for 40 data registers by entering (4) OP* 17
• Enter earth coordinates of observation pointland accuracy index to which orbital parameters are to be found:
(0 0 ), A, (Xo), RIS,I
n), RIS
• Specify orbital parameters of apogee and perigee (km), inclination of orbit relative to equatorial plane (° ), argument
of perigee (
0 1, longitude of ascending node (° ), and actual time equatorial ascending (if known),in hours (h). minutes(min),
seconds (d,):
(
HAI, RIS,(Hp), RIS,V), RIS,(1p), RIS,(
XE), RIS,(
TE ), RIS
Calculator will display satellite's orbital time, T, in minutes, between two successive perigee passes after entry of Hp
• Press B' to find initial coordinates of satellite's perigee point as observed from specified earth location:
t, (P s ,Xs ,A,

e, A, D,E, and R are printed

• Select intervals of time at which satellite's position is to be found from its ascending node and time from its ascending
node to the final satellite coordinates of interest:
(At), 13, (t), C
Program finds orbital parameters from TE

to

t, in steps of At

• Alternatively, specify the actual (real) time in from which the orbital parameters are to be found in steps
of new At:
(At), 8, (11, D
• Press R/S RST CLR to terminate program
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258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321

3
6
0
=
STO
32
LBL
I
RCL
32
X
RCL
25
=
+
RCL
13
RCL
30
X
.
2
5
0
6
8
4
=
SBR
DEG
STO
32
RCL
11
=
COS
X
RCL
31
COS
X
RCL
10
COS
+
RCL
31
SIN
X
RCL
10
SIN
,
STO
28
INV
COS
STO
33
RCL
28

322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385

RCL
39
,
÷
RCL
33
SIN
=
INV
TAN
STO
34
OP
10
STO
36
1
RCL
39
X2
2

x

RCL
39
X
RCL
28
=
V5T
x
RCL
38
=
PRD
36
RCL
31
SIN
RCL
28
X
RCL
10
SIN
,
÷
RCL
10
COS
÷
RCL
33
SIN
=
INV
COS
STO
35
SBR
D'
I
FF

386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449

00
,
NOP
SBR
X---' T
IF F
01
DMS
GTO
C
LBL
DMS
INV
FIX
÷
6
0
RCL
23
,
2
4
=
INV
INT
X
2
4
=
INV
DMS
LBL
D
STF
01
FIX
04
PRT
STO
29
DMS
RCL
23
=
CP
GE
STF
+
2
4
=
LBL
STF
X
6
0
,
GTO
C
LBL
A

apogee of 35,786 kilometers, a perigee of 1,500 km, and
the previously mentioned parameters, X. and 0., the
satellite's orbital time is discovered to be 656.195 minutes.
Now entering the angle of inclination relative to the
equatorial plane (57°), the argument of the perigee
(329.74 °), the longitude of the ascending node (0 °), and
the actual time of equatorial ascending (13.1530), given
an interval of time equal to 100 min at which the
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450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513

STO
10
R/S
STO
11
R/S
STO
08
+/INV
LOG
÷
2
STO
03
.
EXC
08
R/S
STO
15
STO
20
STO
21
R/S
STO
16
IN V
SUM
20
SUM
21
2
INV
PRO
20
INV
PRD
21
6
3
7
1
STO
19
SUM
21
RCL
21
INV
PRD
20
yx

1
.
5
+/X
3
7
8
8
1

514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545

=
STO
22
1/X
X

546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577

24
RAD
COS

lt

X
2
=
STO
17
R/S
STO
14
COS
OP
10
STO
25
RCL
14
R/S
STO
12
X
77

÷
1
8
0
=
STO

RCL
20
=
÷
(
1
+
RCL
20
X
RCL
24
COS
,
INV
COS
STO
24
1
8
0
X T
RCL
12
INV
GE
1/X
RCL

578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609

24
+/+
2
X

610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637

02
RCL
12
R/S
STO
13
RTN
STO
23
DMS
EXC
23
RTN
LBL
B'
STF
00
GTO
22+
LBL
B
STO
18
INV
STF
00
CLR
RTN

li

,
STO
24
LBL
1/X
RCL
24
RCL
20
X
RCL
24
SIN
-,
÷
RCL
22
,
STO
24
DEG
6
.
3
STO

satellite's position is to be known, the set of data
displayed in the table on page 147 is obtained by the
program. The first four rows of the table is for the
stipulated condition. The last two rows represent At
being changed to 30 min and T* changed to 23.4500. 111
Engineer's notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $75 for each item published.
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Engineer's newsletter
Filters optimize
digital radios

Learn all about
AT&T's X.25

One transistor
upgrades TTL clock

Improve optocoupler
protection circuits

150

Digital radio system designers will undoubtedly welcome the recent laborsaving research carried out by Larry J. Greenstein and Diane Vitello of
Bell Laboratories in Holmdel, N. J. Since widely used digital radio modulations such as quaternary-phase-shift keying, minimum-shift keying, and
sinusoidal-frequency-shift keying usually require some sort of transmitter
filtering before they comply with the Federal Communications Commission's spectrum emission rules, the Bell engineers have developed numerical solutions to the problem of ascertaining which Butterworth and
Chebyshev filters have the largest bandwidth allowable under those rules.
The results, calculated for the 6-GHz common-carrier band, are accurate
to within a few percent for the 4- and 11 -GHz bands. For further
information, write to the authors at Bell Laboratories, Crawford Corner
Rd., Holmdel, N. J. 07733.

American Telephone & Telegraph Co. has joined IBM to support the
international packet switching standard known as X.25. Manufacturers of
data-communications equipment that will hook up to AT&T'S advanced
communication service (Acs) will want to know what the telephone
company means by its basic data transport network services. For the
descriptive technical reference, send $11 to the Publishers Data Center Inc.
at P. 0. Box C738, Pratt Street Station, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11205.

The use of a Schmitt-input inverter as a simple pulse generator may be
common practice, but the circuit suffers from two drawbacks: '
the rn,
input bias current places apractical upper limit of about 2,000 0 on the
resistor; and low-frequenèy operation demands the use of alarge electrolytic capacitor, which in turn makes the circuit sensitive to power supply
variations. According to A. A. Zuarets of the Nuclear Medicine division at
Elscint Ltd.'s Advanced Technology Center in Haifa, Israel, these difficulties can be overcome by adding an emitter follower at the input to the
inverter. With this circuit the resistor value can be hundreds of kilohms.
This makes it possible to use smaller and more stable capacitors and
operate at low frequencies with the bonus of improved power supply
rejection. Zuarets can be reached at P. 0. Box 5258, Haifa 31-051, Israel.

Peter H. Schwartz of Sunnyvale, Calif., points out that the optocoupler
protection circuit shown in Engineer's Notebook [Electronics, Sept. 8,
p. 153] has several potential problems. For example, the maximum
permissible reverse voltage across alight-emitting diode is typically low (in
the case of the 4N33, 3v at most), and this may not be enough for this
circuit. Moreover, the 4N33 is a Darlington-output device—while sensitive, it is slow to turn on, taking from 5to 10 its. And finally, because of
the 4N33's Darlington configuration, its turn-on voltage is too high to be
compatible with Tr', logic—for example, the flip-flop shown must be
complementary-mos.
A possible cure, writes Schwartz, is to insert 1N4148 diodes in series
with the optocoupler input LEDs, and to bridge those LEDs with resistors in
the 50-k0 range. Substitution of 6N137-type optocouplers for the 4N33
devices would also be helpful. One HCPL-2630 from Hewlett-Packard
would replace both optocouplers.
-Harvey J. Hindin
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FASTER OCTALS AND
PUSHY DRIVERS
No less than twenty-one new Plessey
CMOS MSI devices for buffering, decoding,
interfacing and selection in high speed/low
power microprocessor and memory
subsystems. And fast. Like 25ns typical tpd.
Then, eleven new driver and interface
circuits. Latched HEX and BCD LED
drivers guaranteed to 20mA for areally
bright display. 30 and 32 bit shift registers
with parallel outputs for driving LCD

displays. And ahigh-speed 5V to 12V level
shifter.
Like most Plessey CMOS circuits, they
are in volume production using the highest
performance 5-micron process worldwide
-ISO-CMOS. And they're multi-sourceable
too.
Full data available direct from your
nearest Plessey office or through the
reader information service.

MORE GREAT CMOS DEALS FROM PLESSEY

Creedal!.
Plessey Semiconductors Limited, Kernbrey Park, Swindon, Wiltshire SN2 6BA. Tel: (0793) 694994 Tx: 449637
Plessey Semiconductors, 1641Kaiser Avenue, Irvine, California 92714, USA. Tel: 714 540 9979 TWX 910 595 1930
and worldwide including:
Belgium, Brussels. Tel: 02 733 9730 Tx 22100. Brazil, Sao Paulo. Tel: 011 247 0211 Tx: 1123328
France, Paris. Tel: 776 4106 Tx: 620789F Italy, Milan. Tel: 3452081 Tx: 331347. Netherlands, Noordwijk. Tel: 01719 19207 Tx: 32088
South Africa, Pretoria. Tel: 34511 Tx: 53 0277. Spain, Madrid. Tel: 248 12 18/248 38 82 Tx: 42701
Sweden, Stockholm. Tel: 08 235540 Tx: 10558. Switzerland, Zurich. Tel: 50 36 55 Tx: 11963
West Germany Munchen. Tel: 089 23 62 1Tx: 5215322
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Circle 113 on reader service card

151

THE BEST PLACE TO
WORK ON YOUR OWN IDEAS
IS NOTAT WORK.
Until now, the most sophisticated
support we give every Data General corncomputers were found at work. Which
puter. And when you've really taken off,
meant anyone who needed acomputer to
develop his own ideas did so before anyone
arrived in the morning. Or after everyone
left at night.
Fortunately, that is no longer necessary. For some of the best parts of a
big computer can now be had in a
computer small enough (and inexpensive enough) to fit into anyone's budget (personal or corporate).
The MPT/100 computer you
see here.
The MPT/100 runs amultitasking FORTRAN and amultitasking PASCAL that executes at
assembly language speeds. An ANSIcompatible BASIC that lets you write
quickly large programs that take up a
small amount of space. A full range of
user-friendly aids like aCommand Line
Interpreter, aMenu Editor, and aDebugger. And MP/OS, one of the most advanced operating systems in the business.
Such systems software is not only familiar and consequently easy to use. It also lets
you get your software up and running faster.
So you (and your ideas) can be on the road
while everyone else is still on the drawing
board.
You (and your ideas) can go anywhere in the world. Because we give the
MPT/100 computer the same worldwide

i

1

accepts the standard microNOVA
you can grow with all your software, all
your peripherals, everything you've learned. peripherals, including Data General
Because we've gone to great lengths to make Winchester-type disks. As well as your
own interfaces. And two synchronous/
our computers get along with each other.
asynchronous communications ports proWhat, you may ask, is inside the
grammable
to 19.2K baud.
computer? A 16-bit microNOVA comAnd ahost of operating features
puter. 64K-bytes of memory. 80-column
you'll have to see in action.
by 24-line screen. Full keyboard with
The point here is that with an
numeric pad. 716-KB of on-line storage
MPT/100 computer of your own, there is
on two 358-KB mini-diskettes.
no
reason why you can't do what alot of
Out back you'll find an I/O bus that
other companies have done with other
Data General computers.
Like Sutnmagraphics Corporation of
Fairfield, Connecticut, acompany whose
Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) systems
have made their customer's draftsmen
3-10 times more productive. An achievement that has tripled Surrunagraphics
systems business in 20 months.
If you would like more information about the MPT/100 computer,
call your local Data General office,
your Data General manufacturer's
representative, or one of the distributors listed below. Or write
us at MS C-228, 4400 Computer Drive,Westboro,
MA 01580.
We would suggest, however, that you ask us to send
this information to your home.
Unless, of course, you're planning to use the MPT/100 to work on your
hot new project at work.
MPT/100 computers are available for
delivery from SCHWEBER, HALLMARK, KIERULFF, ALMAC/
STROUM and R.A. E. in Canada.

Data General

We take care of our own.
microNOVA is aregistered trademark of Data General Corporation. C) 1981, Data General Corporation.
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WANTED

Rectifiers with 25ns reverse recovery time,
from Ito 30 amps, and forward voltage
as low as .82 volts.

FOUND

Fast Epitaxial Rectifiers that give the
highest performance at the lowest price.
At last, power supply and circuit
designers have asingle source for a
complete range of high-reliability,
low-cost Fast Epitaxial Rectifiers.
It's General Instrument Discrete
Semiconductor Division.
No other manufacturer can match
our combination of Superectifier®
reliability, superior performance
and low cost.
We've abroad range of product,
too. From 1to 30 amps; 50, 100,

150 and 200 volts. In three different
packages —Axial-leaded, TO-220
and TO-3.
Axial-leaded Fast Epitaxial Rectifiers are from 1to 6amps in both
Glass-Amp II® and Superectifier®
configurations. Leads and junction
are brazed at greater than 600°C.
The junction is opaque-glass passivated. And each Superectifier® is
then encapsulated with UL-listed,
flame-retardant epoxy.

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
Circle 154 on reader service card

The TO-220 and TO-3 packages
also have glass passivated junctions.
The TO-220 is epoxy encapsulated.
The TO-3 is hermetically sealed
in ametal can.
For immediate product delivery,
complete technical data or our latest
catalog, call your authorized distributor or General Instrument
Discrete Semiconductor Division,
600 West John Street, Hicksville,
New York 11801. (516) 733-3333.
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Emulator links to personal computer
$1,495 5-MHz in-circuit emulator with full set of features
works with Apple II and Intel development systems

by Martin Marshall, San Francisco regional bureau

As the personal computer has begun
to do, an inexpensive in-circuit emulator may foster another cottage
industry. The Apple II made it economical for the professional to bring
computing power into his house; but
the professional electronics engineer
whose pet project was to develop a
microprocessor-based system would
be stymied because he still lacked
the in-circuit emulation tools to marry his software ideas to his breadboard prototype—until, that is, the
introduction of atruly low-cost 8-bit
emulator unit from a Taiwan-based
company.
The company is MicroTek International of Hsinchu, Taiwan, which
has established a U. S. marketing
arm called MicroTek Lab Inc.,
located in Gardena, Calif. The firm
has developed a two-board slave
module which sells for $1,495 and
consists of a general-purpose board
and a target-processor board. The
processor-specific boards are currently available for the 8085A, Z80,
6502, NSC 800, 8048, 8049, and
8050, with more to follow.
The Z80A is also included, but the
Z8OB can only be implemented at
speeds up to the emulator's limit of 5
MHz. A multiple-processor board
called Micetrap is also available,
with emulation boards for the 6809
and Z8000 processors and 2716,
2732, and 2764 erasable
programmable read-only
memories due out by the
end of the year.
The use for MICE (for
micro in-circuit emulator) is
clearly more than as ahome
tinkerer's tool. Just as the
home computer turned up in
a large number of small-
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business environments, the MICE
unit will find its way into a large
number of price-sensitive laboratory
development stations, because its
feature set in many cases surpasses
units costing upwards of $3,000.
One particularly useful feature is
its control over direct memory
access, including disabling DMA in
software. Another benefit is that the
target system retains full user memory and input/output spaces, which
is not so with some emulators developed by microprocessor manufacturers. It also has a 32-bit-wide trace
memory, which retains 256 cycles,
and emulation memory of 8-K bytes
of static random-access memory, not
to mention an assembler, atwo-pass
disassembler, and control of nonmaskable interrupts, interrupt requests, and bus requests.
In addition, optional software
drivers ($99 each) allow it to upload
and to download to either an Apple
II or an Intel series 800 or later
development system. The MICE unit
can also be used solely with aterminal in asetup designed for the evaluation of microprocessors.
The MICE unit lacks almost nothing but a real-time breakpoint feature. Instead, it has a software
breakpoint function with a loopcounting option. It can both enable
and disable traps, holds, and inter-

rupts, as well as single-step and single-cycle the target system.
Its control processor module is run
by an 8085 at 6.1 MHz, and it has
from 8- to 16-K bytes of ROM and Ito 2-K bytes of RAM, as well as an
RS-232-C interface to a modem or
terminal capable of running at rates
selectable from 110 to 9,600 b/s.
The emulation adds atarget processor operating at maximum speed or
at aclock speed supplied by the user,
adding 8-K bytes of RAM with
switch-selectable addressing and
write-protection.
The MICE uses a command set
consisting of any of 22 commands
that are entered with single keystrokes. This includes two different
download commands, one for Tektronix-format development systems
and one for Intel-format development systems. It also includes ahelp
command that prints or displays the
command table as a form of selfcontained documentation. Notes MicroTek Lab president Bobo Wang:
"There are some super-powerful ho
commands in which a single input
command can sample any port up to
256 times at intervals from 1to 256
ms. A single output command can
program the majority of LSI peripheral chips."
Delivery of the Micetrap multiprocessor module and the first batch
of 8-bit processor emulators is immediate. Since
MicroTek has yet to set
up a dealer network, inquiries will be handled
through aSan Franciscobased representative.
GYC Inc., 2338 Divisadero St.,
San Francisco, Calif.

94115.

Phone (415) 568-3720 [338]
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Software aids high-tech managers
System is designed to manage complex parts inventories
and simplify sales-analysis and quote-tracking tasks
by James B. Brinton, Boston bureau manager
One of the risks of high-technology
ventures is the typical engineer's
lack of management ability. Venture
capitalists and entrepreneurs will
thus be glad to know that now there
is software available that can help
compensate for this weakness,
whether in new or existing hightechnology firms.
The FM/3000 manufacturing
control and accounting system from
Computer Solutions Inc. is specifically slanted toward the problems of
high-technology managers. It is a
data-base—oriented system running
on Hewlett-Packard's 3000 series of
minicomputers. Priced at $35,000, it
includes vendor-performance, purchasing-analysis, purchasing-order,
inventory-control, and manufacturing-resource—planning modules as
well as the typical accounts-payable
and -receivable and general ledger
subsystems. There also are salesanalysis and quote-tracking modules.
"What we offer that our competition does not," says Mitchell E.
Kertzman, president of CS, "is the
sort of software that high-tech firms
need. General-purpose management

software is either too slow, cumbersome, or just doesn't pay attention to
their special needs" —techniques for
coping with hot competition, long
lead times, short product lifetimes,
frequent technological change, and
dramatic growth.
FM/3000 is tailored for use by
people unfamiliar with data processing. It is menu-based and prompts
users to the needed files; its help
function bails out users if the software asks questions they cannot
answer; its browse function opens
files and lets users scroll through
records alphabetically or numerically; finally, there is a document generation system that lets users select
the type and the sorting criteria of
data and generate reports almost
instantly.
Inventory rigor. FM/3000's inventory management approach may
strike the most resonant chord with
electronics businessmen. Kertzman
describes it as a method of "enforcing rigor in the engineering and
manufacturing departments without
loss of freedom—a good way to prevent needless inventory growth. Often, engineering will order materials

Modularity eases transition
Because of its modularity, the FM/3000 high-technology management software can be brought on line without inconveniencing the company it is
supposed to help. The first step usually is entry of inventory data and can
take one to two weeks for smaller firms; this allows the resource-planning
function to begin operating, however, and gives managers control that can
gradually be extended to the rest of the organization.
Although the modules are available separately, their total cost would be
about $60,000. However, for $85,000 total, Computer Systems will deliver
a complete hardware-software system with an HP 3000-40 minicomputer,
HP 2622 display console, printer, a 67-megabyte Winchester storage with
streaming-tape backup, and FM/3000 software.
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that may be in stock but hard to
locate. There is also a tendency to
order parts very similar to other
parts. Both actions can drive up
inventory and stocking costs."
With FM/3000, instead of consulting a parts book that may be out
of date, an engineer can consult a
display terminal and browse through
the list of parts in stock by category.
Stock is entered in the FM/3000
data base upon acceptance, and key
electrical parameters are noted.
Inventory projections are a keystone of manufacturing management
and cost control. The FM/3000
package includes routines that take
either marketing's or manufacturing's estimates of units to be sold or
produced, refer to stored bill-ofmaterials data for these units, and
then forecast parts usage rates and
reorder times.
The explode function takes product forecast data and a bill of materials, generating a list of parts
needed for, say, a year's production.
The simulate function forecasts
parts needs based on rates of use ánd
lead times for delivery; it also refers
to the bill of materials.
A vendor file tracks past delivery
performance, duration, promptness,
and the proportion of parts rejected
at incoming inspection. All this data,
plus the output of the explode and
simulate functions, produces astatistically honest forecast of lead time
between a purchasing order and
receipt of sufficient materials for
production needs. From this point, it
is ashort step to semiautomatic purchase-order generation.
Most systems for manufacturing
resource planning force firms to
enter parts in inventory before trans-
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Dolch.
advanced logic analysis

32 to 64 Channels plus Mnenomics.
Trace it all - fast - and diassemble your
code into Mnemonics. When you have a
sophisticated job to do, don't get bogged
down in machine code. The Dolch LAM
3250 logic analyzer gives you the channels
you need to trace data, address, port and
control lines. And Dolch makes sure you'll
be able to handle future needs with channel
expansion to 48 or even 64 channels.

takes care of clock, timing and signal interfacing so you don't have to worry about
signal conditions.

Hook up fast, too. Dolch personality probes
clip right over your CPU chips so you don't
waste valuable time connecting dozens of
individual hooks on IC pins. And the probe

Don't settle for less than Dolch. The LAM
3250 is truly a universal logic analyzer
with recording speeds of up to 50 MHz,
sophisticated sequential triggering, mul-
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Store your setups. The Dolch LAM 3250
lets you hold setups in a nonvolatile memory. Six files of menu and display configurations can be stored for up to three
months without power. You don't have to
reprogram every time you power up.

tilevel clocking, and 1K-deep source and
reference memories.
See ademonstration. You'll appreciate the
difference in Dolch. For details on the
Dolch LAM 3250, or any of our other
trouble-shooting tools, write: Dolch Logic
Instruments, Inc., 230 Devcon Drive,
San Jose, CA 95112. Or call tollfree: (800)
538-7506; in California call (408) 998-5730.

DDLCH
LOGIC

INSTRUMENTS
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We call it
EPROM Programmer
but it's more than that.
EPROM Programmer &

Emulator
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The lowest price and

best price

1. No Need for expensive personality modules, CRC-80WA supports the following
EPROMs.
2708/2758/2716/2732/2516/2532
2. In-Circuit Emulation capability with optional probe.
An external probe from CRC-80WA, terminating in Z80 or 8085 compatible 40 PIN
connector, forms the interface to the user
system. A CPU chip in the user system may
be emulated. CRC-80WA allows the designer
to use his hardware and software to help
debug each other as they are developed.

performance ratio!

during debug sessions without the need for
reprogramming of PROM memory.
111 Program Mode
•Auto programming
check •Copy

•Verify check

• Erase

• Monitor Mode
•Go
•Step
•Break
•Change memory
•move brock memory
• Punch and load
paper tape
•Save and load audio tape
•Display memory •Change registor •Display registor
• Serial I/O Interfaces
•TTL level (110/4800 Baud rates)
•20mA Current Loop (110/4800 Baud rates)
•RS232C level (110/4800 Baud rates)
Ill Power Supply
SAC 115V 50/60Hz 20Watts

3. In-Circuit RAM capability with optional
probe.
CRC-80WA connects to the PROM socket
in the user system through 24 PIN probe.
CRC-80WA supplies 4K bytes of static RAM
memory as a replacement for the user PROM.

• Size
255mm (W) x 155mm (D) x 75mm (H)

It is used for the execution of the user software. The user programs can be easily altered

11 Weight
1.5 kg

Write today for more mforrnatio

Er®OG'Cwoh
2-19-3, Minamisaiwai-machi, Nishi-ku, Yokohama 220, Japan
Tel: (045) 314-6321
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fer to incoming inspection. But
FM/3000 considers parts available
from stock only when they have
passed incoming testing. Parts in test
are noted in the data base and, if
urgently needed, FM/3000 flags
management that incoming tests
should be rescheduled.
According to Kertzman, hightechnology firms tend to order materials for billing directly to work in
progress, but ordinary purchasingorder software does not account for
this. With FM/3000, users can order
for billing to inventory, awork or job
order, or a general ledger account.
The data base can be oriented to
bills of materials as well, yielding
ones like those used by engineering
as part of a product description.
"Having this 80m-handling function," says Kertzman, "saves time
that would otherwise be spent recreating similar Boms and justifying
them with other departments."
Quote tracking. With the
FM/3000's price-quote tracking and
sales-analysis routines, sales people's
performance can be analyzed relative to the market, other territories,
to each other, and so on. Quotes can
be watched from the arrival of a
request for a quote and the company's response to it and can be continually monitored and categorized as
pending, won, lost, or abandoned.
FM/3000 is so comprehensive,
feels CS vice president David DeWan, that if managers keep its data
base current and frequently check
the reports displayed by the system
on a cathode-ray tube, their course
of action should be obvious.
The system's ancestors have been
evolving since 1974, largely in
response to requests for specific
functions from high-technology
users. cs's customer list includes
GTE, Data General, and Foxboro.
"They have used the system for some
time," says DeWan, "and their suggestions have shaped it." Now cs is
moving out of the custom software
business and into the merchant market with FM/3000. It is available for
immediate delivery.
Computer Solutions Inc., 950 Watertown St.,

We are now seeking

Newton,

arepresentative.

1300 [339]

Mass. 02165. Phone (617) 332-
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No noise
is good noise.
When it comes to accurate
test systems, no noise is
good noise. And Fairchild's
new Series 80 Analog Test
System generates practically
no noise at all.
With true 16-bit resolution, the Series 80 allows
you to test to atighter spec.
That means reliable and repeatable measurement. So
you throw out fewer components,
because you can reduce your
guard bands. It also means that
you can test low-current parts
without special rigging. All this
means greater profitability.
It's simple. We solved the
noise problem by considering
the physics of noise, and scientifically determining signal/cable
routing and RFI/ MI shielding.
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We're the only ones who do.
And we know what we're talking about, because the accuracy
of our measuring system is within .005%.
So, if you've got op amps,
voltage regulators, comparators,
AD/DA converters or telecommunications devices to be tested,
you can't beat this system for
quality performance.

Because this new standard of the industry is genuine good news. And not
just alot of noise.
For more information,
contact Fairchild Test
Systems Group, 1601Technology Drive, San Jose,
California 95115, (408) 998-0123,
Ext. 2294. Fairchild Camera and
Instrument Corporation.

FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company

The
First Family
of All
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Components
16-bit converter
adds little THD
Digital-to-analog hybrid
settles in 5 µS for use
in stereo equipment
With the pulse-code modulation formats of new-wave digital audio systems demanding better converter
performance, Burr-Brown Research
Corp. is responding with products to
fill this need. The firm's PCM50KG
16-bit, hybrid digital-to-analog converter has a rapid 5-µs typical settling time.
Most applications of the
PCM50KG d-a converter will be in
studio equipment, predicts Clay Taturn, director of corporate planning.
But since it can also operate with a
14-bit resolution, the single-package
hybrid should find uses in stereo
units, too.
Although some hybrid and monolithic 16-bit d-a converters are currently available, they need an external voltage reference, operational
amplifiers, or buffers, which drive up
prices, according to Tatum. "BurrBrown just now has reached the
point where a single-package DAC

650-V transistor
integrates diode
Three 15-A bipolar devices
and afast 5-A, 1,000-V unit
added to Switchmax line
The growing popularity in Europe of
single-transistor forward-converter
designs for switching power supplies
is creating a hole RCA will attempt
to fill with high-voltage additions to
its Switchmax line of bipolar transistors. Just announced are the
2N6754, a fast npn transistor rated
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can be built for less," he says. The
price of the PCM50 is $49.95 in lots
of 100, with delivery from stock or
within three weeks.
A fast settling time is important
for stereo systems where multiplexing between channels requires at
least 8-µs speed. Furthermore, the
PCM50 has awide dynamic range of
96 dB and 0.003% total harmonic
distortion (typical) at full-scale
range. Maximum distortion is only
0.02% at — 15 dB. (Both specifications have a 16-bit resolution; a 14bit resolution results in slightly higher distortion.)
Other key specifications include
typical differential linearity of
0.0015% of full-scale range and typical drift of ±25 parts per million of
full scale per °C. Warm-up time is a
minimum of 1minute.

The PCM50 is the second in BurrBrown's conversion product line for
digital audio systems, following the
PCM75 analog-to-digital converter
[Electronics, Sept. 22, p. 246]. In
addition to professional recording
and stereo equipment, the converters
are suitable for industrial vibrationanalysis measuring equipment as
well as sonic, sonar, and acoustic
instrumentation, according to the
company.
The PCM50 converter contains an
internal voltage reference, comes in
aceramic package, and weighs 8.4 g.
It is compatible with the Electronic
Industry Association of Japan's
specifications for audio systems
(EIAJSTC-007).

at up to 1,000 v that conducts 5 A
with a maximum saturation voltage
of 1v, and the 2N677-4, -5, and -6,
aseries of 15-A parts with integrated
commutating diodes and base-emitter resistors.
Although many power mos fieldeffect-transistor makers are at or
near the 1,000-v benchmark, none
can offer the 150-w dissipation and
$5.15 price tag (in 100-unit lots) of
the 6754. And, according to Frank J.
Rohr, power devices marketing
manager, "RCA's marketing force in
Europe has identified a strong and
growing need for this kind of part."
Along with the high-voltage capability, the 6754's 0.5-µs turn-on time
and 3.4-µs turn-off time will allow it

to be used in switching power supplies and motor controllers operating
from 240-v power mains.
Pushing bipolars to the 1,000-v
level is mostly a matter of passivation technology, but beyond that
point speed would be degraded. "For
the moment," says Rohr, "further
transistor development is aimed at
higher currents—higher-voltage
parts will be turning to thyristor
structures."
Meanwhile, the 6774 series is
offering cost and performance advantages in the 450-to-650-v range
by incorporating antiparallel diodes
in the transistor structure, a move
often seen in power Darlington
design. This is accomplished by

Burr-Brown

Research

Corp.,

P. O.

Box

11400, Tucson, Ariz. 85734. Phone (602)
746-1111 [341]
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RECORDER
• Take anywhere rugged design
• Rechargeable battery or line operate
• Position feed-back galvos
99.5% accuracy
• DC — 125 Hz.
• Crisp, clear traces ... low cost thermal paper
• Simple to operate ... years of trouble free operation
This new Dash It may very well be the
final wcrd in portable/lab high speed
recorders. With rechargeable batteries
and built in cnarger, you can take it
anywhere — land, sea or air, and use it
for 4to 5hcurs Then, you can continue
to operate while recharging the batteries. Accuracy? The patented (U.S.
#4,134,062) PathfinJerTM galvo is
position feedback with better
than 99.5% accuracy. High stylus
pressure delivers ctisp, clear
traces on tow cost thermal
paper.
•

Get all the facts. Call or write

ASTRO -MED DIVISION
tSULMH-5SCOL IDEDUZIMIM,BRIC.
Atlan-tol Industrial Park/West Warwick, R.I. 02893
401-828-4000
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allowing the emitter metalization to
contact the base region. Base drive
current is not shunted by this short
circuit, because it flows through a
10042 diffused resistor and the
active base region before reaching
the short. Such adiode is necessary
in many switching supplies and
motor controllers to shunt current

stored in inductive loads. Because
the diodes do not require extra
space, the cost of an additional component and board space is saved.
The elimination of parasitic wiring inductance can make a difference in reaching switching frequencies over 40 kHz. Furthermore, the
base-emitter resistor allows easier

Isolation amp

lation—between input, output, and
the internal floating power supply—
to 3,000 V. Nonlinearity, typically
0.05% of full scale for a ± 10-v output at 5mA, is 0.1% maximum. Relative
accuracy, including all offset,
Transformer-based module
temperature, and nonlinearity efhas 30-kHz bandwidth,
fects, is ±0.5% maximum over the
full operating range of 0° to 80°C.
isolates up to 3,000 V
Stability over temperature is particularly good at 0.005%/°C.
Though the IA194 isolation ampliOffset and noise. Initial offset
fier uses transformer isolation, it is voltage at unity gain is ± 10 mA
more than amatch for usually faster maximum, and is externally adjustoptically isolated parts, maintains able to zero. Offset voltage drift over
Richard Beede, vice president of temperature is to within ± 100
engineering at Intronics Inc. The
iv/°C maximum. Input-difference
module has a bandwidth of 30-kHz current noise at 25°C typically is 10
and a specified 200-us maximum nA (70 nA is maximum). An input
settling time.
voltage noise of 10 Hz to 1kHz is a
"Running the unit's transformers maximum 3 'iv, and input current
in a current mode rather than the noise 40 pA peak to peak.
more usual voltage mode gives us
The IA194 has an externally pronearly twice the bandwidth and half grammable gain of up to 1,000, as
the settling time we'd normally well as external synchronization of
expect from this part," notes Beede. an internal oscillator used for input
The one tradeoff, he admits, is a isolation. An oscillator providing
lower level of common-mode rejec- modulation and demodulation is also
tion; the ratio is 90 dB, about 30 dB triggered externally to eliminate
less than that obtainable in voltage beat-frequency effects on the output
mode, but still sufficient for many signal. The unit is powered with 80
multichannel data-acquisition and mA at 11.5 to 12.5 ydc.
process-control applications dePackaged in a 0.55-by-2.27-bymanding the IA194's high speed and 3.6-in, module, the IA194 is priced
stability.
at $119 in lots of one to nine, with
The IA194 affords three-port iso- quantity discounts available. Delivery is from stock or up to six weeks.

settles in 200 gs

parallelling of several transistors, by
relaxing the requirements on baseemitter junction matching.
The 6774 is priced at $5.90 in lots
of 100. Delivery on both the 6754
and 6774 is from stock.
RCA Solid State Division, Route 202, Somerville, N. J. 08876. Phone (201) 685-7102
[342]

bipolar TTL multipliers, yet it consumes half the power and sells for a
third as much. The WTL1016 uses a
modified Booth's algorithm and advanced n-mOS very large-scale integration to combine high performance with alow 2-w power consumption, compared with 4 w for the
bipolar device.
Easier to construct and having a
smaller die size (160 mil' compared
with 200 mil') than abipolar device,
the n-mos device permits higher
yields and lower costs, enabling a
manufacturer to offer it for 30% to
50% less than the average bipolar
version's $150.
The WTL1016 features input/output latches that may be operated in either clocked or transparent
modes. Input data of 16 bits is
accepted in 2's complement or signmagnitude coding. The device operates on a 5-v power supply and has
TTL-compatible vo levels. The
WTL1016 design is available under
adesign-licensing arrangement.
Weitek Corp., 3255 Scott Blvd., Building 2B,
Santa Clara, Calif. 95050. Phone (408) 7276625 [343]

Charge-coupled device
delays, stores TV signals

The MS1003 charge-coupled-device
video delay line contains a 91002158. Phone (617) 964-4000 [349]
element analog shift register. It can
store a National Television System
Committee television line with a
bandwidth of 5.5 mHz at a clock
N-MOS reduces multiplier
frequency of 14.3 MHz. It can also
cost and power consumption
be used for applications requiring
time delay, time compression or
The performance of Weitek's n- expansion, or analog-signal storage.
channel mos 16-by-16-bit parallel
The MS1003 is available in two
array multiplier design rivals that of versions, one for delay-line applicaIntronics Inc., 57 Chapel St., Newton, Mass.
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AN INNOVATIVE 20 MHz OSCILLOSCOPE
THAT EMPHASIZES OPERABILITY
The SS-5702 has flexibility and power which make it ideal for the maintenance and
troubleshooting of TVs, VTRs, audio equipment and a wide range of other electronic
systems by hobbyist as well as professionals. At the top of its class,
the SS-5702 uses a 6-inch rectangular, parallax-free CRT.

e"--1

T
I
_r_rb

Ii
IWATSU makes more than 20 oscilloscopes as well as an impressive lineup of other instruments including logic analyzers and
digital memory scopes. The fastest oscilloscope has amaximum
frequency of 350 MHz. And the same technological expertise
and product quality that make this super high-frequency oscilloscope possible are incorporated in the SS-5702.

terVAT

L_.I_

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6-inch rectangular, parallax-free CRT
TV-V trigger
Variable sweep length
Double Lissajous figure
1mV/div to 10 V/div sensitivity
100 ns/div to 0.2 s/div sweep
Differential input with ADD mode
DC operation (optional)

IWATSLI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

ASAH ISE IME IBLDG., 2-1-3 NIHONBASH I, CHUO-KU, TOKYO, 103 JAPAN TELEX: J24225 TE LE IWA

Austria: Universal Elektronik Import GmbH 54 16 88 • Canada: Associated Test Equipment Ltd. (416) 497-2208 • Chile: Importadora Janssen Y Cia. Ltda. 72 3956
• Denmark: Danstrument aps (03) 28 34 31 • Engiand: ITT Instrument Services 0279 29522 • Finland: Oy Etra AB 780 122 • Italy: Radie) Spl (02) 213.30.56
• Netherlands: Klaasing Electronics By 01620.51400 mi New Zealand: G.T.S. Engineering Ltd. 546-745 • Norway: Solberg & Andersen AIS (02) 19 10 00
• Sweden: Teleinstrument AB 08/38 03 70 •West Germany: NBN Elektronik GmbH (0 81 52) 390
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High Voltage
Products
from
SILICON RECTIFIERS

I
‘

ACTUAL SIZE

VOLTAGE MULTIPLIERS

ONE HALF
ACTUAL SIZE

POWER SUPPLIES

•"MINIATURIZATION" is
our specialty
•Custom design
•"In-house" capability
•MIL approved facilities
•Hi reliability
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
•Military e Industrial
•Commercial
•CRTs •PIVITs •SITs
• I-SITs •LLLTV •Lasers
• Image Intensifiers
• Detectors
•Electrostatic Applications
Write for new catalog
or call 613-392-2581.

ERIE
MURATA ERIE NORTH AMERICA, INC
Trenton. Ontario. Canada K8V 5S1

613-392-2581
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New products
tions and the other for analog storage. In the delay-line version, the
device is clocked continuously to give
adynamic range of 60 dB. For storing analog signals, adynamic range
of better than 60 dB is achieved for a
64-µs interruption period at an
ambient temperature of 70°C.
Both versions will handle maximum input signals of 1.5 v peak to
peak. The MS1003 is packaged in a
16-lead ceramic dual in-line package
and operates over the — 55° to
+70°C temperature range. In lots of
100, each device sells for $45.

tion quantities may take eight weeks.
Apex Microtechnology Corp.,
Pennsylvania

St.,

Tucson,

1130E East
Ariz.

85714.

Phone (602) 746-0849 [345]

Monolithic filter fixes
center frequency within 0.6%

No external capacitors are needed to
operate the MF10 monolithic filter,
which is designed for telecommunications, signal-processing, audio, and
instrumentation use. Unlike most
Plessey Semiconductors, 1641 Kaiser Ave.,
other filters, whose center frequenIrvine, Calif. 92714. Phone (714) 540-9979
cies are adjusted by external resist[344]
ors or capacitors, the MF10 has
center frequencies of various secondorder functions that are directly proportional to an external clock freHigh-voltage op amps
quency and are fixed to an accuracy
slew at 200-V/iis rate
of within 0.6%.
The gain and filter selectivity are
The Apex PA84 and PA84A high- adjusted by external resistors. Bevoltage operational amplifiers have a cause capacitors are eliminated, only
75-MHz gain-bandwidth product and minimal tuning of acenter frequena 200-v/µs slew rate, and through cy, which may reach 20 kHz, is
provisions for external phase com- required. The clock is the only other
pensation control, their response external component necessary; it can
may be optimized for each applica- drive an unlimited number of filters.
The dual MF10 comes in a 20-pin
tion to maximize speed.
molded package for $3.70 in 100s.
These power amplifiers have thermally efficient beryllia substrates, National Semiconductor, 2900 Semiconducthick-film resistors, silicon semicon- tor Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051 [346]
ductors, and aluminum-wire interconnections. They accept power-supply voltages ranging from ± 150 to
± 15 vand deliver an output voltage
of up to 290 v peak to peak at load
currents of ±40 mA while safeguarding their output circuits with
internal over-temperature protection.
The input circuitry contains cascaded field-effect transistors for a
3-pA input bias current; the input
offset voltage drifts only 5 µV/°C.
Internal current limiting enables the
Transducer converts pressure
amplifiers to withstand a short circuit to ground without causing secdirectly into current
ondary breakdown. The output transistors are biased for acontinuous-on
Micro Switch's piezoresistive transcondition to ensure maximum linearducer converts pressure proportionity.
ally into current instead of voltage.
In quantities of 100, the PA84 is
It operates in the 3- to 15-1b/in. 2
priced at $66.50 and the PA84A
range and produces a 4- to 20-mA
sells for $77.50. For small quantities, output.
delivery is from stock, but producThe two-wire 149PC is a hybrid
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16-bit software lust caught up
with16-bit hardware.
A better marketing tool. Whether you're developing
multi-tasking, multi-user, or networked systems, the XENIX —
operating system helps you get the most from your 16-bit
product. XENIX' portability frees you from dependence
on asingle hardware source. XENIX' universality puts your
product into more applications. And XENIX' high level
language support cuts system development time for you
and your customers. With XENIX, you're into more
markets faster. With abetter product.
Setting the standard. XENIX is Microsoft's implementation of the UNIX operating system. It's a multi-tasking,
multi-user OS for leading 16-bit microprocessors. In fact,
XENIX is such aproductive, portable system, that we
expect it to become the de facto standard operating system
for 16-bit microprocessor-based systems. A standard that
will foster the development of applications programs that
sell systems.
Support. XENIX is fully supported by Microsoft. In developing XENIX for 16 bit microprocessors, we improved the
efficiency of the UNIX operating system. Then, we added
enhancements specifically designed to make the system
suitable for the commercial marketplace. You can create
atotal environment by adding Microsoft's standard
software packages to the XENIX operating system. In
languages, Microsoft's BASIC Interpreter and Compiler,
FORTRAN, COBOL, and Pascal provide unique program
portability between 8-bit and 16-bit systems. And, Microsoft

is the single-source vendor for the XENIX operating
system, larguages ano utilities. In addition, Microsoft's
XENIX Clearinghouse will provide access to alibrary of
XENIX applications software and utilities.
Want to know more? if you are developing a16-bit microprocessor-based system, contact us. We can offer you
single copy XENIX through our distributors, or, multi-copy
XENIX with alow initial payment and apay-as-you-sell OEM
royalty program. To open adialog, return the coupon below.
•UNIX operating system is atraaemark of Bell Laboratories
XENIX is offered under iicense from Western Electric

10800 N.E. 8th Street
Bellevue, WA 98004
1206) 455-8080
'm interested.
Please send me information on the XENIX operating system for
16-bit microprocessors
O PDP-11,
[7 Z8000,
D 8086,
0 68000.
I'm specifically interested in
D single copy,
0 multi-copy OEM use.
III Please include information on the XENIX Clearinghouse.
Name
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

TEAC TOOK OUT MSRES
TO BUILD IN RELIABILITY
Unique Long Life
Brushless DC Motor
So reliable (lifetime
10,000 hours)
that we let it run
continuously. No
motor start-up
time. No electrical
noise to bother
CRT displays either.

Controlled Frame
Expansion
We matched the
thermal expansion rate of
the frame to that of the
media. Head misalignment
is greatly reduced.

Choice of 2 Recording
Methods: MFM/FM
Data capacity can be
doubled using MFM.
No write
precompensation
is necessary.

Precision Head Seek
The stepping motors
used in floppy disks are
creatures of strange
habits, stopping more
accurately at some steps
than others. TEAC steps
the motor 4 times per
track, eliminating this
type of error.

New products
integrated circuit and has a 1-ms
response time. The heart of the sensor is a0.1 -in.' silicon chip. A sensing diaphragm is etched into the
chip, and resistors are ion-implanted
in the diaphragm. Pressures applied
to the twin ports of the transducer
cause the diaphragm to flex and the
values of the resistors to change, producing acurrent output that is proportional to the change in pressure.
Computer-controlled laser trimming of the thick-film resistors on
the substrate ensure exact temperature compensation and precise end
points for pressure range. Temperature error is ± 1% of full-scale output over 0° to 50°C. The 149PC can
sustain an overpressure of 50 lb/in.',
and test units have withstood severe
shock and vibration. The small plastic-packaged device will sell for
under $100. Samples will be available this month.
Micro Switch, 11 West Spring St., Freeport,

The super-reliable brushless
DC motor used in
our FD-50 series
51/4 Floppy Disk Drives
lasts 10,000 hours.

3 Models FD-50A/50C/50E,

3Formats

The FD-50A is asingle-density, 48 tpi,
40/35 track model. In 35-track mode it
is fully compatible with the Shugart
SA-400. The FD-50C is a double-trackdensity, 100 tpi, 77 track model, and
compatible with the
Micropolis 1015.
The FD-50E is an
industry-standard
double-track-density
96 tpi, 80/70 track
model.

TEAC

TEAC CORPORATION: 3-7-3 Naka-cho, Musashino, Tokyo, Japan Tel, 10422) 53-1111 Tlx: 2822451, 2822551
•U.S.A. TEAC Corporation of America. Tel:12131726-0303 •Canada R.H.Nichols Co.. Ltd., Tel: 14161661.3190 •Hongkong Dab Chong Hong Ltd.,
Tel: 5-261111. 5-226258 •New Zealand W. d K. McLean Ltd.. Tel: 587-0370 Australia Jacoby Mitchell Pty, Ltd., Tel: (02) 26 2675 •South Africa
Mayfair Sales (Pty) Ltd.. Tel: 1011)29.2921 •United Kingdom Tekdata Electronics Limited Tel: 0782 813631•West Germany nbn Elektronik Gmbri.
Tel 08152/390 *Holland Simac Electronics DV Tel 40-533725 •Belgium & Luxemburg Sirnac Electronics, Tel: 02-219.24.53. France Tekelec
Airtronic S.A. Tel: 11) 534-75-35 •Italy A.E.S.S E.S PA.. Tel: 54.64.741-2-3 •Spain Atajo Ingenieros S.A., Tel: 733 0562. 733 3700 •Switserland
Wenger Datentechnik, Tel 061/50 84 84 •Denmark Danbit, Tel (031 141515 *Sweden Scantele AB. Tel 08-24 58 25
'If no distributor is listed above in your area, please contact us directly tor further details about our products.
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HOPE

The project
aship launched.
First there was the hospital ship S.S. HOPE, now retired.
Today HOPE is on established project which has carried
its goal of improving health through education to 24
developing countries of the world and the United States

PROJECT Department Fi

UIIP

Applied voltage shifts
microcircuit's phase ± 600'
The Tau Tron PL-204M voltagecontrolled microcircuit provides an
output that can be shifted in phase
over a range of ±600° with respect
to the input clock. The unit operates
over a frequency range of 50 to 200
MHz and gives continuous control
over the phase shift with resolutions
better than 20 ps.
The PL-204M is a three-terminal
device using a phase-locked—loop
approach to achieve its excellent linearity, stability, and edge-control
accuracy. A hybrid circuit in a 24pin dual in-line package, it is suitable for applications where precision
high-speed delay and width control
are required, as in p-i -n electronics,
timing generators, and format converters. The unit is priced at $369
for single units with significant discounts for larger quantities. Delivery
of the device takes 6 to 10 weeks
after receipt of order.
Tau-Tron Inc., 27 Industrial Ave., Chelms-

Give to:
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Ill. 61032. Phone (815) 235-6600 [347]

Washington. D.C. 20007

ford, Mass. 01824. Phone (617) 256-9013
[348]
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HIGHLY EFFICIENT AND PRECISE

NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED WIRE
EROSION MACHINE
offering:
Cutting (metal removal) rate —
steel — 40 mm 2/min
copper — 68 mm 2/min
Coordinate work table travel —
400 x250 mm
Max. size of worked parts —
430 x270 x 120 mm

T

Untreated industrial water
used as the dielectric liquid.

he efficiency is particularly high when

* — punch-out dies and other press tools * — sintering dies
* — carbide inserts *— intricate-profile electrodes for conventional spark
erosion *— other sophisticate tools and items are made.
Taper-cutting device is avery useful option.
THE OTS-3 NC WIRE EROSION MACHINE INCORPORATES
"Olivetti Controllo Numerico S.p.A." CONTROL UNIT

TECHMASHEXPORT
35, Mosfilmovskaya Ul., 117330 Moscow, USSR,Telephone 143-86-60; 143-87-51 Telex 411068 TEHEX SU; 411228 TECEX SU
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In celebration of the 50th anniversary of Electronics Magazine...
The editorial edition of

The most exhilarating, comprehensible
look at past and future
developments in electronics
that has ever been published.

Electronics' 50th Anniversary
issue of April 17, 1980,
beautifully clothbound and
jacketed for your permanent
pleasure. 300 illustrations,
many in full color.

Painstakingly researched and written,
AN AGE OF INNOVATION gives you an
unforgettable overview of electronics.
Everything from the individuals whose
foresight and daring led to the great
advances... to the origin of specific
technological breakthroughs you use
in your own work and home ... to the
challenges and discoveries we will face
tomorrow.

274 pages, $18.50

AN AGE OF
INNOVATION
The World of Electronics
1930-2000
by the Editors of Electronics

Order your copy today!

r-Electronics Magazine Books

P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, NJ 08520
Tel. 609/448-1700, ext. 5494

1-4viel
1

Send me
copies of An Age of Innovation @ $18.50 plus applicable sales tax. McGrawHill pays regular shipping and handling charges
on pre-paid-orders.
Quantity discounts available. Ten-day moneyback guarantee applies on all books.
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O Payment enclosed
E Bill firm
E Bill me
Charge to my credit card:
E American Express
E Diners Club
E Visa
E MasterCard

Name
Company
Street

Acct. No.
On MasterCard only,
first numbers above name

Date Exp

City

State

Zip

Signature
ELH_i
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New products
edges of the window strobe.
The voltage levels of the drivers
range from — 1.5 to +7.0 V and
those of the comparators are from
— 1.5 to +5v, compared with 0to 5
V for both drivers and comparators
on the previous Q2 systems. This
allows testing of the class of c-mos
Extended voltage range of
circuitry in the 5-to-7-v range and
drivers and dual comparators
more effective testing of TTL RAMs.
The dual comparators may be set for
let IC testers handle C-MOS
both high and low voltage-output
comparisons in one pass, doubling
In a major upgrade of its two-year- throughput relative to the single
old Q2 family of integrated-circuit comparator on previous Q2s.
test systems, Megatest Corp. has
All Q2 systems are controlled by
produced asoftware-compatible sec- several distributed microprocessors,
ond-generation family. On the out- and the change from an 8080 to an
side of the systems, the new family 8080A-1 in the new series has
merely adds a 2 to the model num- resulted in achange from a 1.6-MHz
ber, changing the Q2/20, Q2/40, clock to 2.6-MHz one on the system
and Q2/60 to the Q2/22, Q2/42, controller. This difference causes a
and Q2/62 read-only memory, ran- corresponding increase in the execudom-access memory, and large-scale tion rate of individual instructions.
IC tester, respectively.
The net result is a 40% reduction
Internally, the new family pro- in the time required for mainframe
vides an extended voltage range that operations. The drive and compare
allows the systems to test comple- circuitry, on the other hand, can
mentary-mos as well as hybrid reach speeds up to 8 mHz for the
devices. They now have dual com- Q2/20 and /22 ROM testers and
parators, which allow testing against Q2/40 and /42 RAM testers, while
both high- and low-voltage toler- the Q2/60 and /62 LSI testers can
ances on a single pass. They have a reach 10-MHz speeds.
faster computer that reduces test
Two new commands in the vocabtime; wafer mapping and shmoo ulary of the Q2 family make it easier
plots to enhance process control; to generate and store programs for
software-aided calibration; and ade- microcomputers with on-board Rom.
skewing process that includes both The command DEXLPP removes redundancies by isolating the parts of
the test program that are unique in
order to store the program in compact files. The BEXLPP command
reinserts the unique data into the
common functional sequence upon
execution.
Two more new commands allow
the disassembling of object code into
high-level source statements, so that
the test programmer can more easily
analyze a device-under-test operation. These statements can be displayed and edited interactively, and
the editing does not require recompilation of the test program.
Wafer maps or shmoo plots are
also possible on the new systems
through the creation of a tester-toprober interface that uses two sets of
up-down counters and prober signals
Instruments

Family grows for

C-MOS testing

for directional control and clocking.
This creates an X-Y coordinate system for identifying die locations and
for correlating them with test
parameters such as leakage currents
and temperature gradients.
Interactive calibration. Calibrating the test system is also made easier in the new family through acalibration control language that tells
the user where to place probes and
then makes the measurement automatically. In the deskewing procedure, the user is told which trimmer
potentiometer to tweak. The deskewing process itself, one of the most
crucial in test systems, is expanded
in the new generation to include the
trailing as well as the leading edge of
the window strobe.
Delivery of the new family is
immediate. The Q2/22 is $75,000,
compared with $68,000 for the
Q2/20. The Q2/42 is priced at
$65,000, compared with $58,000 for
the Q2/40, and the Q2/62 is
$95,000, compared with $79,000 for
the Q2/60. Host computers, which
can each handle four test stations,
are $31,500 for the /20 and /40, and
$63,000 for the /60 series.
Megatest Corp., 3940 Freedom Circle, Santa
Clara, Calif. 95050 [351]

Unit develops bit-slice,
MOS microprocessors
Working with single or multiprocessor systems that can contain mixed
bit-slice and single-chip mos processors, the Step-4 microprocessor development system can independently
control, examine, and monitor the
internal states of each processor as
well as interrogate and modify control registers of other large-scale
integrated circuits within the microcomputer. It can debug both types of
processors simultaneously.
With the system's dual independent logic analyzers, the designer
can trace the path of execution of
each processor and the data flow
between processors. The trace option
captures 250 words by 32 or 80 bits
of processor information synchronously with respect to system clocks
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High -performance
additives
Now, capture 20 kHz waveforms with adirect-writing recorder.

buried within periodic waveforms.
Our new waveform storage module
The Gould waveform storage
All made possible by our easy-tolets you increase the frequency
module gives you...
operate features such as calibrated
response of your Gould recorder to
•20 kHz frequency response
level triggering, selectable fre20 kHz. Lets you selectively capture
•2K of memory
quency triggering, pre-trigger view20 it sec. transiems. Gives you
•10 bit A/D converter
ing, window triggering, and more.
high-quality recorcs for as little as
•100 mV to 1500 V full scale
Find out how the new Gould
And it delivers the best hard-copy
sensitivity
storage module coupled with a
waveform in the industry. Better
•For use with 1to 8 channels
Gould 2000 Series recorder gives
than more traditional waveform
Equivalent chart speed—to
100 meters/see.
you atotal recording system:
recording techniques such as
A wavefcrm recorder. A transient
scope and camera, or light-beam
recorder. A real time recording system. And, by
recorders. High frequency events are reproduced
selecting from over 30 other signal condiwithout distortion, attenuation or loss of
tioning plug-irs, your Gould recorder can
quality. Plus, you get acrisp, clean
meet additional measurement needs.
permanent trace in 10 seconds without
Write Gould Inc., Instruments
development time or fixing. And, no
Division, 3631 Perkins Avenue,
more fussing with film loading or
Cleveland, OH 44 -14. Or phone tollcamera/intensity settings.
free 800-331-1000.(In Oklahoma,
Our waveform storage module
call collect 918-664-8300.)
also captures infrequent, hard-toIn Europe, contact Gould Instrufind transients. Automatic start/stop:
ments S.A.F., 57 rue St. Sauveur,
and triggering features let you
91160 Ballainvilliers, France.
record events montis apart without
wasting paper...let you capture
hundreds of events while unattended
.. even let you capture transients

->60ULD

mi> coup
An Electrical/Electronics Company
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These days, an American
made relay is like money
in the bank.

New products
the HP8350A microprocessor-based
sweep oscillator,
using
the
HP83592A 1O-MHz-to-20-GHz radio
frequency plug-in as its test signal
source; the HP8410 microwave network-analyzer system with aspecially configured 500-MHz-to-18 -GHz
reflection transmission test set for
signal separation, detection, and
analysis; and the HP85F desktop
computer as the system controller,
data collector and processor, and display unit.
Typical measurement ranges for
the HP8408A are 60 dB for transmission and 50 dB for reflection.
The complete system is priced at
$60,000, with delivery in 16 weeks.
Optional variations are available.
Hewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo
Alto, Calif. 94304. Phone (415) 857-1501
[356]

Think of the U.S. economy as abank, one
witn too many withdrawals and too few
deposits, and you've got a major cause for
inflation. Putting your money into American
made goods, like Wabash Relays, can help
bring inflation under control.
Wabash relays are 100% American made.
That says something special about our
quality and our fast, dependable
service and delivery. Wabash
offers over 6,000 reed relay
variations alone, at aprice
competitive with those
manufactured outside the U.S.
For relays you can bank on, give
Wabash acall. Just tell 'em
Sam sent you.
Wabash Relay & Electronics
First and Webster Streets
Wabash:, Indiana 46992
(219) 563-2191

The Reed Relay Speciefists

110 -GHz network analyzer
runs under computer control

Circle 172 on reader service card

OVENAIRE...
YOUR QUALITY SOURCE FOR CRYSTAL
OSCILLATORS AND CRYSTAL AND
COMPONENT OVENS

*STATE-OF-THE-ART HIGH STABILITY
CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS with stabilities to
5x -10 -1 i/day and 7x 10 -"/ °C.
•OVENIZED CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
3X10 -9 /°C at low cost.
•TCXO's with temperature stapil dies to
±1 X10 -7 to 50°C.
'ELECTRONIC CONTROL MINIATURE
OVENS FOR: HC-18U. HC-25U. HC-42U,
HC-43U crystals TO5 &TO8 crystal. transistor
or IC 14 Pin & 16 Pin DIP IC.
Plus acomplete range of ovens for commercial
and military applications.

OVENAIRE-AUDIO-CARPENTER
Division of Waller /Wide S Company. Inc

706 Forrest St., Charlottesville, Va. 22901
804/977-8050
TWX 510-587-5461
172
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The 4788XH computer-controlled
millimeter-wave test system measures return loss, insertion loss, and
gain over full waveguide bandwidths
of up to 110 GHz with a 0-to-25-dB
measurement range. An optional
automatic control sets the frequency
of the test generator to an accuracy
within ±0.01%.
The automatic network analyzer
includes the Hughes 4772XH millimeter-wave sweep generator; aHewlett-Packard HP85 computer; a fullband reflectometer with 40-dB directivity couplers and calibrated standard; and an analyzer with built-in
display. The sweep generator, with
the new HP8350A mainframe and
high-resolution digital displays, gives
total computer control of all frontpanel function settings. The sweeper
comprises a sweep source, leveling
loop, and sweep plug-in and makes
all features of either mainframe
available over full bandwidths
through 100 GHz.
Prices begin at $45,625, and delivery takes 120 days.
Hughes Aircraft Co., Electron Dynamics Division, 3100 West Lomita Blvd., Torrance,
Calif. 90509. Phone (213) 517-6400 [357]
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Now! One-chip microcomputers
offer R6500 performance.
Presenting the
Rockwell R6500/1
series: single-chip, 8-bit
microcomputers and
microcontrollers that
are software compatible with the R6500 family, provide fast execution speed and may be
interfaced readily with
all R6500 I/O and .
memory devices.
R6500/1 features
include 1.5K to 3K
bytes of ROM, 64 to
192 bytes of RAM, 23 to
56 I/O ports, multiple
use counter/timers,
serial communication
port, bit manipulation,
expansion bus, multiple
bus interface, directly
executable RAM with
low power standby, and
multiple interrupts.
•

Rockwell. Your
systems source.
To facilitate system
and program development, Rockwell supports the R6500 11
series with emulator
devices and interface

lines to external memory, plus evaluation
modules. One R6500/1
even is available as a
back-pack emulator
that accepts PROMs
or ROMs in an on-chip
socket. Additionally, the
SYSTEM 65 microcomputer development system with R6500/1
personality module supports full-up hardware
and program development, as well as incircuit user simulation.
Call Rockwell International toll free at 800854-8099 (within California, 800-422-4230).
Or write:
Rockwell International,
Electronic Devices
Division, RC55, P.O.
Box 3669. Anaheim,
CA 92803.

Rockwell
International
.. where science .gets down to business
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New products

Communications

Audio digitizer
samples at 50 kHz
16-channel system is useful
in digitized-speech research
and other acoustic work
Digital Sound Corp.'s DSC-200 audio data-conversion system is an
integrated computer peripheral system for speech and acoustic research, professional audio, and computer-music applications. It features
multichannel analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog conversion capability together with support circuitry in
arack-mountable enclosure.
The system's modular design allows a multitude of system configurations to be built from the available
components. For example, up to 16

a-d or d-a conversion channels with
filters, in any combination, may be
supported. A cable length of up to
200 ft can be tolerated between the
DSC-200 and the host computer to
provide the operator with a quiet
recording or listening environment.
The 200 is designed to end the
problem of high-performance data
conversion in acomputer-based laboratory, studio, or audio production
facility. Its 16 channels can each be
sampled simultaneously every 20 gs
with 16 bits per sample for a 12.8mb/s data rate. Its frequency range
covers 20 Hz to 20 kHz. There are up
to three programmable passive elliptic-function filters per converter
channel. Total harmonic distortion is
but 0.1% with a 1-kHz input at 4

174

dBm. Crosstalk at the same test frequency is —75 dB.
The DSC-200 interfaces with a
PDP-11 or VAX computer from Digital Equipment Corp. by way of the
DMA11, a direct-memory-access
controller. The DMA11 has two
boards that plug into the standard
peripheral controller slots of aPDP11. The controller provides for halfduplex (record or play) data transfer
with full-duplex operation (simultaneous record and play) possible with
two controllers.
The controller, which has the base
address and interrupt vector defined
by on-board jumpers, contains registers for command and status, word
count, and data. A second memoryarray descriptor may be held in an
18-bit starting address and a 16-bit
block-length register. By loading
these registers with the descriptor
for the next memory array, the
DMA II can automatically switch
from the end of one data block to the
beginning of the next. The capability, called data chaining, allows an
entire block time for any necessary
interrupt servicing. The DMA! 1
connects to the DSC-200 by means
of two 50-conductor flat cables.
According to DSc's president
James Pelkey, the 200's software
support includes apackage for either
the PDP-11 or the VAX system and
specific device drivers can be made
to order. Pelkey says that almost
every major player in the speechsynthesis game, including Texas
Instruments, National Semiconductor, Hewlett-Packard, ITT, and Verbex, are using the DSC-200 in their
investigations.
Configuration determines the
price of agiven system, with atypical system priced at about $17,000.
Delivery is in 60 days.
Digital Sound Corp., 2030 Alameda Padre
Serra, Santa Barbara, Calif. 93103. [401]

Fiber-optic splitter
has less than 2-dB loss
Fibronics' optical splitter is compatible with the Hewlett-Packard product line of fiber-optic transmitters,

receivers, and connector-cable assemblies. With it, branching networks, duplex transmission over a
single cable, and other multidrop
network architectures can be set up.
The Fibronics model TS-HP optical
splitter has built-in fiber-optic connectors as installed on the HewlettPackard HFBR-3001 to 3005 connector-cable assemblies. A 100-to140-gm core-to-clad—ratio fiber with
a numeric aperture of 0.3 is used
within the TS-HP optical splitter. A
1:1 splitter ratio is standard, with
other ratios available on special
order. Excess optical losses are less
than 2 dB plus normal connector
losses. The model TS-HP is priced at
$380, with delivery in four weeks.
Fibronics,
31905,

M. T. M.

Israel.

Industrial

Phone

(04)

Park,

Haifa

536217/8/9

[403]

Jitter generator, receiver
interfaces with CEPT, Bell
Hewlett-Packard's 3785A (cEPT)
and 3785B (Bell) jitter-generator
and receiver performs jitter tests to
the specifications of CCITT G-series
recommendation 0.171 for terminal
and link equipment for characterizing and controlling jitter in digital
transmission equipment.
Both instruments also have full
control over the IEEE-488 interface
bus and stored jitter tolerance masks
to make measurements easy. When
coupled with Hewlett-Packard's
3781 pattern generator and 3782
error detector and acontroller, they
become a powerful autotest system
for error and jitter performance testing in production.
This capability lets manufacturers
and operators interconnect equipment at different hierarchical levels
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Our no-nonsense, low-cost
circuit protector does double
duty as an on-off switch,
and sheds alittle light on
cost-cutting, too.
Designers, take note.
Heinemann puts an end to fiddling
with fuses, and to the ugly-redbutton syndrome of conventional
circuit protection. Now, add style as
well as sensible protection when
you design in our new Series TX—
the circuit protector that looks
good enough to stay up front, and
doubles as an on-off switch.
All with no hardware, for quick

Clean up production.
Clean up costs.
With current ratings from 2to
20 amperes and your option of
single-pole or two-pole configurations, Series TX from Heinemann
cuts into your overheadaches by
cutting straight into design complexity. Each pole in the two-pole
TX can have aseparate rating, so
you can even protect an ac circuit
and adc circuit at the same time.
And you stock only one component, install only one component.

Then, the optional light in the
rocker has separate, isolated terminals. You can indicate power-on, or
anything else—system-ready, hold,
clear—any function you want.
And Series TX is UL-recognized,
CSA certified, and designed to
meet VDE requirements, so you
can design it in right now.
Protection that makes sense.
Replacing two parts with one is
design economy. Replacing awhole
fistful—and cutting down on
inventory, cutting down on production costs—is design brilliance.
Heinemann's Series TX
has everything you need to go
from aho-hum, high-hassle
design to avery sunny number,
indeed. Ask us about it. Request
Bulletin TX-4020.

Heinemann
announces the end
or no-num,
high-hassle HE INEMAN IN
circuit
protection.

installation in asingle panel
opening.
Think about it. It probably costs
less than you're already paying for the ho-hum, fuss-andbother of the old way. Miles less if
you add in inventory hassle and
production time.

eW'

r
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COMPANY

Trenton, New Jersey 08650
(609) 882-4800 •Telex 843431
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Our EMC air panels
cool interference
without heating up
the processor.
When the cooling ports on a word
processor were emitting electromagnetic interference (EMI),
Spectrum Control, Inc. was called
in. Spectrum is a full-service company that provides professional
electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) testing, consulting, design
and manufacturing. Our experts
solved this problem with shielded
air cooling and filtration panels*,
cooling the word processor with
dust-free air while eliminating interference.
Spectrum also designs and manufactures EMI/RFI suppression filters, capacitors, shielded viewing
windows, gaskets and many other
custom and standard EMC control
devices. Our computer database
contains over 57,000 product variations to help us solve any EMC
problem you may have at any stage
of your system's development. And
our testing facilities include acompletely equipped Anechoic Chamber and open field sites.**
So contact us about your EMI
problems. Write: Spectrum Control,
Inc., 8061 Avonia Rd., Fairview,
PA 16415. Or call: 814-474-1571.
*See Engineering Bulletin 27-0027-39
(part #5.7-30313-2051:›7-57).•*Spectrum's
testing facilities meet all FCC, VDE,
CISPR, CSA and MIL-STD 461 AIB requirements.

SPECTRUM CONTROL INC.
Making te:hnology compatible with technology
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to form an integrated digital network and an integrated services digiHawk 4020 monitors
tal network. The 3785A is priced at
$13,065 and the 3785B sells for RS-232-C digital traffic
$14,455. Delivery takes between 8
and 12 weeks.
The Hawk 4020 data-communicaHewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo
tions analyzer for field service use
Alto, Calif. 94304. Phone (415) 857-1501
performs interactive troubleshooting
[404]
and passive monitoring of serial data
associated with the RS-232-C digital
interface. It has an optional teletypewriter interface. Data traffic is read
out on a one-line, 20-character
alphanumeric display. Sophisticated
interactive and monitoring functions
are configured from a menu selection format that displays the various
system parameters.
It accommodates asynchronous
and synchronous data rates of up to
19,200 b/s, and it captures and
stores up to 256 characters, includFiber-optic video link operates
ing four EIA control lines, for later
over 20-Hz-10-MHz passband
analysis. The 4020 allows field service technicians to isolate data-comThe model FOL-10V wideband ana- munications problems, passively
log fiber-optic link for high-performmonitor and trap on-line data, perance video applications can be used form a bit- or block-error rate test,
with all types of video signals, as and simulate both data-terminal and
well as other analog signals, within data-communications equipment for
its flat ± 1-dB passband of 20 Hz to interactive communication with both
10 MHz. Its harmonic distortion is local and remote network compobelow 1% at full modulation, while nents. It can also be configured to
its differential gain and phase are transmit or reply to polling mesless than 1 dB and 3° respectively. sages, to generate or verify cyclic
Signal-to-noise ratio exceeds 58 dB
at the maximum nominal length of
1,000 meters.
The transmitter module has alevel control to allow proper optical
modulation with inputs in the range
of 0.5 to 2.0 v peak to peak, and the
receiver has an internal gain control
to compensate for optical loss and
insure a nominal 1-v peak-to-peak
output. Each module has a directcoupled 75-1Z electrical connector.
The optical source is an 820-nm redundancy checks, and to measure
light-emitting diode mounted in an the delay between rise of request to
SMA miniature microwave-compatisend and rise of clear to send as well
ble connector. Its power require- as between the fall of request to send
ments are 110 or 220 v, 50 or 60 Hz, and the rise in data-carrier detect.
at less than 8w.
The Hawk 4020 sells for $3,595
The standard FOL-10V, without in single-unit quantities, with delivfiber, is priced at $750 for quantities ery of the analyzer 90 days after
of one to nine. Delivery takes four to receipt of order.
six weeks.
International Data Sciences Inc., 7 WellingManage Inc., 165 Front St, Chicopee, Mass.

ton Rd., Lincoln, R. I. 02865. Phone (401)

01013. Phone (413) 594-4026 [405]

333-6200 [406]
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741S.
CMOS.
SPI.
SPI's 74LS Devices In

crios

SPI gives you 20 new reasons to celebrate.
If you're asystem designer, you know that
CMOS is the process of the 80s. And SPI is the
CMOS innovator. We've taken 20 of the most
popular 74LS devices and manufactured them in
CMOS — to give you low power and increased
system performance.
Our 74SC components are pin-for-pin compatible, direct plug-in replacements for low power
Schottky devices. But
you also get the
_elyântages of
CMOS: signifigantly lower power,
higher noise immunity, full TTL
compatibility (input
and output) and the
same high speed.
Best of all, they are
available now at prices that
will surprise you.
SPI CMOS Makes It Possible
Our 74SC devices are fabricated using aproprietary selective oxidation silicon gate process we
call SPI CMOS. It's the same advanced technology that we use in our 500- and 1000-gate uncommitted logic arrays, so you know it's been proven
where it counts — in the field.
SPI's new family of 74SC components covers
the range of the most widely used devices. Decoders. Multiplexers. Octal drivers. llansceivers.
Flip-Flops. Latches. All are direct plug-in replacements designed to solve marginal performance
problems in existing designs. Or, with an eye

on the future, you can design in the building
blocks for tomorrow's high-speed, low-power
CMOS systems.
Put SPI's CMOS 74SC products to work in
existing applications where high-noise immunity
and/or low power is desirable. And that's just
the beginning.
On The Shelf Now

You can start using,SPI's CMOS 74SC products today because they're
available now.
74 SCin_ÇMOS
SPI — don't settle for
anything less. Put
more into your system right now and
0. stay ahead with SPI
CMOS — the process of the 80s.
—1 kCall or write SPI
for more information,
before your competition does.
•SP74SC137
•SP74SC138
•SP74SC139
•SP74SC237
•SP74SC238
•SP74SC239
•SP74SC240
•SP74SC241
•SP74SC244
•SP74SC245
•SP74SC373

Iof 8Inverting Decoder
with Input Latches
1of 8Inverting Decoder
Dual 1of 4Inverting
Decoder
1of 8Decoder with
Input Latches
1of 8Decoder
Dual 1of 4Decoder
Octal Inverting Buffer
Octal Buffer
Octal Buffer
Octal "Ii•ansceiver
Octal Ttansparent Latch

SPI

•SP74SC374
•SP74SC533
•SP74SC534
•SP74SC540
•SP74SC541
•SP74SC563
•SP74SC564
•SP74SC573
•SP74SC574

Octal DType Flip-Flop
Octal Inverted Output,
llansparent Latch
Octal Inverted Output,
D-Type Flip-Flop
Octal Buffer
Octal Buffer
Octal Inverted Output,
ltansparent Latch
Octal Inverted Output,
D-Type Flip-Flop
Octal llfansparent Lech
Octal D-Type Flip-Flop

SEMI PROCESSES INC.

1885 Norman Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95050, Tel: (408) 988-4004
TWX: 910-338-0025 SPI SNTA
SPI in Europe: Semi Processes Inc., Austin House, South Bar, Banbury, Oxfordshire,
England, Tel: (441-295-61138 Telex: 837594
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Computers & peripherals

Unibus board
supports X.25
Communications controller
handles X.25 packet switching
and IBM, Univac protocols
In distributed data processing, communications can consume up to 50%
of the computing power of systems
like Digital Equipment Corp.'s LSI11/23 and PDP-11. But when it is
handled by front-end processors like
the Unibus Communications System
from Plessey Peripheral Systems, the
central processing unit is freed to
handle other tasks. The ucs board
handles communications using the
increasingly popular X.25 packetswitching protocol [Electronics, Sept.
22, p. 34] and is available in versions
designed for IBM and Univac
protocols.
The introduction of ucs, which
has been tested at three sites in
Europe and the U. S., moves Plessey
into the distributed data-processing
market. The firm spent over a year
testing its offering before stepping
into distributed
processing "because communications is a different
world. We had to
learn to deal with
new problems in
service and support
and
train
our
staff," explains
Brent Vanderwood,
communications
products marketing
manager.
The ucs is designed to help users
of Plessey's DECemulating systems
communicate with
host computers
The products for
other
protocols
have some variations, but all use a
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processor board designed for Plessey
by Associated Computer Consultants of Santa Barbara, Calif. The
Z80A-based processor runs at 4MHz
and has 4-K bytes of random-access
memory and 16-K bytes of userprogrammable read-only memory.
Like all the boards that work with it,
the processor fits a single slot in a
hex-width standard peripheral-controller backplane.
Although the product could be
added to nearly any DEC-compatible
system, Plessey plans to market it
only to existing Plessey users and in
new systems. It will be offered for
the SYST-24, -34, and -44 and for
the SYST-13VB and -23V, which
require Plessey's Q-bus-to-Unibus
converter.
The ucs communications board
supports X.25 protocol to level 3, the
highest level currently specified by
the International Consultative Committee for Telegraphy and Telephony (cciTT). For X.25 use, the
processor board coordinates with a
memory-expansion controller, which
provides buffering for the 32 virtual
circuits necessary for X.25 communications. It provides 64-K bytes of
RAM and does not add to the bus
load. Software implementing the
X.29 interactive terminal protocol is
provided for users who require it,

thus enabling communication with
networks that use X.25 as well as
Tymnet, Telenet, and others.
Other protocols supported are
IBM's 2780/3780, Houston Automatic Spooling Program (HASP),
and 3270; and Univac's Nine Thousand Remote (NTR), UTS-400, and
U200/DCT1000. Hardware is the
same for all, but firmware is altered
for each variation. The IBM HASP
and Univac NTR protocols require
only the processor board, whereas
the remaining modes demand a terminal controller board for full utilization. The controller is also a
4-MHz, Z80A-based card with 32-K
bytes of RAM. It provides eight fullduplex RS-232-C lines. For blockmode terminals like the IBM 3277
and Univac U200, 16-K bytes of
PROM is provided. Up to four controllers can be tied to asingle processor board with the remaining protocols, supporting a maximum of 32
terminals.
With the controller board, users
can connect Ascii terminals to the
mainframe, emulating native terminals. With this emulation the mainframe determines the screen format
of the terminals and communicates
with the minicomputer using a
direct-memory-access terminal interface. The DMA capability spans
256-K bytes. The
latter setup eliminates the need for
additional terminal
controllers, such as
DEC's DZI1 board.
The $10,000 for
the X.25 products
and $9,000 for the
basic system include software.
Boards in complete
systems will add
their price to the
system price. Delivery of the communications system
takes 60 days after
receipt of order.
Plessey Peripheral Systems,
Ave.,
92714.

1691

Browning

Irvine.
Phone

Calif.
(714)

557-9811 [361]
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The big parade to switching regulators is on!
And we've got the capacitors you need.
Everybody's standing up and
cheering for the energy efficiency of
switching regulator power supplies.
When you switch to switchers,
see Mallory for filter capacitors.
We can give you abroad selection
from which to choose, and the electrical, environmental and reliability
performance you need.
• High capacity types up to 320,000
mfd at 3VDC and 8000 mfd at
100 VDC, for unit chassis power
supplies

• Smaller lead-mounted types for
PC boards
• Capacitors specifically designed
for input sections and output
sections, including the new
CGO output capacitor with symmetrical ESR and high frequency
characteristics
• Medium temperature (85°C) and
high temperature (105°C) ratings

MALLORY

• High frequency types with low
inductance at 20 KHZ
• All of them tested out to exceptionally low ESR values and high
ripple current ratings
For complete technical bulletins,
contact your nearest Mallory sales
office. Or write or call Mallory
Capacitor Company, adivision of
Mallory Components Group, P.O.
Box 1284, Indianapolis, IN 46206.
017) 636 5353.

ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC GROUP

EMHART
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FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company

Introducing our 93422A
and 93L422A.
Our two new RAMs are the fastest 256x4-bit
TTL RAMs in the world. Period.
Thanks to our lsoplanar process, we're
talking about dramatic improvement in access
times without having to increase power.
With our low-power RAM, you get 45 ns. Our
regular-power RAM, 35.
And if you think our access times are good,
just take alook at our power-dissipation specs.
The 93422A gives you 775 mW commercial,
850 military.The93L422Agivesyou 400 and 450.
If that's not enough, both parts are ready for
delivery right now.

So give us acall and we'll give you more
information on our new RAMs.
They're the ones that are leading the pack.
For more information, call or write Fairchild
about the 93422A and the 93L422A. Fairchild
Bipolar Division, Drawer #7283, Mountain View,
CA 94042. Telephone: (415) 962-3951. TWX:
910-379-6435.
France: Fairchild Camera & Instrument S.A 121 Ave d'Italie. 75013 Pans.
Tel 331 584 55 66. Telex: 0042 200614. Italy: Fairchild Sernicondutton
S PA.. Viale Corsica 7.20133 Milano. Tel 02 296001-5. Telex: 843-330522.
Germany: Fairchild Camera & Instrument (Deutschland) GmbH. 8046
Garching Hochbruck. Daimlerstr. 15. Munchen. Tel 089 320031 Telex:
52 4831 fair d. England: Fairchild Camera & Instrument (UK) Ltd .230 High
St Potters Bar, Hertfordshire EN6 5BU Tel 0707 51111. Telex: 262835.
Sweden: Fairchild Semiconductor AB. Svartengsgatan 6. S-11620
Stockholm. Tel: 8-449255 Telex: 17759. Japan: Fairchild Japan
Corporation, Pola Bldg.. 1-15-21 Shibuya, Shibuya-Ku. Tokyo 150. Tel
03 400 8351. Telex: 2424173 (TFCTY0 J). Hong Kong: Fairchild
Semiconductor (HK) Ltd., 135 Hoi Bun Road. Kwun Tong, Kowloon Tel
3-440233. Telex: HX73531.

Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation

RAMs that really make tracks.
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New products
back to the upper chamber through
an absolute filter. This air flow keeps
both chambers at the same temperature, improving compensation for
thermal expansion in the arms, disks,
and other components. The net
Compact Winchester drive
result, according to marketing manager Malcom Dudson, is high actuastores 16 megabytes,
tor accuracy and the elimination of
accesses in 85 ms, average
adjustments.
The company has also designed
special
shaft bearings and hubs,
A 5'/4-in. Winchester disk drive
developed in Glenrothes, Scotland, which improve air flow between
fits four platters into an 8-by-5 1
4 - disks enough for them to be packed
/
by-3 1
4 -in. package,
/
which is no larger
than many competing drives with only
two platters. At
8,100 b/in. and 260
tracks/in., the RO100 drive's eight
surfaces store afull
16 megabytes of
unformatted data.
The average access
time for the unit is
85 ms and the
track-to-track access time is 18 ms.
The drive's manufacturer, Rodime Ltd., is aspin-off closer together. New head and
from neighboring Burroughs Ma- media technologies, says Dudson,
chines Ltd. that was founded by sev- may be incorporated at a later date
eral veterans of the disk-storage without the need for total redesign.
The unit's microprocessor monibusiness intimate with the exacting
mechanical engineering so critical to tors the power-on sequence (the
hard-disk reliability. The four-plat- drive is up to speed in 10 to 18 s) and
ter design, for instance, calls for an the motor speed, to within 1%,
extremely rigid head-actuator mech- through use of a phase-locked—loop
anism to position the head furthest dc-motor controller. Fault diagnosfrom the bearings accurately. Rod- tics are built in; status codes are
ime chose arotary actuator with five indicated by light-emitting diodes on
head-carrying arms mounted on a the front panel.
Rodime is offering the drive with
common spindle.
This arrangement is not only more one, two, three, or four platters; the
rigid than linear actuators, but it four-platter, 16-megabyte version is
consumes less power and produces priced at $1,365 in 500-unit lots, and
fewer wear particles, as there are asingle-platter drive is $690 in simifewer moving parts. A microproces- lar quantities. The firm already has
sor calculates the optimum accelera- over 100 evaluation models out in
tion, decceleration, and damping the field, claims $2 million worth of
required, buffers the incoming step- orders, and plans to ship 20,000
per-motor pulses, and compensates units next year.
Rodime Ltd., 12-14 Edison House, Fullerton
for mechanical positional hysteresis.
Air is pumped from the drive's Road, Glenrothes, Fife KY7 5C)R, Scotland
upper disk-head chamber down into [362]
a lower chamber, where it passes 23591 El Toro Rd., Suite 208, P. O. Box
1122, El Toro, Calif. 92630 [369]
over the actuator linkage and then

51
4 -in, drive has
/

12.8-megabyte Winchester

four platters

carries $845 price tag
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The Miniscribe I51
4 -in. Winchester
/
disk drive is available in one- and
two-disk models providing 6.4 and
12.8 megabytes of unformatted storage capacity respectively. It is compatible with the Seagate ST506
interface, uses the same dc voltages,
and has the same form factor as
51
/-in. floppy-disk drives.
4
The Miniscribe I provides area
recording densities of 3.46 mb/in. 2
for Winchester disk drives using conventional ferrite heads and oxide
disks. Reliable performance at this
density has been achieved with a
rack-and-pinion motion translator,
which provides for the increased
number of recording tracks while
retaining the full step-holding torque
and positioning repeatability of the
stepper-motor actuator. The positioning repeatability over the 4° to
46°C operating range is enhanced by
temperature compensation.
The drive features a 179-ms average access time and a data-transfer
rate of 5Mb/s. Prices for 1,000-unit
lots to original-equipment manufacturers are $745 for the 6.4-megabyte
version and $845 for the I
2.8-megabyte model. Evaluation units are
available now; production quantities
are expected early in 1982.
Miniscribe Corp., 410 South St., Longmont,
Colo. 80501. Phone (303) 651-6000 [363]

Multipurpose processor
has ergonomic features
Datapoint's 8600 processor and work
station incorporates such ergonomic
features as acompact enclosure with
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All you need if you lose the Card.
Emergency replacement around the world.
In non-emergency cases.
call us and a
replacement
and will
be mailed
b
t
°
41Z

•No matter where or when in an emergency, you can get an
American Expresse Card replaced quickly. Usually within
4hours. Sometimes it may be the next business day. But in
any event, you'll be back on the road, fast. Because you can
go to almost 1,000 of the Travel Service Offices of American
Express Company, its subsidiaries and Representatives. They
can also help with emergency funds. And assist yo
lost travel documents and tickets. No other car
can do all this, this fast, in this many places. On
more reason to carry the American Express Ca
Don't leave home without it,
Circle 182 oc reader service card

New products
an optional tilt-and-rotate base and
a 12-in, brown screen with amber
characters. It has apowerful central
processor and amemory capacity of
up to 256-K bytes. While fully compatible with Datapoint's Attached
Resource Computer local network, it
can stand alone.
Operating with Resource Management System software, the 8600
can simultaneously perform Cobol
execution, word processing, data
entry, and electronic mail functions.
Introduced with the 8600 is the
9301 disk unit, a fixed-media minidisk system that can store 20 megabytes on a stack of 5'/4-in. platters.
The 9301 also includes in the same
housing a cartridge tape drive that
can transfer the entire disk's contents to asingle 1
/-in tape cartridge
4
at 56.3 in./s. Prices start at $7,500
for the 8600 and $22,950 for the
9301 and vary with options. The
units are available immediately.
Datapoint Corp., 9725 Datapoint Dr., San
Antonio, Texas 78284. Phone (512) 6997059 [364]
,
,
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Digital image analyzer
accepts any medium
The MOP 30 digital image analyzer
determines dimensional characteristics of images and analyzes with its
measuring tablet all types of image
media including photographs, transparencies, prints, and projections.
An updated version of the MOP 3, it
adds 20 different geometric parameters and provides for stereological
calculations and standard statistics,
including histogram printouts,
The MOP 30 has abuilt-in printer
and an RS-232-C serial interface to
connect to computers for data storage or more complex data processing. Users can thus take advantage

Electronics/October 6, 1981

of complete image analysis programs
while retaining the speed of the dedicated microprocessor in the MOP
30. The $9,985 analyzer can be
delivered from stock.
Carl Zeiss Inc., 444 Fifth Ave., New York,
N. Y. 10018. Phone (212) 730-4475 [365]

CAD imaging display system
offers 256 blinking 3-D colors
Advanced Electronics Design's
AED512R full-color imaging display
system is for computer-aided design
and process control applications. The
system employs aseparate keyboard
and controller for a working area
free of electronics, and the controller
is in a 51
/-in.-high rack-mountable
4
housing. This configuration enables
the AED512R to add powerful
graphics and imaging capabilities to
either a local or remote computer
and to provide features that were
previously obtainable only from
more costly, bulkier graphics imaging display systems.
The AED512R is usually employed as a telecommunications terminal that can communicate serially
via an RS-232-C interface or a 20mA current loop. Alternatively, the
unit can be supplied as a computer
peripheral that is under direct-memory-access control of minicomputers
like the DEC VAX, PDP-11, and LSIt, as well as Data General Nova
and microNova, Varian, and larger
mainframe computers.
The AED512R offers resolutions
of 512 by 512 by 8, 1,024 by 512 by
4, or 1,024 by 1,024 by 2 bits, or
other combinations. Up to 256 symbols can be defined by the user as
raster-graphic overlays, each with its
own horizontal and vertical size. The
user can simultaneously select 256 of
16.8 million colors and any eight colors can be blinked at independent
rates to any other 8colors. Also, the
256 colors can be shaded for athreedimensional
effect.
The
system sells for under $20,000 and
delivery takes 30 days.
Advanced

Electronics Design

Potrero Ave.,

Sunnyvale,

Inc.,

Calif.
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Phone (408) 733-3555 [367]
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Important people
rate Electronics
most authoritative
by 2fol.
An important study by
Crossley Surveys, Inc. shows
that important engineers,
engineering managers, and
corporate managers rate
Electronics magazine the
most authoritative by 2to 1
over its two major
competitors.
These important people
make the important buying
decisions. They authorize
expenditures, determine
need, select the company,
choose the brands and
approve the vendors.

These important people
rate Electronics editorial the
best—the best for timely
business and technical news
plus nine other important
editorial attributes.
Let us show you why
Electronics is rated best.
Why our readers are important to you. Call Norman
Rosen, National Sales Manager, at: (213) 487-1160, and
he'll arrange aconclusive
demonstration in your office.
Or, call your local Electronics
salesperson.

Advertise in
Electronics.
It rated best by
important people
who make
important buying
decisions
worldwide.

Electronics

Where important people wig
read important editorial era
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"The dependable SM-2 relies on
27 flexible circuits of PYRALUX'
says M. C. Keel, Vice President and Program Director,
Standard Missile Programs, General Dynamics Pomona Division.
"SM-2 is aproven system with
ahigh reliability record. That record
was the result of painstaking effort,
and part of the story was the selection of PYRALUX flexible composites to achieve reliable high density
packaging, - says Mr. Keel. "We can
stack printed cable assemblies with
PYRALUX 4layers high in tight missile spaces, bend them 180;' and
we know they won't fail. We use
PYRALUX for all 27 flexible circuits
in the Navy's SM-2 missile," he
concluded.

The missile's autopilot and battery circuits of
PYRALUX consist of two 4-layer flat cable
assemblies containing power, signal, and shielded
digital circuits.

PYRALUX nflexible composites
are afamily of tough, adhesive coated, laminated substrates offering high strength for flexible,
rigid/flexible multilayer circuitry.
The PYRALUX WA/A adhesive provides excellent and uniform adhesion to KAPTON'' Polyimide Film,
minimizing the worry of physical or
chemical delamination. Conventional production solvents and
chemicals can be used without
affecting the bond. PYRALUX also
has excellent resistance to the thermal exposure of solder dip, wave
and reflow. Circuits can be removed,
repaired and resoldered reliably.
Investigate the advantages of
specifying PYRALUX flexible composites for your circuitry. For more
information, write DuPont Company,
Rm. X38894, Wilmington, DE19898.

MAUD(
flexible composites

41 POe
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New products
Packaging & production

Trimmer's speed,
quality improved
System for laser trimming of
hybrid circuits gains new YAG
laser, faster parts handler
Electro Scientific Industries Inc.'s
model 44 laser-trimming system for
hybrid microcircuit work is being
equipped with a proprietary new
laser and a higher level of automation that increases throughput. The
company will exhibit the improved
trimming system at the International
Society for Hybrid Microelectronics
show held in Chicago Oct. 12-14.
The high-power, medium-pulsewidth yttrium-aluminum-garnet la-

Wafer-transfer
unit is gentle
System moves wafers from
widely spaced cleaning racks
to diffusion-step carriers
Transferring wafers from widely
spaced cleaning-and-coating racks to
narrowly spaced diffusion carriers
often results in their chipping,
scratching, breaking, and contamination. The Automatic Mass Wafer
Transfer system from Micro Glass
Inc. avoids this problem. It handles
wafers as large as 6 in. in diameter,
transferring production-size quantities from cleaning racks to diffusion
carriers without using tweezers or
vacuum wands.
Microprocessor controlled. A patented space-index transition device,
coupled with an automated drive,
ensures low-impact transfer. When
the wafers are moved under the force
of gravity, the rate is sufficiently
controlled and slow to reduce breakage from mechanical shock. A typi-
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ser is both designed and manufactured by the company. Chief among
its attributes is pulse-to-pulse stability; it promises both higher trimming
speeds and higher-quality kerfs than
previously possible, the firm says.
Throughput is also boosted by an
automatic loading and unloading
system for ESI's four-position carousel parts handler. In conjunction
with a single-axis probe stepper for
one-cycle trimming of multiple-circuit substrates, the parts handler
surpasses step-and-repeat handler
throughput in many cases and
requires less of the operator. The
handling system accepts cassettes
carrying substrates ranging in size
from 1by 1to 3by 3in. and having
aspect ratios of less than 2:1.
The trimming machine's PDP11/03 minicomputer has gained a
Winchester disk drive to boost system speed and a soft-sectored floppy-disk drive for backup and soft-

ware distribution. A VT100-compatible video terminal is available to
take advantage of the new softwaresupport package.
The new Version 7 software-support package includes Esl's Fastrim
program and speed-optimized procedures for user-written Pascal programs. The Pascal compiler, now
version 1.2, has been refined. The
package also contains the latest
release of Digital Equipment Corp.'s
real-time ,
operating system, RT-11
Version 4, with a high-level command interface, new text editors, a
help facility, and other utilities that
make program development easier.
A model 44 hybrid-circuit trimming system ordered with all the
above options will be priced from
$240,000 to $250,000. Deliveries are
set to begin in April.

cal machine cycle, transferring fifty
5-in, wafers from two plastic carriers
to one quartz diffusion carrier, takes
less than 3minutes.
The operater feeds the system
with full plastic wafer-carriers and
empty quartz carriers, and activates
the microprocessorcontrolled automatic
cycle. At cycle's end,
the loaded quartz carrier is ready to . be
inserted into the diffusion furnace. Backlighted push buttons
on the front control
panel signal instructions to the operator.
The
Automatic
Mass Wafer Transfer
system may be fitted
to handle wafers of
100-, 125-, or 150-mm
in diameter. It can
also be optionally furnished to transfer 25
wafers directly to 25
spaces, two racks of 25
each to a 50-spaces
rack, or two 20s to a
40, for 125- and 150mm wafers only. The

system can also be set up to handle
plasma-etched wafers at an even
exchange of 25 to 25.
The machine operates on 80
lb/in.' of clean compressed air or dry
nitrogen and a 110- or 220-v ac
power supply. Pricing starts at

Electro Scientific Industries Inc., 13900 N. W.
Science

Park

Dr.,

Portland,

Ore.

97229.

Phone (503) 641-4141 [391)
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When you
have a

New products
$16,000 and delivery after receipt of
order takes 8to 12 weeks.
Micro Glass Inc., MGI Systems Division, 2026

static
problem
Can you locate
and measure it?
Can you eliminate it?
Analytical Chemical Laboratories can
provide the materials, instruments
and consulting services to answer
these questions.

Statiode -

...a unique topical anti-stat that
eliminates static for long periods of
time on any material. It is especially
useful where non-conductive
surfaces and continuous static
generation occurs.
Staticide is an easily applied coating
that is widely used to eliminate
static on electronic components,
subassemblies, equipment and
environmental surfaces. Product
packaging, production assembly
and data processing areas can be
rendered static-free with Staticide.

West Campus Dr., Tempe, Ariz. 85282.
Phone (602) 966-1474 [392]

Nickel thickness measured
on printed-wiring boards
Printed-wiring—board manufacturers
and incoming-inspection personnel
have another tool in the Nickelderm
N-80A for quality-control checking.
By using the Hall-effect principle,
the N-80A can accurately measure
the thickness of nickel in mils or
micrometers through overplates like
gold, rhodium, tin-lead, brass, plastic, bronze, tungsten, aluminum, and
zinc diecast on printed-wiring boards
and small components. The instrument is available with probe guides,
probes, and thickness standards that
are designed for measuring printedwiring boards and other small parts.
The Nickelderm N-80A sells for
$2,595. Delivery is in three weeks
after receipt of order.
UPA Technology Inc., Sales and Marketing
Service, 60 Oak Dr., Syosset, N. Y. 11791.
Phone (516) 364-1080 [393]

Only Staticide brand anti-stat
complies with the electrostatic
decay requirements of MIL-B-8170513
and NFPA-56A. It is non-toxic,
non-flammable, biodegradable,
EPA registered, inexpensive and
performance guaranteed.

face portion of their leads to ensure a
reliable electric interface between
the substrate pad and the clip, as
well as the printed-circuit board.
The NASFLO edge clips are on
either 100- or 50-mil centers and
supplied in reel form with a wide
variety of combinations of solders
and flux. Leads for single in-line
packages sell for $4.45 per thousand
in orders of 10 million. Dual in-line
types are also available. Delivery
takes three to four weeks.
NAS Electronics, 381 Park St., Hackensack,
N. J. 07602. Phone (201) 343-3156 [395]

Test handler accommodates
6- to 40-lead packages
Unusual lead configurations common to hybrid components can be
accommodated by using the T-2095
test handler. It has similar features
to other Trigon test handlers, such as
easy operation and simplified mechanisms, but it also can handle 6- to
40-lead packages that measure 275
to 830 mils wide and 220 to 375 mils
thick.
The T-2095 has fail-safe sorting,
digital setup dials, five-sort programmable outputs, and serial or
parallel operation. It sells for
$20,000 and comes with software
and installation instructions. Delivery takes 12 to 16 weeks.
Trigon Industries Inc., 311 Ravendale Dr.,
Mountain View, Calif. 94043. Phone (415)

Instrumentation

965-3600 [398]

A full line of static measurement and
detection devices, from hand-held
types to continuous monitoring
systems are produced.

Mask aligner-exposure system

Consulting

handles variety of substrates

...Internationally recognized
authorities in static control are
available to analyze your problem
and propose the best solutions.

The OAI Hybralign series 400 mask
alignment and exposure system handles avariety of substrates, including
hybrids, liquid-crystal displays, microwave devices, and power semiconductors. It is composed of an exposure transport stage, viewing optics
that accommodate split-field and
stereo-zoom microscopes as well as
video-display options, and a choice
of light sources. Lamps are available
with power ratings of 200, 350, and

Write or call for information on how
Staticide can solve your static
problems.

Analytical
Chemical Laboratories
1960 Devon Avenue
Elk Grove Viliage, IL 60007
312/981-9212
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Solder-bearing lead clip
ensures reliable interface
NAS Electronics' NASFLO edge clips
should reduce hybrid and chip-carrier assembly production costs by
eliminating fluxing, wicking, solder
dipping, and solder pastes. Solid or
cored solder is attached to the inter-
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I'M IN -TROUBLE!
Y FEED BILL
IS WAY TOO
LARGE..

Super Tex arrives at his Uncle Meyers' Ranch
for afew days vacation. RIGHT ON!

I CAN 1-1ELD-LET's
LOOK AT YOUR
PROBLEM!

Super Tex gets the sad news from Unc and
finds out Uncle can't affort the feed bill
to raise Power Hogs. SHAME!

Using his super visionary powers, he knows
his Uncle is in trouble. HISS!

I SEE YOUR PROBLEM. GET RID
OF THESE NMOS
HOGS AND GO TO
SUPERTEx CMOS
RoMS YOU GET
MORE SToRAG-E
.ery
AND USE ONLY
A FRACTION OF Pee*
0,-4411
THE ;ZIA
al

PI
A
4e,

/NM
_

7447 '
enai

Uncle Meyers is not getting his money's
worth with XYZ brand ROMs. BOO!

"There has to be a simple solution to the
problem, Uncle." REJOICE!

By changing his Uncle's system to Supertex
extra low power ROMS the ranch is
saved. APPLAUSE!

To be continued ....

If you are using Power Hogs.. .Change now to Supertex SuperROMs and get:
• Plastic or ceramic DIP

• Very low power dissipation
Standby 7µA typ.
Operating 8mA typ.

• Perfect for battery and remote
control applicatiois

• Large Capacity —

IM

16, 32, 64, 128, 256 K bits

IMO MI

ffl

IM I

Call, clip the coupon, or circle the bingo, but
start today on your evaluation of SuperROMs.
We will send you acatalog by return mail.

• Fully Static
• 8 bit organization

O Send me a Super Tex poster

• Low Cost
• 5V power supply
• High reliability, low power
consumption eliminates packaging
problems
• All Temp grades available —
Commercial, Industrial, Military

• Have a salesman call me
El Send me literature on D 16 O 32 D 64
0 128 0 256 K bits
D My application is

Name
Company

CC°

Address

City

State

Zip

1225 Bordeaux Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 744-0100
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The NEW
Electronics
Buyers' Guide
is now available!

New products

Electronics Buyers' Guide
1981

,

Completely new
listings of catalogs, new
phone numbers, new
addresses, new
manufacturers, sales
reps, and distributors!
The total market in abook
—four directories in one!

The only book of its kind in the field.
If you haven't got it, you're not in the
market.
To insure prompt delivery enclose
your check with the coupon now.

500 w. The system includes a controller that ensures constant intensity at the exposure plane regardless
of lamp aging and power-line fluctuations. An exposure monitor and
timer allows programmable photoresist exposure times in 0.1-second
intervals from 0.1 to 99.9 s and
1-second intervals from 1to 999 s.
The Series 400 has micrometercontrolled X-Y adjustments that are
independent and backlash-free. A
vacuum chuck is mounted in a preloaded bearing assembly to minimize
free play in the X-Y plane. Z-axis
movement is achieved by raising and
lowering the chuck rather than the
mask. This feature prevents distortion in the substrate that can occur
in cantilevered mask-frame designs.
Prices range from $15,000 to
$35,000. Delivery takes six to eight
weeks.
Optical Associates Inc., 3300 Edward Ave.,
Santa Clara, Calif. 95050 [394]

IC tester checks 128-K bytes
Yes, please send me

copies of 1981 EBG.

CI I've enclosed $30 per copy delivered in USA or Canada.
AddreSs: EBG, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020.
O I've enclosed $52 for air delivery elsewhere. Address: EBG,
Shoppenhangers Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire S16, 201 England.
Name
Company
Street
City
State

192

Zip

Country

of ROM in two seconds
Integrated-circuit tester ROM Test II
can be used to check and verify 128K bytes of read-only memory, programmable ROM, and erasable
PROM in less than two seconds without in-circuit probing of data lines.
To verify the memory, the user
inserts a personality board into the
unit, causing asingle signature to be
indicated on a four-digit display.
The testing of a 64-K device would
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Look who's
turning the disk
controller market
upside down.

IVIa king th e

lea

_,

Zi

ige tvori,
It's no secret. Western Digital has
-• Or y
been building areputation for innovative disk
controllers for years.
It started back in 1977 with the world's first LSI
floppy disk controller. And now includes the first
Winchester disk controller, too.
What's more, today, Western Digital's 7-member
family of floppy disk controllers is the industry standard. Giving you nothing short of the broadest
selection of controllers in the business.
And only Western Digital offers the vital support
chips far both data separation and DMA control.
Of course, our pioneering Winchester controller effort is equally impressive. Either as
afully-assembled board or money-saving chip
set. And our extensive on-line design support services are yet another plus.
Better still, more breakthroughs are on
the way. So contact the only disk controller
maker holding all the chips.
Western Digital.
We'll stand on our head to give you better
solutions.
'

C

ou.

WESTERN DIGITAL
CORPOR

AT

/

ON

Computer Products Division, 2445 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 9271* (714) 557-3550
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QUARTZ
CRYSTAL UNITS
DAINI SEIKOSHA manufactures miniature crystals
developed for watches and portable equipment. The
experience gained through many years of precision
technology is used to the fullest in the pursuit of
technical standards and high product quality and
reliability are maintained through aconsistent production system.

New products
normally require probing 80 data
lines and reading 80 signatures, but
the ROM Test 11 requires no probing
and it reads only 10 signatures to
check the device.
Applications for the ROM Test II
include incoming-device inspection,
production-line testing, memory verification after programming, and
maintenance troubleshooting during
service calls. It has an error-detection probability of 100% for singlebit errors and 99.998% for multiplebit errors and can be operated from
either 115- or 220-v ac power,
switch-selectable.
The unit price for the ROM Test II
is $795. The average personality
board costs $35. Delivery is 10 days
after receipt of order.
Kurz-Kasch Inc., 2271 Arbor Blvd., Dayton,
Ohio 45439. Phone (513) 299-0990 [396]

[Specifications]
Item

DS-VT-120

DS-VT-150

01.2 x5.1

01.5 x5.0

Size(mm)
Oscillation Frequency
(Specified Oscillator,
at 25°C)

q52.0

x6.0

32.768KHz±2Oppm

Temperature Turn
Over Point
Drive Level

DS-VT-200

23°C ±5°C

23°C ±6°C

1.0,W Max.

0.4,uW Max.

Operating Temperature
Range

[Features]
(1) Small size.
(2) Superior ageing characteristics.
(3) Superior shock-resistance,

vibration-resistance,

and

other environmental characteristics.
(4) Easy to mount lead shape.

[Applications]
Watch,

Clock,

Camera,

Toy,

Pocket bell,

Television,

Transceiver etc.

il DAINI

SEIKOSHA CO, LID.

Sales Division: 31-1, 6-chome, Kameido, Koto-ku, Tokyo, 136, Japan.
Phone: Tokyo 684-2010 Telex: 2622410 DSEIKO J
Frankfurt Representative Office: Arabella Center 13 OG Lyoner Strasse 44-48, 6000
Frankfurt) Main 71 W. Germany. Phone: 0611-666971-2, Telex: 413045 DSFM D

Seiko Instruments U.S.A. Inc. 2990W. Lomita Blvd., Torrance Calif., 90505
Phone: 213-530-3400 Telex: 9103477307
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Spring-loaded binding post
is insulated to prevent shock
To help reduce the potential danger
of shocks from exposed wires, the
model 4770 insulated spring-loaded
binding post allows wires and plugs
up to 2.26 mm in diameter to be
connected to it so that no metal is
exposed when the connection is completed.
Measuring 51.3 mm when open,
the post has a brass body and tin
plating; its construction conforms to
MIL-T-10727 standards. It comes in
black, red, yellow, green, blue, and
white and is rated at 630 y peak
maximum. It is priced at $3.85 each,
with delivery taking three to six
weeks after receipt of order.
ITT, Pomona Electronics Division, 1500 East
Ninth St., P. O. Box 2767, Pomona, Calif.
91766. Phone (714) 623-3463 [399]
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Not bad for the first day.
This morning, no one in the office
knew athing about making graphs.
And now secretaries and managers
alike are producing crisp, concise
charts and graphs for marketing
analysis, industry forecasting and
sales presentations. Without
writing asingle computer program.
Picture your data the way you
want it.
The key is agraphics work-station
from Hewlett-Packard. Built around
our HP 2647A intelligent terminal,
it's like putting an entire art department at your staff's fingertips.
Not only can you call up your
standard business reports on production performance, sales figures
or market trends, but with just a

few simple keystrokes, you can turn
them into clear and helpful pie
charts, line and bar graphs, logarithmic charts. overhead transparencies and more. (It's also easy to
tailor to more sopnisticated
applications.)
Draw your own
conclusions.
Invite your secretary
along to your nearest HP
sales office for ademonstration of our graphics
products (we're listed in
the White Pages). And
bring your company's
annual report or other
business data —we'll be
glad to show you just how

professional an amateur artist can
be. Or, if you'd like more information
first, just return the coupon below.

r

a HEWLETT
rAl PACKARD

s. I'd like more details about your graphics
workstations. Please send me YOur brochure.
Name
Title

Phone

Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Send to: Hewlett-Packard. Data Terminals Division.
Dept. 5967.974 East Argues Ave Sunnyvale. CA 94086
Attn: km-. Anderson. Marketing Manager.
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CALL ON
CULLIGAN
Complete water treatment systems
for the electronics industry.

Culligan, as a basic manufacturer, offers the
electronics industry one of the broadest lines
of water treatment equipment available today:
•Chemical Feed &
•Reverse Osmosis
Control Systems
Systems
•Multi-Media
•Deionizers
Filtration
•Ultra Violet
•Carbon Adsorption
Sterilization
•Softeners
•Sub Micron
•Dealkalizers
Filtration
Culligan Ultra-Pure Systems provide and
maintain high purity water (up to 18 megohms
resistance) while meeting critical requirements
for bacteria and organic materials. Other Culligan
systems treat water for boilers, cooling towers
and reclamation.
Culligan equipment comes backed by more
than 40 years of experience and a local service capability unequaled in the industry.
196
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Maybe it's time you called on Culligan for your
water treatment needs. A Culligan representative will help you find the most economical
and effective answers to your water problems—
from insuring purity to controlling costs.
Call on your local authorized Culligan dealer
now. Or contact Bruce Tait at Culligan USA.
Call 312/498-2000.

WATER TREATMENT

I WORLDWIDE''

Culligan USA •One Culligan Parkway
Northbrook, IL 60062 •312/498-2000
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Introducing
awork processor so easy even
the chairman of the board
can operate it.

VVith Lanier's new
EZ-1,' suddenly it's
easy to type reports,
letters, memos, lists, and
more. And get them done
accurately right away 'bur
staff can start using the EZ-1 the
day it arrives, because Lanier &pens
offer immediate on-the-job training.

work, while most other
similarly priced equipment
only allows you to process
words. And when you consider
how the EZ-1 can increase
office efficiency you'll see how
it virtually pays for itself. Even
though your chairman of the
board may never use the EZ-1,
he'll certainly appreciate all
it can do.
Send us this coupon, or call
today for ademonstration
of how easy the EZ-1,
really is. (800) 241-1706.
Except in Alaska or Hawaii.
In Georgia, call collect:
(104) 321-1244. 019E11 Lanier Business Products. Ire

THE EZ-1 PROCESSES WORK,
NOT JUST WORDS
The EZ-1 is more than aconventional
word processor. It's awork processor
that also files, keeps accurate records,
and helps you stay ahead of all
your paperwork. It can grow with
your business too, because Lanier
will continually update it with
new capabilities.

Send to: Lanier Business Products, Inc.
1700 Chantilly Dr. N.E., Atlanta, GA 30324

HARD WORK WAS
NEVER THIS EASY

IER'S EZ-1

'bur secretary types on a"Nike screen instead of on
paper, so changes are made
before printing. That saves
time and helps avoid typos. All your work is produced in
letter-quality printing at less than 30 seconds per page.
50-200 pages can be stored on asingle memory disc. In
addition, the EZ-1 does more than one job at atime, which
can free your secretary to work on other administrative tasks.
EASY TO AFFORD
The new EZ-1 gives you the ability to process all kinds of

Show me howeasythe EZ-1 is.
Name
Title

Phone

Best Time to Call

Firm

Address

City

COUnty

State

Zip

LANIER:

We make your good people even better.
Oct 81 Electronics 489 El ..11

-J

Makers of the TypeMasterNo Problem. Typewriter. No Problem Shared Systeneand EZ-T-Work Processor
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VARIATIONS ON ATHEME
Before your eyes is the PQ*
core in awhole battery of sizes.
An original TDK product, it
comes in 8different sizes (PO 20/
16—PO 40/40) ranging in output
capacity from 30W to 500W.
The physical size of a
transformer can be reduced to
60% if PO cores are used instead

of conventional EC cores.
In addition, the use of H7C1
power ferrite material which TDK
developed makes for power
saving and an improved
performance.
With afull range of 8different
sizes, there is a PO core to meet
any requirement.
*PAT PENDING

Other TDK ferrite cores made with the H7C1 material.

P032 2
0
122 6

e:"TDK
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TDK ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. 13-1, Nihonbashi 1-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103, Japan Phone: Tokyo (03) 278-5111 Telex: J24270, J26937 (TODENKA)
TDK CORPORATION OF AMERICA 4709 Golf Road, Suite 300, Skokie, Illinois 60076 U.S.A. Phone: (312) 679-8200 Telex :9102230220 (TDK SKO)
LOS ANGELES BRANCH 2041 Rosecrans Avenue, Suite 365, El Segundo, California 90245 U.S.A. Phone* (213) 644-8625 Telex' 9103487134 (TODENKA ELSD)
NEW YORK BRANCH 755 Eastgate Blvd., Garden City, N.Y. 11530 U.S.A. Phone: (516) 248-5230 Telex: 144535 (TDK ELECT GRCY)
INDIANAPOLIS BRANCH 5377 West, 86th Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46268 U.S.A. Phone: (317) 872-0370 Telex: 272393 (TDKCORP IND)
TDK ELECTRONICS EUROPE OmbH Christinenstrasse 25, D-4030 Ratingen 1, ER. Germany Phone: (02102) 4870 Telex: 8585013 (TDKD)
MUM INTERNATIONAL CORP. 14 Leighton Place, Mahwah, New Jersey 07430 U.S.A. Phone: (201) 891-8800 Telex: 642421, 642422
MH&W INTERNATIONAL (CANADA) LTD. 7520 Bath Road, Mississauga, Ontario L4T 1L2, CANADA Phone: (416) 676-9041 Telex: 06-983683 RFM MSGA
MONTREAL 7575 Trans-Canada Highway, Suite 305, St Laurent, Quebec H4T 1V6, CANADA Phone: (514) 331-2827 Telex: 05825732 MTL
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Products Newsletter
Bubble memory adds
128-K bytes to Intel
board computers

Burn-in tester cites
error's address

Instrumentation
tape recorders have

Undaunted by its competitors' exodus from the bubble-memory market,
Intel Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., is continuing to expand its product line
with the introduction this month of a multimodule board that contains
128-K bytes of bubble memory and interfaces with the company's singleboard computer line through the SBX bus. The new board is the iSBX-251,
which transfers data at arate of 12.5-K bytes/s in either direct memoryaccess, interrupt, or polled modes. The data access time for the iSBX-251
is 48 ms, and its placement on the SBX bus frees the Multibus for other
traffic while the host computer accesses the bubble memory. The module
will be priced at $1,200 in lots of 100.

Reliability Inc. of Houston, Texas, is unveiling a second burn-in tester
capable of providing performance data down to the individual cells.
Intersect, which is smaller than the Intercept burn-in tester and comes just
five months later [Electronics, May 19, p. 221], can hold up to 600
memory devices (16-K-by-1-bit and 64-K-by-1-bit dynamic random-access
memories). In addition to simultaneously performing burn-in and functional tests, the new system produces data on failing addresses on each
chip and the number of errors. It can be updated to handle 256-K RAMS
and other memories such as the byte-wide and nibble-wide devices, readonly memories, and static RAMS. Reliability is aiming Intersect at semiconductor houses and large-volume users of memory. The basic 64-K
model Intersect sells for $100,000, with delivery in early 1982.

Gould Inc.'s Instrument division is entering the instrumentation tape
recorder market with the 6500 series of portable V4- and V2-in tape units.
Designed to complement the Cleveland-based division's line of oscillograph

analog or digital output

recorders, the 6500 series features built-in full-function calibration as well
as optional plug-in modules for recording multiple-channel analog inputs
for playback in either analog or digital form. Deliverable in 60 days, a
basic eight-channel chassis is priced at $8,459 and plug-in modules for
fm, direct, or voice record functions are priced at $547, $450, and $230,
respectively. The modules can be intermixed in any combination up to
eight channels. For digital recording and playback, pulse-code—modulation
modules will be available in January at an as-yet undetermined price.

Fiber-optic

The first major product of newly formed Artel Communications Corp. of
Worcester, Mass., is amodem for fiber-optic links, said to be the first such
unit compatible with IBM equipment. Designed to connect IBM's 3258

modem supports
3-mile links

control unit and 3550 graphics display systems, the units both enhance
communication security when compared with purely electronic modems
and allow three-mile separations between control unit and display. The
LS-100 modems include remote loop-back testing for full link diagnostics
from either end of acable.

Leadiess chip-carriers

The new 207CC from New England Microwave Corp. in Hudson, N. H.,

house microwave driver

may be the first p-i -n-diode driver to be offered in leadless chip-carriers. It
switches in 5 ns, typically, and is for timed-switching, phase-shifter, or
modulator applications. The devices are compatible with TTL levels and
put out 70 MA.
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And that's especially true if you're in electronics or using electronics. There's
avital need to keep up with the developments that are changing our jobs and
the way we do them. As well as our lives!
The convenient way to keep current is a high-technology forum where new
ideas, products and techniques are examined and discussed. In the Middle
West that forum is Midcon, the electronics exhibition and convention.
Midcon is — 735 exhibit booths.
100 Professional Program presentations.
Midcon is — November 10, 11 and 12, 1981.
Midcon is — O'Hare Exposition Center, Hyatt Regency O'Hare Hotel.
Midcon is — Chicago .s largest electronics exhibition and convention.

12Midcorr)
/
in Chicago

For information and a Preview Program,
telephone tollfree: 800/421-6816;
(in Calif. 800/262-4208, or 213/772-2965).

NOVEMBER 10 -12, 1981

4

> Midcon is sponsored by Chicago and Dallas Secticns, Regions IV aid V, IEEE; Chicagoland and Southwest Chapters and Mid-USA Council, ERA
Produced by Electronic Conventions, Inc., a non-profit corporation
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12 ways American business
can increase productivity
and save energy
to improve its
competitive edge.

Precision Heating for Metal Processing
increased productivity by 300 percent and
cut energy costs by 50 percent for aforging
facility.
The Westinghouse induction heating
system is so much faster than any type of
surface heating, it enables the forge to produce parts at three times the old rate. That's
because the controlled electric current flow
within the bar stock heats to the precise
depth required.
Such controlled heating from within
significantly reduces the energy waste that
accompanies surface heating. It also means
an improved environment for employes involved with forging, forming, rolling, heat
treating or curing of coatings.

Office productivity increased 6percent
when aWestinghouse "Open Office"
System was installed by amajor Eastern
bank.
"Open offices" improved communications, provided efficient work stations and
lowered noise levels for the bank's programmers and analysts. Productivity increased
almost overnight.
Today, white collar employes represent
half of the American work force, but white
collar productivity has increased oniy 0.4
percent per year in the last five years. Installing "open offices" by Westinghouse can improve those figures.

Microprocessor-based production control
increased productivity 300 percent for an
agri-business.
AWestinghouse Numa-Logic PC-700
programmable controller system replaced
manual batching. Now asingle 8-hour shift
can mix 720 tons of 30 different types of
feed requiring 41 separate ingredients. With
only a1percent weight error in agiven
ingredient.
Before Numa-Logic, the same output
required two 12-hour shifts, and there was a
20 percent weight error.
The Westinghouse Numa-Logic can increase productivity in awide variety of
process and manufacturing operations.

Ultrasonic Cleaning and Degreasing
increased productivity by over 900
percent for amanufacturer of iron molds.
Instead of 1,300 man-hours and
$21,500 to clean 100,000 units, now it takes
133 man-hours and slightly over $2,100.
Westinghouse Ultrasonic Cleaning does
afaster, more thorough cleaning job than any
other method. Using less harsh chemicals
and no elbow grease, high intensity sound
waves implode small vapor bubbles that
blast off dirt and residue.
If cleaning has been your productivity
bottleneck, ultrasonics could be the answer.

Westinghouse technology
saves energy.
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Energy Management will save over $800,000
per year in fuel consumption and labor costs
for a600-acre, 150-building chemical plant.
AWestinghouse Industrial Energy Management System replaced the plant's slower,
traditional ways of monitoring and adjusting
energy generation and use.
Now, over 1,800 sensors provide the
central computer with continuous data for
real time analysis of the entire plant's energy
generation, distribution and process
systems.
Result: Any deviation from optimum
operational levels—anywhere—can be spotted and corrected in seconds. By one operator. At the press of abutton.

Illumination costs were cut $233,000 per
year for a22-story bank.
The reason? Westinghouse Ultralume"
lamps. Westinghouse researchers discovered that combining three particular wavelengths of light produced afluorescent that
gives better lighting for less money.
Two Westinghouse Ultralurne Fluorescents provide the bank with alighting environment which the employes agree compares to four standard fluorescents while
using only half the electricity.
The bank has since installed Ultralumes
in two other facilities. And is saving an additional $84,000 annually as aresult.

Combustion Control has cut the fuel bill of
an Eastern chemical company 15 percent,
saving it $75,000 per year.
The company installed aWestinghouse
fully automatic boiler system on one of its
four boilers.
Combining aprobe-type oxygen analyzer with amicroprocessor-based oxygen
trim controller, the system optimized fuel
consumption, increased safety, and decreased excess oxygen by 8percent.
It has been so impressive that the company has ordered similar equipment for its
three other boilers.

Modular escalators will save over $150,000
per year in energy costs for the mass transit
system of amajor East Coast city.
The 354 Westinghouse Moduline 100"
escalators used there save 30 percent of
energy costs when going "up',' 60 percent
when going "down" compared to the conventional type.
These advanced Westinghouse escalators can be connected in modular sections,
giving architects adesign freedom they
never had before. These escalators can skip
afloor, span vertical rises of 100 feet or
more, and provide anonstop 10-story ride.
That's right, 10 stories.
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Electricity from sunlight is one step closer to
economic reality.
The unique Westinghouse Dendritic
Web process promises to significantly reduce the cost of manufacturing photovoltaic
cells.
It produces long, thin, continuous strips
of single crystal silicon, the main component
of solar cells. The costly and wasteful slicing
of silicon blocks has been eliminated.
Modules like the one pictured behind
the dendritic strip above can produce up to
16 watts per square foot. Now, Westinghouse
is working toward automated production facilities. And we've designed and installed
systems for residential application.

Fuel Cells promise to be ahighly efficient,
compact, nonpolluting source of electric
power.
Westinghouse is developing two types
of fuel cells.
One is aphosphoric acid fuel cell targeted for the mid 80's. It converts any hydrogen-rich fuel such as synthetic gas from coal
directly into electricity. It's environmentally
benign, the only by-products are carbon
dioxide, heat and pure water.
The other type is asolid oxide design.
It's even more compact and more fuel efficient than the phosphoric acid fuel cell.
With an 1800°F operating temperature, its
ideal for industrial cogeneration. It should
be ready for use by the mid 90's.

High Power Battery technology may soon
give commercial vehicles such as delivery
vans a100-mile cruising range, take only
4to 6hours to recharge, and last 100,000
miles.
Westinghouse is developing ahigh
power nickel-iron battery that offers the best
combination of high energy density, long life
cycle, longer time between charges and
competitive life cycle costs.
Smaller and lighter than older types of
batteries, the new Westinghouse nickeliron battery could also replace fossil fuels as
the power source for industrial forklifts, mining machines, and airplane tow trucks.
It's already in limited production.

Super Small, Super Fast Processors will
dramatically enhance America's military
capabilities and ultimately revolutionize
American industry.
Very High Speed Integrated Circuits
(VHSIC) will increase processing capabilities by over 1,000 percent. It will be possible
to put up to 500,000 transistors on asingle
chip.
The production and use of very pure
silicon will enable such chips to process information at much higher rates of speed.
And they'll require 1,000 times less power.
And advanced circuit pattern printing
techniques will help deliver all of this capability in apackage 400 times smaller than
today's!

Through Its technology, Westinghouse is ready
to help American industry increase productivity
PRODUCTIVITY INCREASE IN MANUFACTURING, 1970-1980
United States
102.1%

Japan
74.8%

the Netherlands
60. 6
(
4
-

France
Germany

-

59.9%

r

59.0%

Italy
United Kingdom

Source: Based on most recent data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, United States Department of Labor, June, 1981

and...
Reestablish our worldwide industrial leadership.
Improve our trade balance. Slow inflation, and
help preserve and improve our quality of life.
For more information, call toll free

800-245-4474
In Pennsylvania, call 800-242-2550
Or write: Six Gateway Center,
Dept. 10, Pittsburgh, PA 15222..
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SAVE AFEW THOUSAND
DOLLARS WITH GE's FREE
LIGHTING ENERGYAUDIT
General Electric Watt-Miser" II fluo
-ents
and other GE energy-efficient lamps saved abank in
Maryland $2,000 ayear, saved JCPenney $19,000 a
year in just one store, and Eaton $665,000 ayear
in 18 plants.
Many other GE customers are saving thousands
of dollars just by replacing the standard lighting
products in their existing fixtures. That's why
lighting energy savings offer one
of :he quickest paybacks of

any energy saving you can make, with no capital
investment.
Maybe GE can save you lots of money too.
All you have to do is cut out the form below, fill it
out and mail it to us.
When you do, you'll receive apersonalized
computer-generated analysis of potential savings and
other benefits when using GE
energy-efficient
lamps.

WE BRING
GOOD THINGS
TO LIFE.
,
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SEE WHAT YOU CAN SAVE WITH GB FREE LIGHTING ENERGY AUDIT
7

Fill out this form and mail to General Electric Company,
Lighting Energy Audit, Department PMN-1, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio 44112.
Now
in use

Total
Number

Lighting hours
per week

Now
in use

Total
Number

Standard Fluorescents
12
4' F40/RS
20
8' F96
28
8' F96H0
36
8' F961500MA

Ballast
4' F40/RS
8' F96
8' F96H0
8' F961500MA

Recessed Downlight
Floods
44
75R30/FL
52
150R/FL

My energy rate is
. per kilowatt hour
(Divide total dollars from your last bill by
total kilowatt hours used.)

Incandescent Bulbs
60
60 Watt
68
100 Watt
PAR-Lamps
76
150PAR/FL
84 150PAR/SP
Mercury
400 Watt

92

100
105
110
115

120

Please send the savings analysis to:
Name

124

Company

159

Address

194

City

State

229

Zip Code

264

Phone

269

D Please have someone come out and help
me fill out this form.

294
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Circle 209 on reader service card

• Design
• Development
• Project
• Software

S20,000-S50,000
Riddick Associates Engineering
Division specializes in placement of
electrical and electronics engineers
with top companies in the Southeast
and throughout the U S. We provide
advice on careers, resumes and interviews for a position tailored to your
skills. Client companies payait fees
For details call or send resume in
'strict confidence to Phil Riddick.
President

Riddick
Associates, Ltd.
9 Koger Executive Center
Norfolk, VA 23502
Area 804-461-3994

S.W. &SUNBELT
•Circuits EE's •Microsystems
•Systems EE's •Software Design
•Product EE's
•Hardware Design
$20.000 to $45.000
100% Fee Paid
Specializing in placing EE's with data
acquisition. peripheral and
instrument manufacturers across
Southern U.S. Send resume, geographic preference, salary and salary
requirements to:
jresat -Thompson companies inc
•

II

Management& Employment
Consultants
2200 West Loop South. Suite BOO
Houston. Texas 77027
17131627-1900

ENGINEERS

S20,000-S60,000
Nationwide opportunities in aerospace. defense electronics, weapon
systems microwave communication systems
• DIGITAL 8 ANALOG
• MICROPROCESSOR
• LSI
• CONTROL
Send resume wsalary history to
Glenn English President

Gvnn

ET1GLISF AGEOCP

7840 Mission Center Court
San Diego. CA 92108
(714) 291-9220

SOUTH &SOUTHWEST POSITIONS
Engineering and Management positions throughout the South.
Southwest and U.S. Employers pay
all fees. Send resume or call Bob

Hogue, P. E. (512) 658-3525.

7geheicae

P.O. Box 33070,
San Antonia, Texas 78233
DESIGN ENGINEERS to $38K.
Central Peona, 8. nationwide.
L 7
i
Design
connectors /terminals,
microprocessors, controls. Re.
ply in confidence to Z. A. Gonglewski, MECK ASSOC. PER.
SONNEL.
1517
Cedar
Cliff,
camp Hill, PA 17011 (717/
61-4777).

npc

NATIONAL
PERSONNEL
CONSULTANTS

SUNBELT OPPORTUNITIES
Our 14 SE offices cover many Manufacturing
Firms which seek experienced degreed
Electronic Engineers as well as Entry Levels.
Microprocessor/Computer Applications —
Hardware/Software, etc. Fee Paid. Confidential Treatment. BEALL ASSOC. Personnel, Box
8915E Greensboro, NC 27419
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Career outlook
world of electronics will experience
the development of more powerful
The pressures on U. S. universities to and sophisticated computers on a
turn out more electronics engineers chip. "The cost, however, will equal
is mounting. Despite all those rides that of microprocessors when they
up and down the demand curve, not first came out," he says.
to mention the scare stories about
Everhart expects to see some
EES driving cabs or selling ice cream,
courses on submicrometer structures
the organizations that compile statiscoming into the curriculum for
tics about the need for professionals
advanced undergraduates and for
are coming up with the same mescandidates for the master's. But, he
sage: the schools are not producing
adds, "basics will still be taught
enough graduates to fill the available
because in the long term, engineers
job slots.
will keep coming back to them even
At the same time, the skills
after they enter management. We'll
demanded of a beginning engineer
retain our core curriculum of math,
are more advanced than they were as
physics, some basic chemistry, comrecently as, say, adecade ago. Take
puters, and some mechanics and
computers. If today's graduate canmechanical engineering or materials
not program a computer in at least
science."
one language, he or she might as
Angstrom angle. Submicrometer
well go back to school—the employstructures interest him particularly
ers that will accept someone without
because on Oct. 16 the university
the skill are few and far between.
will dedicate its National Research
The 1982 graduate will also have
and Resource Facility for Submicron
to feel at home working, not only
Structures. Having received an iniwith discrete devices, but with intetial grant from the National Science
grated circuits as well. Finally, an
Foundation, scientists at Cornell
advanced degree is more common
have been working in that realm for
than it was, even though it is diffifour years and recently came up with
cult to rationalize a couple of more
what they consider the smallest
years of college when starting salastructure ever made: a 15-angstrom
ries are so temptingly high.
line etched by electron beam on a
The questions that are starting to
single-crystal substrate. The new
bedevil engineering school deans,
building will be attached to the existhowever, is what about the 1990s?
ing engineering building and provide
How must the college prepare the EE
space and equipment for researchers
of the next decade?
from the university, as well as those
In the scenic fastness of Ithaca,
from other institutions and compaN. Y., asmall town at the southern
nies to work toward fabrication of
tip of Cayuga Lake, one of the Finsuch ultrasmall devices.
ger Lakes, Cornell University's ColEverhart does not foresee any
lege of Engineering has earned a increase in original research at the
place among the first rank of such
undergraduate level "because it
schools. There, engineering dean
takes up too much faculty time, and
Thomas E. Everhart has been giving
we are working now to try to use
the subject considerable thought. He
that time more productively." Howsays, "on the basis of my 20 years as
ever, Cornell does permit undergrada professor, and not necessarily
uates to help faculty members with
speaking as Cornell dean, Iperceive
their research and thus earn credits.
today's emphasis as being more on
But whatever happens 10 years
design than it was adecade ago. The
from now, he notes that the proporreason is that a student using chips tion of EE candidates in his underand abreadboard can make compligraduate student body—limited to
cated devices, learning optimization
2,250—is increasing. "We now have
and how much versatility is available
30% of the students working toward
to him."
their EE degrees, which is more than
Looking down the road, Everhart
there were when Icame to Cornell
from Berkeley two years ago."
says, in the next 10 or 15 years, the
Where EE schools are heading
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ATTENTION HARDWARE ENGINEERS:

You've put in at least 3years of
practical, on-the-job experience.
And now, you've earned your
spurs. You've earned the Texas
sunshine and you've earned the
chance to join the team at
E-Systems Garland Division.
You'll need your spurs, too, because some of the toughest
high-technology electronics
proolems you can face are
solved every day at E-Systems.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
HARDWARE ENGINEERS:
•wide range of jobs:
-systems analysis, design,
development, test and integration in the following areas:
computer-based intelligence
and reconnaissance systems.
command and control systems, electronic warfare, communications systems, digital
image processing

•state-of-the-art technology:
-high-speed digital logic and
signal processing
-communications theory,
digital and analog design, and
filter design
-antennatarrays for precision
direction-finding systems
-RF & IF processors & microwave integrated circuitry
-microprocessor bit-slice, and
high-speed, parallel pipeline
processors utilizing MOS, TTL
& ECL
-high probability of intercept
receivers
PUT ON YOUR SPURS
Don't miss out on tris Texas size
opportunity. We are planning to
be in the following cities with
some of our top technical people to talk with you. Send your
resume today for professiona
review and priority attention:
An equal opportunity employer, M EH, V

Atlanta
Bethesda

Newark
Philadelphia

Boston

Phoenix
Pittsburgh

Chicago
Dayton
Los Angeles
Melbourne/
Orlando

San Diego
San Jose
Seattle
St. Louis

Minneapolis

If you have adegree and 3or
more years of experience, grab
hold of this opportunity — don't
delay — send your resume to:
Professional Placement,
E-Systems, Inc., Garland Division, PO. Box 226118. Dept.
ES29, Dallas, Texas 75266.

E-SYSTEMS
Garland Division
The problem solvers.

ELECTRONICS
SUPPORT
Developmental
Technical/Engineer
Medium and High
Energy Physics

ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURING
ENGINEERS
THE OPPORTUNITIES: Manufacturing responsibilities for the United
Technologies Microelectronics Center (UTMC), a new electronics
operation in Colorado Springs. This state-of-the-art facility focuses on
custom VLSI circuit design using CAD and CMOS gate array technology.
Resources are extensive, the environment intimate, exclusive and staffed
with world-class microelectronics talent.
THE POSITIONS: All manufacturing areas, including test, packaging
development, assembly, packaging sustaining, packaging application
and test equipment. A working knowledge in these areas plus either a
BS, MS, PhD, also required.
THE COMPENSATION: Excellent salary and fringe benefits package
including paid relocation. Contact Les Gaskins collect at (303) 594-8000.
Or send a resume in confidence to UTMC, 4525 Northpark Drive,
Colorado Springs, CO 80907.
UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
MICROELECTRONICS
CENTER
UTMC is an equal opportunity employer m/f/h/y

01981 United Technologies Microelectronics Center

PRINCIPAL ELECTRONICS
SCIENTIST
Lockheed-Georgia Company, a high technology aerospace manufacturer with annual sales in excess of $500
million, announces an outstanding staff opportunity
reporting directly to the Chief Scientist and interacting
with the Vice President — Engineering.

MCGRAWHILL'S

This position demands an individual who possesses a
strong entre-preneurial interest with a technical background in microprocessor/microcomputer applications
and digital signal processing, as well as acommand of advanced and adaptive control theory.

ELECTRONIC
BOOKSHELF
IS ON THE

The successful candidate will be an organized and creative individual with aminimum of five years experience, a
PhD in Electronics and a demonstrated ability to lead a
small team of high technology scientists in a multidisciplinary research environment.
This position offers competitive compensation and excellent benefits including working in a modern research
facility that provides an ideal setting for both individual
and collective research efforts. Qualified individuals are
invited to send their resumes, including salary history or
requirements, for immediate confidential consideration
to:
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY
Professional Employment
Department 90-31-413
Marietta, Georgia 30063
'Attn: Ronny Rainwater
U. S. Citizenship or Permanent Resident Visa Required.

=
-;-t„Lockheed-Georvia
Company

AIR!

Ask your computer
to call 212/9972488 for the latest
info on our computer and electronics
books.
The
system is up daily
from 6 pm to 8 am
and 24 hours on
weekends.

Does the proton decay? Do neutrinos
have mass? These are among the
most fundamental and exciting questions facing experimental physics
today. To help answer these questions
the Neutrino Group of the University
of California at Irvine is forming a
small electronics support team and
has immediate openings at the
Developmental Technician/Engineer
level.
The successful applicant's responsibilities involve direct collaboration
with physicists in the design and construction of the diverse electronic
systems required to support nuclear
and high energy particle experiments.
Experience with fast analogue and
digital electronics is essential. A
familiarity with microprocessor control and on-tine control and data acquisition systems such as CAMAC, is
desirable.
Prototyping and construction of
apparatus is normally carried on in
house. (The successful applicants are
expected to direct and oversee these
activities.) The setting up of experiments may require travel to national
laboratories and research centers
throughout the country.
This is an excellent opportunity for an
innovative person with abroad interest in electronics and its application
to unusual and demanding situations.
Level of salary is commensurate with
experience.
The University of California, Irvine
offers excellent benefits including a
comprehensive insurance package,
ideal location and three weeks paid
vacation. Piling deadline 11/18/81.
Request required application materials for job CP 182, 183 from:
Univ. of Calif. Irvine
Campus Personnel
152 Administration Bldg.
Irvine, CA 92717
Affirmative Action Employer

CALL IN
YOUR
CLASSIFIED ADS
212/997-2556
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NOTICE
TO
EMPLOYERS:

Why
we can recommend
our readers
for the top jobs
The subscribers to this magazine have
qualified professionally to receive it. They
are also paid subscribers —interested
enough in the technological content to have
paid aminimum of $19 for asubscription.
As subscribers to ELECTRONICS, our
readers have told you several things about
themselves. They are ambitious. They are
interested in expanding their knowledge in
specific areas of the technology. And they
are sophisticated in their need for and use
of business and technology information.
Our readers are now in senior engineering or engineering management, or they are
on the road toward those levels. In either
case, they are prime applicants for the top
jobs in almost any area.
If you are interested in recruiting the
best people in electronics, these pages are
open to you for your recruitment advertising.
Our readers are not "job-hoppers". To
interest them you will have to combine
present reward with challenge and opportunity for future career advancement.
The cost of recruitment advertising on
these pages is $87 per advertising inch. For information call or write:

Electronics

Post Office Box 900, New York, NY 10020
Phone 212/997-2556

Director
Technical
Development
PlayCable, one of the most promising of the
new entries into the pay cable areno,
provides its subscribers with an entirely new
dimension in home entertainment, insuring
countless hours of family fun, variety and
challenge. And now you can become a
driving force in its success.
As our Director of Technical Development,
you'll be the in-house resource for all
technical issues arising between the joint
venture partners -General Instrument and
Mattel, as we broaden our product offerings
to include enhanced services for one and
two-way cable systems.
To qualify, you'll need a BSEE (MSEE preferred),
o minimum of 5years industrial experience
in digital electronics with emphasis on data
communications; ability to analyze various
industry trends; a persuasive personality; and
ability to "shift gears" in a new, growing
and unstructured industry.
We offer an excellent salary/benefits pack
age along with a unique growth opportunity in an explosive industry. If your career
goals and experience match our needs,
please send resume outlining your salary
history, background and experience, in con
fidence, to Gary Stein, Vice President/
General Manager, THE PLAYCABLE COMPANY,
888 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY 10106.
An equal opportunity employer m/f/h.
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POSITIONS VACANT

Electronic Engineers: Deal with
an EE. I specialize only with
electronic positions — EE's and
Techs. The top companies rely on
me. It makes sense for you and
me to discuss your career goals.
We speak the same language.
Send resume. Call for prompt attention. Noel Cram. EE., 201297-7111, consultants, Inc., PO
Box 1938, North Brunswick, NJ
08902.

RESUMES

Resumes—Complete instructions
and examples, $4. Consultants, Box
567—J Bergenfield. NJ 07621.

ADVERTISERS
Send all new copy. film or
changes to:

Electronics/October 6, 1981

THE ALL GAME CHANNEL

POSITIONS WANTED
MSEE with two years experience
pertaining to ATE & Product
Development, would like to explore
employment
prospects.
PW-4847. Electronics.
ATE appl. eng./5 years experience in programming-incl. microproc. boards-. & maintenance
of GenRad 1792D & 1796/seeks
responsible position, preferably in
the East of U.S. Work permit must
be provided (Swiss national). PW4848. Electronics.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
Electronic engineering growth positions with clients located nationally.
Our service is enhanced by the fact
that Iam an EE with 20 years in in.
dustry and over 10 years in placing
professionals on an employer fee
paid basis. Send your resume to Joe
Torcassi, Director, J. Anthony &
Associates, PO Drawer AD, Lynchburg. OH 45142 513/364-2305.

ELECTRONICS CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING CENTER
POST OFFICE BOX 900
NEW YORK, NY 10020
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Phipps & Bird's new capacitance st..ostitution unit is no bigger than your hand,
yet has a 5- decade

capacitance range.

A special discharge feature makes it sate
for use with sensitive circuits; a strong
metal case makes it sturdy for
cations.
Don't guess: switCh to

all appli-

certainty. By

Phipps & Bird.

PIILIPPg3

cs.00GID.es.

Manufacturers of Scientific Instruments
P.O. Box 27324

Richmond, Virginia 23281

(804) 284-7590
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The $995
component
testing marvel!
Now you can accurately measure
passive components for L, R, C, G and
even D with the 252 line of digital
bridges from ES).
You'll get true impedance measurements with abasic accuracy of 0.25%.
Choose from test frequencies of 1kHz
or 120 Hz, auto-ranging, and capacitance ranges up to 20,000 F. Each
model has 31/2 digits of display and the
option of battery power.
For help with your testing problems,
call Tom Freeman today.

Electronics Buyers' Guide

Gerry F. Moss, Manager
[212) 997-2897

NOW YOU CAN
SUBSTITUTE
CAPACITANCE
AT THE FLICK
OFASWITCH

(503) 6U-5960 COLLECT
Advertising

Price valid through 12 -31-81

Electro Scientific Industries, Inc.
Mar el":"-1-
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Circle 121 on reader service card

215

AUSTRALIA
LAND WITH A LOT TO OFFER
111111t
Invites

you to learn firsthand of its
industrial capability and expertise.
Meet leaders from Australia's advanced, quality
conscious engineering and electronics industry at
presentations in the U.S.A. Learn from the country's
most rapidly growing, internationally experienced,
high- tech companies how they can help fill your
needs for quality components and equipment.

AUSTRALIAN OFFSETS MISSION
Washington:
Dallas:
Los Angeles:

Marriott Twin Bridges
Marriott Market Center Hotel
Anaheim Marriott Hotel

November 3
November 10
November 17

For further information contact The Australian Trade Commissioner.
New York (212) 245-4000 •Chicago (312) 329-1740 •Los Angeles (213) 380-0980
Circle 216 on reader service card

splashproof
switch seals
Splashproof seals for toggle and pushbutton switch applications
offer protection against contaminants such as dirt, gas and
liquids. Useful in many applications where adverse environmental conditions exist. Flexible Neoprene is either molded over
brass mounting nuts or swaged on nickel plated threaded mounts.
A wide variety is available for use with 10-48, 1/4-40 or 15/32
threaded bushings. Color options are Black, Red or Gray. Temperature range: -40 ° F to +225 ° F. Immediate delivery from stock.

READER /ENCODERS
Known world-wide for proven
performance and unequaled reliability.
MAGSTRIPE" CONTROLLER—Unequaled
flexibility to interface Readers and Reader/
Encoders with your system.
For more information, contact:

AUGAT ALCM

ALCO ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC.

1551 Osgood St., No. Andover Ma 01845 USA
Tel: (617) 685-4371
TWX: 710 342.0552

American Magnetics Corporation
740 Watsoncenter Road
Carson, California 90745
(213) 775-8651 TWX 910-345-6258

Canada: KaytronIcs, 375 Norman St. Ville St. Pierre. Clue. MIA IA3
Europe: Ant France SA (2.1. SofilIc) SP. 440-CEDEX 1,4313 Fresno, France

216

Circle 122 on reader service card

Circle 123 on reader service card

In Stock—At All Times—The Lowest
Profile and Smallest Footprint
Industry Standard SSRs
120 and 240 Volt Models

CIR

2, 3 and 4Amp Ratings
UL Recognized and CSA Certified

Designed, Built and Tested for
Reliability

SSRs

Isn't this what you expect from
Opto 22?

IMIon
1•11
•
1M
•

MIMMUM.

MI•
MR
a
«Mu"

11•1111M, "
11111MV

1.51 Inches
Depth:
.375 Inches

Model

P120 04

Solid State Relay

+3

1.7 Inches

4-16 VDC Control

4

141 Inches
"«..

Model

MP 120 02

Solid State Relay

.98 Inches
Depth:
.4 Inches

Control

15461 Springdale St.
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
(714', 891-5861
Telex: 692386

Distributed by
Meri..1PleleYne

_
--— —
•
•

••••••

Circle 901 on reader service card

PHOTOVOLTAIC
DIODES

from Clair«

with tight specifications and 100% tested...twice
Clairex photodiodes of the CLD series
are designed to optimize the photovoltaic
characteristics of silicon and maintain tight
specifications on all significant parameters.
The four silicon PN planar diodes
presently available all offer high linearity,
low dark current and fast response for use in
critical measurement application& Three
hermetically sealed types are available for

use in hostile environments and one eix»cy
encapsulated type for lower cost
applications.
- And, as is the case with all Clairex cptoelectronic devices, these photodiodes are
10(W tested twice.
Try Clairex photodiodes. Call (914)
664-6602 or mite Clairex® 560 South Third
Avenue, Mount Vernon, New York 10550.

CLAIREX ELECTRONICS
ADivision of Clairex Corporation
Circle 902 on Reader Service Card

